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The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took
the chair at 10.03 a.m. and read the pRyer.

FARROW GROUP INQUIRY
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) presented edited copy of
final report of D. J. Habersberger, QC, on Farrow
group inquiry dated 10 Odober 1994, Volumes 1 to
10.

Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 - Minister's
response to recommendations in Environment and
Natural Resources Committee's report upon Planning
Issues for Extractive Industries.
Police Board - Report, 1993-94.
Royal Botanic Gardens Board -

Minister's report of failure of the Board to submit
1993-94 annual report to him within the prescribed
period and the reasons therefor.

Report, 1993-94.
Trade Unions - Report of the Registrar, 1993.

LIVESTOCK DISEASE CONTROL BILL

Laid on uble.

LEGAL AID SERVICES

Second rtJUfing

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) presented report of
review of delivery of legal aid services in Victoria,
November 1994.

Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I move:

Laid on uble.

The introduction of the bill consolidates five acts
about animal disease control into one piece of
legislation; provides for the cattle and apicultural
industries to contribute funding to industry-initiated
regulatory activities; implements mutual recognition
agreements by deregistering the partially regulated
occupation of artificial inseminators; implements the
national uniform recommendations of 1989 on
complementary legislation for the control of exotic
animal diseases; provides for very Significant reform
of provisions for cattle and bee compensation and
regulation of the artificial breeding industry; and
provides for specified animal identification
procedures and disease reporting requirements.

PROTECfIVE SERVICES
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing)
presented report of inquiries into client deaths,
protective services, for 1993-94.
Laid on uble.

ABORIGINAL DEATHS IN CUSTODY
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing)
presented Victorian government 1993
implementation report on recommendations
arising from Royal Commission into Aboriginal
Deaths in Custody.
Laid on table.

PAPERS
Laid on uble by Cerle
Freedom of Information Act 1982 - Report on
operation, 1993-94.
Legal Profession Practice Act 1958 - Report of the Lay
Observer to the Solicitors' Board and Barristers'
Disciplinary Tribunal, 1993.

lhat this bill be now read a second time.

The need to modernise the legislation covering the
control of livestock diseases is driven by the very
significant importance of Australia's position in the
world trade in livestock and livestock products and
the successful conclusion of the Uruguay round of
GAIT negotiations in December 1993. The Uruguay
round of GA17 will remove tariffs and restrictive
import barriers placed on the international trade in
livestock and livestock products. Any future import
barriers will need to be based on the Significant risk
of disease entry and on sound scientific quarantine
grounds.
The relevance of those developments to Victoria is
that the industry needs to have greater knowledge of
the diseases which occur in our £lodes and herds and
have definitive information about the absence of
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endemic and exotic diseases which are important to
world trade and from which Australia's valuable
livestock industries need protection. The major
pandemic livestock diseases such as foot-and-mouth
disease, rinderpest, Newcastle disease and classical
swine fever are now under better control than at any
time in the past 100 years. Who would have thought
10 years ago that continental Europe would be free
of foot-and-mouth disease? !his was achieved in
1992, and only sporadic outbreaks have been
recorded in recent years - and eradicated.
Adequate flexible legislation is essential for
Australia to deal with any future animal health
requirements.
Many of the provisions of the legislation are
measures contained in the five acts being
consolidated, because the legislation has served
Victoria very well over the last 25 years. It needs to
be remembered that this century Victoria has
eradicated exotic disease incursions of Newcastle
disease, scrapie and avian influenza, in the same
period has eradicated contagious bovine
pleuropneumonia and bovine brucellosis, and in the
past 25 years has achieved the near eradication of
bovine tuberculosis.
In the context of these general comments, I wish to
make the following comments on the specific
provisions of the bill.
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Victoria is developing cooperative arrangements
with the Centaur International Veterinary
Laboratories and selected private veterinary
practitioners about the twc>way transfer of disease
information and investigation of disease occurrence.

ANIMAL IDENTIFICATION
The provision of disease trace-back procedures has
become an integral part of disease and residue
control programs. To support these trace-back
procedures, the requirement to apply identification
to prescribed livestock, currently cattle and pigs, has
been strengthened by incorporating the provisions
into the act.

TESTING FOR DISEASE
The bill contains new provisions that will ensure
that testing for diseases declared under the act are
carried out using Australian standards test methods.
Laboratories that are registered for testing for
declared diseases will have these tests evaluated
regularly under quality assurance programs for
performance. The registration process will also
facilitate the timely delivery of information.
Laboratories carrying out blood counts or analysing
general serum parameters on livestock or examining
specimens for diseases of dogs, cats or livestock
which are not declared as a disease under the bill
will not have to be registered.

NOITRCATIONOFD~

AGREEMENTS WITH OWNERS
The need to be able to accurately report on the
health of our flocks and herds highlights the need
for animal disease notification to be strengthened
and streamlined. Owners, meat inspectors,
veterinarians and laboratory personnel have very
different levels of knowledge about disease. The
provisions in the bill will require only tho6e who
could know about or suspect a disease to report that
knowledge or suspicion. There are also provisions to
prescribe the time in which the different diseases
will have to be reported. 1ltis is to take account of
the need to immediately report the suspicion of an
exotic disease whereas next-day or weekly reporting
would be more appropriate for other diseases. It is
imperative that available information is drawn to
the attention of appropriate authorities if prompt
action is to be taken to control or eradicate animal
disease outbreaks.

The proposals for disease reporting will be based on
the principles underlying the reporting of certain
human diseases as contained in the Health
(Infectious Diseases) Regulations 1992 Agriculture

The bill contains provisions for owners of livestock

to enter into agreements about how diseased
livestock will be handled until disease is eradicated
&om a flock or herd while ensuring against the
disease spreading from that property. The
agreements will provide greater flexibility to owners
in operating their flocks and herds during disease
control or eradication phases than applies with the
current use of quarantine orders.

EXGnC DISEASE PROVISIONS
A national review of Australia's legislation to deal
with incursions of exotic disease concluded in 1989
that there was a need to have uniform-strengthened
legislation in each of the states and territories. Most
states and territories except Victoria, have legislated
for the recommendations arising out of the review.
The occurrence of an exotic disease, such as
foot-and-mouth disease in Victoria, will have a very
Significant financial impact on our national grazing
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industries and very flexible legislation is required to
combat such outbreaks to ensure rapid elimination
of disease. The powers and penalties outlined for the
control of exotic diseases have been carefully
developed and modelled on legisla tion in countries
where foot-and-mouth disease has been efficiently
eradicated. Similarly, the impact of rabies occurring
in dogs in urban areas will require very strict
controls on the movement of animals to prevent
further disease spread and human exposure. The
recent outbreak of a previously unknown horse
disease in an area in Brisbane densely populated
with horses required the powers and provisions of
exotic disease legislation to deal with it The
provisions in this bill address Significant
inadequacies in the current legislation.
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these powers are exercised. On average this turns
out to be once in every 10 to 20 years.
INDU~YCONTrurnunONSTO~L

HEALTIf PROCRAMS
The bill contains mechanisms for the apicultural and
cattle industries to make contributions to the
activities needing to be carried out under the act.
Unfortunately similar arrangements could not be
negotiated with the other industries. However,
consultations are continuing at the national level
with the livestock industries generally to provide
financial support for State Animal Health Services.
The framework made available to the bee and cattle
industries will be made available for the other
industries on request

ARTIFICIAL BREEDING OF llVESTOCK
The bill reflects the agreements under mutual
recognition to not require licensing of artificial
inseminators and for requirements on the artificial
breeding industry to be based only on measures
needed to control the spread of disease. The new
provision makes a very significant deregulation
initiative and reflects the level of control placed on
hatching eggs and bees.
COMPENSATION ARRANGEMENTS
There are currently compensation schemes for exotic
diseases, cattle, bees and pigs. The pig scheme is
held in abeyance. The cattle and apicultural
industries have sought an extension to their schemes
so that finances for regulatory and health services
can be secured from industry. The bill provides that
the industries will make recommendations to the
minister about the schemes which should be
supported, how they will be financed and how and
under what circumstances compensation should be
paid.

STATEMENT UNDER SECTION 85(5) OF TIlE
CONsrrnJnON Acr.
I wish to make a statement under section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons for altering or
varying that section by this bill. Clause 138 of the bill
is intended to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975 to the extent necessary to
prevent the Supreme Court from entertaining
proceedings of a kind referred to in clauses 105(2)
and 106.

Clause 105(2) prevents the institution or
continuation of certain prcxeedings to prevent or
restrain the minister, the secretary, an inspector or
any other person from undertaking disease control
activities where an outbreak of an exotic cUsease has
been certified to exist The reason for preventing the
entertaining of these proceedings is to ensure there
is no interruption or delay to activities necessarily
associated with controlling and eradicating exotic
animal diseases.

The arrangements for the payment of compensation
for exotic disease reflect the national agreements
recently agreed to by governments and the livestock
industries.

Interruptions to disease control programs will lead
to further spread of disease and mo.-e hardship to
the livestock industries in general. It will be noted
that a person is not prevented from taking out
Supreme or other court action to redress grievances
against negligent activities underta.ken in control

POWERS OF INSPEcrORS

programs.

The powers of inspectors contained in the bill reflect
those currently available to inspectors of stock,
although the powers in respect of exotic diseases are
more ordered and extensive than currently applies.
Although some of the powers may be seen as to be
excessive to some people, it must be remembered
that it is only in unusual circumstances that most of

Clause 106 provides that a person is not personally
liable for anything done in good faith when assisting
an inspector in exercising powers under the bill
Without the protection provided in this clause,
persons may not be willing to assist inspectors in
undertaking control activities which are necessary to
prevent the introduction or spread of livestock
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diseases in Victoria. The government will ensure
that it is in a position to meet claims in respect of
losses incurred or damage suffered as a result of acts
done in good faith by persons assisting inspectors.

I believe that the bill meets all the requirements of
modem animal disease control legislation. The bill
provides a framework for animal disease control
into the next century.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. PAT POWER
(Jib Jib).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second muIing
Debate resumed from 29 November, motion of
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports).
Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) - The
opposition supports the changes in the Emergency
Management (Amendment) Bill. There are two
significant changes. The overall plan for handling
emergency situations in Victoria was established
after the 1983 Ash Wednesday fires, and on the
whole they have worked remarkably well. But this
bill brings forward two improvements following a
review of the operations of emergency arrang~ents
in this state.
The first deals with the question of making sure that
volunteers who participate in the handling of a state
emergency, such as an outbreak of wildfire, are
adequately covered. At the moment, there is a
scheme that is known as the vohmteer compensation
scheme, which provides for persons who are
voluntarily involved in emergency organisations
such as the St John Ambulance, the Wireless
Institute and the Australian Volunteer Coastguard,
to be mmpensated for personal injury or damage,
and a parallel scheme covers members of the State
Emergency Service. Another scheme is provided for
firefighters established under the Country Fue
Authority and is administered by the Country Fire
Authority.
All this is clear, but what this amendment does is to
simplify the eligibility conditions on the limitations
of compensation where you have people not
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involved in an emergency, but involved in essential
training or exercises in the preparation for a possible
emergency. There was doubt as to whether they
were adequately covered, and the bill removes any
ambiguity there.
The bill removes any doubt about the provision of
normal Workcover retum-~work schemes to
injured volunteers who are also in employment and
provides funding for such programs. These are
useful additions to a compensation scheme that is in
place and which has worked reasonably well and
the opposition certainly supports them.
Another area I should mention is the provision for
greater coordination of recovery management
Although I recognise that the coordination has
worked remarkably well in relation to emergency
incidents, I think everybody has come to realise that
the aftermath, the recovery period, is extremely
important The handling of the trauma, the aisis
situations, and getting things together can be equally
important Sometimes that can be an even more
stressful period for the individuals involved.
Recovery management has been handled in most
instances with concern and compassion and effort
has been applied, but the suggestion is that it that
could be more effectively applied if the same
consideration that was given to coordinating the
emergency phase was given to the recovery phase.
That proposal seems eminently sensible and the
opposition supports it

The area which will have most impact on the
public's consciousness is change with respect to the
i:ncreased powers given to the police, or the person
in charge of the operation, in an emergency
situation. The person in charge will exercise greater
control in an emergency area and require people to
leave or not enter the area if he or she considers that
would place the operation at risk. lhat is a
reasonable power for a person charged with the
responsibility of managing such a situation.
It falls short of an overall power to be able to direct
people to vacate an area, as it says in the bill, if they
have a pecurUary interest in a property which is
threatened in a situation. Proposed sections 36A and
36B cover that situation. We accept that a person can
stay and defend his property but believe that person
does not have unlimited opportunity in terms of the
action he can take which may affect other people or
place the whole operation and management of the
situation at risk. The police cannot just march in and
order a person off his property when assessing
whether to defend that property, but if the property
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owner is acting in a way which is placing other
persons at risk and affecting the situation, the bill
provides that power.
Proposed section 36A states:
(1) If the most senior officer of the police in attendance

at an emergency, being an officer of or above the
rank of inspector, is of the opinion that because of
the size, nature or location of an emergency it is
necessary to exclude persons from the area of the
emergency so as to ensure -

(a) public safety; or
(b) security of evacuated premises; or
(c)

the safety of, or prevention of obstruction,
hindrance or interference to, persons engaging
in emergency activity -

that officer of police may on the advice of the agency
primarily responsible for responding to the emergency
declare the area to be an emergency area.

A procedure to declare it an emergency area based
on the seriousness of the situation must be followed.

Proposed section 368 covers the powers in respect of
that emergency area and states:
(1) An officer of the police on duty in or near the

emergency area may exercise the following powers
(a) dose or cause to be dosed any road, footpath or

open space otherwise providing access to the
emergency area;
(b) prohibit any person or vehicle from entering or

passing through the emergency area;
(c)

direct any person on any road or footpath or in
any vehicle on any road, footpath or open
space, within the emergency area to
immediately leave the emergency area by the
safest and shortest route;

(d) authorise a person to enter or remain in the

emergency area subject to such conditions as
the officer considers appropriate.

As I said, the powers do not extend to simply

directing people to leave but they enable judgments
to be made in an emergency situation. lhat could
greatly assist the concentration of effort in dealing
with the emergency if there is the feeling that
someone is really in charge. In certain circumstances
you have to trust the ability of people who are
trained to a large extent and are able to assess and
weigh up the situation and make the necessary
decisions and ensure they are followed. It is a case
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where speed can be very important. can save lives
and reduce confusion.
It has been the case that people have been successful
in defending their homes. With local knowledge and
the ability to assess a situation, and if a person is
confident about the precautions he has taken and
has thought about it, he may want to stay on his
property. This bill allows people to make that
judgment However, if a situation seems completely
impossible and a person is engaging in an act:ivity
that may place his family or other people at nsk the
power is there to prevent that from happening.
Given that it has followed from a review of the
operation - and the second-reading speech clearly
acknowledges that - Displan, which was
established following the Ash Wednesday fires in
1983, has worked very well. We have a
well-coordinated system in this state and we are
£inetuning our disaster management As I said, the
opposition is very happy to support these changes.
I do not want to carp on this, but it is a serious issue.
As I have mentioned, we do place ourselves at risk,
particularly of fire, if we continually allow the
resources of the departments dealing with
emergencies to run down. As I indicated, the area
relating to forests that is specifically devoted to fire
prevention in the Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources has sustained salary cuts of
approximately $400 000 in this budget. FOIWard
estimates predict a $3.6 million reduction in the
funding of that department in the next financial year.

I know from contacts and briefings and examination
of the activities in that department that reductions
over the past two years have resulted in a
considerable loss of expertise. People who have had
a lot of experience in these areas have left the
department and replacements are not easily found.
I recognise that in its usual way the department has
taken on additional people this year due to the
possibility of bushfires - it is a year where we
should be as prepared as possible - but it starts
from a position where it has lost people it could
ill-afford to lose. We saw in the case of the controlled
bum at Moggs Creek that these things can happen. I
have examined that particular case carefully, and I
do not want to point the blame at any individual
However, it is an indication that having to bum late
in the season because of the department's lack of
resources can create a problem.
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This has the insidious effect of reducing resources in
those areas of administration. which have to be able
to recruit younger people through cadet programs.
TIle long-term effect of the restrictions on important
areas of the public service is that they do not have
any normal ability to bring in new people. Each

organisation is strapped to try to keep the expertise
it has and cannot confidently look forward to being
able to encourage people to come from universities
or areas of practical experience and begin a career as
they have in the past In the long term that is even
more damaging than the loss of individuals who
take a package and leave.
I reject the assertion that was made by the Minister
for Conservation and Environment I do not think
any honourable member would want to see damage
done just to make a political point I am making a
serious point because this is a long-term issue that
should not be seen as simply a way of saving money
at budget time. We need to have a long-term interest
in it Apart from the human suffering that can result
from an emergency situation, the dollar value is too
enormous for us not to be prudent when it comes to
providing adequate emergency fire prevention and
firefighting services.

With those few remarks I indicate that the
opposition supports the improvements in the form
of amendment to the original legislation.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) - I
support the Emergency Management (Amendment)
Bill. It is fitting that the house is debating this bill
this week as Monday,S December was International
VolWlteer Day. It is a recognition of the good work
of the volunteers in this state and the rest of
Australia.
Every year in Australia more than " million people
volunteer for community tasks, and their
contribution is worth SS.4 billion of services to the
community. Men and women are distributed
through the total volunteer activities in about equal
numbers and more people under the age of 45
volunteer than any other group. That the house is
debating the legislation this week is a fitting
recognition of the volWlteers in the community.
I thank Mr Pullen for his support of the bill. As he
covered most of the technical aspects I will contain
my remarks to the history of the planning of our
emergency services. Mr Pullen covered that in detail
but it is reassuring for the community to know that
the emergency arrangements were put in place some
time ago and that with each emergency those
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arrangements have been improved by community
and professional input There is no doubt that the
steady improvement of emergency services will be
increasingly recognised by the community as time
goes on. I compliment the people responsible for
organising those arrangements.
Many honourable members have attended Displan
sessions in their electorates, and one cannot help but
be reassured by the commitment and
professionalism of the people who organise them. In
debating the bill it is important that we recognise the
volunteers and the need to protect them as they give
their services to the community. The second-reading
speech mentions the St John Ambulance, the
Wireless Institute and fr.~ Australian Volunteer
Coast Guard as organisations that ought to be
compensated for personal injury and property loss
or damage. A parallel scheme covers members of the
Victoria State Emergency Service. Compensation for
volunteer firefighters is provided under a separate
scheme established under the Country Fire
Authority Act 1958, which is administered by the
CFA.
TIle bill also recognises municipalities for their
crucial role in emergency services. It is important

that municipalities be recognised because the
restructuring that has taken place has been
successful and no doubt municipalities, with their
hands-on knowledge of their particular area and
their close coordination with organisations such as
the State Emergency Service and the CFA, put
emergency plans to extremely good use in the
wtfortunate event of an emergency.
I commend our volWlteers to the house and the
community. 1bere are many volWlteers in many
areas throughout Victoria but I make particular
mention of the State Emergency Service for the great
work it did during the recent floods in northern
Victoria, and also our CFA volunteers of which there
are about 80 000. I have mentioned only a handful of
our emergency organisations but they should all be
recognised. TIle input they make, no doubt at some
personal income loss which should be recognised,
and no doubt the personal fulfilment they get out of
this activity is their reward for such strong
community service.
A recent example of the commitment of the CFA and
its volunteers was seen during the disastrous fires
that raged in New South Wales. Immediately it
became apparent that that state was in difficulty the
Victorian CFA gathered its forces and went up there
and it performed magnificently. No doubt its
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equipment was of valuable assistance. I have
nothing but praise for the CFA's dedication and
professionalism. Those volunteers deserve
recommendation and commendation in the house
today.
Recognising that our volunteers will gain more
protection and recognition through the legislation. I
commend the bill to the house.
Hon. It. S. IVES (Eumemmerring) -1his is an
important bill Firstly, it regularises the entitlements
of volunteers serving in emergency situations and
emergency recovery situations across a range of
volunteer organisations, which are to be adequately
com~~forpE1SO~loss,~ury,VVorkcover

and property loss or damage. Secondly, the bill
allows police to declare emergency areas and
restrain persons from participating in their normal
activities in certain emergency situations for their
own protection or at least to impose reasonable
conditions on persons remaining on their property.
Thirdly, the bill requires councils to develop and
maintain an emergency management plan.
VVe on this side of the house salute all those moves,
particularly the compensation for volunteers,
because, as outlined by Mr Bishop, often they are the
unsung heroes in dangerous situations or simply
ordinary people doing extraordinary feats in the
crisis situations in which they find themselves. VVe
acknowledge the great service these volunteers give
across a range of emergency services and the debt
they are owed by the state.

I would like to comment particularly on the
provisions of the bill which. in the words of the
second-reading speech. 'somewhat belatedly
introduce recognition of recovery management'. 1be
bill provides for the designation of a government
agency, which will be the Department of Health and
Community Services, as the body responsible for
coordinating recovery management, and the formal
establishment of recovery regions and coordinators
as well as prOviding a head of power for the state
emergency recovery plan.
Recovery management can be very difficult,
particularly in emergency situations of catastrophic
significance. For instance, the report of the Victoria
Bushfire Review Committee on bushfire disaster
preparedness and response in Victoria produced
following the Ash VVednesday fires states at
page 170:
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Relief measures were not carried out as effectively as
expected. This was because of the severe post-impact
situation,. the magnitude of the response requirement
and inadequacies of planning. 1be result was that those
in need did not always receive assistar\c2 in the
appropriate manner, in the appropriate measure at the
appropriate time.

At the time that was understandable considering the
nature and scope of the disaster. Page 28 of the
report describes the situation confronting the state in
the aftermath of the emergency:
Post-impact conditions in the badly affected areas were
catastrophic. In many cases the 'total wipe-out' effect
closely resembled that more usually associated with
war. Most normalliie support systems had gone and
whole commwlities were left stunned and bewildered.
1be effects of bereavement and loss were widespread.
In hundreds of cases, family loss was total. Homes and
belongings had disappeared, sometimes in a matter of
minutes rather than hows.
Added to this was the pa.rticularly severe effect of lost
or drastically restricted communications, resulting in
heightened anxiety and stress for the relatives and
friends of affected families, as well as for the families
themselves.
These traumatic post-impact conditions produced some
very urgent and immediate requirements; and clearly
these had to be met as a matter of high priority if
communities were to be safeguarded, as far as possible,
from the marked long-term sociological and
psychological effects which may emanate from severe
disaster. In essence, the major requirements were:
Clothing
Sustenance
Shelter /temporary accommodation
Personal and household efiects
Medical assistance
Sanitation and health protection
Information
Counselling
Guidance on relief, insurance and similar matters.
Added to these more directly people-related
requirements, there were, of course, massive tasks in
restoring or regularising essential community aspects
such as:
Communications
Power supplies
Water
Road clearance
Making safe damaged buildings, burnt trees, etc.
Repair and replacement of fencing in rural and.
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semi-rural areas
Provision of emergency fodder
Disposal of dead animals and care for injured ones
Furthermore, in many cases emergency transport
arrangements (often on a considerable scale) had to be
provided to cope with the needs of dispersed families
and the relief workers endeavouring to tend for them.

This represents indeed a frighteningly

comprehensive list of only short-term emergency
recovery measures and it is understandable that,
given the conditions following Ash Wednesday,
initially they were not coped with as adequa~y as
the state would have wished. I understand things
subsequently improved dramatically, but I also
Wlderstand we are now much better equipped to
handle such post-emergency recovery situations
than we were 11 years ago.
Nevertheless, the state has been warned. Higher
standards of emergency recovery management as a
result of this experience can be expected, and indeed
will be demanded, in the future. As the report
ominously comments when looking at the bushfire
history of the state:
There will be other Ash Wednesdays and Black Fridays.

If this act sets up an ongoing responsible structur~ to
improve the state's emergency recovery ventures It.
will be a particularly worthwhile result However, It
seems that there are three phases in any emergency.
There is the pre-energency stage, the emergency
stage and the emergency recovery stage. This ~d
previous acts take account of the second and thir~
stages, but perhaps it is time we paid more atten~on
to the first stage,- the pre-energency stage. During
the pre-emergency stage through the application of
research. the monitoring and evaluation of threat
indicators, anticipation, and preparation the
emerging threat is prepared for and therefore its
effects mitigated.

I can give a very practical example. I note tha~ the
report of the Victoria Bushfire Review Couuruttee
foUowing the Ash Wednesday fires of February 1983
details the fire threat indicators for the season
1982-83 - for instance, the fact that the first bushfire
broke out before winter was over in August Other
fire-threat indicators included drought conditions,
fuel conditions, temperatures, humidity and wind
conditions. Many of these show a similarity to the
present season.
The then government of the day, alarmed at these
fire-threat indicators, Wldertook a number of special
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measures which subsequently stood the government
in good stead when the catastrophe OCCUITed. TIley
were as follows:
Fire restrictions were introduced by the Forests
Commission and the CFA six to eight weeks earlier
than usual because of the weather conditions and the
drought
Arrangements were made between various ministries
whereby personnel from government agencies, such as
the Lands Department, would be available as required.
TIle government approved the employment by the
Forests Coaunission of an additional 600 men in early
December 1982 to be trained as firefighters.

"The govenunent arranged for the Modular Airborne
Firefighting System to be brought out from America
and for an RAAF Hercules to be available to carry the
system.

TIle Forests Commission arranged for agricultural
airaaft to be on stand-by to drop fire retardants as

required..
"The Forests Commission made arrangements that other
agricultural aircraft be available for hire, and placed
two helicopters and a fixed wing aircraft under contract
for fire surveillance and reconnaissance and personnel
movement; and
Arrangements were also made prior to the fire season
with owners of equipment, such as bulldozers, to be
available should the situation require it

History proved that the prediction and the foresight
was invaluable when the anticipated catastrophe
struck, and perhaps as a state we should place this
stage of pre-energency on a more formal footing, to
nominate a structure and agency with actual power
to designate a pre-emergency stage.
I will quote briefly an example of a catastrophe
waiting to happen in the Bunyip swamp. The locals
know it, Melbourne Water bureaucrats and
professional experts know it, officials of the Shire of
Pakenham know it The Bunyip swamp area was
reclaimed at the end of the last century and in the
early years of this century. The levee banks are
decayed and unstable. They are riddled with rabbit
and wombat holes. They are either covered with
blackberries, which prevents inspection, or the
blackberries are removed together with the roots
which tend to bind the banks together.
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Upstream development has increased the volume,
speed and degree of sediment in the Bunyip River,
which in turn further erodes the banks. With the
next either 100, 50 or even 25-year flood the banks
will burst, with tremendous economic loss to the
cattle, asparagus and potato crops and a vast range
of other agricultural enterprises in the Bunyip
swamp, not to mention the danger to life and
property.
Melbourne Water staff are fully aware of this peril
and have installed monitoring devices and are keen
to have the swamp's tenement clauses enforced to
keep the number of residents on the swamp as low
as possible. With exquisite irony, the gathering
ground for emergendes in Bunyip is the low-lying
8unyip football ground, which will certainly be
under water. Local residents congregating up to
their knees in water could well be excused for
asking: why did the government let this happen?
We know there will be further horrific bushfires in
the Dandenong Ranges and elsewhere in the state
some time in the future. We know that unless the
levee banks are maintained there will be flooding in
the Bunyip swamp. We also know there will be
future floods elsewhere in the state. We obviously
should have great and competent emergency
services and emergency recovery services. However,
I believe we should also have a greater formalised
structure and devote more resources to the
pre-emergency stage which could do much to
prevent or mitigate the effects of such disasters.

lion. R.. S. de FEGELY (Ballarat) - I also support
the bill. It is incredibly timely because of its
introduction into Parliament at the beginning of
what is acknowledged to be another dangerous fire
season. 1he lack of rainfall throughout our state and
in other parts of Australia is of concern, and because
\If the prevailing dry forest situation we could well
:?xperience similar conditions to those that occurred
Ul previous years on Ash Wednesday and other
occasions.

The legislation picks up a number of issues that
should be emphasised. My colleagues in this place
have said that emergency management must be
prepared for possible disasters. I am fortunate to
have lived in an area that paved the way for fire
services, region 16 of the Country Fire Authority
regional districts. The region introduced radios in
firefighting and was one of the first areas to
introduce fire brigade groups for the management of
fires. Schools and seminars to train volunteer
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firefighters during the 19605 and 19705 were also
held.

It has always been difficult to get munidpal councils
and other people enthusiastic about planning
fire fighting management strategies. Unfortunately,
memories tend to dim quickly following disasters
and many people lose their enthusiasm for
continuing the emergency plan which may be
uppermost in their minds soon after disasters occur.
I am pleased that the legislation stipulates that
munidpal councils must prepare munidpal
management plans.
Mr Ives referred to response and recovery issues.
The dreadful disasters that occurred at
Maryborough and Macedon during Ash Wednesday
created enormous problems. The aftermath is hard
to comprehend and it is difficult to know the best
way to assist people who have suffered such
devastation. Emergency measures must be put in
place to deal with the problems that arise at a
personal level and with loss of property. The more
planning we can do, the better. We must maintain
the enthusiasm of munidpalities and volunteers to
ensure these plans are prepared.
Mr Pullen referred to the controls that exclude
people from emergency situations. Concern has been
expressed in the community that these provisions
may stop people from protecting their own
property. 1bat is not the case. Allowances are made
for individuals to safeguard their family and
property, if it is considered safe to do so. We know
of many cases of people who were properly
prepared, who have done the necessary fire
prevention work and were able to save their houses
because they remained at home. In a number of fires
that I have attended I know of instances where
inexperienced young policemen have attempted to
exclude locals from their own areas. 'The issue was
hotly debated in the party room and as a
consequence the legislation recognises that people
have a right to defend their property, provided there
is the opportunity to do so and that they are not
placing their own lives or those of their families in
danger. As Mr Pullen said, the provisions will
ensure that only an experienced person can make
the decision.

The volunteer organisations are essential for
emergency planning. I live in one of the most
fire-prone areas of the state, and one of the
disappointments I have is that volunteer numbers in
the Country Fire AuthOrity have reduced from
120 000 nearly 20 years ago to about 80 000 today. I
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am concerned about the loss of volunteers from the
fire services.
There are two reasons for that. Firstly, more young
people are drifting away from farming communities
to gain employment. Secondly, fire services are
becoming more professional in their attitude to
training and they are putting pressures on young
farmers who are a large proportion of the volunteer
firefighters to do more training of the kind one
would expect in an urban environment. Many find
that they do not have the time to give to that training
although they will be there when the need arises.
They find that the regimentation and training
methods, which may be desirable, require too much
time. We must reach a balance in order to maintain
the interest of these young people without trying to
train them to the degree of professionalism that goes
beyond the requirements of the job they are likely to
do.

The legislation is timely. It picks up a number of
issues that have been missing for some time, in
particular the availability of compensation under
Workcover for those people who are injured. I have
much pleasure in commending the bill to the house.
Motion agreed. to.
Read second time.
Third muiing

Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In so doing I thank honourable members for their
thoughtful contributions. Mr Pullen acknowledged
that the bill is a reasonable balance between the
rights of individuals to protect their properties in
times of emergency and the rights of the community
at large. Mr de Fegely alluded to the fact that the
issue involved some discussion over a long period
and the government believes it has found the
appropriate balance, but time will tell. The bill
formalises issues outstanding for some time.
I noted Mr Pullen's remarks about the need to
recruit new and younger people into various
departments. That is of some concern and within
Viaoads this year we have taken on 12 new
engineers. So his fears to some extent may be
overtaken by normal attrition, which opens up
vacancies anyway for young people to come in.
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However, I acknowledge the point he makes and I
shall keep it in mind.

Mc Bishop was correct to acknowledge International
Volunteer Day earlier this week and the fact that the
community owes a debt of gratitude to those who
voiunteer to the Victoria State Emergency Service or
emergencies generally. Saying there are
approximately 80 000 firefighters standing by
conveys to the average citizen the idea that a vast
army of people is waiting to act. In fact, 80 000
people spread across the state is not a large number
and they are not standing by. They all have other
jobs and business to do but they are ready if the call
comes.

Mc de Fegely properly referred to the disturbing
decline in the number of volunteers and pointed to
at least two reasons why yolunteer numbers are
declining in the Country Fire Authority. I concur
with the view that he put forward as to training.
The contention of Mr Ives regarding pre-energency
planning is a matter to be taken into account.

However, I would have thought that the emergency
management plans that municipalities need to
prepare, the provision for which is strengthened
considerably in the bill, largely go to that issue. The
system may not be perfect and more may need to be
done but a lot more preparation is done and
consideration given :0 that aspect now than was the
case 10 years ago.

All speakers have acknowledged that the
community appears to be facing one of the worst fire
seasons for at least a decade. It is incumbent on each
and every one of us to do our best to ensure that the
community is in a state of preparedness and that
people take the utmost care as we move into the
summer season.

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Passed remaining stages.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND
CONSTRUcnON MANAGEMENT BnL
Second muiing
Debate resumed from 6 December; motion of
Hon. R. L )(NOWLES (Minister for Housing).
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Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - I will deal
with the bill in two parts. Firstly, the bill breaks the
nexus between the Urban Land Authority and the
Office of Major Projects. Historically delegations
under the Urban Land AuthOrity Act 1979 were
used as a vehicle to provide the former Major
Projects Unit with broad powers to enable the
government to undertake the dvic projects assigned
to the wlit
When the former government established the Office
of Major Projects it was clear that the then
opposition, particularly in the upper house, did not
overwhelmingly support the establishment of the
office and did not support the provision of a
legislative base for the operations of that office. It
was certainly not clear up until the coalition
assumed government that it would keep the Office
of Major Projects open.

TIle former government knew and understood that
the vehicle that was used to give the Office of Major
Projects power was, in effect, a transitory measure
that should not be seen as permanent The
opposition welcomes the fact that the Office of Major
Projects has been retained and therefore has no
opposition to the bill being introduced to establish a
more appropriate legislative base for that office.
That was expected. The opposition does not oppose
the principle of that part of the bill.

TIle bill provides that a nomination order for a
nominated project must be published in the
Govmzmmt Glzette and specifies that the order in
council should outline the reasons why the project
has been nominated and. who is responsible for it.
The bill also requires the tabling in each house of
Parliament of the nomination order for each
nominated project. I understand that the effect of the
bill will be that projects in progress, such as the
proposed new exhibition centre and. the proposed
museum site, will be nominated projects.
The weakness in the legislation is that no provision
has been made to make the minister and chief
executive responsible for a nominated project
accountable to Parliament in relation to the
expenditure of taxpayers' funds. For that reason I
foreshadow that in the committee stage I will move
an amendment to clause 9 to provide that the
minister responsible for a nominated project or for a
project listed in the schedule must cause a report of
the progress of that pro;ect to be laid before each
house of Parliament in each year that the project
continues.
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It is my view and expectation in relation to that issue
that if there is a nominated project the legislation
should contain reporting requirements that ensure
that in relation to the nominated project, for
example, the exhibition centre, there is a clear
mission statement on the purpose of the
establishment of the centre, a clear statement of what
the objectives for its establishment are and the
identification of appropriate performance measures
by professionals associated with the creation of the
centre so that it is known and understood publicly
what the expectations are of its creation, and that
there is each year a report against the benchmarks
that have been established for the creation of the
centre. The same situation should apply in respect of
any other nominated project such as, for example,
the establishment of the new museum on the old
exlubition site - similar expectations would be
created. I look forward to hearing further from the
minister on that issue.
The second major issue in the bill concerns the
repeal of the Public Lands and Works Act 1964,
which allows ministers other than the Minister for
Housing to exercise responsibility for public works.
Clauses 29 and 30 allow the Minister for Housing to
set standards and directions for public construction.
Arising from the recent work of the all-party
parliamentary Economic Development Committee I
move a reasoned amendment as follows:
That all the words after 'Thar be omitted with the view
of inserting in place thereof 'this bill be withdrawn and
redrafted to include in the bill stated standards of
building construction. tendering, audit. quality
assurance and other matters relating to public
construction after the minister has consulted with all
inJerested parties involved with public construction'.

The purpose of the reasoned amendment is to
ensure that the outcomes of the work of the
Economic Development Committee into tendering
processes are fully taken into account and that the
new proposed arrangements will empower
ministers to exercise responsibility for public works
in their departments. In other words, the concept of
ministers having a power to undertake public works
is not opposed but the manner in which it is
undertaken has to ensure that there is proper
accountability; that the standards that have now
arisen as a result of the work of the Economic
Development Committee are seen to be practised
and enforced; that there is no secrecy; that there is
no corruption in the tendering processes; and that
there is a set of regulations and standards that will
ensure that any attempt at any level in government
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or outside to tamper with the tendering process is
reduced to an absolute minimum.
The opposition believes that the current legislation is

deficient in the sense that it does not pay adequate
regard to the findings in the report of the Economic
Development Committee. It is for those reasons that
I moved the reasoned amendment and foreshadow
an amendment in the committee stage.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - I support
the bilL As Mr White has said, the bill deals with
various functions concerning major projects and
about how the Bayside project is to be dealt with.
The bill provides more appropriate forms to ensure
that these projects are managed in a sensible way
rather than simply being managed wholly through
the Urban Land AuthOrity legislation.
The bill, which also repeals the Public Lands and
Works Act. provides for the way project and
building work will be dealt with in the government
sector. Most honourable members would realise that
Wlder the old Public Lands and Works Act most of
the building work Wldertaken by the government
came under the authority of the Minister for
Housing, who procured buildings by whichever
means was appropriate. TIle money to procure those
buildings also went to the Minister for Housing
Wlder that act. Any other department which wanted
a building of any type generally had to go to the
Minister for Housing to procure it. The minister had
to obtain the budget allocation and then authorise
the staff of the building division to go ahead and
design. supervise, let, tender or whatever for the
particular building.
It was an 1.U\usual situation where the persons who
actually wanted the building or structure were
tmable to procure it. firstly, because they were not
authorised to do so Wlder the law and. secondly,
because they could not get the budget allocation to
allow them to do so. Basically all the power resided
in the building di~ whereas it should have
been with the client agencies. TIle building division
consisted of a large group of engineers, architects,
designers and project managers who procured and
maintained buildings.

Early in the life of this government the Minister for
Housing set up a special working group consisting
of the honourable member for Dromana in the other
place, Mr Hartigan and me to examine the issues.
We spent some time with the experts examining the
appropriate means of procuring buildings for the
government. We came up with two simple
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propositions that slotted in well with the work that
was being done by the Economic Development
Committee and the work that had been done by the
New South Wales royal commission into the
building industry.
There are two issues in procuring buildings: firstly,
the person who wants the building, structure or
asset should have the ability to go out into the
marketplace to purchase it without having to go cap
in hand to some third agency with which he is
forced to deal.. We wanted to aeate a situation
where departments that wanted an asset could go to
whomever they believed were the best team of
architects, engineers and so on to procure that
building. They should be free to do so in the most
appropriate way to suit their requirements.
Secondly, they should be accountable for the asset
with regard to its use and also be accountable for the
dollars.

As Mr White has suggested and as has been alluded
to in many inquiries into the building industry over
the years and is well known in the industry, there is
a need for appropriate standards to be set. The
working group I mentioned came to the view very
early that a body within government should set the
standards for government buildings, tendering,
project management and so on. A policy body
should set the standard for the delivery of buildings
to the government sector. Beyond that it should be
up to the client organisation to procure a building so
long as it abides by those standards centrally set by
the government lbat was the recommendation of
the working group.
Over the past few years the standards have been
implemented gradually, with the repeal of the
Public Lands and Works Act being the final stage. It
does two things: firstly, it gives the Minister for
Housing the power to set standards and, secondly, it
frees the client ministries from having to deal
through the Department of Planning and
Development for the procurement of buildings.
Until the repeal of the act they did not have the
capital to procure buildings; it went to the Minister
for Housing. The bill allows a direct relationship to
be established between the client and the provider of
a building while establishing appropriate standards.
In the past it was the building division of the
ministry that dealt with this work. In June 1992 there
were about 750 personnel in that division - it was a
static and stable work force. Over the period of its
stability there had been a significant decline in
capital works spending which was not matched by
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the staffing of the Wlil Since that period there have
been great advances in the efficiency and
effectiveness of procuring and delivering buildings.
The work force has now been reduced from about
750 in 1992 to some 50 people in the policy unit, who
will establish the policy about which I have been
talking, and another 180 individuals in a
consultative capacity. Government agencies are now
free to use these building division personnel as a
consulting service as they see fit, on exactly the same
competitive fees and terms as outside architects,
engineers or project managemenl
Already the statistics show how much more
efficiently those services are now being delivered
than they were in the past. They can only become
more efficient as these government services compete
directly with the private sector. If they can compete
they will have an assured. future. If the private sector
can do it more effectively, then the power of
competition will sort out the longer term solution to
providing these services.
I shall touch on a couple of issues covered by the bill
on this area of standards of public construction.
Part 4 of the bill more than adequately covers the
problems the Honourable David White raised on the
question of standards. It provides standards and
directions for public construction. Clause 29 says
that the minister can set standards for public
construction so long as those standards are not
inconsistent with any other act or statutory rule.
Under this act the minister will have the power and
the resources in terms of people, skills and
knowledge to set the standards. He also has access
to the work that has been done by bodies like the
New South Wales Royal Commission and the
Victorian Economic Development Committee in
setting the appropriate standards. A Significant
amount of work has taken place in that direction
with standards being set out for buildings already.
Hon. O. It White - It doesn't say he has to!
Hon. C. A. STRONG - It doesn't say he has to,
but he is already doing that!
Hon. O. It White - No, it is not mandatory!
Hon. C. A. STRONG - Cause 32 sets out a
whole series of items for the content of standards
and directions. Clause 32(e) says the minister is able
to apply, adopt or incorporate any matter contained
in any document, code, standard, rule, specification
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and so on. In other words, he can, and has already
started to, pick up standard codes, standard
documentation and so on that are put out by
standards associations and others, and establish
those as policy for the procurement of public assets.
The other important provision set out in the bill is
clause 33. It is wide ranging and says:
Standards and directions apply to any public
construction undertaken by, or on behalf of, any
department or public body, except to the extent
specified in the standards ...

These standards will cover all construction
undertaken by the government sector, be it either
the inner or outer government sector. They are much
more wide ranging than the attempt to cover
standards under the old Public Lands and Works
Act. In other words, the provision reinforces the
ability to impose those standards, and the standards
will be much wider than before.
In conclusion, this is an important bill for reforming
the way the government procures its buildings. It
establishes the correct contractual and other
responsibilities and relationships in major projects,
which are not funded through the Urban Land
Authority any more, and makes dear the
accountability between the procuring minister and
the project.
The bill takes that concept forward so that any
minister who needs to procure any building assets
can do so and will be accountable and responsible
for the product and the cosl However, overlaying
all that will be a series of standards set by the
Minister for Housing that will apply over the whole
government sector to ensure that so far as possible in
this industry probity and quality is maintained, and
that the government is able to reap some financial
benefit from being a big procurer of such services by
having a commonality of standards so that people
who are tendering for the work understand that
there is a level of consistency.
With those few remarks, it gives me much pleasure
to support the bill I am sure that the minister will
deal with the amendment as the thrust of what the
Honourable David White is asking for in the
amendment is in the bill The ability to set standards
is there and although it might be said that it is not
mandatory, those standards have been set in many
cases already and they will continue to be set
because there is no other sensible and reasonable
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approach in this industry to protect the probity,
quality and integrity of the process.
From the government's point of view we must have
standards and that is recognised by the minister. I
have no doubt that they will be set because they are
necessary, and it has been recognised that they are
necessary.
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) - I shall make
a few brief remarks on the bill in support of the
second component, which Mr White alluded to, that
has created the interest, that is, the repeal of the
Public Lands and Works Act 1964.
By any standards the building and construction
industry in Victoria is an important component of
the Victorian economy. It has been suggested that
more than 56 million is spent each year in the public
and private sectors on the building and construction
industry so it plays a substantial role in the creation
of employment throughout Victoria. In fact, the
industry is a major employer throughout Victoria
and represents some 6 per cent of the work force or
approximately 114000 employees. As we can see,
directly and indirectly the employment that is
created within the building industry has a strong
impact on the economy of Victoria.

'The Victorian government's capital works program
also plays a significant role in and has an impact on
the viability and health of the industry. In repealing
that act, particula.rly following the review that was
undertaken by a small parliamentary party
consisting of my colleagues, Mr Harti~ Mr Strong
and Mr Hyams, to identify the areas where the
Victorian government had a participatory role in the
construction and building industry, one must ask
why in actual fact the government was competing
with the private sector in this industry. As
Mr Strong outlined, that review has come up with a
number of recommendations.
I do not wish to go over those recommendations
other than to say that obviously efficiencies was one
of the reasons why this legislation has been
introduced. I believe that the Public Lands and
Works Act 1964 has outlived its usefulness. In the
19905 it is a far better option to be moving to provide
the private sector with the opportunity of being able
to tender for the construction works and capital
works that the budgetary allocations of each
government department provides.

1his bill unties the departments and gives each the
opportunity to go through the tendering process for
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its own capital works. While the Office of Building
will still remain in existence as the specialised unit of
government that provides the information on size
and best construction layout for hospitals and
schools - so that that technical advice is still
there - the actual competition and competing with
the day-labour force in the private sector has been
removed by the government's restructure of that
department
Mr White raised the problems that he has with the
minister being forced to set standards and a whole
range of probity and administrative functions within
the bill. I am sure that all ministers would wish to
ensure that all the checks, balances, standards and
probity issues were well and truly canvassed. It does
not matter which flavour of government is in power
in any state in Australia because over the years there
have been examples of corruption and the
brown-paper-bag syndrome. I do not believe this or
any other responsible government would wish to
expose itself to that type of accusation or exposure.

The powers provided to the minister will not only
protect the industry and give it direction, but will
also provide protection for Victorian taxpayers'
dollars. As I said, approximately 114 000 people are
involved in the construction and building industry.
It is important that there is a set of standards, codes
and regulations that ensure the industry has a
certain direction and definite understanding of the
standards required of capital works for the
construction of government buildings.
As I said, I do not wish to go over all the points that
were raised by Mr Strong. I support the legislation
and I am sure the minister will address the reasoned
amendment of Mr White. It affords us the
opportunity of once again recognising the direction
of this government Just as we are asking local
government to go through the compulsory
competitive tendering process we are applying the
same principles to ourselves in looking at the way
we can deliver the best use of Victorian taxpayers'
dollars by way of capital work investment
throughout the state. It gives me pleasure to support
this bill.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
will respond briefly to Mr White's reasoned
amendment I do not think there is disagreement
between the government and the opposition about
what outcomes we want to achieve. We are at odds
about some of the issues in the legislation relating to
the government's position and whether the
government or the minister responsible for the act
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has the capacity to set out some of the standards that
have to be met and some of the processes that must
be complied with.

TIle government has used the code of practice which
I released in July. The acceptance of an adoption of
the code of practice is one of the conditions of doing
business across the whole of government 1bat sets
out a process designed to achieve both best practice
as well as ensure that probity issues - Hon. D. R. White - Is that mandatory or
guideline?
Hon. R. I. )(NOWLES - Mandatory. It is a
whole-of-government approach for anyone
contracting to undertake work for the government
or work that is managed by the government, even
though the funds may be from a private source. It is
a compulsory condition of the contract that a
contractor operates Wlder the code of practice. The
government has indicated that it will review that
situation again in 1995 to measure how successful it
is and whether further modifications are needed.
Hon. D. R. White -1bat is a published code of
practice?
Hon. R. L KNOWLES - Yes. The government
has put a lot of effort into its development because
we wanted a code that is widely accepted in
industry. We spent a lot of time with employee and
employer organisations and professional groups.
New South Wales actually legislated its code and
made it applicable across the whole of industry. 'The
government has said the code is mandatory for
government work and encourages its adoption in
the private sector. Given the enthusiasm for the
code, I think there is an acceptance of that In its
1995 review the government will measure the
effectiveness of the code and address the issues that
have not been set out 1his is a process I hope will
continue to be monitored and applied.
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There are some difficulties. It would not be sensible
to put standards of building construction into
legislation because they change from time to time.
We have a much more effective way of achieving the
same end result, and I do not think there is any
disagreement there. Therefore, the government says
it is not necessary to draft into the legislation the
sorts of issues that Mc White raised. Although we do
understand the reasons he has advanced and share
the desire for the same results, there is a much more
effective way of achieving them.
House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):

Ayes, 27
AWr,Ms
Ashman,Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter,Mr
Best.Mr
Bishop, Mr (Tdler)
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr
Connard, Mr (Teller)
Cox,Mr
Ctaige,Mr
Davis,Mr

Forwood,Mr
Guest,Mr
Hall,Mr
Ha11aJn,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
KnowIes,Mr
Sbggs,Mr
Smith, Mc
Stoney,Mr
Storey,Mr
V&rty,Mrs
weUs,Or
Wilding, Mrs

de~y,Mr

Evans,Mr

Noes 12
Davidson. Mr (Teller)
Gould, Miss
Henshaw,Mr
Ives, Mr (Teller)
Mclan,.Mrs
Mier,Mr

Narde&,Mr
Power, Mc
Pu1Ien,Mr
Theophanous, Mr
WalpoIe,Mr
WhiR,Mr

Pairs
B~n.Mr

Kokocinski. Ms

Strong,Mr

Hogg,Mrs

Amendment negatived.
The government has taken a whole-of-government
approach in terms of projects that fall over. We will
not allow taxpayers' funds to be used to pay for
work a second time. We have already implemented
a mechanism that achieves the objective of not only
having government agencies focussing more on how
best to meet their requirements and to accept
responsibility for it but also to set out some
principles which must be complied with and which
will operate across the whole of government

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committet
Oauses 1 to 8 agreed to.
Oause9
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Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - I move:
1.

Clause 9, line 2. before "The Premier" insert "(1)".

In doing so 1 inform the committee that I also have
another amendment I wish to move. 'The opposition
does not oppose the principle of the new legislative
nomination of major projects or the reporting to
Parliament of a nominated project. 'The purpose of
the amendment is to indicate to the committee that it
is not sufficient to have just a nominated project. At
the appropriate time I will take up with my
colleagues on the Public Accounts Committee the
argument for a nominated project to have a clear
statement of its charter and a clear outline of its
objectives, the appropriate, relevant performance
measures selected by the appropriate professionals
responsible for the running of the organisation, be it
the Exhibition Centre or the museum, and the
appropriate accoWlts of the performance of the
organisation in relation to those standards that have
explicitly been set down by the legislation or by
regulation. My reason for moving the amendment is
my view that there is a deficiency in the
accountability requirements outlined in the bill.
Hon. R. L KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
thank Mr White for his comments. I suggest that the
issues Mr White says should be addressed in an
annual report are already covered in the Financial
Management Act, which was amended earlier this
session to pick up that issue. The provision was
broadened to get a consistent approach across the
whole of government in respect of the annual report.
'The requirement under that act is that any
facilitating agency will be required to report
annually on its nominated pro;ects as part of the
agency's overall report to cover both its operations
and its financial statements.

I put it to the committee that the amendment is
wmecessary because it is already covered in the
financial management legislation. 'The issue
Mr White has raised is important because one of the
weaknesses we saw in using the Urban Land
Authority as the vehicle for facilitating the Office of
Major Projects was that there were no consistent
reporting requirements for those projects which
would have applied under the old public works
legislation.
TIle government has attempted to address that issue

to get consistency and to ensure that we have more
information on the public record to allow for
accoWltability issues to be addressed. The
government rejects the amendment not because it
disagrees with the argument but because it believes
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the matter is covered in the financial management
legislation.
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - I thank the
minister for his response. We will watch carefully
the application of the Financial Management
(Amendment) Act in relation to major projects.
Hon. R. L Knowles -Or any other projects.
Hon. D. R. WHITE -Indeed. However, we will
persist with the amendment in committee on the
ground that we think it would further enhance,
reinforce and complement what the minister says is
dealt with Wlder the Financial Management
(Amendment) Act.
The CHAIRMAN (Hon. D. M. Evans) - Order! I
propose to test amendment 2 in Mr White's name by
putting amendment 1 first.
Committee divided on amendment:

Ayes, 12
Davidson, Mr
Gould,Miss
Henshaw,Mr
Ives,Mr
McLean. MIs (Teller)
Mier,Mr

NardeJla, Mr (Td16)
Power, Mr
PulIen, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Willpole,Mr
White,Mr

Noes, 26
Asher,Ms
Ashman,Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Bilxter,Mr
Best. Mr
Bishop,Mr
Bowden.Mr
Brideson. Mr
Conrwd,Mr
Cox,Mr
CriIige, Mr
Davis,Mr
de FegeIy, Mr

Forwood, Mr (Teller)
Guest, Mr (Tdler)
H.iIlL Mr
tWlam,Mr
1Urtigan, Mr
KnowIes,Mr
Skeggs,Mr
Smith,.Mr
Stoney,Mr
Storey,Mr
Vuty,Mrs
Wells, Or
Wilding, MIs

PaiTS
Hogg,Mrs

Koltocinski. Ms

Strong.Mr
Birftll, Mr

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 10 to 69 agreed to;
schedule agreed to.
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Reported to house without amendment
Passed remaining stages.

CASINO (MANAGEMENT
AGREEMENT) (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second rtIlding
Deb~te resumed from 6 December; motion of
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Gmling).

Hon. D.1t. WHITE (Doutta Galla)-On
3 October 1992, as many people have commented,
the government of the day inherited an appropriate
casino control authority; one that had the capadty to
undertake a proper selection process both in terms
of its legislation and content of membership.
It also inherited a process for the selection of a
permanent and temporary casino that would have
stood Victoria in good stead But of course it did not
see fit to proceed with a selection process that was
above board and beyond reproach as had occurred
with the gaming commission.
We are dealing with a secret, arrogant and corrupt
government We are dealing with the most corrupt
government in the history of this state. The selection
process was not a selection process. Uoyd Williams
and Ran Walker were not selected as the successful
tenderers for the Crown consortium.
The Crown consortium was not selected.
Uoyd Williams, Ran Walker and the Crown
consortium bought the temporary casino and the
permanent casino and bought them from this
corrupt liberal government They bought the
licenses. They donated the money to the party and
they bought it

Hon. K. M. Smith - You have no proof, White,
you are full of hot air!
Hon. D. It. WHITE - 'This corrupt government
totally corrupted the selection process - absolutely
corrupted it The documents tendered by the
bidders, m-Sheraton - Hon. K. M. Smith - Where is your proof, White?
You have no proof!
Hon. D. It. WHITE - And the documents
tendered by the Crown consortium did not remain
at the Casino Control AuthOrity or in the hands of
the authority. They did not remain with the
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authority during the bidding process. The
documents were put in envelopes and were sent to
the Department of the Premier and Cabinet and to
the cabinet subcommittee.
Hon. K. M. Smith - Where is your proof?
Hon. D.1t. WHITE - Members of the
government in the cabinet subcommittee had access
at all times to the selection process and to what was
occurring with the bids.
Hon. K. M. Smith - Where is your proof?
Hon. D. It. WHITE - Our authority for this is the
women in the Casino Control Authority who put the
documents in the envelopes and who personally
sent them to the government 1bat is our authority,
the women employed in the authority who put them
in the envelopes.
Hon. K. M. Smith - Name them?
Hon. D. It. WHITE - They put them in the
envelopes and sent them to the cabinet
subcommittee. These women who have shown the
courage to come forward, will come forward
publicly at an appropriate time. We know when that
time is and they know when that time is and it will
be in the life of this Parliament Not only did that
happen. but the information in the documents
relating to the m-Sheraton bid was made known to
Uoyd Williams and Ran Walker. They knew what
the other bidder was doing and they knew what
they had to do during the bidding process to get the
winning bid. That was done by this arrogant, secret,
corruptgovenunenl
The bid changed because Crown consortium was
not selected by the authority. Uoyd Williams and
Ran Walker bought the licence and bought the
government 111'-Sheraton. the other bidder, was
dudded. It knows it was dudded and that it was not
in a fair dinkwn selection process. It has been in
selection processes throughout the world during its
corporate history and it knows in Victoria in respect
of the selection of the casino it was totally and
absolutely dudded. It speaks not just on behalf of
m -Sheraton but for and on behalf of all the other
bidders who would have been put in exactly the
same circumstances. It is not just 111'-Sheraton.
because anyone of the other bidders would have
been caught in this circumstance. The bidding
process was corrupted.
Hon. K. M. Smith - Where is your proof?
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The PRESIDENT - Order! Mr Smith, will you
please desist.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - The government saw fit to
ensure that information on the bids went to the
cabinet subcommittee and from there was passed on
to the bidders.
The PRESIDENT -Order! The bill is relatively
narrow. I refer to my previous rulings in relation to
this matter. Firstly, we look at the bill and see what
its purpose is: to amend the Casino (Management
Agreement) Act and to ratify a deed of variation to
the management agreement. The preamble
recognises that an agreement to facilitate the
establishment of the Melbourne casino was entered
into; that a deed of variation was entered into; and
that it is expedient to ratify and approve the deed of
variation.
Lead speakers are given leeway. The second-reading
speech of the Minister for Gaming refers to a casino
licence not being granted unless an agreement has
been entered into between the state and a proposed
casino operator; the establishment of an advisory
design committee which did certain things; the
expansion of the number of rooms of the hotel; the
provisions contained in clause 17 for payment of
liquidated damages for delay in completion of the
casino; and the deed of variation. That is the bill
before the house to which we are so constrained. I
ask Mr White to relate his remarks to the bill and the
minister's second-reading speech.

Hon. D. R. WHITE -It is important to
\\
Wlderstand the character and the context in which
the amendment is before us. The design proposed as
part of the winning bid was a fraud. It was part of
the wider fraud. The decision to include Federal
Hotels as an equity partner was a deception.
The PRESIDENT -Order! There is nothing in
the bill or the second-reading speech about Federal
Hotels.
Hon. D. R. WHITE - The design proposal was a
clear attempt to deceive the Casino Control
Authority to win the bid because they had no
intention of proceeding with that design at any time.
Within days of winning the bid they were changing
the design. Not only were they changing the design,
but as all other bidders in a tendering process know,
if it is good enough for one party to substantially
change a key aspect of the bid, it is good enough for
other parties to be offered similar opportunities.
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What we have seen in respect of the design is not the
end of the matter. The design will continue to be
changed and the government that has been bought
by Uoyd Williams and Ran Walker will allow them
to do whatever they see fit, notwithstanding the fact
that they are incompetent operators and
incompetent builders - absolutely incompetent
operators and builders. They are incompetent
operators of the temporary casino and incompetent
operators of the permanent casino.

The evidence in respect of what is occurring is clear
cut. In respect of the changed design, they had the
audacity to propose a change in the design and not
inform prospective equity holders in the prospectus
or the amended prospectus while the float was still
on the market. Crown consortium proposed to go
from 360 rooms to 1000 rooms! It did not inform its
equity holders. 'That is still a matter before the
Australian Securities Commission, but it is
consistent with the whole character of the operation
of these principals over a long period.
It is part of the character of Uoyd Williams to
always attempt to get away with whatever he can
get away with. However, the incompetence is
overwhelming. Not only are they saying that the
360-room hotel design is not appropriate and they
want to expand it to 1000 rooms, but they have
decided that because apartment occupancy rates are
higher they will change the application so they can
go to a 530-room apartment building.
They constantly get the design wrong. There is not a
major competitor, major business person. major
gaming operator or major bank or financial
institution in this state or country that has said other
than what I have said today: that they are
incompetent as operators, incompetent as builders
and will continue to be demonstrated as such. But
they have insurance! TI\ey do not have to worry
because they have the government in their pocket!
1bey have created a circumstance in which the
timing of the completion of the permanent site is
clearly in doubt. TIle piling went more than six
months over the due completion date and
construction has only just started.

TI\ey are operating a temporary casino and under
this legislation will enter into arrangements with
tourism bodies. I refer the house to subparagraph (1)
of paragraph 3.1 of the variation of the management
agreement in proposed schedule 2 at page 7 of the
bill, which states:
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... the following clause shall be added as clause 20.3:
"20.3 For a period of five years from 30 June 1995 the

Company:
(a) agrees that it will commit to a major marketing
program at national and intemationallevel. to
be coordinated with Tourism Victoria and the
Melbourne Tourism Authority. The program
will incorporate strategies to address the
marketing of exhibitions, conventions and
incentive traveL recognising the role of
Melbowne Tourism Authority in managing
the promotion to these market segments. The
program is to be reviewed annually in
advance with the first review to be completed
by 30 Jtme 1995;
(b) will participate in, and contribute to, the

operation of the Melbourne Tourism
Authority; and
(c) will support the efforts of the State and its
representatives to attract hallmark events to
Victoria.
R

We have a temporary casino that will be involved in
the marketing arrangements for Tourism Victoria
and the Melbourne Tourism Authority, yet we have
ha~ ~dren stranded in the car park and people
unnating under the tables of this temporary casino.
Hon. K. M. Smith - There is no proof of that!
Hon. D. R. WHITE - They have been urinating
under the tables! The temporary casino is not a
casino of which we can be proud. It is already
conceded that the overwhelming majority of
Melbumians do not attend it - they are staying
away in droves. Daily attendance at the temporary
casino has fallen from 25 000 to 16 000. Why is that
so? Because the other gaming venues in town, such
as pubs and clubs operated and promoted by
Ta~ and Tabcorp are not only drawing people
and keepmg them away from the casino but are
managed in a far better and higher quality way than
the temporary casino.
Crown Casino Ltd is entering into an agreement to
promote Victoria, yet a former staff member of one
of the restaurants at the temporary casino - one of
the restaurants that forms part of the major tourist
attraction - has stated that during his period of
employment in August and September 1994 the
restaurant in which he was working was selling
five-day-<>ld fish and two-week-<>ld pasta and the
health inspectors never made surprise visits - they
always knew when the health inspectors were going
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up! What are we promoting? Is this the
temporary casino that we should be so proud of?

to turn

Let us talk about the character of the person that
Victoria is entering into an agreement with. As part
of this agreement the people of Victoria are entering
into an agreement with Mr Uoyd Williams. Who is
Mr Uoyd Williams? He is the person who paid
money to Norm Gallagher and bought him. The
people of Victoria are entitled to know the character
of the individuals with whom the government is
entering into the management agreement They are
entitled to know the quality of the people they are
dealing with.
I am making it clear that not only is this person an
incompetent casino operator but he is also an
incompetent builder and the person who the
Winneke royal commission found bought
Norm Gallagher through his company Dominion
Properties. He is also the person who was party to a
company that paid $SO 000 to Faye Hinze - he
bought Russ Hinze! That is two strikes!
He paid money to the Uberal Party prior to the last
state election and he has bought the government! A
corrupt government! In return for his donations to
the Liberal Party prior to the last election he got the
casino licence.
Bon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) - On a point
of order, Mr President. you earlier raised the issue of
relevance. Mr White cannot in any way, shape or
form show that what he is now talking about is
relevant to the debate. You said there is some
flexibility in the guidelines, but none of this has
anything to do with the debate or with the bill
before the house. I ask you to bring Mr White bade
to order.
The PRESIDENT - Order! If Parliament is being
asked to ratify an agreement between the state and
someone else I do not think we can say that
Parliament cannot look at the would-be contractor. I
do not uphold the point of order.

Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - Thanlc you,
Mr President Thank you, Mr Smith. for the point of
order - you have been ruled out of order! I want to
put on record that what Mr Smith is saying - you
would expect this from a man with his history
during his time with the Shire of Hastings
council - is that the character of the people does
not matter. It does not matter!
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I make it clear, Mc President, as you weJ11cnow and
WlCierstand from the act, that any person who is
selected to run a temporary or permanent casino has
to satisfy certain character requirements. I am saying
absolutely that the government intervened in the
selection process to ensure that the authority did not
have adequate regard to the probity checks that
were carried out on these individuals, that it
intervened to ensure that its mates got up
irrespective of their backgrOWlds. They paid for it.
Irrespective of who Ron Walker or Uoyd Williams
were, irrespective of what they had done with the
Bje1ke-Petersen government and irrespective of what
happened at the Winne1ce royal commission there
was a preconceived view by the government that it
did not matter. The only thing that mattered was
that Ran got up and Uoyd got up. 11lat was the
government's only intent.
The government used, abused and misused the
former Casino Control Authority to enable that to
occur. The government and this minister say day
after day, week after week, 'The Labor government
established the authority, it is an open and
accountable authority, it has met properly and
reached a decision and we, the government, knew
nothing Wltil the day before about what the
activities of authority were - it made a decision in
good faith without regard to any external pressure'.
11lat is not correct. 1lUs government is arrogant,
secret and corrupt. In allowing this change and
amendment to occur the government has again
sullied the selection process. It will not be the last
amendment because Uoyd knows more dearly than
any other individual in town that whatever Uoyd
wants Uoyd gets. If he feels at some stage during the
process that the current juxtaposition of hotel rooms
and apartments is not a goer, will not produce the
bottom line or will not be finished by August 1996,
or if the base he is building has been reduced from
360 000 to 260 000 square metres, then Uoyd knows
that what Uoyd wants Uoyd gets. He puts a few
more bob in the Liberal Party coffers, goes to the
government and says, 'We've paid, we've put in and
now we want it back'. They send along a spokesman
&om time to time, someone who will not be around
for long, and they know that this is a government
that can be bought -you pay up and they cough
up. That is what has happened here.
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legislation and a group of individuals in this place
who thought it would be their job, but that is not
OCcurring.
The PRESIDENT -Order! Mc White, I have
explained the limited nature of the bill that is being
debated.
Hon. D. It. WHITE - Mc President, I accept your
ruling. The timing of the completion of the project is
another point. It is absolutely fundamental that there
be better scrutiny of the operation, the construction
and the site agreement. The opposition expresses
concern that the casino and the permanent facility
will not be completed as expected in August 1996.
Now we have the Premier on record saying that
because of delays in negotiating with Trades Hall on
a site agreement it is the Labor Party's fault when in
fact the selection of the builder has occurred only in
recent weeks. It is important to place on record that
the person responsible for the construction, the
Crown consortium, had instructed Trades Hall to
deal with other builders - not Grollo - such as
Multiplex and others to work out a site agreement.
Extensive negotiations had taken place in relation to
a site agreement, but suddenly Grollo introduced a
new site agreement proposal, sight WlSeen, which
was unlike the negotiations and bore no relationship
to the negotiations that had occurred with agents on
behalf of the Crown consortium for the permanent
casino. Crown directed them to a certain group of
builders, progress was made on the site agreement,
significant commitments were made,
understandings were reached and construction was
Wlder way. Notwithstanding all that, a proposed
site agreement of a totally different character was
suddenly put on the table, and the Premier then has
the audacity to say that it is somebody else's fault
because the casino will not be built on time.
The opposition makes it dear that it not only
opposes this bill but is totally appalled and
disgusted that a circumstance has been allowed to
arise where this government has intervened and
completely contaminated the selection process for
the temporary and permanent casinos. Because of its
arrogant secrecy and corruption, it deserves to be
treated with the contempt that all Victorians will
ultimately levy on it.

The notion that the Victorian Casino and Gaming

It is for those reasons that the opposition is totally
opposed to the bill.

Authority has been allowed to protect the integrity
of the process is not true: it has not been allowed to
protect that process at all. The authority inherited

Hon. B. A. E. SKEGGS (Templestowe) - The
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill
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is a simple bill concerning casino management and
the agreements that are contained in the Casino
Management Act 1993. It is also one which sets out

the design agreement in the principal act to include
variations as per the deed of variation. The
legislation goes into that agreement to ensure that it
is not inconsistent with the principal act. One should
be looking only at the major items that are provided
for in the legislation.

I shall not deal with the matters raised by Mr White
because they are WlSubstantiated and there is no
evidence to show that his remarks deserve to be
considered in the context of this simple machinery
legislation concerning casino management
TIle Casino Control Act provides that the agreement
can be varied by the parties and ratified by the

Parliament Crown Casino Lld has elected to change
the design of the casino which must be considered
under the legislation. The government has
established a procedure for that to occur, and an
advisory design committee was subsequently
appointed. Also the government consulted with the
Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority. They are
the appropriate processes to occur, and I believe
they are now taking place and being ratified by this
legislation.

The advisory design committee had a consultative
evaluation on the design changes which have been
sought by Crown Casino Ltd. Those proposals
involve the deletion of some and modifications of
others of the original features of the successful bid.
In the context of tourism and the provision of
modem convention facilities it will be beneficial to
the state.
Amendments have to be made under this legislation
to ratify the changes. The proposed changes have
been examined by the Victorian Casino and Gaming
AUthority and by members of the advisory design
committee. I believe the changes will be of real
benefit to the new complex.

The expansion of the hotel from 360 to 1000 rooms,
deletion of the Ferns wheel, design changes and the
expansion of the ballroom will be of great benefit to
the whole complex. The ballroom will be expanded
from 1600 square metres to 2300 square metres.
There will also be expanded sporting facilities and a
ground-level wal1c-through of the whole complex
which will give it added appeal to many tourists and
to the people of Melbourne.
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The 15OO-seat showroom will be retained complete
with a fly-tower and a backstage area. These features
are desirable for Melbourne's future and vision of
the way we want to go into the next century. TIle
casino will be the envy of everybody who likes to
participate in casino activities or to take part in
conferences and for usage of the many facilities this
huge complex will offer.
For example, the reconfiguration of retail facilities
will provide for an internal streetscape. It is a
beautiful vision for the complex between the gaming
area and the river promenade. People will have the
ability to wal1c through the entire length of the
complex at ground level to observe the magnificent
features it will offer. Tourism, which has needed a
boost for some time, will get it through these
proposals.
Under this legislation Crown Casino realises there
will be obligations and that damages can be
sustained if it does not keep up with the timetable
that has been set for the completion of the entire
Melbourne casino complex. A penalty can be
applied if Crown Casino does not live up to all of its
obligations and promises in this legislation.
Nevertheless, I believe this important instrument
makes it possible for a wonderful complex to go
ahead and, although not everybody in Melbourne is
keen on casino gambling, many people come to this
country who expect a gaming facility to be mod~
to stage shows and conventions, and to have
modem dining facilities as well as offering sporting
attractions, as a feature of the complex.
We cannot consider the matters raised by Mr White
as nothing has been placed before this house by him
today; they have been purely unsubstantiated
allegations. Honourable members should look at the
bill as it stands because it is one that regulates the
whole future operations of the expansion of the
casino.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Oib Jib) - The
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill
facilitates the construction of Crown Casino and the
expansion of the original proposal. It allows for a
hotel to go from 360 rooms to 1000 rooms and a
ballroom to expand from 1600 to 2300 square metres.

The bill allows for the construction of the casino to
be free of normal planning controls and
requirements. It provides Crown Casino with
preferential treatment, making the government
responsible for the decisions that concern the
casino's construction.
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The PRESIDENT - Order! Could you refer to
the provision, please?

Hon. Haddon Storey - 'That is the principal act
tha t you are talking about, not the bill!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - No, this is an
expansion of the construction, Mr Presidenl The
government has accepted responsibility through this
legislation for that expansion, or at least is
facilitating it through this legislation.
The PRESIDENT - Order! 'That is not what you
said.
Hon. T. C. llIEOPHANOUS -In facilitating
that expansion it makes the government to some
extent responsible because the legislation is
designed to do thal I argue that the government has
a full-time representative, a Mr Tony Jolly, on the
project team, which also makes the government
jointly responsible for the expansion of the casino as
this bill outlines.
I shall focus on the effects that this expansion and
construction will have on surrounding businesses in
the area. I particularly want to focus on one such
business, Atlantis. The bill proposes that the casino
be dramatically extended llUs will lead to noise
levels being dramatically expanded and therefore its
impact on Atlantis is also dramatically expanded
Atlantis has established itself as a major recording
studio. It is situated immediately adjacent to the
casino. It stands to go broke as a consequence of the
introduction of this legislation, and as a consequence
of the expansion in the amstruction of the casino.
Hon. K. M. Smith - What about all those small
businesses that never survived the Labor years the hard years of Labor!
Hon. T. C. lHEOPHANOUS - I want to talk
about that one small business and the minister's
responsibility to il The minister's representative, Mr
Jolly, met with representatives &om Atlantis back on
31 May 1994. At that meeting it was suggested by
Mr Jolly that they put together a proposal for
relocation and that he in turn would approach
Crown Casino with the proposal and in the
meantime investigate the government's position on
the matter. 'That was a meeting that took place with
the minister's representative on 31 May 1994.
I make it clear that a proposal was sent to the
minister one week after the meeting. I am happy to
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make that proposal available to the minister because
he is shaking his head as though he has not seen it
The fact is that a proposal was sent to the minister
one week later by Atlantis, which outlined to the
minister a proposal for relocation. It was sent on
7 June 1994 and addressed to Mr Jolly, the minister's
representative.
Hon. Haddon Storey - You said it was sent to
the minister!
Hon. T. C. llIEOPHANOUS - It was sent to
your representative! Doesn't your representative
talk to you?

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The house has looked
at this issue before. I refer to the way in which
someone might express issues in a way that can
mislead the house. In this case the honourable
member is now making it clear that the letter from
the company was not sent to the minister, but was
sent to Mr Jolly. The point is that the honourable
member said that the letter was sent to the minister.
The house has to be strict with a statement like that;
the statement was not correct.
Hon. T. C. llIEOPHANOUS - I am happy to
clarify il The letter, which was a proposal sent by
the company to Mr Jolly, who is the Minister's
representative on the project - Hon. Haddon Storey - No, he is the state's
nominated representative under the principal act.
Hon. K. M. Smith -Get your facts right!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - This minister
has the responsibility. It surprises me that the
minister is not aware, and has indicated he is not
aware, that a proposal for relocation was sent on 7
June 1994. He has just indicated that to the house.
'That is how much interest he takes - Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for
Gaming) - Mr President, on a point of order, I had
indicated to the house by nodding before, that the
honourable member was incorrect by saying that the
proposal was sent to me. That was the only
indication.
Hon. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS Oib Jib) -So you
have seen the proposal?
Hon. D. R. White - The answer is yes!
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The PRESIDENT - Order! Do not put words in
the minister's mouth!
Hon. D. R.. White - The answer is yes!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I shall make it
clear that a proposal was sent, which included a
range of costs, namely, for construction of studio,
demolition, rental of new premises and so on. The
total cost for relocation indicated in the letter was
$569000. I also make it clear that as of today, seven
months later, not quite-Hon. K. M. Smith - Get your facts right!
Hon. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS -Some five
months later, as of today, there has been no response
to that particular letter. I make it absolutely clear
that there has been no response by this government
to the proposal.
Atlantis Recordings is in many respects a model
company; it is a successful company; it is an
expanding company. It has been able to secure
export potential, and in the past has recorded some
of Australia's biggest artists and new talent Atlantis
has recorded the Cruel Sea album called The
Hcmeymocm is OM- - an appropriate title in
reference to this government It won best soWldtraclc
and album of the year at the Australian music
industry awards.
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permanent casino reduces the blight to an absolute
minimum and that steps are taken to avoid what is
currently happening to Atlantis Recordings, a
problem which has not been rectified.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The effect of this
construction on other people, whether it is traffic or
businesses, is inextricable from the bill itself.
However, I do not think we need an extended
commercial for Atlantis. I believe Mc Theophanous
has made his point and I ask him to bring that part
of his speech to an end.
Hon. T. C. 1lfEOPHANOUS Oika Jib) - It is
important to understand - Hon. D. R. White - You were ruled out, Smith.
You can't even Wlderstand the rulings.
Hon. K. M. Smith - Big mouth!
Hon. D. R. White - You were ruled out, drongo.
You were born a drongo and you came here as a
drongo.
The PRESIDENT -Order! Mr White seems to
be having a bad week. I am just in the process of
removing from lUm.sIzrd some comments he made in
this house yesterday, which I think would be greatly
regretted by the house.
Hon. D. R. White - Not as much as your rulings.

Hon. I(. M. SMITH (South Eastern) - On a point
of order, Mr President, this is absolutely irrelevant to
the bill. It does not matter what recording stars or
what soundtraclcs or whatever this company has
produced. Let us get to the bits and pieces of what
you are on about instead of just bringing in all these
irrelevant issues!
Hon. D. R.. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - On the
point of order, Mr President, we are dealing with the
blight suffered by a company during the
construction of the permanent casino and the
proposed amendments to the permanent casino.
This bill deals with changes to the casino. We are
talking about the disadvantage done to a specific
business; we are talking about the specific nature of
that business and the nature of the commercial
damage it has suffered as a consequence of the
blight
I regard that as relevant not only to the bill but also
to the agreement being entered into by the
government here. Due regard should be paid by the
government to ensure that the construction of the

The PR.ESIDENT -Order! I suggest we do not

go down that path too far. I will not put up with that
sort of language in this house. I ask the member to
desist.

Hon. D. R. White - And make sure,
Mr President. that in your treatment of members in
the house, including Mr Smi~ you are even-handed
and intervene in respect of his interjections in the
way that you do with us and produce, as other
Presidents have done, some reasonable
fair-mindedness to the conduct of the Chair which
you are sullying. Make that clear!
The PRESIDENT -Order! You will find that
during the course of your dissertation I called on
Mr Smith about 10 times to desist from interjecting.
Hon. D. R. White - We will check that; we will
check 10.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Hansard does not
have to record every comment I make from the chair.
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Hon. D. R. White - I bet there weren't 10.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Mc White will desist
Hon. D. R. White -Okay.
The PRESIDENT - Order! If Mc White wants
chapter and verse of the protection given to either
side of the house, I say I can provide it if the issue
ever comes up.
Hon. D. R. White - All we have to do is
compare Grimwade and Hunt with yourself. You
are not in the same league.
The PRESIDENT -Order! Mc White will desist
or I will throw him out
Hon. K. M. Smith - That is probably what he
wants, to make the big-time, then he can stand on
the steps outside.
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process of developing export potential for Victoria.
It is about to close because this minister and this
government do not care. They have done nothing.
They have not picked up the telephone - and this
minister could pick up the telephone and ring his
mate Uoyd Williams and say, 'Have a meeting with
this company. Instead, in the space of five months
they have not even bothered to respond to a
proposal by the company for relocation. It is an
absolute disgrace.
This company has also approached the Premier for
assistance. It is important to put on the record the
fact that this is the same Premier who goes around
saying that he supports Greek positions on a whole
variety of things. This company happens to be a
company run by people of Greek-Australian
background. I intend to raise this matter with the
Helladic-Australian Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, whose functions the Premier is happy to
go to and carry on about how he supports Greek
interests and Greek businesses and all the rest of it

The PRESIDENT -Order! Mc Smith!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - This company
and all the surrounding businesses have been
treated with absolute contempt by Crown Casino. I
have a letter dated 1 December which was received
by Atlantis on 6 December 1994. It states that as part
of Crown's Melbourne casino project construction
works a road closure will be effected in Whiteman
Street A plan is attached showing where the closure
will occur. TIle road closure was to be effective
from 7 December 1994 until 10 March 1995. A period
of four months! 1be letter asks the company to make
regular visitors to its premises aware of the situation.
So this letter is received the day before the closure of
the street and this company, and presumably all of
the other companies that are affected in the area, are
asked to make arrangements in relation to the
closure of a street which Crown Casino has decided
to close Wlder the powers granted to it by this
government That is the kind of contemptuous way
in which Crown is treating the people in the
sunounding area.

I want to make it clear that this oompany is in many
respects a model company and a model small
business. It started in a very difficult area - Hon. K. M. Smith - And under the Labor
government!
HoD. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS - It expanded; it
secured its position in the market and it is in the

This company has made approaches to the Premier
and the Premier says he doesn't want to know
because it involves his mates Uoyd Williams and
Ran Walker, and that is different The Premier
doesn't want to know about that He wants to talk
about Macedonia but he will not talk about business.
He will not talk about this particular business which
happens to be bringing some revenue into Victoria.
It is a double standard, a hypocritical act. The
Premier should do something about it because this
minister obviously does not want to.
About 15 months ago Jim Nicolaides, the proprietor
of Atlantis, went to Malaysia on contract as a sound
engineer for Warner Music Australia and BMG
Arista ArioIa Pty Ltd.
Hon. K. M. Smith - What is his name?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -

Jim Nicolaides, a

good Greek name. While he was there for six

months he was promoting Australian songwriting in
Asia.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I have given the
member considerable latitude in relation to this
issue. It is not a matter in the bill; it is not a matter
for the second-reading debate. The member has
made his point and I ask him to move his comments
on to the bill, otherwise we will move to the next
speaker.
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Hon. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS - I make it dear
that as a result of the construction of the Crown
Casino Victoria stands to lose a Significant export
potential from this particular company. That is a
relevant fact that ought to be known. I want to put
on the record something in relation-Hon. K. M. Smith - What about something in
relation to the bill? Get back to it!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - This is a letter
from B &: G Pacific, which was to enter into
agreements with Atlantis -
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Holl. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS -It is about the
effect of that construction on the people of
Melbourne and Victoria. Atlantis established two
lucrative contracts with overseas companies, one
with a major recording studio - Holl. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) - On a point
of order, Mr President, Mr Theophanous is back on
Atl.antis and contracts and is going on and on. He is
defying your ruling. On three or four occasions you
have told him to get bad:. to the bill and he has not
done so. He is continuing along the same line. I
would like you, Mr President, to rule him out of
order.

Hon. K. M. Smith -It's the same thing!
Holl. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Can I speak to it?
The PRESIDENT -Order! Mr Theophanous is
continuing to ignore my ruling which has been
consistent today and in the past In debating a bill
like this one looks at the purpose of the bill.
Honourable members are entitled to consider what
is said in the second-reading speech.
Mr Theophanous has made his point about the
adverse impact on another business and I advise
him to get back to the bill.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - On a point of
order, Mr President, the letter I was about to read
into 1UJnsard was from an overseas company which
secured a contract. !he letter indicates that the
contract will not be proceeded with because of the
construction of the casino. It is relevant to put that
on the record. If you want to stop me from putting
that on the record, you go right ahead!
The PRESIDENT -Order! You have put it on
the record. I suggest that you move on to the
provisions of the bill.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I would like to
read into the record - The PRESIDENT -Order! You will not read it
into the record. I have given a direction on this issue.
You have made your point I suggest that you get
onto the bill.
Holl. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS - The bill is about
the construction of the casino and the
expansion - -

Holl. T. C. TIIEOPHANOUS crib Jib) - On the
point of order, Mr President, the bill is about the
construction and expansion of the casino. I am
indicating to the house that Atl.antis Recording is
being affected by that That company, which has
contracts from overseas, is going to go broke. Part of
the evidence I am attempting to put before the house
is that that company is going to go broke for one
reason; the construction of the casino. In putting that
evidence I place on the record that this has been
made clear by the fact that contracts from overseas
music companies have been broken. That is
absolutely appropriate and within the ambit of the
bill.

I make it dear that if it is ruled out of order the
opposition will move against your ruling,
Mr President It is not correct to say that if the
construction that is taking place is causing a
company to go broke, the house cannot discuss the
fact that that company is going broke as a direct
consequence of the bill being passed by this house.
In providing evidence that the company is going
broke because of the construction, it is appropriate
to refer to contracts with the company that have
been broken for this reason only.
Holl. D. R. WIDTE (Doutta Galla) - On the
point of order, Mr President, in respect of two
comments that have been made during the rourse of
the debate - once in response to what I had to say
about
Sheraton and once in response to what
was said about Atlantis - Mr Smith suggested that
the only clear and direct reason opposition members
would raise concerns about ID or Atlantis is
because of some relationship with them. There is no
evidence to suggest that we have known either fIT
or Atl.antis at any time.

m

Hon. K. M. Smith - Is he a mate of yours?
It is a serious reflection on the character of
honourable members to suggest that they raise
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matters on behalf of constituents or companies only
because of a relationship or interest lbat should be
dealt with and exception taken to it
The PRESIDENT - Order! lbat is an entirely
different issue and WU'elated-Hon. D. R. White - You should have dealt with
it!
The PRESIDENT -Order! I did not hear the
interjection. nor did you raise an objection to it at the
time.
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to be on the record. In the case of B &: G Pacific and
LuncaiEMAS--

Hon. K. M. Smith - You're doing it again!
You're defying the President's direction!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - They have made
it clear to Atlantis that they cannot commit
themselves to the use of the studio for future
recording projects in view of the problems relating
to the construction site adjacent to the studio.
The PRESIDENT -Order! I will no longer hear
the honourable member.

Hon. D. R. White - Bullshit!
House divided on motion:
The PRESIDENT - Order! Don't 'bullshit' me!
Mr White used that word. I repeated it, which I
should not have done. Mr White should retain some
decorum in this house. We are dealing with different
issues. The issue raised by Mr Smith is whether the
ruling I have made has been observed by the Leader
of the Opposition.
Hon. B. T. Pullen interjected.
The PRESIDENT - Order! If you are going to
say something, Mr Pullen. sit in your seat!
Mr Theophanous has been speaking for more than
20 minutes and almost everything he has said has
related to this issue. He has made his point once,
twice, even three times - -

Ayes, 26
Asher.Ms
Ashman,Mr'
Atkinson. Mr
Baxter,Mr
Best.Mr
Bishop.Mr
Bowden.Mr
Brideson. Mr
Coruwd.Mr
Cox,Mr
Craige,Mr
Davis,Mr
de Fegely, Mr

Evans.Mr
Guest.Mr
Hall, Mr
Hartigan. Mr
KnowIes.Mr
Skeggs.Mr
Smith.Mr
Stoney. Mr (TdltT)
Storey,Mr
Strong, Mr
Varty, Mrs
Wells, Or (Tdkr)
Wilding, Mrs

Noes, 11
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You have not
allowed me to put it on the record!
The PRESIDENT -Order! These issues are not
dealt with in the bill, nor are they dealt with in the
second-reading speech. I have given a ruling. If
Mr Theophanous persists with this issue I will call
for the vote on the second-reading motion. I remind
Mr Theophanous of standing order no. 133 in
relation to tedious repetition.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jib Jib) - I have
been informed by the operators of Atlantis that the
company will be closing in January as a result of its
inability to operate in these circumstances. The
company has asked me to put that on the record and
to ask the minister why it is in the best interests of
Victoria for the business to go broke. The company
wants an answer to the question: why is it in the best
interests of Victoria? The construction will have very
serious effects on the surrounding area and it is
being facilitated by this bill. It is important for that

Davidson, Mr
Could, Miss
Henshaw.Mr
Ives.Mr
McLean, Mrs (Teller)
Mier.Mr

Nardella, Mr
Power,Mr
PuUen. Mr (Teller)
Theophanous. Mr
White,Mr

Pairs
BirrelL Mr

Hogg,Mrs

Forwood.Mr
Ha1Wn.Mr
'Seepage39

Kok.ocinski. Ms
Walpole,Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Sitting suspended LOS p.m. until 2.07 p.m.
Third reading

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for
Gaming) - By leave, 1 move:
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That this bill be now read a third time.

In SO doing I should like to comment on some of the
matters raised by Mr White during the
second-reading debate. I absolutely deny the
sweeping allegations made by Mr White that this
was a corrupt process or that the government in any
way was involved in the selection process or that the
government, as Mr White put it, corrupted the
selection process - not so, Mr White.

Mr White complained of the fact that I have said on
a number of occasions that the government inherited
the process and the people and that they were
integral to the selection process. I say that because, if
Mr White is correct in his allegations, then the only
way it could have happened would have been
through the participation of those people on the
casino authority, and those people were appointed
by the previous govemmentlrrespective of who
appointed them, their integrity is beyond doubt, as
is their incorruptibility. There is no way the sorts of
things Mc White talked about could have happened
with people of that calibre in charge of the
operation. so I simply deny that claim.
As for saying the casino subcommittee of cabinet

had the particulars of the bids and so 01\ beforehand,
that is simply not true. As I have told the house
before, as a member of the casino subcommittee I
had no idea of the figures or who was recommended
by the casino authority until they told us after
making their decision.

path for the project because all else in the critical
time path is proceeding on time.
It is still my belief that the project is proceeding on
time. I point out that this agreement does not affect
the obligation of Crown Casino to pay damages if it
fails to complete the casino on time. Indeed, it adds
to it by imposing additional liquidated damages if it
fails to complete the whole complex on time, apart
from the casino itself.

Mr White says that the size of the building was
decreased from 360 000 square metres to 260 000
square metres. I have no idea where he got those
figures from, unless he has read an incorrect report
in the paper. The size of the complex has increased,
not decreased, from 230 000 square metres to 315 000
square metres. Perhaps someone has transposed the
figures at some stage.

Mr White referred to attendances at the casino
dropping from 25 000 a day to 16 000 a day. I do not
know what the current attendance per day is or
where he got those figures from.
HoD. T. C. Theophanous - He knows and you
don't
HoD. HADDON STOREY - I am trying to get it
right I would not want to say something off the top
of my head. What I do know is that the original
projections were in the range of 12000 a day.
Hon. D. R. White -1l\at is not so.

Mr White suggested the design was a fraud and that
they had no intention of proceeding, but I point out
to honourable members who may not have looked at
the plans that the design is basically the same as it
always was but for the larger hotel The integral part
of the design. as anyone who looks at the plans or
model will see, is essentially as it was and the only
changes are those which enhance the project, not
changes which diminish it or depart from the basic
integrity of it

Mr White made a number of specific comments that
we have dealt with at different times before. Some
related to the prospectus issued by Crown Casino
and the Australian Securities Commission. That is a
matter between those two organisations. Mr White
made other specific comments relating to the
construction. He said that construction of the pilings
was six months late. I am advised that the piling
construction was four or five weeks late, not six
months, and that this does not affect the aitical time

1\

Hon. HADDON STOREY - Mr White shakes
his head. I am referring to the temporary casino, not
the permanent casino. On that basis, of course, the
figures are still in excess of the anticipated
attendance. One would expect when the casino
commenced that more people would come in
because they were curious, and that after the
curiosity declined, the figures would drop back. I
am instructed that the numbers attending the casino
are still ahead of projections. 1l\at hardly backs up
Mr White's case that Crown Casino is an
incompetent operator.
I repeat again that these proposals involving the
amending of the project design were approved by
the Casino Control and Gaming AuthOrity, and by
members of the advisory design panel, all of whom
recommended that it constituted an enhancement of
the project, rather than a diminution of it
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Mr Theophanous spoke of a submission being given
to the state's nominated representative and implied
it was therefore given to me and that it was the
government's obligation to respond to it It was
dearly given to the state's nominated representative
and even Mr 1heophanous agreed with that I am
advised that following a conversation with the
state's nominated representative he said that if a
submission was put in he would ensure that it was
passed on to Crown and, indeed, it was.

Mr Theophanous gave the impression that from that
day on nothing happened. I am advised that
numerous discussions were held between the period
when the offers were made and rejected, but that
ultimately the parties have not reached an
agreement It is essentially a matter for Atlantis
Recordings and Crown to resolve. I read in the
paper that Atlantis was going to institute legal
proceedings. I do not know whether it did, but
presumably that would be the ultimate way of
resolving the matter if an agreement cannot be
reached.
This is an important projecllt is a shame that the
opposition is denigrating it because it will do a great

deal to Melbourne. It will assist with employment; it
will add to Melbourne's attractions as a capital city. I
believe it is a project that will add to the complex of
attractions that Melbourne has. It will enhance
Melbourne's attractions as an international city and
is one that all honourable members ought to support.
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order on these matters. The opposition is moving the
reasoned amendment to discuss these issues at some
length.
Bon. R. L Knowles - You spoke for half an hour
prior to the suspension of the sitting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I was not able to
read into the record the things I wanted to put I
make it dear that this bill will not only affect the
operation of Crown Casino, but a number of other
properties in the area about which Mr White will
speak. I also made it dear that Atlantis, in its
communication with us, has indicated that Crown
Casino has not been prepared to ta1lc to it I
understand today that the Minister for Small
Business, the Honourable Vin Heffeman, has taken
up the issue directly with Crown Casino and has
contacted Uoyd Williams who told him that he
knew nothing about it, but that he may be in a
position to do something about it following the
representations by the Minister for Small Business.

The Minister for Gaming has known about it for
months and has done absolutely nothing. It is clear
that Crown Casino is not prepared to ta1lc to this
business. I will read a letter of 2 December
addressed to Atlantis. The letter is from BMG Pacific
BDN BHD, one of the businesses that Atlantis had
organised contracts with in relation to recording of a
top Malaysian recording star who in Malaysia
would be the equivalent of our John Famham. It
states:

The PRESIDENT - Order! The question is:
That this bill be now read a third time.

BOIL T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gib Jib) - In
accordance with standing order 286, I move:
That an words after ~t' be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof 'this bill be withdrawn and
re-drafted in such a IJWUler as would ensure that
businesses and. other property in the area which may
be adversely affected by the casino construction are
provided with a process for the resolution of their
problems.'.

The opposition has decided to take this unusual step
of moving a reasoned amendment to the motion for
the third reading of this bill. I understand from the
Oerks that this has never been done before, but we
take this action on the basis that we believe the
second-reading debate did not allow the opposition
to put on the record a number of issues regarding
Atlantis. In fact, the opposition was ruled out of

We are very sorry to inform you that we would not be
able to commit ourselves to use your studio for future

recording projects in view of the problems relating to
the construction site adjacent to your studio. We have
studied the situation and. we feel that the environment
and the noise that would arise from all the construction
works will not be acceptable to us and the artist
However, we do appreciate your good services and we
are pleased with the work we have so far done in your
studio. We would have continued using your studio if
not for the development that's going on now.

That makes it absolutely clear that BMG, a major
recording studio in Malaysia, is not proceeding with
its contract for one reason and one reason only: the
noise from the casino construction site.
Bon. K. M. Smith - What is the date on the
letter?
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Hon. T. C. TIIEOPHANOUS -2 December
1994. I also have a letter dated 5 December 1994
from Luncai Emas BDN BHD, another studio with
which Atlantis organised a contract. It states:
During our last visit to Melbourne, we were
understandably concerned by the increased noise levels
and the deterioration of what was once a creative and
friendly working environment. These problems arising
from the adjacent construction site has made your
studio unsuitable to use _

Our earlier discussions of a joint venture project will
also have to hold while this cloud of uncertainty is over
you. Please advise us as to the outcome of your efforts
to resolve your problems and hopefully we will be able
to continue our business together in the future _.

Here are two examples which make it absolutely
clear that Atlantis, which has spent a great deal of
time and money in getting business for Victoria by
getting international artists to record in its studios
here in Melbourne, is losing contracts for one reason
and one reason only: the noise from the construction
of the Crown Casino.

The opposition argues that the bill fails to
accommodate those interests. The government has
abrogated its responsibility to businesses in the area
surrounding the casino site. As I said earlier, the
minister and the representa tives of the government
spoke with Atlantis, and in his contribution the
minister said that after discussions with Mr Jolly, the
state's nominated representative, Atlantis had
forwarded a proposal for relocation to Crown
Casino.
In fact, Atlantis did not forward a proposal to
Crown Casino; Atlantis forwarded a proposal to
Mr Jolly, the state's representative. That proposal, of
which I have a copy, is dated 7 June 1994 and is
directed to Mr A. C. Jolly, state's nominated
representative. I also have a copy of the minutes
prepared by Atlantis of the meeting that took place
with Mr JoUy, which make absolutely that Mr Jolly:
_. suggested that we put together a proposal for
relocation and he would in turn approach Crown
Casino with the proposal In the meantime he would
investigate the government's position in the matter.

Whether or not he investigated the government's
position, the government has not been prepared to
respond to the letter that was sent to Mr Jolly on 17
June, nearly five months ago. That demonstrates the
interest the government has taken in this issue. The

opposition makes it clear that considerable legal
action will follow from Atlantis in relation to this
matter, which may have the consequence of
delaying the construction of the casino. The minister
ought to take an interest in that.
Atlantis is a small company and Crown Casino is a
very large company. Atlantis cannot survive any
protracted legal proceedings that may take place.
Atlantis has made it clear to the opposition that if it
proceeds to full-scale legal proceedings against
Crown Casino it will not be able to sustain that and
as a consequence is likely to close in January of next
year.
Atlantis has indicated to the opposition that it has
the potential to earn half a million export dollars for
Australia based on the contracts it already has and
contracts it has in the pipeline. That is $500 000 in
export dollars that is being denied to Australia by
the Victorian government for one reason and one
reason only.
It is not the fault of Atlantis, which was situated in
the area before Crown Casino was conceived. It is
the responsibility of the government to make sure
that Atlantis is not disaffected because it is the
government that has gone about ensuring through
legislation that Crown Casino is able to build there.
The government cannot wash its hands of the matter
and say, 1t is not up to us, it is up to Crown Casino
and the two individuals to sort themselves out'. The
government has created the problem through the
legislation and through the granting of the licences
to Crown Casino.
The opposi tion calls on the Minister for Gaming to
do something about the problem. He should pick up
the telephone and talk to his mates, Uoyd Williams
and Ran Walker, and ask them to fix the problem. It
is a very simple request! If he cannot do that he
should withdraw the bill- take the bill back and
tell Uoyd Williams and Ran Walker, 'The bill is not
going to be passed until you fix up your problem
with Atlantis'.
OppoSition Members - Hear, hear!

Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Rail: passenger services
Hon. PAT POWER Oilca Jib) - My question is
directed to the Minister for Local Government The
Local Government Board's interim report for
north-west Victoria proposes a greater MildWCl
municipality. At page 76 of its report the board says:
Mildura has a well developed transport system with
excellent road and rail facilities _. for freight and
passenger services _. [and) also has a major freight gate
rail centre.

The minister will acknowledge the coalition
promised Victorians the VinelJznder rail passenger
service would be retained and upgraded, but it has
been closed since the election by government
decision, leaving the region without any rail
passenger services.
Given the inaccuracy of the report with respect to
this matter, will the minister assure the house he will
raise this appalling ignorance with the board so the
final report clearly shows there are no rail passenger
services to Mildura or to anywhere in the proposed
municipality?
Hon. It M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I believe there is at least room to
argue that what the quotation includes is passenger
and freight services by road and rail I believe Mr
Power is being somewhat mischievous by implying
that the board has deliberately misconstrued the
existing services that are available to the Mildura
community. On that basis I am not prepared to
accept what the honourable member says, that the
board has got it wrong and that I should correct it If
he has a particular view, I suggest he take it up with
the Local Government Board.

National Environment Protection Council
Hon. B. A. Eo SKEGGS (Templestowe) - Will
the Minister for Conservation and Environment
advise the house of the government's position on the
proposal to create a National Environment
Protection Council?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - Today I am pleased to
announce that the government has decided to
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introduce legislation that will place Victoria at the
forefront of establishing a new National
Environment Protection COWlcil (NEPC).
The proposed new body is based on a model of
environmental protection that was pioneered and
instigated by Victoria when the Environment
Protection Authority was created in 1970.
The new National Environment Protection Council
will be established when all other participating
states and territories pass complementary legislation
identical to that which will be introduced by this
Parliament
Victoria will be the first jurisdiction with legislation
to implement national environment protection
measures that will result from the establishment of
the NEPC. Victoria will adopt agreed national
measures as state environment protection policies.
Our bill will pave the way for the establishment of
Australia's first genuinely federal environment
body. Because the nature and development of the
NEPC measures and SEPP are similar, the Victorian
government, industry and community will be able
to lead their development and achievement

With the establishment of the NEPC Victoria will
remain responsible for managing its own
environment by continuing to develop
on-the-gyound programs such as education
campaigns, licensing and regulations to achieve its
own SEPP and now the national standards.
The NEPC will consist of ministers from the
commonwealth and all states and territories except
Western Australia, which opposes the concept, a
view we do not share. It will develop measures
concerning ambient air and water quality, wastes,
site contamination, motor vehicle emissions and
noise.
The process of developing the measures will be open
and public, and will include an assessment of
economic and social impacts. TIle National
Environment Protection Council will have a small
staff with teams &om the states and territories
developing the measures.
lhat is an important initiative, one that presumes an
agreed federal approach and one in which I am
pleased Victoria will be the leader.

QU~ONS~OUTNOTICE
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Workcover. payments
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Qika Jika) - I
direct my question to the Minister for Local
Government It has been reported in the Herald Sun
of 29 November that hW\dreds of injured workers
are having to wait up to several months for their
Workcover payments, contrary to provisions in the
legislation. The opposition has also brought to the
attention of the minister a number of specific cases
of late payments that have made it necessary for
legal proceedings to be issued against insurance
companies to recover the amounts. The minister
would be aware that the Victorian Workcover
Authority has the power to financially penalise
insurers for late payment
Will the minister advise the house whether any
insurance company has been penalised under this
power and what action he intends to t:a.ke to enforce
payment?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I am aware of the article in the
Herald Sun to which the honourable member refers,
but I do not recall the precise amount that was
claimed. I do not rely upon the Sunday newspapers
as an appropriate reference or document for the
administration of workers compensation in this state.

Where matters of complaint have been raised with
me on that issue and others I have acted directly
upon them. I believe from recollection that two
colleagues of the honourable member will have
received correspondence from me over the past
couple of days on this specific issue. It is made clear
to authorised insurers when they are at fault
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Has anyone been
fined?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I cannot answer your
question precisely, but in general terms the
authorised agents are reliant upon a licence issued
by the Victorian Workcover Authority and it is
made abundantly dear to them that the licence is a
privilege rather than a right The matters that Mr
Theophanous raises now that go to the performance
of the individual authorised agent will be taken into
account when renewal of the licence is being
considered. "That is a far more appropriate
management tool than the prospect of - Hon. T. C. Theoplwtous - They can be fined for
being at fault?
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM - They can actually have
the licence renewal refused, which I would have
thought was a much more dramatic potential
consideration than the threat of some sort of
financial penalty on the way through. In my view
the licensed insurers under the new system have
done very well. I believe the system itself has
engendered the level of competition we are looking
for. In general terms their performance has been
very good.

Training courses
Hon. R. J. H. WELLS (Eumemmerring) - Will
the Minister for Tertiary Education and Training
advise the house of steps the government is taking
to enable non-government providers of training to
tender for the provision of government-funded
training courses.
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - As I have mentioned in
this place before, the government is anxious to
provide the opportunity for private providers to
participate in training in Victoria.
An opposition member interjected.
Hon. HADDON STOREY - To answer the
interjection, a program was started by the former
government, and at the time there were about 50
registered private providers. Private providers, as a
comprehensive term, means non-government
providers, and many of the private providers are
associated with non-profit organisations; hence, the
interjection was based on a non-understanding of
the system.
However, the government said it would support an
opportunity for private providers to provide
acceptable training and achieve registration as part
of the objective of establishing an open training
market, and the government has been doing that
over the past two years. At the moment. there are
about 350 providers in Victoria and the Victorian
government has provided more than $5 million so
far in the provision of training by private providers.
In return for that, private providers have so far
delivered about 1 million student contact hours in
Victoria in that period.
I am pleased to inform the honourable member and
the house that the government will again provide
funds for private providers next year. It will allocate
$75 million for that purpose and tenders will be
called in two rounds, the first being in February 1995
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when 53.5 million will be allocated. It is estimated
that approximately 1.3 million student contact hours
will be delivered by private providers through the
program over the year, which will be a 50 per cent
increase on 1994.
Private providers will be asked to express their
interest in areas of industry priority, and I expect
that priorities will give emphasis to training for
existing work forces, older retrenched workers and
that workplace-based training will be involved.
Notices will appear in this weekend's daily
newspapers inviting providers to express interest in
obtaining funding under this program. I believe the
program is going well. It is adding an option to the
training market in Victoria. It involves competition.
and generally it is leading to an even greater facility
of the training system in this state to meet the needs
of industry.

Thursday. 8 December 1994

RACV: road survey
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) - Without
doubt the Minister for Roads and Ports would be
aware that the RACY has recently conducted a
membership survey to identify what has been
termed by the RACY as red spots, that is roads with
conditions that it regards require maintenance or
improvement I wonder if the minister can advise
the house if he believes that the survey by the RACY
with regard to red spots has merit?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - It is true, as Mr Atkinson said, that the

RACV conducted a survey among its membership
through its magazine, RoyaJauto in June 1994. Some
1200 responses were received and the respondents
identified a number of locations in metropolitan
Melbourne which they believed required upgrading
or attention in some way or another. The RACV
christened those locations 'red spots'.

Bulldozing of war memorial
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - I refer the
Minister for Gaming to the W\authorised bulldozing
of a commemorative war memorial on the banlcs of
the Yana on the site of the new casino. What steps
will the minister take to prevent the Crown
consortium deseaating war memorials to Australian
servicemen?
Hon. HAD DON STOREY (Minister for
Gaming) - Mr White has used some pretty emotive
language. However, as I understand it, the memorial
was not bulldozed but was removed &om tha\ place
after consultation at the time with the Australian
Maritime Union, I think it was, but I am not sure of
that What I do know is that I have taken steps; I
have discussed the matter with Mr Ruxton., who is
well known to members of this house, and explained
to him the steps that are being taken to restore the
war memorial.

Mr Ruxton has expressed satisfaction with the steps
that were taken. but canvassed the possibility of the
memorial being moved &om the site - -

Honourtlble membns interjecting.
Hon. HADDON STOREY - It is a matter which

can be resolved through discussions with the RSL
and Mr Rux~ but the facts are that the memorial
was not bulldozed, steps are being taken to replace
the memorial to its site, and consultation has taken
place which is the most appropriate way of dealing
with things.

In answer to Mr Atkinson's direct question: yes, the
survey was a useful tool in that it provided a source
of information on the community's perception of
what motorists think about the road system. But in
order to provide a detailed assessment and to
establish priority, additional information is required
on traffic delays, safety, volume, type and so on, to
make that assessment and to rank the works in some
semblance of priority. But the survey has provided a
useful input.
Viaoads has a number of programs that go to the
ways of ranking possible projects. There is the
principal traffic routes program which, as the name
suggests, tmns its attention to major arterials. lhere
is the clearway review program which aims to
provide continuous clearways along major routes
and consistent hours of operation. There is the traffic
system performance monitoring project upon which
the RACY is represented on the projects reference
group. And there is an ongoing black spot
improvement program in aiticallocatioos.
It is interesting to note that many of the red spots
identified in the survey are either on the list for
immediate attention or work has already started on
them. I shall give one or two examples, some that
are close to Mr Atkinson's heart. For example, with
Wellington Road between Jacksons Road and
Stud Road, which was identified in the survey, road
duplication has already been announced.
There has been road duplication at Reynolds Road
between Church Road and Tindals Road, that is the
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sections between Smiths Road and Blaclcbum Road.
Similarly improvements that have occurred to the
Burwood Highway between Mountain Highway
and Lysterfield Road are well into the planning
stage. Work has commenced on Alexandra Parade
and I expect that will be completed by mid-1995 at
the cost of $30 million. 1hat road was mentioned
many times by the respondents. Similarly, there are
other examples, namely, Stud Road, the Princes
Highway between Doveton A venue and
Webb Street, and Pound Road between Doveton
Avenue and Webb Street. There is work going on in
all these locations, which seems to me to indicate
that the community's concern is being well and truly
addressed by Via-oads.

Local government: rural rates
Hon. D. E. HENSHA W (Geelong) - My question
to Minister for Local Government arises out of the
paper released by the Local Government Board last
August entitled 'Rating issues in new metropolitan
areas'. I shall quote the paper, where it says:
The Victorian Fanners Federation has long been

interested in the impact of local government rating

policy on the rural sector and for that reason the board
invited the federation to assist in this project.

Given that farmers make up an important though
small percentage of non-metropolitan ratepayers,
can the minister give an assurance that other rural
sector interest groups will also be invited by the
Local Government Board to assist in the project?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I can say with surety that the Local
Government Board would welcome the assistance of
any group across the community that has an interest
in the development of local government In this case
it was I who initiated the opportunity for the VFF to
go to the board because the VFF had approached me
on a number of occasions going back over several
years, including in my role as shadow minister for
local government in this place.
When the issue of rating was formally considered by
the local government committee of the Victorian
government and ultimately by the Local
Government Board, I was pleased to offer the
Victorian Farmers Federation the chance to have
some input into the issues as they were canvassed. It
is nothing more than that The document that was
ultimately produced was a resource document nothing more. It does not represent a formal policy
pOSition It is simply a resource document, and I
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again repeat that both the Local Government Board
and the Minister for Local Government would
welcome input from groups that have an interest in
this most important issue.

Greater Green Triangle Association
Hon. R. S. de FEGELY (Ballarat) - Will the
Minister for Regional Development advise the house
of the likely impact of the newly launched Greater
Green Triangle Association on regional development
across south-west Victoria?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - I am pleased to record that the
Greater Green Triangle Association was launched by
the Deputy Prime Minister, Mr Brian Howe, in
Warrnambool on Thursday last It was one of two
launched simultaneously, thus sharing the honour of
being the first in Australia with the lllawarra region
of New South Wales where the Prime Minister
performed the other launch.
This is the third Green Triangle Association The
first group was formed in the late 1970s and the
second in the early 19805.1 remember speaking in

support of the green triangle concept when making
my maiden speech in 1985.
Hon. D. R. White - We all remember it
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Thank you, Mr White, I
am pleased you do.
The formation of the new association has been
triggered by the offer of commonwealth funding
through the Regional Economic Development
Organisation scheme announced under the One
Nation initiative earlier this year. The driving force
in this project was a Dealdn University team headed
by Or Gordon Forth. It has been a very lengthy
gestation process, and I understand there were no
less than seven drafts before the constitution and
objectives were agreed.
The outcome is very good news for regional
development and for south-west Victoria given that
the commonwealth has committed $240 000 over the
next three years to establish an office and employ
staff. The office is to be located in my home town of
Hamilton and will use the former offices of the Shire
of Dundas.
I have agreed with Minister Howe that the state
government will not directly fund the new
association but will work very cooperatively on joint
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projects. The interim committee is directly cormect.ed
with the state-funded regional development boards
in the area in the form of executive officer
appointments or representational board members
directly.

'The first task of the new organisation will be to
identify and nominate project priorities for
commonwealth funding. I understand the two
projects already under active consideration are a rail
link from Mount Gambier to Portland and the
extension of a natural gas pipeline to include Ararat
and Horsham, both of which would be very
important to south-west Victoria.
In summary, I am very supportive of the new
initiative and I am determined to do everything I
can to ensure that it builds upon the regional
development structure that is already out there and
performing very well indeed.

Local government: comfulsory

competitive tendenng

Hon. PAT POWER Oib Jib) - The Minister for
Local Government would be aware of Melbourne
University's institute of applied economics and
social research publication ~ Austnzlian Economic
Bulletin. In the November issue local government
compulsory competitive tendering was examined
with the following conclusions reported:
It is not dear cost savings ... will persist over time.
lhe majority of savings will COOle from lower wages
and poorer conditioos for workers.
lhe quality 01 services could suffer.

Cmtracting out could lead to illegal bid rigging.

1hese comments are attributed to a former Downer
adviser, who is now a member of the Industry
CoD'Ullission. an ANU economist and academic
members of the institute.
Will the minister assure the house that contracting
out of local government services will provide
continuing savings over time; not lead to lower
wages and conditions for workers; not result in
lower service quality; and, not involve any collusive
tendering?
The PRESIDENT - Order! That question clearly
calls for an expression of opinion by the minister
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and will be impossible to answer. I will allow the
member the opportunity to rephrase the question.
Hon. PAT POWER - I ask the minister whether
he can give an assurance that government policy in
regard to contracting out of local government
services will provide continuing savings over time
and will not lead to lower wages and conditions for
workers, lower service quality, and collusive
tendering?
The PRESIDENT - Order! It is only marginally
different, but I will allow the question.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - At the outset I indicate that I am not
responsible for the editorial comment in that bulletin
or any other document I welcome the opinion of the
publication to which the honourable member refers
and I am happy to give the assurance he is seeking.
There will be dramatic improvements in the
efficiency of local government and benefits for
ratepayers as a result of compulsory competitive
tendering. Had that not been the case the
government would not have pursued that as a
policy.

HACC program
Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham) - Will
the Minister for Aged Care advise the house of the
progress of the negotiations with the commonwealth
on funding for the home and community care
program for 1994-95?
Hon. R. L KNOWLES (Minister for Aged
Care) - I know Mr Connard takes a deep personal
interest given that this program is targeted to his age
group! I have previously advised the house that the
commonwealth has refused to match Victoria in
funding for 1994-95. In their budget calculations the
commonwealth government allowed for 6 per cent
growth if we can match half of that at a state level.
The commonwealth is in fact offering Victoria an
increase of only 3.39 per cent on last year's
allocation. lhat means Victoria will be
short-changed to the tune of $4.6 million. Where the
government actually planned on an inaease in
services to the tune of $13.2 million there will be
areas where clear needs exist but we are Wlable to
respond, particularly as the government is keen to
focus the Home and Community Care program on
the provision of services to people who have quite
complex needs.
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We are continuing to pursue the matter with the
commonwealth government because it is a matter of
equity. The commonwealth government would have
to spend something like $35 million more in Victoria
if it were funded on the same per capita basis as
New South Wales. 1he commonwealth
government's aged. care strategy is fundamentally
flawed because it refuses to link the funding for
residential services with funding for domiciliary and
commwtity-based services. There is a very close link
between those two programs.
If the commonwealth aged care strategy purports to
achieve the objective in its definition - that is
people with quite complex needs continuing to live
in the community with carers or on their own, it can
be done only if there are adequate support services.
It is an important issue but we have accepted it
As an interim phase I have submitted a program
today for approval by the commonwealth
government which will see 291 recurrent funding
proposals, including four new linkage projects, 246
minor capital projects, 11 major projects, 123
fixed-term projects and 18 program development
and access projects. lllat means the government will
not be able to fund services to some of the key
priority groups in the community until the
commonwealth government comes to the party. TIle
government will continue to apply whatever
pressure it can to argue for more equitable treatment
from the commonwealth government for Victoria
relative to the rest of Australia.

CASINO (MANAGEMENT
AGREEMENT)(AMENDMENT) BILL
5«ond reading
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Hon. J. V. C GUEST (Monash) -On the point of
order, Mr President, I went over to Mr White and
told him that I was indeed a shareholder in Hudson
Conway and Crown. I made that declaration partly
because of what I have to say during this debate.
Furthermore, I point out that Mr White would not
have known that I have a direct shareholding unless
I had told him because one cannot tell that from the
register of members' interests. lbat is a small
element of what I have to say later. I hope Mr White
is satisfied that the matter I was about to come to in
three breaths has been adequately covered.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Mr White asked for a
declaration and it has been made. We may proceed
with the debate.
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST -Ex officio, one would
take the Leader of the Opposition seriously but this
was an attempt to raise a matter of concern - it is a
proper matter of concern -about a small and
worthy business which should be raised on the
adjournment debate. It is totally wrong to try to add
this issue to the legislation. If it were relevant to the
legislation I would say that the Leader of the
Opposition should have formulated - I wonder
whether he has -an appropriate amendment-Hon. D. It. White - He has! We are debating a
reasoned amendment!
HoD. J. V. C GUEST - I think Mr White will be
embarrassed to see on the record that he has
apparently confused a reasoned amendment with a
proper amendment to the bill. That would give
effect to what the opposition says it requires,
whereas a reasoned amendment would achieve the
postponement of the legislation to the point where
the whole casino project might be delayed.

Debate resumed.
Hon. J. V. C GUEST (Monash) - When the
Leader of the Opposition lends his name to a
proposition or an argument one presumes, because
of his office, that it is more than humbug and that,
ex officio, it is a serious matter. There are two
reasons why I rise to speak - HoD. D. It. WlUTE (Doutta Galla) - On a point
of order, Mr President, I direct attention to the fact
that Mr Guest has a direct interest in the matter that
is being raised, which is a commercial issue between
Atlantis and the Crown consortium. Mr Guest is a
direct investor in Crown and has a direct interest in
the outcome. I seek your assistance in insisting that
he declare his interest

HoD. T. C lbeophmous - We're willing to sit
next week and the week after!
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - Why are they getting so
excited, Mr President? Were they embarrassed by
the folly of the Leader of the Opposition in pursuing
this exercise? This matter should not have been
raised in this context.
I would not wish it to be thought that government
members have ignored the plight of a small business
which is, as far as I know, an extremely worthy
small business deserving of support and the kind we
should encourage.
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I will not go through the obvious problems with the
motion, which is very carelessly drafted. It is so
carelessly drafted that I invite any person who may
wish to read ffiln5llTd to do an analysis and ask how
serious the Leader of the Opposition really is.
I shall outline the position from the point of view of
the two members for Monash Province. I was
approached some months ago by way of a telephone
call from Mr Nicolaides shortly after some publicity
about his business. I rang him back and he sounded
to me like the sort of person who should be
encouraged in every way and who is an admirable
contributor to small business in Victoria. For the
sake of argument, I am content to rely on what he
told me because it rang true.
Mr Nicolaides moved his business to the vicinity of

the casino site and an expert in the field had quoted
$500 000 for the insulation of the premises for the
purpose of using sophisticated sound recording
equipment The area is very close to heavy traffic.
He managed to achieve the same for about 5200 000
through the kind of ingenuity one can only applaud
and soon had a flourishing business that coped with
the noise of heavy traffic However, when the
24-hour-a-day pile driving started at the casino site
he faced the possibility of going out of business.
I understand that negotiations with Crown or
Hudson Conway - one or the other - proceeded
for some time. In my perhaps cynical view he was
strung along for a long time. His solicitor wrote a
letter stating there might be action and at that point
the negotiations ceased..

I want to outline what I advised him to do because I
do not want the humbug of the opposition to lie on
the record W\anSWered. I said, 'I speak. as a
shareholder in Hudson and Crown and I think vou
ought to sue them. I do not think you will get
satisfaction Wltil you make it clear that you are
serious about suing them'. It was obvious to me as a
general proposition that you could expect Crown.
Hudson Conway, like many government
departments and the middle managers of other large
organisations to string somebody along in the hope
that his business would go broke in the meantime.
Based on what he had told me, I told Mr Nicolaides
what I thought, which was that he had an excellent
action in nuisance.

a,;.y

I found that the relevant legislation contains nothing
to protect Crown or anybody from common-law
action. I gave Mr Nicolaides the name of a very
capable yoWlg barrister - -
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Hon. D. R. White - Haddon Storey?
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - I can say without risk of
identification that he was slightly under half
Mr Storey's age. He had certainly reached voting
age! I told Mr Nicolaides that this barrister would
give full effect to the bar's competitive,
contemporary way of no longer insisting on any
particular level of fees and that he could be
approached under the direct access rules of the bar. I
recommended him for various reasons that related
to his own specialities and I gather contact was
made.
I also suggested the Public Interest Law Gearing
House (pILrn), which had been recently
established to handle actions of public interest
through major firms of solicitors who give their time
freely. I said the case may be of public interest and
that the clearing house might take on the action. I
have learned subsequently - I have not passed this
on because I thought he was already suing - that
Marilyn Head, as a partner of PILCH is prepared to
provide the vabable services of her firm, Wise
Woulds, to co::sider the merits of his case.
Even though I am not entirely up to date with these
legal matters, I also pointed out that there had been
a substantial success by a firm of Sydney solicitors
against a developer involving enormous damages
because of the disruption to business caused by
developments next door.

Apart from moving this motion, I am unaware of
what the opposition has been doing in a practical
way to help. Not only have I given that advice - to
the best of my knowledge Mr Nicolaides's company
has proceeded to seek a legal remedy - but my
colleague Louise Asher has also reopened
negotiations between Atlantis and Crown Casino,
discovering the relevant facts of the case and making
contacts.
Obviously my view is that if this position has broken
down it only emphasises the advice I gave to
Mr Nicolaides. In its sloppy handling of the facts,
the opposition has implied that Atlantis may not be
able to prosecute an effective action for want of
funds. Obviously they have lost financially over a
considerable period, when probably they should
have taken a more robust view and sued at an
earlier stage. However, it is impossible to believe in
the present state of competitiveness of the legal
services market that they could not get a firm of
solicitors and barristers as well, who would rejoice
in a case such as this on a no-win; no-pay basis.
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Of course, if the worst were to happen and the
business went under and the partners themselves
were virtually insolvent, if the facts are as I have had
them put to me - certainly I believe and accept
them for the present purposes -it is impossible to
believe they could not obtain legal aid. Therefore,
my conclusion is that from the very conception of
the motion, through the wording of it and to the
handling of the facts by the opposition, it is total
humbug.

Hon. D. It. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - In answer to
a question without notice early this afternoon in
respect of the removal, if not the bulldozing of a war
memorial, I noted with particular interest that the
minister was extremely active. He was on the phone;
he spoke to the RSL and specifically to
Bruce Ruxton The construction of the permanent
casino was affecting a war memorial, suddenly the
minister was intervening. It was not a matter
between the RSL and Crown consortium; it was a
matter between the RSL, Crown consortium and the
minister.
The minister was happy to get on the phone. Was it
because it was Bruce Ruxton? Was it because it was
the RSL? Was it because it was somebody other than
Atlantis? Does that mean that if the business run by
Atlantis were run by Bruce Ruxton the minister
would be on the phone?

The bottom line is that the government is not acting
without fear or favour on the merits of an issue; it
depends on standing and influence. It is quite easy
for Bruce Ruxton and the RSL to deal with Crown
consortium without the intervention of the minister.
They can do it in their own right, but, no - because
it was the RSL and because it was Bruce Ruxton the
minister could not wait to get directly involved,
currying a bit of favour, trying to make sure that he
was being seen to do the right thing, making sure
things were smoothed over. The government was
working assiduously to ensure no blight was
suffered in respect of the removal of the war
memorial for ex-merchant servicemen on behalf of
theRSL

In both cases there is one thing in common: blight is
suffered as a consequence of the construction of the
permanent casino. In the construction of any major
new project it is not abnormal to have blight. You
have blight with the construction of roadways and
freeways and with a permanent casino. But the
question is: when that blight arises, what is the
responsibility of the government on behalf of the
constituents who are adversely affected? One rule is
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that if it is a certain constituency the minister will
intervene for and on behalf of that constituency, for
example, the RSL.

The blight suffered by Atlantis is known to the
government. The honourable members for Monash
Province, Mr Guest, and Ms Louise Asher were both
aware of this circumstance and presumably would
have ta..ken that up with the government. They were
both told that it was a commercial matter. The
government intervened on the one hand for the RSL
but will not intervene the other hand for Atlantis
Wlless, of course, there is another rule.
The other rule is: if Atlantis had been the equity
holders, members of the Uberal Party, known to the
Uberal Party over a long time, branch members or
donators who came along and said, 'We have paid;
you play' or if their names were Ran Walker or
Uoyd Williams, the government would be at work.

In this case, it is not a consequence of an event
created by Atlantis themselves any more than the
removal of the war memorial was an event created
by the RSL Both had one thing in common: a new
external matter arose which in itself provided a
prima facie case for the government to ensure that
the activities of the permanent casino were handled
and the construction of the permanent casino was
undertaken in a way that was fair and equitable to
all Victorians.
If one set of rules is applied - in fairness to the RSL
and the memorial, as the minister is saying because blight occurs, then it is dear that the
application of that principle by the minister should
also apply in respect of Atlantis and anybody else
similarly affected. The RSL should not suffer loss for
and on behalf of ex-servicemen and women and
similarly Atlantis should not suffer loss. It is for
those reasons that the amendment moved by
Mr Theophanous should be supported.
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for

Gaming) - I rise simply to say that the analogy
Mr White has drawn is just incorrect. There is
absolutely no oomparison between the two cases
because the war memorial was removed from public
land. It was an issue in which the government had to
be involved and it was raised with me by the RSL in
the course of a number of other matters they raised
with me which had nothing to do with the casino. I
responded by indicating to the house today the steps
I am aware of that were taken to resolve the matter.
There is no comparison whatsoever between that
matter and a private firm outside and away from
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public land seeking damages, compensation or
recompense for the activities conducted on that
public land which. in any event, were not ignored.
The state's nominated representatives acted as a
conduit between the disaffected people and Crown
Casino. It is a matter in the hands of lawyers, as it
should be.

There is no suggestion that Mr Guest stands to gain
personally or lose personally in relation to the bill.
He has declared his shareholding, as he should, and
there is no precedent for such members not voting
on this matter. If not, there would be dozens of
occasions during the past few years when members
of all political parties would be forced to refrain
from voting.

The PRESIDENT -Order! The question is that

Mr Theophanous's amendment be agreed to. I
understand a division is required.
Bells rung.
Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley) (Speaking
covered) - On a point of order, Mr President, I
direct your attention to standing order no. 155.
Mr Guest has a pecuniary interest in this matter and
should not be participating in this vote. He is a
major shareholder of Hudson Conway Ltd, which in
turn is a major shareholder in Crown Casino.
Mr Guest also holds shares directly in Crown
Casino. On that basis, particularly in view of the
nature of the amendment and the possibility of
litigation, I have no doubt Mr Guest has a direct
pecuniary interest and should not be participating in
this vote.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) (Speaking covered) -TIle rule in
standing order no. 155 is a long-standing one in
terms of its interpretation and the way it affects
individuals in this place. It has been subjected to
explanation in this house during this sessional
period and indeed on this issue.
More importantly, there is a long and uninterrupted
distinction with the way pecuniary interest is dealt
with here in terms of voting compared with the rule
for local government, and long and uninterrupted
rights for members, unless there is a direct personal
interest related to a bill, that they can vote.
An extreme example would be, according to the
proposition now before us, that we would never be
able to vote on the Parliamentary Salaries and
Superannuation Act because we all have an interest.
This idea is preposterous and without precedent.

Mr Guest, as a result of his open statement under the
pecuniary interests register, has indicated his
shareholding directly and properly. That does not
take away his rights to vote in this place. 1bat is
why we have a peamiary interests register, so that it
is deda.red and does not take away one's right to
vote.

Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley) (Speaking
covered) -On the point of order, Mr President, I
remind you of a circumstance that occurred in this
house not that many years ago when the Pyramid
Building Society was debated. Because a number of
members had shares in Pyramid they were
requested to leave the chamber and were denied the
right to vote. 'That is no different from the position
Mr Guest is now in. He could be subject to litigation
as a result of action being taken by the recording
company.
The PRESIDENT - Order! On the point of
order, this is a provision that has been ruled upon
over many years. The Pyramid Building Society case
involved members who were facing a direct loss of
their money. If they were unsecured shareholders no
payment would have been made to them, so
members had a direct interest In this case we have a
public company with hundreds of millions of shares
on issue. I am not sure how many shares Mr Guest
has but in comparison with the overall issue he
would have only a handful and I do not see that as a
direct pecuniary interest
I refer honourable members to section 57 of the
Constitution Act, which refers to contracts that
members may enter into. It states:
Nothing hereinbefore contained shall extend or apply
10-

(a> Any bargain or contract entered into by any
company partnership or association consisting of
more than twenty persons where such bargain or
contract is entered into for the general benefit of
such oompany partnership or association.

Although that does not actually impinge on
standing orders, it gives a guidance as to the public
policy on this issue. I hold that it is not a direct
pecuniary interest which offends the provisions of
standing orders.
Hon. B. W. Mier - When does it apply?
The PRESIDENT - Order! If a member is
directly involved it would apply. For instance, if the
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casino were being erected by a partnership of half a
dozen people and Mr Guest was one of those
people, clearly that would be a direct pecuniary
interest. In this case where he holds a few shares out
of millions it does not apply.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - Shouldn't we
establish how many shares he has?

The PR.ESIDENT -Order! In comparison with
hundreds of millions it is a few.
House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):

Ayes, 27
EVaJ\S,Mr
Forwood,Mr
Guest.Mr
Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr (Td~)
KnowIes,Mr
Sk.eggs,Mr
Smith, Mr
Stoney,Mr
Storey,Mr
Strong. Mr
Varty,Mn
Wells,Or

Asher,Ms
AshDwl,Mr
Atkinson. Mr
s.xter, Mr
Best. Mr
Birrell,Mr
Bishop,Mr
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr
COI\Nrd, Mr (TdJer)
Craige,Mr
Davis,Mr
de Fegely, Mr
Wilding. Mrs

Noes, 12
Nardella, Mr
Power, Mr (TdJer)
Pu1len, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Walpole,Mr
White,Mr

Davidson, Mr
Gould,Mi5.s
Hogg,Mrs
Ives.Mr
McLe.an. Mrs (Ttllc)
Mier,Mr

Pairs
Henshaw,Mr

Cox,Mr
HalI,Mr

Kok.ocinski. Ms
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(Amendment) Bill, Mrs Mcl..ean and Mr Pullen were
recorded as having voted for the ayes as well as for
the noes, for whom they were the tellers.
Mr Ashman and Mr Smith were present for the
division on the side of the ayes but were not
recorded as having voted at all. There was,
therefore, a compensating error. I have therefore
directed that the minutes of the proceedings be
corrected accordingly.

LOTTERIES GAMING AND BEITING
(GENERAL AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 30 November; motion of
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Gaming).
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - The bill
removes the requirement to obtain a permit to
conduct a raffle in cases where the total prize value
will be $5000 or less. The opposition believes that is
an appropriate measure which will help reduce
what is essentially an administrative nightmare. It is
a practical and civilised thing to do in today's
society.
The bill introduces a new charge for a permit to
conduct a raffle. In cases where the value of the
prizes is $5000 or less there will be no fee. That will
also apply to a trade promotion lottery. TIle
opposition does not oppose that measure. In cases
where the value of the prizes is more than S5000 the
fee will be 2 per cent of the value of the prizes being
offered in the raffle or $1000, whichever is less. 1be
opposition does not oppose that measure.
The bill gives the Director of Gaming and Betting
power to approve lucky envelope vending
machines. It is hoped that following the introduction
of gaming machines there will still be a future for
lucky envelopes of the type that were used by the
Olympic games fundraising organisation.

~en~entnegative~

Motion agreed to.

Read third time.
P~

remaining stages.

DIVISION LIST
The PRESIDENT - Order! I have to report that
in the division taken earlier today on the second
reading of the Casino (Management Agreement)

The bill will ensure that only representatives of
community or charitable organisations will be
granted a permit to conduct a session of bingo. TIle
opposition does not oppose that measure. The bill
also increases the number of sessions of bingo games
that may be conducted in a seven-day period from
two to four and removes the restriction on the times
of the day during which bingo must not be played.
The opposition does not oppose that measure.
The bill removes the prolubition on SW'lday bingo
and specifies that bingo on Anzac Day must not
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commence before 1 p.m. The opposition does not
oppose either of those measures. The bill increases
the number of tickets which may be sold from 500 to
600 and increases the maximum price of a ticket
from 20 cents to 40 cents. I wish to make a couple of
comments in relation to that matter and another
matter.
The opposition appreciates that following the
introduction of gaming machines the bingo industry
will probably survive albeit on a smeller scale than
previously. However, it is clear that bingo is still
popular because it is possible to lose much more
money more quickly when playing gaming
machines. There is also a constituency that likes to
play bingo and it remains an important fundraising
measure.

Two matters are important to the continued future
of bingo. One concerns representations I received on
behalf of small sporting organisations which have
been referred to the Victorian Casino and Gaming
Authority.1bose organisations have to pay to the
government a percentage of their gross revenue for
each occasion on which bingo is played. They are
concerned that on some days they have an extremely
small gross revenue and that the payment of a
percentage of the gross revenue means that their net
takings for that day on behalf of the sporting
organisation involved, in this case a cricket club, will
be almost incidental and they may even make a loss.
Consequently running a bingo game is hardly a
paying proposition. Although the authority
indicated that it would look at the issue, it is not
covered by the amendments we are debating today.
I would like some advice from the minister as to
whether any action will be taken in respect of that
matter.
I am also aware &om the debate that took place in
another place that in respect of the increase in the
maximum number of tickets that may be sold for
each bingo game &om SOO to 600 an issue had arisen
earlier around the argument by some bingo venues
that the existence of 600 tickets may result in a
potential reduction in revenue. It was argued that
the selling of 600 tickets may lead to increased
jackpots and a consequent increase in the value of
the prizes, and if the majority of the 600 tickets were
not sold the benefit may be less than it would be
with 500 tickets.
Judging from the debate in another place the
government is saying that it is not compulsory for
an individual organisation to necessarily sell 600
tickets on every occasion. It would be helpful to
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have a further assurance from the minister on that
point Having asked those two questions, I advise
the house that the opposition does not oppose the
bill.
Hon. B. A. E. SKEGGS (Templestowe) - The
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill deals with minor gaming. Minor though they
may be, the popular games, especially bingo, have
achieved tremendous acceptance in the wider
community as pleasurable pastimes. Bingo has
gained in stature because of the way in which it has
been conducted since amending legislation made it
legal once again. I know many community
organisations enjoy playing the game, and the same
applies to lucky envelope competitions and so on. It
is important that sporting and community
organisations have easy access to those types of
fundraising gaming opportunities.
The government has set out to ensure tighter
controls and stricter probity measmes will apply to
the deregulation of gaming, especially as it applies
to minor gaming. lhat is consistent with all gaming
legislation. Earlier this year a review of the minor
gaming industry was conducted. I understand that
next year the legislation relating to minor gaming
will be totally rewritten.
The legislation inserts a new definition of
community or charitable organisation and reforms
the conduct of bingo by removing a number of
current restrictions. It brings the bingo centre
industry under a regulatory framework similar to
that which applies to electronic gaming machines.
lhat is a welcome move because bingo centres have
become increasingly popular and effective. It is
important that they operate under the same
regulatory standards that apply to the gaming
machine industry.
The regulation of raffles, luclcy envelopes and trade
promotion lotteries comes within the purview of the
legislation. The funding of the minor games is
important to community organisations and charities.
Over the years they have proved useful sources of
income, especially for the smaller sporting
organisations and clubs. To protect that important
source of revenue, the bill provides for the Victorian
Casino and Gaming Authority to declare which
bodies are community or charitable organisations.
Among the reforms is the removal of a number of
outdated restrictions that constrained the conduct of
bingo. I was involved with an investigative
committee that was established by the former
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Hamer Liberal government in the 1970s, together
with the late Dew Reese, who was a member of the
other place at the same time as I was. The committee
made recommendations on bingo that led to its
being legislated as a legal game. With the passing of
time it has become clear that some of the restrictions
on the playing of bingo should be reviewed.
The refonns in the bill include increasing the
number of sessions that may be conducted over
seven days from two to four and removing the
prohibition on Sunday bingo. 1he community's
approach to what can happen on Sundays has
changed materially in recent years. It is therefore
seen as not unreasonable that bingo, like other
recreational pursuits and sports such as racing,
should occur on Sundays. "That change is welcomed.
Also, the restrictions on the time of the day at which
bingo may be played have been removed, and the
maximum price per ticket has been increased from
20 cents to 40 cents, which is more in keeping with
modem monetary standards. The number of tickets
which may be sold for each game will be increased
from 500 to 600.
It is important that the persons who conduct bingo
games are licensed and accountable. Those persons
usually work for an organisation; but they must be
accountable, and they must be responsible for
keeping financial records. The bill will ensure that
happens. Bingo centre operators and any of their
employees carrying out significant duties will have
to be licensed and subject to a system of probity
checks. "That is consistent with what is happening in
other sections of the gaming industry, and it is also
welcomed. It will ensure that only those people who
have been properly scrutinised will be able to
perform those duties.
It will now be possible for a person holding a bingo
permit on behalf of a community or charitable body
to enter into a contract with a bingo centre operator.
Such a contract with a bingo centre operator will
ensure the achievement of high standards in the
conduct of bingo games. The expenses associated
with conducting a session of bingO will be limited to
10 per cent of the gross receipts for that session,
excluding catering costs. 'The authority can grant an
extra 2 per cent where a contract exists, to a
maximum of 12 per cent of gross receipts. There is a
clear difference between the conduct of bingo for the
benefit of community and charitable organisations
and the operation of electronic gaming machines for
profit by hotels and by large clubs for their
members. lbat is welcomed and has been
recognised in the bill.
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Bingo centre operators will not be permitted to hold
licences issued under the Gaming Machine Control
Act 1991. 11lat is an appropriate provision, because
there must be a clear distinction between gaming
machine operations and bingo, which is a much
more sociable game. It is enjoyed by the wider
community - in many cases by older people and
others who would not wish to see the more glitzy
operations that pertain to gaming machines.
Bingo is conducted in a much more sociable and
relaxed atmosphere. The measures regarding
gaming machine licences will remain, with a
number of exceptions. Special provision has been
made for those bingo centre operators who already
hold a venue opera tor's licence under the Gaming
Machine Control Act of 1991. Those persons will be
given until the end of the century to phase out the
holding of two such licences.

There is no doubt that the proposed further controls
over luc1cy envelopes will provide much greater
security for the people involved with charities and
commWlity bodies who rely on that form of income.
The provision has been tightened so that the director
of gaming and betting will now be given the power
to approve and scrutinise the types of lucky
envelope machines. They will therefore require the
approval of the Victorian Casino and Gaming
Authority.
It is important to note that the new regulations for
raffles have to some extent been tightened. A new
charge, based on a percentage of the total prize
value for each ra{fle, is required for a permit to
conduct a raffle and replaces the former fixed fee. I
believe that to be progressive. A permit will no
longer be required where the value of the prize pool
is S5000 or less. I think that is realistic in these times.
The formality of going through the authority to get
permission for what we would term as a minor prize
pool for raffles will no longer be required. Trade
promotion lotteries have also been considered, and
for the sake of probity, the bill provides that permits
will be issued to an individual on behalf of an
organisation for which the trade promotion is
conducted.
It is true to say that this sort of probity is necessary,
particularly in the keeping of financial records and
ensuring accountability. It is important that separate
bank accounts are required to be kept by people
who are conducting such operations.

SUBORDINATE LEGISLA nON BILL
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I believe this is good legislation. It sets out very
clearly the conduct expected of minor gaming
operations and is consistent with other requirements
in all sections of the Victorian gaming industry in
this state. It brings things right up to date for this
part of the century.
I should declare an interest, not in any of this, but in
that 1 have a few minor shares in the new Tabcorp
Holdings, but that has no relation to any of the
legislation involved here.
Motion agreed to.
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Nevertheless, I point out that the authority will be
conducting research on the impact of this bill on the
industry and will be looking at the whole issue of
how this industry is affected by gaming generally. If
the research indicates that there has been no
improvement in revenue for permit holders, clearly
the government has to have a further look at the
issue and consider whether there are other ways the
opportunity for permit holders for bingo to malc.e
profits from their operations can be achieved, which
may also include this proposition. For those reasons
the government at this stage is not prepared to act
on that suggestion, but it has given full
consideration to it.

Read second time.
Third reading

Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for
Gaming) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In doing SO I thank Mr White and Mr Skeggs for
their support of the bill Mr White raised two issues.
TIle first was about the fact that small organisations
conducting bingo have to pay a surcharge as a
percentage of the gross revenue. Mr White has had
representations made to him and has passed them
on to the authority to the effect that it would be
more appropriate to charge a surcharge as a
percentage of the net revenue.

The other matter raised by Mr White is about the
increase from 500 to 600 of the number of tickets tha t
can be sold in the game. I assure Mr White that the
provision in the principal act, which is being
amended, provides that no more than 500 tickets can
be used so the effect of this will be to set as the
maximum 600. If the operators wish to continue
with 500, 600 or even fewer tickets, that will
certainly be open to them.. I believe I have addressed
the issues that were raised by Mr White.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
Passed remaining stages.

SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION BILL
Officers of the authority have looked at the matter
and recommended that it would be difficult to
implement in practice, principally because we are
dealing with small operations and the cost and the
resources involved in calculating what was the net
revenue in the case of bingo games would be
excessive and unreasonable.
It would also be difficult for the licence holders to
calculate the exact net revenue figures, and if
somebody wanted to be less than honest, it would be
easier to manipulate the system. For all of those
reasons, the authority's officers advised against it.
But they added this point that the bill is intended to
help people conducting bingo. As Mr White pointed
out, they have suffered as was expected with the
onset of gaming machines, and this bill alleviates a
number of the restrictions that have been placed
upon them to give them a better opportunity of
competing. If it works, and it is hoped that it will,
bingo operations will be more profitable for sporting
and charitable organisations that use them and their
concern about this matter will be reduced.

Seamd reading

Debate resumed from 6 December; motion of Hon.
M. A. BIRRELL <Minister for Conservation and
Environment).
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS ijilca Jilca) - The
opposition does not oppose this legislation. It notes
that the legislation arose &om a report of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee which
was tabled in November 1993. The committee
recommended that legislation be brought forward to
replace the original Subordinate Legislation Act
1962, and this is in keeping with that.
I understand that the committee's operations were
done on a consensus basis between the parties, and
that there was broad agreement on the
recommendations of the committee in the report
tabled in Parliament. The Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee has also reported on the bill
now before the house, and while it diverges from the
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original report of the committee, the two
divergences are not such that the opposition will
oppose the legislation
I note that the report of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations COmmittee, Alert Digest No. 4 of
November 1994, also comments on these matters. It
states:
Clause 10 lists the essential items to be included in a
regulatory impact statement. Provision is also made for
the obtaining of independent advice as to the adequacy
of the regulatory impact statement. TIle committee's
bill nominated persons in specific departments who
were required to certify compliance with the regulatory
impact statement process.

It points out that the bill nominates the responsible
minister as the person responsible for ensuring that
the regulatory impact statement takes place.
lnat issue was independent although it is somewhat
difficult to determine whether it is independence in
relation to individuals and departments or ministers
for that matter. Although I put on record that
divergence, the opposition will not be opposing the
bill.
Another interesting aspect of the bill relates to
documents that accompany statutory rules
submitted to the Governor in Council. The new
clause in the act provides that the rules are to be laid
before the house on or before the sixth sitting day. It
also highlights the power of members to request the
documents or copies of the individual statutory
rules, which is a divergence from past practice
where they were made available to the members as a
matter of course.
In discussion with the President I have been told
that this will represent a significant cast saving to
the Parliamenl From that point of view it seems to
make some sense. However it is important for
members to be aware of these statutory rules. It is
perhaps up to members to ensure that if they have
an interest in a particular area they seek out copies
of those statutory rules and bring them before
Parliamenl
During the term of the previous government the
opposition made an issue of the right of
disallowance of subordinate legislation and insisted
that either house of Parliament could disallow a
piece of subordinate legislation. I have not seen that
kind of clause in legislation that has come before the
house recently.
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From the government's point of view I suppose it is
not really necessary given that it controls both
houses of Parliament, but I would be interested to
know whether it intends to continue the practice.
The opposition would be happy to see that
incorporated in the legislation. As I say, it arose out
of a concern of the previous opposition because the
practice in the past had been that both houses had to
disallow the particular rule before it was disallowed.
The enactment of legislation by regulation is an
important area. Victoria has been at the forefront of
those states that have had a structure in place which
allows for scrutiny by the Parliament of subordinate
legislation. We need to bear in mind that structure at
all times and the whole question of subordinate
legislation We are concerned to see that the
possibility of scrutiny - if not the actuality of
scrutiny - throughout the Parliament is assured. A
range of agreements are ready to take place with the
federal government and other governments for
template legislation. Some of the agreements involve
introducing regulations which take up legislation
that has been enacted in other jurisdictions and does
not involve Parliament debating the particular
legislation.
This is an area all members of Parliament need to
keep an eye on and be vigilant in ensuring that
scrutiny of these laws takes place and that the
enactment of the law represents the wishes of this
place. The opposition will not oppose the legislation.

Hon. LOUISE AS HER (Monash) - This debate
will be rather historic because it will demonstrate, I
hope, that both Mr Theophanous and 1 can be brief
in a debate.
Hon. D. R. White - And have something in
common.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - That is right
Hon. M. A. Binell- Not many of us will know,
that is the only problem.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - And it is the only thing
in common.
Hon. M. A. Birrell - It is a secrel
Hon. LOUISE ASHER -TIle bill represents a
rewrite of the Subordinate Legislation Act 1962,
which is a very garbled act. Not only does the bill
represent a plain-English version of the new act that
will follow after 1 January 1995 but it actually puts
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the process in sequential order. That is probably one
of the most important aspects of the bill. There is no
chronology or sequence in the old act and it was
terribly ad hoc.

achieving their objectives, including non-regulatory
provisions. TIlat RISs must consider other options is
a very important step forward and an important
reform, particularly for business.

I will outline in a moment other changes of
substance. TIle process started from a reference to
the former Legal and Constitutional Committee
prior to the last election and, in fairness, I indicate
that that committee did much of the work in
producing the report which was finally presented by
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee in
November 1993. The government has responded to
that by picking up most of the recommendations of
the committee, with some modifications.

The introduction of rounding down provisions is
another reform of substance. At the moment the
Treasurer's limit on fee increases is 5 per cent, which
often results in odd fee increases coming down to a
specific cent The bill will allow fee increases
rounding to the nearest dollar. 1hat is a
commonsense approach.

The changes of substance are as follows: firstly, as
Mr Theophanous alluded to, there will be a
one-house disallowance. Cause 23 specifies that
disallowance may be done on the resolution of one
house of Parliament I understand that is consistent
with the coalition's practices in opposition.
Secondly, there will be a significant reduction in
paperwork. Previously statutory rules were
distributed to all members. Now they will be
distributed only to those who request a copy of a
particular statutory rule, and that will save paper
and money. The tabling requirements have been
altered. As a result of a submission by the Speaker
and the President to the committee, I understand
both houses have alluded to the cost of and storage
problems with tabling requirements in both houses.
TIle requirements will now be for the amendments
and documents to be lodged with the Oerk and then
one copy will be lodged in the parliamentary library.

The third area of substantial change is that under
clause 6 the bill will actually inaease the
consultative process, and guidelines will be drawn
up to ensure that that will happen. That is a very
important consultative process, so people who are
affected by regulations actually do have an input
into their making.
Fourthly, the bill will increase the role and
responsibility of ministers in the formulation of
statutory rules. For example, although there will still
be very strict reporting requirements, if the minister
is going to issue an exemption certificate he must
give reasons and that giving of reasons is a new
aspect of subordinate legislation.

Regulatory impact statements have had a very
important addition to them under this bill. They
must now consider other 'practicable' means of

I shall highlight other changes of substance which
are, in my view, the major issues. Mr Theophanous
referred to the fact that two recommendations of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee were
not adopted. I want to explain the reason the
government did not adopt them. The committee
wished to be able to decide whether an instrument
was subject to the act. The government was of the
legitimate view that the minister should make the
decisions. That is in line with the whole concept of
ministers being responsible to Parliament The
committee will continue to have an advisory role, as
is proper.

The other recommendation that was not endorsed
was the committee's wish to have a statutory rule
disallowed automatically unless Parliament passed a
resolution within a certain period. The government
decided, quite rightly in my view, that Parliament
should actively disallow a matter, that something
should not be disallowed simply because of a lapse
of time. Things are not disallowed by default They
are the two recommendations that were not taken
up by the government, with very good reason.
Many people in government and opposition feel that
Victoria has led the way in subordinate legislation.
and I suggest, bearing in mind that it is in plain
English and sequential order with substantial
changes that increase consultation, the reform of the
act means that Victoria still leads the way in the
handling of subordinate legislation. There will be an
advisory role for the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee, which has performed its
functions particularly well since its inception. The
act will allow for consultation in the
regulation-making process to a strong degree.
It is a very good bill, and the government hopes it
will be ready from January 1995. I wish the bill a
speedy passage.
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Hon. B. A. E. SKEGGS (Templestowe) - It is a
pleasure to support the legislation. I am the Deputy
Chairman of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee and of the subordinate legislation
subcommittee. The bill sets out a clear line of
responsibility for ministers in making
recommendations for the development of statutory
rules in conjunction with the development of a
number of guidelines that are now set out. I believe
the work done through the public hearings and by
the subcommittee led to these important advances.
The amount of evidence that was taken in public
hearings by the subcommittee was very useful and I
pay tribute to all who were concerned in the process.
It would be fair to say that much of the earlier work
was done by previous committees and I pay tribute
to all the committees which have over the years
contributed to our model rules for statutory
instruments in the state, particularly in respect of
regulatory impact statements.
Regulatory impact statements will now be much
more flexible as a result of new arrangements
embodied in the legislation. The old Subordinate
legislation Act 1962 can be repealed and re-enacted
with most of the amendments that have been
recommended by the report. Indeed, those drafting
instructions have already gone forward so we can
look forward to seeing a whole new regime for the
handling of subordinate legislation.
The government's response has gone on record. I
was pleased that the government responded
favourably to the report of the committee by
adopting almost every recommendation. with only
two slight exceptions. That is to be welcomed.
Emphasis is placed on the responsibility of ministers
to the Parliament in exercising the legislative powers
delegated to them by the Parliament That is most
important We have examples of how those
delegated powers are covered in other Parliaments,
including the House of Commons, but I understand
that this particular legislation, which will proceed,
will be an improvement on what applies in most
Parliaments.
The scrutiny and advisory role has been designed to
assist ministers in the proper exercise of delegated
powers and responsibilities and to ensure that the
Parliament is not bypassed in the process. 1hat is
extremely important. With this legislation,
regulations made by or with the consent of the
Governor in Council, of which the Governor in
Council has power to disallow, are subject to
consultation. assessment and scrutiny. These
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regulations are referred to as statutory rules for the
purposes of the bill, and that is noted.
It is now the case that a minister must provide a
declaration in relation to statutory instruments, and
it is an important definition that a statutory rule is
not of a legislative character and excluded from the
ambit of the act. !hose declarations can be made
only after consultation with the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee, which put a lot of time into
the task of going through often mWldane
regulations. It can be heavy going, but it can be very
eXciting when you come across something that
clearly needs wider investigation. There is the
opportunity for evidence to be taken from officers of
departments and for negotiation and consultation
with ministers.
The preparation of regulatory impact statements
will now be compulsory, although several
exceptions are provided for and set out in clause 8 of
the bill. The responsible minister proposing a
statutory rule has to certify in writing that the rule
falls within one of those specially defined
exemptions and the minister must give reasons for
asking for those exemptions. A copy must be
forwarded to the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee so it can give careful consideration to the
reasons and copies laid before each house of
Parliament
The regulatory impact statement process is certainly
in the public interest and for the modern practice of
dealing with statutory instruments this is welcomed.
Increasing respons1bility is being exercised by
ministers and by the scrutiny committees that have
the job of ensuring that this process is observed. The
current practice of issuing Premier's certificates will
be granted only for a rule with a limited operation
while the regulatory impact statement process is
being completed or if the circumstances warranting
an emergency regulation have passed.
Several provisions of the regulatory impact
statements are worthy of note. The objectives must
set out and there has to be a statement regarding the
effect of the proposed statutory rule and a statement
on other practical means of achieving the objectives
of the proposed rule. Also, costs and benefits have to
be set out under the rule as well as the reasons why
other means have not been sought A number of
other matters to be included under guidelines that
are being set out and draft copies of the proposed
statutory rule will have to be furnished to the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee.
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All these measures effect improvement to the
Subordinate Legislation Act and include two
additional items: the importance of the draft copy of
the proposed statutory rule going to the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee, and the changes in
the potential effects of the proposed rule under
consideration.
A very advanced move transfers the obligation
previously with the director of small business in the
Department of Business and Employment for advice
as to whether the regulatory impact statement
complies. lhat authority is now being transferred to
the responsible minister who will take responsibility
under the bill to certify to the Governor in Council
that any regulatory impact statement ensures that it
adequately assesses the likely impact of the
proposed statutory rule. Again, that will be properly
scrutinised by the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee to ensure that this process takes place
and that the guidelines are being observed.
The guidelines will certainly provide for greater
flexibility and will allow the government to revise
the entire sautiny process to ensure that the
objectives of the report and those adopted by the
government are being carried OUL The minister will
have to take appropriate advice and ensure that the
potential impact of the proposed rule meets the

proper standards.
Officers from particular public service departments
have previously been the source relied upon for

advice as to the adequacy of regulatory impact
statements. lhat has not been as successful as \\
originally hoped and it did bring some criticisms
and comments &om the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee. As a result, these changes
have been made. 'They will be much more
satisfactory for the whole regulatory impact
statement process. 1be Office of Regulation Reform
will now have the job of looking after the
certification mechanisms to allow the processes to be
carried out satisfactorily. That will be hailed by
small business as a much more flexible approach to
what is happening.
The time for the consultation process for regulatory
impact statements has now been extended under the
legislation from 21 days to 28 days, and that will be
welcomed. In the certification process the minister

and both the Governor in Council and Parliament
will now have the opportunity of ensuring that the
consultation process in relation to the RIS is carried
out more effectively.
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I commend the bill to the house. The work done by
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee in
its public hearings and also in its report will
certainly stand the test of time. It shows Victoria is
in touch with the most modem approach to
subordinate legislation.
Hon. D. Mo EVANS (North Eastern) - I also
support the bill. In so doing I will comment on some
of the developments of the legislation to control
subordinate or delegated legislation over a number
of years.

I well recall a comment made or certainly attributed
in this house to c former member for South Eastern
Province, the Honourable Alan Hunt had Moses
gone to the mountain in today's society, instead of
the Ten Commandments he would have got 10000
regulations. I make that comment because I am well
aware that Alan Hunt was significantly involved in
the development and enactment of the original
Subordinate Legislation Act in Victoria.
I was the chairman of the former Legal and
Constitutional Committee for a period of four years
between 1988 and 1992 at a time of further
investigation into the operations of the Subordinate
Legislation Act and the procedures associated went
with its operation. If I recall correctly the
Honourable Alan Hunt was, if not the first witness
to appear before the committee, then certainly a very
early witness. His advice not only of the history of
the legislation but also of its operations at that time
and the future manner in which it might operate
was particularly valuable to the committee. I see in
today's bill that much of the wisdom of the
Honourable Alan Hunt has been preserved.
As honourable members will be aware, until the
current government came to office in 1992 the
function of dealing with subordinate or delegated
legislation was carried by one committee - the
Legal and Constitutional Committee - with a
subcommittee known as the Subordinate Legislation
Subcommittee. A Significant number of staff had
that responsibility, and at this stage I pay tribute to
my colleague in another place the honowable
member for Murray Valley, Mr Ken Jasper, who
chaired that subcommittee for a number of years
and developed a high reputation as a person of
integrity.

He was objective in his approach and totally
even-handed in the manner in which he and the
committee dealt with subordinate legislation.
Mr Jasper, in fact, attended a conference in London
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in 1990 on delegated legislation on behalf of that
subcommittee and many commendations were
given by people from all over the commonwealth of
the manner in which the Victorian act was operating
and the way the Victorian Parliament and various
committees and ministries dealt with delegated
legislation.
It is fair to say that the fact that Victoria has had
delegated legislation in place has been used
increasingly by governments of all complexions over
a number of years. In a sense, an exercise in the
tensions that exist between the Parliament - that is,
the elected body of representatives of the state - the
executive or cabinet and perhaps even the
bureaucracy is the manner in which the legislative
framework on which the statute law of the state is
based is operating.
Legislation, of course, has to go before full
parliamentary scrutiny. As I understand it,
originally delegated legislation was to deal with
minor administrative or machinery matters, but
gradually a desire has developed to perhaps if not
bypass Parliament then at least exercise power
under relevant acts of Parliament. 1bat was less
Visible and less likely to be considered by the
Parliament as part of the legislative process. Oearly
the original Subordinate Legislation Act was
intended to deal with that particular proposition.
A further development occurred in about 1987 when
the Victorian Parliament increasingly included in
bills or amendments to bills an ability of either
house of Parliament to disallow a regulation. 1bat is
best expressed in the purposes of the bill which. in
clause l(a), state:
_. to ensure that the power to make subordinate
legislation is exercised subject to Parliament's authority
and control

The purposes of the bill bring back fully within
Parliament's control the very important
regulation-making power and exercise of power
which the executive and, I suspect, the bureaucracy
can use from time to time. The trend to move away
from the authority of Parliament has therefore been
significantly addressed by this process.
It is of interest to note that a similar argument and
discussion is very properly developing at this stage
about the often miswlderstood and overemphasised
external affairs powers and the operation of internal
treaties by the federal Parliament or the federal
government and cabinet without being subject to
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full parliamentary scrutiny. No doubt in due course
that issue, which is of interest in relation to the
processes of the Victorian Parliament, will become of
importance.

Clause 17 states that a statutory rule must be
numbered, printed and published. It sets out various
subclauses describing the process that must be
followed. If a person is not able to obtain a copy of
the act from certain specified places that person does
not have to abide by the powers expressed in a
particular regulation.
Members will be aware, of course, that ignorance of
the law is no excuse for breaking it. nu.s provision
extends, clarifies and expands that doctrine and
intimates that if a person cannot get access to the
law he or she does not have to obey it.
A concern was expressed to the then Legal and
Constitutional Committee during the time I was
chairman and the committee was beginning to
investigate the matter that certain regulations,
delegated instruments, orders of council, and so on,
may escape the net of the regulatory impact
statement - that provision is dealt with in another
clause - or escape the examination of the regulation
review committee or the then Subordinate
Legislation Committee and therefore the Parliamenl
When I was chairman the committee was
investigating the possibility that no such delegated
instrument should have the force of law unless it
had been recorded in some manner, similar to that
suggested in clause 17, and therefore subject to full
parliamentary scrutiny as currently exists by the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Ccmunittee. It was
suggested, for example, that such legislation should
be available on ~ROM or some other
sophisticated technology. This was intended to
overcome particular problems relating to what
constituted an instrument under an act. I am not
sure that the bill goes quite that far. It has taken,
however, significant steps to meet the requirements
that the committee identified as important at that
time.
I congratulate the work done by the committee and
the work it has carried forward, because it shows a
great understanding of the needs of a modem
society and the need for Parliament to retain control
as expressed in the purposes of the bill.
I congratulate the government for introducing this
modern legislative procedure, which will serve the
state well. I again congratulate, as Mr Skeggs has
done, those who have been members of both the
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Subordinate Legislation Committee and the Scrutiny
of Acts and Regulations Committee for the fearless
and impartial way they have dealt with delegated
regulations. Ministers have generally been most
cooperative, as have their departments, in the
negotiations that take place from time to time on
delegated legislation. Where a problem is discerned
by the committee the necessary negotiations, in
almost every instance, have led to the problem being
overcome. If necessary, amendments have been
made to the regulations, and on some occasions the
regulations have been withdrawn. Rarely has it been
necessary to bring the issue to Parliament The fact
that this is the ultimate deterrent improves the
operation of the process.
This is an excellent bill and if a future representative
of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
were to attend a conference similar to that in London
in 1990, the Victorian Parliament would be held up
as an example of putting in train the best process for
dealing with this particular form of discipline in the
community. I support the bill.
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had a lengthy debate on electricity issues in this
place yesterday. In moving that motion I indicated
to the house that many of the points the opposition
would raise in relation to this bill would be made at
that time, and during the course of this debate I will
not seek to overlap the arguments I put then. I shall
limit my remarks to the issue of generation of
electricity reform, on which the President ruled and
which this bill deals with.

1he bill prepares the way for the establishment of a
number of generation businesses to replace the
existing single generation power business
established by earlier restructure of the State
Electricity Commission when it was broken up into
three constituent parts representing generation,
transmission and distribution. The bill breaks up the
generation side in a similar fashion to legislation that
broke up the distribution business. According to
annual reports of Generation Victoria, the amount of
debt attributed to those organisations is
approximately 53.3 billion, a Significant debt, but
previous annual reports indicate the debt was
58.2 billion.

Motion agreed to.
Read leCond time.
Third muling
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In so doing I thank Mr Theophanous, Ms Asher,
Mr Skeggs, and Mr Evans for their support It is a
timely and productive reform.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
Passed remaining stages.

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL

We are talking about a significant amOW\t of debt in
the generation area that has to be reallocated among
the various new generation companies. The
government has not provided to me in briefings the
break up of debt allocation among the proposed
generation companies. Without access to those
figures it is difficult to say whether these new
generation companies will or will not be viable
because it is a aucia1 factor in relation to how much
debt is applied to them.

I put it upfront and call on the government to make
that information publicly available. I can say, as I
said in an earlier debate, that a sizeable proportion
of the debt of the generators will either be
reallocated to the transmission sector, be held in the
SEC shell, or held by the government The fact is that
a good amount of debt will have to go. I was told it
could be $2.S billion but was not given a break-up of
how much relates to generation and how much
relates to distribution, and was certainly not
provided with a break-up in relation to each of the
various power stations that are involved.

~muling

Debate resumed &om 7 December, motion of
Bon. It. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development).
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gib Jib) - I do
not intend to speak at length on this bill because we

If one looks at the generators themselves and
attempts, at least nominally, to allocate the debt
among the generators based on the cost of
production and what appears in the annual reports
over the course of time, one finds that the debt of the
older generators is almost nominally paid off
whereas the debt of the newer generators, such as
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Loy Yang B and, to a lesser extent Loy Yang A, are
very high. As a consequence that debt would have to
be allocated.

!hat debt would have to be taken away, because in a
competitive market Haze1wood power station and
some of the gas-fired stations, which have low debt
structures, and hydro-electric stations, which have
no debt structure, would be able to bid into the pool
at far lower prices than could be bid by either Loy
Yang A or Loy Yang B - the margin of price is very
different in those different contexts. In that scenario
the government has to try in some way to equalise
the debt between the generators so that they are to
some extent competitive as against each other.
In the opposition's view that will result in a
Significant amount of debt that will have to be
carried by the people of Victoria. In fact the
legislation flags that there will be a levy of some sort
applied to accommodate, as I understand it, both the
debt issue and also the guaranteed price for power
coming out of the take-or-pay contract at Loy Yang
B. !hat is another way of guaranteeing debt because
the take-or-pay contract is based on the debt
structure of Loy Yang B itself.
I have a document marked 'confidential' which is
entitled Proposal for TTansition to MJlTket &sed
Electricity pricingfor Tariff H Customers in a
competitivt Victorian electricity industry. It is a draft
document from the Office of State Owned
Enterprises dated 16 May 1994. It talks about a
modelling exercise that took place in relation to
trying to model the area's generators to discover
whether it was po5Slble for a number of the aims of
the government to be realised. One of the aims was
to try to reduce the price of electricity to industrial
or tariff H consumers.

TIle way the pool system of generators will work is
of great concern to the opposition. At page 9 the
report states:
Where there are stations that are not financially viable,
this indicates that plant must be temporarily
mothballed to bring supply into balance with demand.

We have seen already that some power stations have
begwl the process of mothballing. It is the

opposition's view that mothballing will continue.
Because of an over supply of electricity in Victoria it
will be necessary to mothball at least one major
power station in order for supply to not exceed
demand by such a large margin that price
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competition would essentially drive the other power
stations out of business.
I refer in this regard to the experience in Norway.
Under a competitive modelling generation system in
that country considerable benefits accrued as the
price of electricity fell. However, one of the
generators went bust because it was not able to bid
at a price that would allow its electricity to be taken
up. As a consequence of that an interesting thing
happened: some of the base-load stations that were
operating in Norway decided overnight to
voluntarily reduce their output They did not say
that this was collusion, but they nevertheless
overnight reduced their output to about 75 per cent

A consequence of that reduction in output was that
the price went up because supply was affected. With
a higher price the generators were able to make
more from selling 75 per cent of the power that they
were selling previously than if they had been trying
to operate at full efficiency and were producing at
100 per cent capacity. It is not unlikely that type of
situation could also develop in Victoria.
The confidential report, which based its initial
examination in relation to power on the Victorian
context, then brought in other competitors on the
basis that there would be capacity for interstate
competition. It has this to say at page 12:
Victorian prices rise after the transition to a national
market, because prices will then be set by higher-cost
NSW black<Oal plant, rather than by Victorian
brown-coal plant.

The government's own report states that when we
go on to a national grid system the price of
electricity in Victoria will rise and identifies one of
the reasons as being the differential in costs between
Victorian coal and New South Wales coal.
At page 13 the report makes it clear that the initial
analysis of the effect on wholesale prices of a
disaggregated generation sector in Victoria without
a competitive market in New South Wales suggested
that price competition for Victorian plant from a
monopolistic New South Wales trader is likely to be
fierce at the margin -even more so than in a
national market disaggregated generation
scenario - but severely constrained in volume by
the interconnection operating agreement

As I interpret the report, it means that the New
South Wales monopolistic trader is likely to have the
ability to swamp the Victorian system once there is
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an adequate volume capable of interconnection
between Victoria and New South Wales, which
currently there is not
The report also states:
1b.is means that Victorian generators may have more
freedom on set prices at above competitive levels than
under a fully competitive market

While we are insulated because there is no
interconnection with New South Wales prices,
Victoria will reflect that through prices being higher,
but once that is fully taken up in a competitive
market the price freedom of the Victorian market
will be reduced because it will have to compete with
the New South Wales market It will have a
monopolistic trader at that stage which can afford to
send the excess power to Victoria at very low
marginal costs, notwithstanding the fact that in
reality it costs more to produce power from black
coal than it does from brown coal, but it is the
marginal cost that is at issue.

The report further states:
The analysis of the impact on the ability of the sector to
carry existing debt is still being carried out and
decisions as to how excess debt (if any) should be
funded have not been taken by the Victorian

government
Presumably those decisions have been made at this
stage. Unfortunately the opposition is still not in a
position-Hon. It. M. lWlut - As I reported yesterday,
they are still being finetuned.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That may be so,
but even some ballpark figure would be useful.
Hon. It. M. Hallam - I thought you had the
ballpark figures.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I don't I have
the old figures on the debt that has been allocated
based on an historical debt in relation to the power
stations. We do not have figures on how much of
that debt will be transferred to the transmission
sector.

The way this pool is expected to work will be based
on the notion that the price to be paid by all of the
generators will be the highest price bid in and taken
up in the pool. What that means is that you can
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actually bid in at a low price of, say, 2 or 3 cents a
kilowatt hour and that power will be taken up first,
but if it becomes necessary for some expensive
power to come up at, say,3,4 or 5 cents per kilowatt
hour then everyone during that time frame gets the
5 cents, not the 2 cents. lhat is how the pool works;
on who has bid the most, not who has bid the lowest.
It is not the lowest price to the operator, it is the
highest price that is operative. Obviously that means
it is absolutely crucial that there be adequate supply,
because if there is a shortage of supply the
companies will have to resort to very high-rost
power coming in from somewhere. Once that
high-cost power has to be taken up everybody in the
system gets the higher price. Obviously it is in the
interests of the companies providing power at, say,
the base load to either reduce their output, as they
did in Norway, down to 75 per cent thereby forcing
the higher price power in, or to ensure that a
generator is mothballed so that there is no
oversupply.
We already know mothballing has been taking place
in preparation for this. It is our view that as a result
of the introduction of this system there will be
collusion among the generators to ensure that
supply is not at the levels that would ensure a lower
price but would be set at the levels that would
ensure that expensive power comes into the system
and therefore everybody gets the higher pool price. I
do not believe it is possible to regulate that

I shall quote from the James Capel Sector of 25
October 1993, an investment house in the United
Kingdom. in relation to the experience in that
country. The United Kingdom finished up with a
generation duopoly. That duopoly resulted in
dramatic increases in the price of electricity. lhat has
been documented in this place, certainly by me,
through information that was provided to the
opposition by the UK regulator in relation to price
increases over time in the UK.

What this report says is that not only is this duopoly
inefficient and inoperative but
_. the costs of divestment in the privatised electricity
industry, it has become apparent that radical change
entails high costs. The level of costs necessary to
restructure National Power and PowerGen into a
number of smaller companies would be high. The
benefits from this exercise, measured in terms of more
competitive behaviour, would be in no way guaranteed..
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That is what the lames Cape1 Sector had to say in
relation to competition. The same report states:
A split of the compa.rties would also risk not providing
enough or sufficient cash flow to fund major
investment programs. For example, complying with
proposed emission regulations.

Those are the costs that will be put on the much
smaller generation businesses that are being created
in Victoria, which will be nothing like the size of the
United Kingdom generation businesses.
The James Cape! Sector report points out the need
for the smaller companies to have sufficient cash
flow to fund investment programs, is sceptical about
whether they would be able to do that and
particularly sceptical if regulations are introduced in
relation to proposed emission regulations.
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sufficient cash being available to fund investment
projects in the future. TItis will be the substantial
problem that we will have at the point when it is
necessary to build a further power station wherever
that might be in Victoria.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Except that it would be
open to all companies under oUI regime!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It certainly
would be, but the problem comes down to this: there
is a substantial and long-running investment
required to build a power station similar to Loy
Yang B. To make an investment of $3 billion or
$4 billion. that investment has to be guaranteed in
terms of a base-load power requiremenl Mission
Energy was not prepared to entertain an investment
of that order for Loy Yang B without a takH)r-pay
contract because it is that takH)r-pay contract that
guarantees the debt structure.

The opposition has made it clear that it would
regulate to ensure that the generators meet
greenhouse emission obligations and that regulation
would have an effect on the profitability of those
generators were they to be put into place as
privatised companies.

Hon. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS - That may well
be so.

Hon. C. A. Strong - It wouldn't matter who
owned them!

Hon. R. M. Hallam - Well, it is a fairly
important point, wouldn't you suggest?

Hon. T. C. 1HEOPHANOUS - That's right, it
wouldn't matter who owned them. However, the
difference is that when the government owns the
generation system as one unit it is able to manage
the system by taking power from a variety of
sources. It is certainly able to divest the huge
investments that are often required for emission
regulation across a number of power stations rather
than having each individual power station
introducing its own technology and paying for it in
each case.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - But what has
occurred in the United Kingdom, and we have that
as an example to run from, is that when new
generation has been required in the United Kingdom
there has been no will, no capacity and no ability to
go and produce a major new power station. What
has taken place instead is that high-c06t
gas-powered stations are put in place because of the
low capital cost of construction. even though--

Hon. R. M. Hallam - Particularly when they
recognise the extent of over-capacity!

Hon. R. M. Hallam - The cost of fuel is taken
into account! 1he relative cost of fuel!

The report goes on to say:
Even if National Power and PowerGen were split into
five or six companies, there would be no guarantee that
this would enhance the competitive behaviour of the
generation market (although it would be certain to be a

costly exercise).
So the James Capel Sector is sceptical whether
breaking up the duopoly that currently exists in the
United Kingdom would even result in any
competitive pressure. But it is certain about one
thing, namely, that a broken-up industry in the
United Kingdom would result in concerns about

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That's right
There is no doubt that the capital cost of a gas-fired
station is lower - no-one disputes that- but the
cost of the fuel is higher. Obviously those two
elements have to be taken into account TIle State
Electricity Commission of Victoria was able to take
those two issues into account and calculate what the
cost would be over time, say, for a 20 or 3O-year
period, of building a coal-fired power station as
opposed to a gas-fued power station. 'There is no
doubt that it is significantly cheaper over the 20 or
3O-year period to have the power coming out of the
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base-load station,. notwithstanding the higher initial
capital cost
The problem is that you can do that only if you are
the actual generator and you know that you will be
using the power out of the station or you can get a
take-<>r-pay contract that guarantees the power out
of the station. Neither of those situations will apply
with these generators. So what one will see once the
number of power stations have been mothballed is a
proliferation of high-cost power coming out of
gas-fired stations that will be established around the
state. That will lead inevitably to higher prices in
electricity for the people of Victoria.

The opposition has grave concerns about this bill. It
has put a Significant case concerning the costs of
generation. 1bere are still unknown issues about the
competitive behaviour of a pool. Opposition
members believe that the models shows that there
are a range of unknowns in this area. We do not
know how it is possible for hydro power to be able
to compete, given the fact that the cost of production
in hydro power is extraordinarily low. But it is also
scarce. In the present circumstances what will
happen. because the SECV is managing the whole
lot, is that it will bring the hydro power in only
when it is required for peak-load periods.
There is no guarantee with this system that that will
occur. What will occur is that the hydro power
would be able to bid into the pool at a price which
would allow it to provide power at the base-load. It
would always be able to provide base-load power
cheaper than any of the other power stations.
I do not know whether the government intends to
put arrangements in place to force the hydro system
to be used only in the context of peak load, and I
note that Mr Strong is shaking his head and saying
'No, we are not intending to do that'. So what is
therefore being suggested is that we might find
ourselves in the position where hydro power, a
scarce resource, simply produces the power, puts it
into the system as a base-load power and gets a
price which is clearly greater than the base price that
would be paid to a toy Yang A or a Loy Yang B, and
uses up the resource that might be necessary at
strategic times in managing the load.

1bese are important issues and no answers have
been provided by the government Mr Strong, unlike
the minister, actually knows something about this
particular industry. And he knows that these are
issues that need to be addressed and that they are
issues that require an answer.
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The opposition is not raising them to be difficult It
is simply raising them to ask how this will be dealt
with within the context of a pooling structure. The
opposition is also pointing to the fact that these
things have occurred internationally. They have
occurred in Britain and Norway, and they are about
to occur in Victoria. The opposition wants to know
how it is possible that they will not occur here in
Victoria, and how it is possible that at the same time
the government has the capacity to bring on scarce
power at times of peak load, and have a competitive
market? lbese two things seem to be in conflict
Hon. R. M. Hallam - One of the basic things is
the allocation of debt! You're first issue!
Hon. T. C. TIIEOPHANOUS - The minister
knows nothing about this topic. Even if it were
possible to allocate such an enormous debt to the
hydro system that it was producing power at same
rate as, say, 1..oy Yang B, you still would not
overcome the problem that hydro power is a scarce
resource that you would only want to use when
there was a peak-load problem. You would not use
hydro-electric power in any other context because it
is something you can switch on and off instantly
whereas Lay Yang B takes three days to turn on. It is
not the same kind of problem. There are
engineering, technical and financial problems. These
issues will come back to haunt this government
because they will not be able to run a competitive
market under the sort of structure it is proposing.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - So you say.
Hon. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS - And it is our
right to say so, Minister, I might add.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Absolutely!
Hon. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS - We have
provided evidence - some of it being the
government's own modelling from the state-owned
enterprises units - which suggests there will be
significant problems with the way this legislation
will operate. To this day the government has not
told us how this debt will be handled and who will
be responsible for its payment, how this affects the
gearing ratio of each of the units, what sort of profit
they expect to make by selling these units and
whether that would be more or less than the
$2.5 million debt the government is shoving into the
transmission business in electricity reform.
As I said, we have had Significant debate on these
issues in earlier times. It is not my intention to
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reiterate some of the issues in relation to that debate,
but I want to make one important point about the
question of our responsibilities to the environment
We have a significant responsibility in the
generation of power to try to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. Unless there are very strong
environmental controls and unless the technology
the SECV has been at the cutting edge of in relation
to emission control is continued the opposition is
concerned that Victoria will not be able to meet its
obligations under those protocols. The opposition
believes this legislation will result in a further
break-up of the SECV along WlI\ecessary lines which
will make Victoria uncompetitive compared with
other states.
Victoria will face the difficulty of competing against
giant integrated generation businesses in New South
Wales and possibly other states as well. The
consequence of that will inevitably mean higher
electricity prices for Victorians. That will be brought
clearly into view as soon as the artificial constraints
the government has put on price over the next few
years are lifted -electridty prices will go through
the roof! The opposition opposes the legislation.
The DEPUI'Y PRESIDENT - Order! I remind

Mr Strong of the limitations of the debate agreed to
yesterday with regard to speaking on the
distribution system.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - This is
the culmination of a series of reforms of the electrical
sector. There is no doubt this final move of generator
disaggregation is one of the most important and will
stand our industry in very good stead compared to
some of the privatisations and restructures in other
parts of the world where the disaggregation has not
been as extensive.
Mr Theophanous raised at some length the issue of
the pool and how it will operate. He is absolutely
right in that this is a key issue. A great deal of time,
effort and research has gone into it I have to say that
I would be very happy to discuss some of those
issues with him at any time because the principles
take a while to develop and need to be carefully
thought through and understood. The issue of the
hy~ectric power station raised by
Mr Theophanous is a good example because, quite
clearly, a hydro station which has a very low
operating cost could bid into the pools during a
period of low demand and as a result they would
take a very low price. If a hydro station were to bid
in at a time of high demand they would take a very
high price.
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Ron. W. A. N. Hartigan - In fact a clearing price.
Ron. C. A. STRONG - Yes, they would be able
to bid a high clearing price. LogiC, commonsense
and normal economics say that they will clearly not
bid in at a time when they cannot get a reasonable
price. As happens now, they will go into the pool at
the time when there will be a high clearing price;
they will take that high clearing price and that will
allow them to recover their costs over a short period,
by taking a high price. That is exactly what happens
now. The hydro stations are loaded at the time of
high demand, and that will happen in the pool. Why
would they go in at a time of low demand and get
nothing? We all know in times of high demand they
will wait, go in there and get the price.
As I say, I am quite happy to discuss any of those
issues with Mr Theophanous at any time. It needs to
be worked through and loading orders and clearing
prices need to be looked at in detail. I have studied
this topiC for a few years and it takes a while to come
up to speed.
The recurring theme in this debate over the past
couple of years has been the untruths or myths whatever you like to call them - that are raised
again and again. We heard them again from
Mr Theophanous today. The first myth is that
vertically integrated, self-regulating monopolies are
better than a disaggregated competitive model in the
free enterprise system. The second theme that runs
through all of this is the fact that if a power station is
owned by the government, the government can
manage it to the betterment of the people and
therefore a better result comes of that.
The third point is about privatisation of electricity
and that people say in the UI< that it has been a
disaster and we are heading down a similar route so it is going to be a disaster here and prices are
going to go up.

The common theme has been that whatever the
government does the price of electridty will go up,
and where this is being done in other parts of the
world, for example the UK,. the results have not been
good. We heard those themes again today.
It is again necessary to address those issues - again
and again - and to say that this is not the case. In
the electridty and power market in the US there is
enormous electricity diversity but the big,
monolithic organisations do not always get the
business.
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Approximately 20 per cent or more of the
Californian market is serviced by hundreds of small
generators.
Hon. B. W. Mier - It sounds like a good idea.
Hon. C. A. STRONG -It is a good idea, and that
will happen here over time.
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The other recurring theme in this debate is that
prices will go up and consumers in Victoria will
suffer. The fact is that prices will not go up. We have
put a floor under the price for regulated. customers
which will see business customers with a 22 per cent
real increase in prices - -

Hon. D. R. White - You said 'increase'!

Hon. B. W. Mier - Burning oil, are they?
Burning diesel?

Hon. C. A. STRONG -I'm terribly sorry. It is a
22 per cent real decrease in prices. Domestic
customers will have a 9 per cent real decrease in that

Hon. C. A. STRONG - I think you should listen
to this. California has recently gone out for its next
major increment of energy, and they went out for
prices from various generators. Neither of the large
Californian utilities won that bid; it went to smaller,
disaggregated operators. In every way the record
shows that there is no great advantage in large,
vertically integrated organisations.

time.

In relating the UK experience Mc Theophanous
raised the question of gas and coal. In the early days
of privatisation contributors to the UK papers were
writing articles with gay abandon about how the
structure would ensure that no more power stations
would be built and that the pool pricing model
would be a disaster. Now the literature says
something is wrong because new power stations
have been built all over the place and overcapacity is
being aeated. I draw out this example to show that
the market will develop, particularly in respect of
gas. In the UK the cost ratio of gas to coal is di.fferent
from that in Australia. That fact changes the
economics of producti~ so one cannot draw a
straight parallel between Australia and another
country. You need to understand the reasons.

Mr Theophanous has said in the past and he said
again today that prices had gone up in the UK as a
result of disaggregation. In debate in this house on
30 March this year he produced statistics on three
areas in the UK - London. Plymouth and
Aberdeen - to show a particular tariff class. It was
not until I was studying it that I noticed the small
print For the particular tariff class he mentioned
prices had gone up by about 25 per cent I point out
that London and Plymouth are in England but that
Aberdeen is in Scotland, a fact of which
Mr Theophanous might not be aware, and Scotland
is serviced by a vertically integrated utility. In
choosing those examples he inadvertently and
unwittingly cited two non-vertically integrated
examples and one vertically integrated model. lllat
shows how important it is to understand what you
are talking about

Hon. D. A. Nardella - From the point where you
have increased it by 15 per cent!
Hon. C. A. STRONG - There is the continuing
idea that whatever we do it will put the prices up.
The recurring theme, which Mr Theophanous raised
again today, is that this will put the prices up. That
is not so. I do not mind if the opposition says that
because it will create an expectation that that will
happen, so when prices go down people will think
we have done a wonderful job. Prices are coming
down. There is a decreasing floor and the
competition will bring it down even further.
We have all undertaken to speak briefly today to
move things along.
Hon. D. R. White - I hope you are taking into
account tedious repetition, Mc Deputy President!
The DEPUrY PRESIDENT -Order! Yes, and
also continuous interjections.
Hon. D. R. White - That's the first time I have
said that!
Hon. C. A. STRONG - As 1 was saying, the
theme is that the changes will inevitably put prices
up. I have demonstrated that prices will come down.
This year when commenting on his appointment,
Mr Robin Davey, the Regulator-General. said that
the former Telecom chief Mc Me! Ward warned in
1990 that competition would push the cost of
telephone calls through the roof. We know that since
then they have been significantly reduced. One has
to be careful in making dire predictions about
competition putting prices up. History shows that
competition does not put prices up.
I should like to mention some up-to-date issues on
the UK system, which is quoted incessantly as an
example of reforms putting prices up. In September
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this year Mr John Baker, the Chief Executive of
National Power PLC in the OK, delivered a paper to
an international electricity conference, and it is
worth taking time to go through some of the issues
he raises in it. Under the heading 'UK privatisation
working well' the paper says:
As far as the restructuring of the UK electricity industry
is concerned, the verdict some four years on in the UK
is that it is working well Others are coming to share
this view.

Privatisation has released a latent management
dynamism, customer and shareholder-driven, in an
industry where decisions were previously engineering
led, often under a cost-plus philosophy. Security of
supply has never been in jeopardy. Contrary to the
impression given by a vociferous minority, wholesale
prices have come down and customers are actively
exploring opportunities afforded by enfranchisement

Hon. D. A. Nudely - Who does he work for?
Hon. C. A. STRONG - As I just said, he is the
Chief Executive of National Power, which is the
largest of the three UK generators.
Hon. D. A. Nudella - You wouldn't expect him
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A third group who would regard themselves as losers
are the very large industrial consumers (in the
chemicals, paper and similar industries). Their
subsidies have been withdrawn, though their prices are
no higher in real terms tlwl they were before
privatisation.

In terms of price he says this - and this is important
because these figures are not just opinions upon
which you can cast doubt, they are facts:
National Power's average price fell 7 per cent in
1993-94. Since privatisation the generation element in
the tariff for domestic and small industrial users is
about 8 per cent lower in real terms; and the wholesale
charge to the great majority of large industrial users is
on average 16 per cent lower in real terms.

They are very Significant reductions. He then says
something which is interesting but which is never
really referred to in some of the discussions about
price increases in the OK system. In fact, most
people do not refer to it honestly:
A lesson from the deaeases in the wholesale price is
that where competition has been introduced,
managements have reduced costs and then cut them
again.

to criticise his own company!

Hon. C. A. STRONG - Hang about, he does
come to a balanced view. Under the heading 'Losers
as well as winners' is the comment
Whilst it is dear that customers and shareholders have
benefited from privatisation it would be wrong to
pretend that there have not been losers--

then he goes on to list the losers, and first of all he
mentions the employees - The drive fO£ efficiency, low cost, and the el.imination of
uneconomic and redundant plant has meant that two
major generators have eliminated many thousands of
jobs.

He then goes on to say that there are similar sorts of
losers in the coal industry because, likewise, the coal
industry in the UK was based on the black coal
generators. 1hey have been forced to be more
efficient and many jobs have been lost there. He
quotes a figure of some 74 000 jobs being reduced to
19000. Enormous efficiency is there, but there are
losers. He then goes on to make the most interesting
point

This is the important point
Retail prices for domestic customers are, of course, now
affected by the ex~on of the value added tax to
domestic fuels of 8 per cent this year, and 17.s per cent
next year.

One needs to remember that originally in the good
old days - or the bad old days, depending on how
you viewed them - there was no value-added tax
on electricity. There now is a VAT and no doubt that
has affected the end price. However, that part of the
increase is not a function of the structural changes or
the privatisation. It is a function of a government tax
which may be right or wrong, but a significant
amount of the stability in the retail price has been
the result of the Significant reductions at the
prod uction level linked to some taxes being added.
He then goes on with his company's experience:
Thus, in Nation.aJ Power, since we were established in
1990 we have:
Closed or mothballed 9000 megawatts of

capacity -
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that is more or less equal to Victoria's capacity-Hon. D. IL WHITE (Doutta Galla) - On a point
of order, Mr Deputy President, consistent with your
rulings in the past I direct attention to the extensive
quotes Mr Strong is making from the Chief
Executive of National Power. During the course of
this debate, which, as you would appreciate is a
limited debate, it is quite appropriate for Mr Strong
to quote from National Power. But it is not
appropriate for him to quote at length. For
approximately 10 minutes he has been quoting from
one article. We don't mind if he tables the article or
distributes it so that we can read it, but we do not
think what he is doing is appropriate. Being mindful
of your rulings on a number of occasions about
extensively quoting from one article, I believe he is
out of order.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - On the
point of order, Mr Deputy President, I point out two
things: firstly, in terms of the importance of UK
generation to this debate it is the other side who
have taken this as an important issue - The DEPUTY PRESIDENT -Order! You are
debating the issues rather than the point of order.
'This is a very difficult issue on which to rule. The
normal procedure in this house is that a member is
expected to make his or her own speech without
quoting too extensively from other documents.
However, it is in order for a member to use as an
authority and quote those people who are relevant
to his or her particular argument However, it is not
correct for a member to build his or her speech
entirely on that matter. I do not think Mr Strong has
extended too far into that issue at this stage, but he
should bear in mind Mr White's point when
continuing with his comments.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - Thank you, Mr Deputy
President Although I was quoting, I was also
elaborating the key points with my own words. As it
turns out it was a timely interjection because I have
finished my quotes from Mr Baker.
I make the following two points: firstly, opposition
members are drawing various conclusions from
what is happening in other parts of the world by
their own selective use of data. It is necessary to
ensure that the data is balanced. Secondly, they are
not acknowledging the truth in that they
consistently say that prices are increasing when we
have reduced prices.
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Hon. D.IL White - What? You have increased
prices by 15 per cent since 1992. You must be in
fantasy land. An increase of 15 per cent; that is the
hip pocket, Mr Strong. It's like your promise to save
Brighton council-you're in fantasy land!
Hon. C. A. STRONG - What you and
Mr Theophanous and other members opposite have
said is that as a result of the changes prices will
increase.
Hon. D. R. White - The price has gone up and
you are putting the changes into effect!
Hon. C. A. STRONG - That is not what you
have said. To come in like this simply shows that
you are talking a lot of nonsense, that you are crying
wolfagain-Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - On a point
of order, Mr Deputy President, mindful of your
ruling yesterday and of the conduct of this debate as
agreed upon during another debate yesterday, I
indicate that the honourable member is now
engaging in tedious repetition. He is malcing the
same point for the third or fourth time.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT -Order! As I
understand it Mr Strong was responding to
interjections from the opposition. Therefore, as the
opposition obviously had not heard the matters he
has raised, he is probably in order at this stage. I will
keep a close eye on Mr Strong for repetition because
I agree that it is problem I am keen to reduce.
Mr Strong, I suggest you totally ignore all
interjections.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - Yes,
Mr Deputy President H I ignore the opposition I will
avoid tedious repetition.

A document produced by Potter Warburg entitled,
'Electricity: A study of the Australian market' puts
the lie to the arguments advanced by the opposition.
Potter Warburg is an international organisation. and
in discussing the electricity industry it refers to a
table that I ask to be incorporated in HJmsard. I have
checked with Hansard whether the table is
acceptable for incorporation and I have obtained the
permission of the Leader of the Opposition.

LearJe grtmted; whit as follows:
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Hon. C. A. STRONG - The table shows what
has happened to electricity prices in the United
Kingdom from 1987 to 1994. It demonstrates clearly
tha t price increases for residential and industrial
consumers have not occurred, contrary to what has
been said by the opposition. The Potter Warburg
publication states on page SS:
A clear lesson from the Ul( privatisation is that the
losers will complain the most - the UK ones did so
loudly enough to be heard as far away as Australia!
TIle truth in the Ul( is that all except the very largest

customers, which had previously received electricity
subsidised by all other consumers, have enjoyed lower
priced electricity (at least in real terms) than before
privatisation.
I conclude my remarks by reiterating that these
reforms are different from other reforms throughout
the world because of the diversity being put in
place. Other processes have not built in the same
diversity as will occur with our electricity industry.
lbat will be extremely beneficia11D the operation of
the system in this state. I strongly support the bilL

Hon. B. W. MJER (Waverley) - I oppose the bill
and shall confine my contribution to the generation
of electricity, having regard ID the restrictions
imposed by your ruling, Mr Deputy President I
shall refer ID some of the realities in this country
regarding the generation of electricity. There is
general agreement among all states that there should
be a national grid for the distribution of power,
including Tasmania, which is separated from the
mainland by a stretch of ocean A significant grid
extending beyond state boundaries already exists in
the south~tem corner of Australia between the

two most populous states, New South Wales and
Victoria, and South Australia.

The grid is supplied by power generation sources in
New South Wales and Victoria and, to a lesser
degree, in South Australia. It is made up, as all
power distributors are, of power that is classified in
three categories. Base-load power provides a
constant source of power to all consumers.
Intermediate-load power comes in when base-load
stations are marked up and provides a higher and
faster source of power. Peak load operates when
there are large demands on the system, such as there
was recently during the last hot spell when failures
occurred in the distribution side of the system
because of Significant demand brought about by the
use of air-conditioning units. The three concepts of
power generation are in existence in the
south-eastem corner of Australia.
Base-load power is mainly supplied from
coa1-generated units in New South Wales and
Victoria. In New South Wales black coal is used,
which is an efficient fuel source for the production of
steam that is used to power turbines. In Victoria the
predominant fuel is brown coal. It has been argued
for many years that because of the use of black coal
New South Wales has a far more efficient system
because its boilers are not as large as those required
for brown-coal burning. There is a basic difference,
which brings both sources of base-load power on an
even keel. In New South Wales black coal is mined
underground. There are numerous collieries and
mines spread across the state and most of them are
not located close ID power stations. Apart from the
additional cost of underground mining of black coal,
there is the additional cost of transporting the coal
from the colliery to the power station.
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In Victoria the additional costs associated with the
size of the boilers and increased technologies
associated with burning brown coal are overridden
by the fact tha t all the coal is sourced from open~t
mining, which is more efficient, and the stations are
placed on the mining site so there is no
transportation cost The coal is transported from the
open cut to the bunkers and from the bunkers to the
power station by conveyor belts. It is an extremely
efficient system. Because of the efficiency of mining
in Victoria the costs are equalised.
Base-load power is produced in both states at equal
levels. In fact, it is so equal that the distribution and
control centres located in New South Wales on the
north shore of Sydney at Homsby, and in
Melbourne at Richmond, transmit power to and
from the powerlines as required by the various
states and locations within those states at the same
cost Each state is billed virtually on the basis of
book entries because the whole system is balanced.
In addition to the base load, following the
construction of the Alcoa aluminium plant at
Portland, which brought about the construction of
additional 500 megawatt power distribution lines to
the Alcoa plant, those lines have been extended on
from Portland into South Australia and now join
into the South Australian power grid at Tailem Bend.
In linking all those together it is necessary to take
into account the fact that the South Australian
system is nowhere near as efficient as the systems in
New South Wales and Victoria. Unfortunately South
Australia has to rely on a station located at a place
called Torrens Island near Adelaide, which bums
both oil and gas. That type of station is very
expensive to run. The only real base-load station is
the Northern power station located at Port Augusta.
That station bums coal mined at Leigh Creek. which
is 200-0dd kilometres from the power station. Apart
from the fact that it is low-quality coal it has to be
transported long distances, which has put up power
costs.

If we balance up the whole system we see that New
South Wales and Victoria produce base-load
electricity on a very economic basis, and have almost
equal generation costs. They in turn assist South
Australia with about 500 megawatts of additional
supply through the line from Portland to T ailem
Bend. Intermediate-load demand is mainly satisfied
by the increasing the output of the base-load
stations. At times of pealc-load demand the
hydro-electric schemes come in. 'The most effective
of those schemes is the Snowy Mountains scheme,
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which is located virtually on the border between
New South Wales and Victoria border -part is in
New South Wales and part is in Victoria.
However, as Mr Theophanous said, great care must
be exercised when using hydro-electric power. You
just cannot switch it on. If a bout of especially cold
weather occurs in the middle of winter and
peak-load power is needed to assist with generation
because of the demand for heating there is a need to
be careful when releasing of water from dams into
rivers that are already pretty well full at that time of
the year to prevent the creation of severe flooding
problems. When considering the release of water for
the purposes of generating hydro-electric power in
summer periods it is necessary to take into account
that more water is required generally, particularly
by irrigators, who want as much water as they can
get
The Leader of the Opposition made a valid point:
how do you fit private enterprise into a complex
system which involves balancing power demand
and generation by base-load, intermediate-load and
peak-load resources? It is extremely difficult if you
have adopted the concept of a national grid for
power.
All state ministers have agreed on the need in the
national interest for a national grid of power
distribution across the nation. Yet Mr Strong
indicated that there is a benefit to be gained from
privatising the generation of electricity. He quoted
the example of California where, he said, there are
literally hundred of sources of generation output.
How can that concept fit technically into the concept
of a national grid in the interests of all Australians?
How in a privatised system can we manage the need
for peak-load power generation. coming as it does
from sources such as hydro-electric stations or gas
turbine stations, which are very expensive. Do we
switch to Jeeralang in the Latrobe Valley, which
burns natural gas from Bass Strait? Do we switch to
Newport, which bums both oil and gas - I suggest
at this stage it has been a long time since it has burnt
oil - but bums gas at peak load? Or do we release
water from the Snowy Mountain scheme down into
the River Murray and the Murrumbidgee River and
the down the lGewa Valley?
How do we manage that in a system of private
ownership? It cannot be done because those people
are not interested in the national interest of
Australia; they are interested only in profit for the
power companies they represent 1bis proposal will
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destroy the whole concept of a national grid and will
act against the interests of all Australians. On that
basis I strongly oppose the bill.
I commend to the house that in the interests of all
Australians it should throw out the bill.

Hon. D. It. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - In opposing
the measure, having regard to the ruling made
yesterday by Mr President and the understanding
reached, I merely repeat that the proposed break up
of the distribution system does not produce any
genuine competition in the way that we know and
understand it has occurred at the national level with
the airline policy and telecommunications and
telephone policy.
I also place on record that there is no evidence in the
arrangements for the break-up of an adequate
bushfire mitigation program. That is particularly
ominous in view of the fact that in 1994 we face the
most Significant bushfire risk since 1983, when we
had more that 2000 bushfires, some of which were
regrettably caused by assets of the former SEC.
There is also no adequate demand management
program and no evidence that any of the facilities
have a demand management focus that is in any
way in accordance with current world's best practice.

In relation to the generation system, it appears to me
from listening to this debate and from listening to
other debates that the government believes it is
operating a national system. It is not doing that; it is
operating a state system. Part of operating in a
national system will mean increased exposure of our
assets and opportunities for New South Wales and,
we hope ultimately, South Australia, Tasmania and
Queensland to gain access to the Victorian market
There are no guarantees that in this model some of
our major assets will not be exposed to the sort of
competition that as a consequence of this break-up

will lead to a reduction in the strength and
competitiveness and asset base in Victoria of our
generation system. In other words, I am saying that
as a consequence of the break-up and exposure to a
national system some parts of our generation system
may become so marginal that they cease to
operate - that is, hydro-electric, gas and brown coal
stations operating under the disaggregated model
As the opposition has said on a number of occasions
the disaggregation of the generation system under
the proposed model, even taking into account
Mr Strong's comments about the mechanism of his
proposal with the pooling system, does not relieve

our doubts that there will be a misallocation of
resources opera ting as a consequence of the pooling
arrangements. That could see a disproportionate use
of our peak-load or medium-load capacity for
business purposes, which, Wlder a carefully
constructed system over 76 years, was designed to
ensure medium-load capacity for gas-fired power
stations and peak-load capacity for hydro-electric
power stations in the application of the proposed
pooling arrangements. None of our fears is allayed,
notwithstanding the comments made by Mr Strong.
I indicate very clearly that the opposition will

continue to oppose publicly the break-up of the SEC
and the privatisation of the electricity industry. We
have had some successes to date. As a result of our
campaign, on one occasion in conjunction with the
Royal Automobile Oub of Victoria we prevented the
sell off and break-up of the Transport Accident
Commission.
The government has also backed down on its
proposal to privatise the ports of Melbourne,
Geelong and Portland. We have also seen the fiasco
associated with Tabcorp postponing some of the
privatisation proposals. We are now seeing publicly
for the first time the emergence of community
groups opposing the privatisation of electricity, gas
and water.
The opposition will do everything in its power in the
life of this Parliament to delay the break-up and
privatisation of those entities. For those reasons the
opposition opposes the bill.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 25
Aftr. Ms (Teller)
Ashman.Mr
Atkinson. Mr
BaxD!r,Mr
Best.Mr
Birrell. Mr
Bishop. Mr
Bowden.Mr
Cox,Mr
Davis. Mr (TtlJer)
de Fegely. Mr
EVaJ\S,Mr
Forwood.Mr

Guest. M!
Hall,Mr
HaUam.Mr
Hartigan. Mr
lCnowies, Mr
Skeggs,Mr
Smith. Mr
Storey,Mr
Strong.Mr
Vany,Mrs
Wells. Or
WiJding..Mrs

Noes, 11
Davidson. Mr (Td~)
Hogg, Mrs
Ives.Mr

Power,Mr
Pullen,Mr
Theophanous. Mr
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Supreme Court into two divisions, namely: a Court
of Appeal; and a Trial Division.

Walpole.Mr
White.Mr

McLean. Mrs

Maer.Mr
NardelU. Mr (TdJn')

Pairs
Craige. Mr
Stoney,Mr
8rideson, Mr
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Kokocinslr.i. Ms

Henshaw. Mr

Could. Miss

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In SO doing, I thank honourable members for their
contributions on a very important piece of
legislation.

The creation of a Court of Appeal division of the
Supreme Court will equip Victoria with an appellate
jurisdiction equal to, if not surpassing, other states,
in particular, New South Wales and Queensland.
Both New South Wales and Queensland have
already introduced significant reforms to their
appellate jurisdiction by creating a Court of Appeal
division of their respective Supreme Courts. These
developments, particularly the experience of New
South Wales, have demonstrated that a Court of
Appeal is successful in contributing to the
expeditious and efficient handling of appellate
work. It has also facilitated the development of a
consistent judicial approach. 1bis is particularly
important when it is recalled that state appellate
courts are increasingly becoming the final step in
nearly all matters of litigation commenced in the
states. In fact, the Chief Justice of the High Court of
Australia, Sir Anthony Mason, has recently stressed
the crucial role to be played by Courts of Appeal in
the development of the law.

Motion agreed to.

Rud third time.
Put rem.Wting stages.

CONSTITUTION (COURT OF APPEAL)
BILL
Sec.ond reJlding
\\

Hon. HAOOON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

It is rare indeed that a bill is introduced into this
house which gives effect to a fundamental alteration
to the structure of the Supreme Court of Victoria. In
fact, this bill is the first such bill introduced in this
house which significantly affects the modus
operandi of the dispensation of appellate jurisdiction
in this state. There has been no Significant change to
the exercise of appellate jurisdiction in this state
since the passage in 1852 of an act to make provision
for the better administration of justice in the colony
of Victoria, which, of course, established the
Supreme Court of Victoria.
The purpose of this bill is to address the structure of
the full court by amending both the Constitution Act
1975 and the Supreme Court Act 1986 to divide the

The structural alterations to the Supreme Court
created by this bill will undoubtedly provide
Victoria with a state-of-the-art forum exercising the
superior jurisdiction of the State. Not only does the
bill incorporate the finer features of the relevant
legislation in both New South Wales and
Queensland, but, following consultation with the
judiciary, the bill has been refined to contain
features particularly suited to the efficient exercise of
superior appellate jurisdiction in Victoria. The
cooperation of the judiciary will, furthermore,
ensure that there will be a smooth transition from
the operation of the existing structure of the
Supreme Court. to the implementation of the new
structures introduced by this bill.
COURTOF~LD~ON

Presently, there is in Victoria no separate appellate
court constituted by judges who sit exclusively in
that court. Appeals are dealt with by a full court of
the Supreme Court. The full court is an appellate
jurisdiction of varying membership. It is constituted
by judges appointed from the members of the
Supreme Court and its membership changes on a
regular basis.
The exercise of appellate jurisdiction has, in recent
years, not been as effective and efficient as it should.
It is clear that the problems with the operation of the
full court are related not to the members of the
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Supreme Court but rather to its structure; in
particular, to its attribute of changing membership.
In fact, the members of the Supreme Court,
particularly the Chief Justice, should be
congratulated for making considerable progress in
the efficient and expeditious dispensation of
appellate jurisdiction with the existing inadequate
legislative structures.
It is proving to be increasingly difficult for the full

court to manage the increasing appellate workload
efficiently Wlder a system which requires its
members to balance such workload with first
instance matters. The bill seeks to remedy problems
arising from the current structure of the full court It
creates an appellate jurisdiction of permanent
structure by establishing a Court of Appeal division
of the Supreme Court TIle Court of Appeal division
will exercise similar jurisdiction to that currently
exercised by the full court, including jurisdiction
over both civil and criminal appeals. In this respect,
the bill differs from the Court of Appeal division in
New South Wales. There, the Court of Appeal
division exercises civil jurisdiction only, with
criminal jurisdiction being exercised by a separate
Court of Criminal Appeal. In Queensland, however,
both civil and criminal jurisdiction are exercised by
the Court of Appeal division of the Supreme Court
of Queensland. Consultation with the judiciary
confirmed that it was more appropriate for our
Court of Appeal division to exercise both civil and
criminal jurisdiction.

The permanent structure of the Court of Appeal
division is derived from the fact that it will be
comprised of a central nucleus of permanent
members.1hat nucleus will consist of the DUef
Justice of the Supreme Court, the President of the
Court of Appeal and other judges of appeal. It is
proposed that the initial Court of Appeal division
will comprise eight members. Opportunity for the
other judges of the court to sit on the Court of
Appeal division will be retained. For example, other
judges of the court may be appointed by the
President, with the concurrence of the DUef justice,
to hear particular cases, or to ensure that the Court
of Appeal is comprised of a sufficient number of
members to efficiently and expeditiously manage
significant increases in its workload. In this way, the
bill retains the opportunity for the other judges of
the court to gain experience in the exercise of
appellate jurisdiction. Furthermore, and equally as
important, it also ensures that the structure of the
Court of Appeal is sufficiently flexible to enable it to
quicldy adapt to fluctuations-in its workload.
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TIle establishment of a central nucleus of permanent
members of the Court of Appeal will serve to avoid
many of the practical problems which arise when
members of an appellate court of rotating
membership disperse and return to heavy
workloads of trial work. Moreover, the experience
and knowledge of the permanent appellate judges
acquired through constant dealing with appellate
work will, in many cases, contribute to reducing the
length of an appeal. Permanent appellate
membership will also place the Court of Appeal in a
sound position to achieve significantly superior case
flow management to that of an appellate court of
varying composition by, for example, enabling the
implementation of more efficient procedures for
allocating appeals among its members.
Ordinarily, any three or more judges of appeal may
constitute the Court of Appeal. However, the
President of the Court of Appeal is empowered to
determine that, in a particular case, only two judges
of appeal constitute the Court of Appeal. Moreover,
in certain kinds of proceedings specified in the rules
of the Supreme Court, a single judge of appeal may
exercise the jurisdiction and powers of the Court of
Appeal. In such proceedings however, the Court of
Appeal is vested with the power to discharge or
vary a judgment, or an order made or direction
given by a judge of appeal.

CHIEF JUSTICE
The Chief Justice will remain the most senior
member of the Supreme Court. Consistent with that
status, the Chief justice will be a member of both the
Court of Appeal and the Trial Division.
PRESIDENT OF THE COURT OF APPEAL

The bill creates the position of a President of the
Court of Appeal As is currently the case with the
appointment of members of the Supreme Court,
including the Chief Justice, the President will be a
practitioner of the Supreme Court of not less than
eight years standing, and will be appointed by the
Governor with the advice of the Executive COWlCil.
Although the Chief justice will remain the most
senior member of the Supreme Court, the President
will be directly responsible for the overall
constitution and operation of the Court of Appeal
The President will therefore be specifically
responsible for ensuring the orderly and expeditious
exercise of the Court of Appeal's jurisdiction. As the
second most senior member of the Supreme Court,
the President will be remunerated at a rate higher
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than that of the judges of appeal and other judges of

TRIAL DIVISION

the court, but below that of the Chief Justice.

JUDGES OF APPEAL
The bill provides for the appointment of judges of
appeal. In so doing, it enables the appointment of
candidates possessing sldlls and knowledge
especially suited to appellate work. Judges of appeal
will have seniority over all other judges of the
Supreme Court. apart from the Chief Justice and the
President. As members of the Supreme Court,
Judges of Appeal will be entitled to the terms and
conditions guaranteed to judges of the Supreme
Court by the Constitution Act 1975. To reflect their
status, judges of appeal will be remunerated at a rate
modestly higher than that of the other judges of the
court, but below that of the Olief Justice and the
President

In addition to the Court of Appeal division, the bill
creates a trial division of the Supreme Court The
judges in this division are empowered to hear and
determine all matters, civil and aiminal, which do
not fall within the jurisdiction of the Court of
Appeal. The structure of the trial division mirrors
the Court of Appeal division in the sense that it
enables its members to be focussed on the operation
of that division. In this way, the members will be
able to continually and consistently monitor the
handling of trial work, and thereby ensure that the
workload is, so far as is possible, dealt with
efficiently and expeditiously.
The Trial Division will primarily consist of the Chief
Justice and the other judges of the court. However,
the bill retains the possibility for Judges of Appeal to
exercise the jurisdiction of the Trial Division.

Concern has been voiced that an appellate court
with &equently changing membership allows for the
introduction of inconsistency into the law. Through
the appointment of permanent appellate judges to
the Court of Appeal, the bill seeks to address this
concem. Thus, while the combination of judges of
the Court of Appeal may vary at times, the
underlying composition of a permanent appellate
structure whose judges are constantly involved in
the determination of appeals, will enable the Court
of Appeal division to achieve a significantly higher
level of consistency and uniformity in its decisions.

The OUef Justice will have overall responsibility for
the operation and constitution of the Trial Division.
Accordingly, any temporary appointment of a judge
of the court to the Court of Appeal, other than an
appointment to fill a temporary absence of a judge
of appeal, must be made with the concurrence of the
OUef Justice. This requirement will ensure that there
is no adverse interference in the running of existing
trials, or trials for which specified dates have been
guaranteed by the Trial Division, by such temporary
appointment

Coupled with, and as a consequence of, its capacity
to achieve a higher level of consistency among its
decisions, the Court of Appeal division will also
provide a means for the coherent development of
legal principle.

TIle reforms before the house will have the effect of
significantly improving our judicial system and
thereby placing Victoria at the forefront of the
Australian states in providing a first-class legal
system.

REGISTRAR OF COURT OF APPEAL

I commend the bill to the house.

TIle bill also provides for the appointment of a
Registrar of the Court of Appeal, who will be subject
to the general clirection and control of the president
The responsibilities of the registrar will include: the
preliminary examination of all civil applications
made to the Court of Appeal, thereby ensuring the
efficient and expeditious dispatch of those
applications to the Court of Appeal; and performing
such other duties as are required by the president or
the rules of the court. TIle provision of
administrative support to the Court of Appeal in
this way will facilitate the expeditious and efficient
handling of appellate work.

Deb~te ~djourned on motion of Hon. B. T.
PULLEN (Melbourne).
Deb~te

adjourned until next day.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. R. L KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
move:
That the CoW1Cil, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
13 December, at 10.00 a.m..

ADJOURNMENT
Th~y.

8 December 1994
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As honourable members know, it is an early start,
but it will give the house a few more hours to
complete its program.
Motion ~greed to.
Don. R. L KNOWLES (Minister for Housing)-1
move:
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of when those trams operate. Or Fitzgerald makes
the point that in inclement weather, whether it be
wet or hot, it is inconvenient for people in their 80s
to walk l.51cilometres to catch a bus to High Street,
Northcote, to make use of the light rail vehicles.
Will the minister ask his colleague the Minister for
Transport to investigate this matter in the context of
establishing whether this is feasible?

That the house do now adjourn.

Local government: amalgamations
At this time I note that tomorrow is the Oerk's
50th birthday. On behalf of all honourable members
1 take this opportunity to wish him a very happy
birthday. That is the reason the house is not sitting
tomorrow!

W-class trams
Hon. PAT POWER Oika Jika) - My consolations
to the Oerk! I seek the assistance of the Minister for
Roads and Ports in raising a matter with his
colleague the Minister for Transport in another
place. 1 have had correspondence from
Or Fitzgerald, Executive Director of the Law Society
of South Australia. However, he writes in his
capacity as the son of parents who live in
lbornbury. The matter concerns the type of trams
that predominantly operate on the west Preston
route, the W-class trams, which most people in this
chamber are happy the government is retaining.
Or Fitzgerald makes the point that there is what he
describes as a major problem for the aged using
trams on that route. The steps on the older trams
make travel extremely difficult, if not impossible, for
many elderly citizens with a moderate disability
such as arthritis. Or Fitzgerald then paints the
pictw"e of his parents living in Thombury close to
the west Preston route. Both his parents are in their
80s but are denied access to this transport because of
the height of the steps. Or Fitzgerald cites that on
two occasions his mother has already lacerated a leg
attempting to board the W<lass trams. In order to
travel to the city his parents now walk 15 kilometres
to the bus in High Street, Northcote, which enables
them to access the new light rail trams that operate
on that line.

In essence Or Fitzgerald is asking on behalf of his
parents whether it is possible for tram scheduling on
the west Preston route to be rearranged to allow at
least some of the light rail vehicles to be scheduled
or for those sections of the timetable to be given
appropriate publicity locally so that his aged parents
and others who suffer from arthritis would be aware

Hon. R. S. IVES (Eumemmerring) - Like my
colleague Mr Power I would also like to congratulate
Mr Bray on reaching his half century and to assure
him that his youthful appearance belies the
harrowing experiences he has encoWltered in this
house!
Also like Mr Power I seek the assistance of
Mr Baxter in his capacity as Minister for Roads and
Ports. The government in its wisdom has decided to
merge the cities of Berwick and Cranboume into the
supercity of Casey. Casey will commence with a
population of 145 000 and will increase by 12 500 a
year or by some 70 to 80 families a week. This will
represent some 50 to 60 per cent of the total growth
in the metropolitan area.
At present a major road link between Berwick and
Cranboume, the Berwick-Cranboume Road, is an
unsealed gravel road between lbompsons Road and
the Cranbourne railway line practically in the horse
and buggy class. New construction works like
bridges, entrance works and road duplications such
as the urgently needed Narre Warren and Hallam
roads on present indications will not be funded
before the next century. The development needs of
the City of Casey are acknowledged and crucial.
Although the government's stitch-in-time program
serves essential maintenance needs of established
municipalities, it appears to be at the cost of the
funding of new works in development
municipalities.
I ask the minister what plans the government has to
overcome this shortfall and ensure that the essential
road construction program in the south-eastem
growth corridor is adequately funded?

Atherton Gardens Residents Association
Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) - I raise with
the Minister for Housing a problem which has arisen
because of changes in respect of the way tenant
workers are now being funded at housing estates.

ADJOURNMENT
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Mr Kin Ma has been employed at the Atherton
Gardens estate since May 1982. TIle Atherton
Gardens Residents Association has been required to
give Mr Ma notice of termination of employment
effective from 30 November 1994 in accordance with
departmental information received by that
association concerning the new funding guidelines
of tenant groups.

those priorities. Clearly some are already identified,
such as the .Hal.lam-Narre Warren bypass to which
Mr Ives alludes. It is a very expensive project, but
one which is highly desirable. It will be necessary in
the relatively near future as the existing Princes
Highway becomes overstretched, notwithstanding
the additional lanes which have been constructed in
recent times.

Mr Ma has probably served a longer period as a
tenant worker than any other tenant worker
involved in this program that I know of. Mr Ma is
eligible for long service leave under the Employee
Relations Act 1992 No provision has been made for
Mr Ma in that regard. In most cases there has not
been the need because of the turnover of people
working in this area. Mr Ma is particularly eligible
for long service leave entitlements because of the
circumstances of his termination. Unless the
Atherton Gardens Residents Association is assisted
in working through this process it will have great
difficulty with the funding available in employing
one worker to replace two because some 510 000 of
its grant will be absorbed..

Mr Ives also mentioned the Berwick-Cranboume
Road with which I am not familiar. I accept his

I understand the minister is aware of this issue. I ask
him to take on board the case of the Atherton
Gardens Residents Association and the situation of
Mr Kin Ma. He and many other workers in similar
situations are clearly entitled to long service leave.
Will the minister provide some assistance by way of
a transition period for the program to ensure that the
people at Atherton Gardens are not left without the
resources that are desperately needed in respect to
supporting the population of the high-rise estates?

Responses
Hon. W.IL BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I will be pleased to pass on to my colleague
the Minister for Public Transport the issue raised by
Mr Power concerning the class of trams used on the
west Preston route. Qearly that is an example of
people suffering handicaps due to the height of the
steps on the W -class trams. I know my colleague is
very conscious of that because it has been the subject
of discussion from time to time.

In respect of the issue raised by Mr Ives, it is true
that the rapid growth in that part of the
metropolitan area which he has the honour to
represent poses problems regarding roads for me as
the minister and for the government as a whole in
terms of catering for that growth and ma1cing
sufficient funding available. A number of studies are
presently under way to assist in properly identifying

comment that it remains a gravel road. Obviously
that situation is becoming increasingly
unsatisfactory as the area becomes more urban.

Six or seven months ago I released a document
entitled, 'Linking Melbourne', which is a strategic
plan identifying that part of Melbourne and a
section in the west as high-growth areas in need of
additional planning work and recognition of
priorities. A consultation process in respect of that
document is under way and I look forward to its
reaching a conclusion early in 1995, which will put
the government in a much better position to
determine what capital funding is best provided and
where it should go.
Hon. IL L KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) Mr Pullen raised with me a concern about the
impact of the change in funding arrangements for
tenant groups, particularly the Atherton Gardens
Residents Association. I must say that other groups
have had some financial difficulties with cost
implications.

lhis matter has been raised with me before and I
said then that the change would have to be
undertaken on a case-by<.ase basis. In respect of
fwlding, the case Mr PuUen mentioned is
particularly Significant because most tenant workers
are not in long.term appointments it is unusual to
have one worker there for 12 years. TIle department
is aware of this case and at my request it is working
with a tenant group to find some way of working
out how to manage the change. We have to have
regard to the particular circumstances of the tenant
groups and how these situation arise. Some tenant
groups have some reserves and resources.
ObViously we would want to negotiate with this
group-Hon. B. T. Pullen -1 don't think it has any.
Hon. IL L KNOWLES - I will provide the
reassurance that Mr Pullen is seeking and I assure
him now that we will continue to work with tenant
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groups. H he thinks this group is in need of further
action I am happy to talk about the particulars of the
case.

Motion tlgreed to.

House tldjoumed 6.33 p.m. until Tuesdtly,
13 December.
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of an other business from 12 noon during the sitting of

the CoWlCil tomorrow, Wedllesday, 14 December 1994.

Motion agreed to.
The PRESIDENT (Bon. B. A. ChamberWn) took
the chair at 10.03 a.m. and read the prayer.

MELBOURNE CITY LINK AUTHORITY
BILL
Introduction and first reading

PAPERS
Laid on table by Oede
Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 - Minister's
response to recoJJUIlendations in Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee's report upon the Performance
Audit of the Auditor-General's Office.

Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. W. R. BAnER (Minister
for Roads and Ports) on motion of
Hon. R. L Knowles.

LAND TITLES V ALIDAnON BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. M. A. BIRRELL
(Minister for Conservation and Environment).

CLASSIFICATION OF FILMS AND
PUBUCATIONS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.

Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of
approval of the following amendments to planning
schemes:
Ballarat (City) Planning Scheme - Amendments

us and L48.

Bendigo - Greater Bendigo Planning SchemeAmendment LS.

Cranboume Planning Scheme - Amendment L90.
Croydon Planning Scheme - Amendments L69
and L70.

Doncaster and Templestowe Planning SchemeAmendment L69.
Flinders Planning Scheme - Amendment L119.
Hastings Planning Scheme - Amendment U4.
Healesville Planning Scheme - Amendment LS2.
Korong Planning Scheme - Amendment

Read first time on motion of Hon. HADDON
STOREY <Minister for the Arts).

u.

Malvern Planning Scheme - Amendment L33.
Melbourne Planning Scheme - Amendment L156.

CONSTITUTION (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. M. A. BIRRELL
<Minister for Conservation and Environment).

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Sessional orders
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
move:
That so much of the sessional orders be suspended as
would prevent government business taking precedence

Mildura (Shire) Planning Scheme - Amendment

1.28.
Moorabbin Planning Scheme - Amendments U3
andL.52.
Pakenham Planning Scheme - Amendment L99.
Prahran Planning Scheme - Amendment U7.
Sunshine Planning Scheme - Amendment L66.
Waranga Planning Scheme -

Amendment L12.

Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament

Control of Weapons Act 1990-No.193.

County Court Act 1958 - No. 195.
Health Act 1958 - No. 191.
Lotteries Gaming and Betting Act 1966 - No. 194.

LAND TITLES VALIDATION BILL
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Metropolitan Fire Brigades Act 1958 - No. 174 (in
lieu of that p7't'UiDusly tabltd].

LAND TITLES VALIDATION BILL
Second reJlding
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Land Titles Validation Act
passed by the Victorian Parliament in the special
sittings in August 1993 was to bring clarity and
certainty to the management of Victorian land and
resources in the wake of the Mabo decision. The
purpose of the bill I introduce today is to ensure the
continuation of that clarity and certainty following
the passage of the commonwealth Native Title Act.
As all members of this house will recall, the
Victorian government was the first government in
Australia to prepare legislation in response to the
Mabo decision. The resulting legislation, the Land
Titles Validation Act 1993, was passed by the
Parliament during a special sitting in August 1993.
When the Victorian government passed its
legislation, the Premier invited the Prime Minister to
work with all the states and territories to ensure a
workabie national response to the Mabo decision.
However, the federal government did not cooperate
with other Australian governments. Instead it chose
to act wUlaterally in imposing the Native Title Act
on the rest of the nation.

The result is that Wlder section 109 of the
commonwealth constitution no state legislation can
have effect if it is inconsistent with the federal
legislation. As the Victorian Land Titles Validation
Act 1993 was not fully consistent with the Native
Title Act, its validation provisions were rendered
ineffective with the passage of the Native Title Act.
The commonwealth Native Title Act purports to
establish a national system for future dealings in
land or waters affected by native title and to provide
for the validation of past acts invalidated because of
the existence of native title.

The Native Title Act does not itseH validate titles
granted by the states and territories. Rather, it
provides a framework within which other
governments may validate interests provided that
they act in accordance with the standards and

T~y.13~~1994

procedures set out in the commonwealth Act. State
governments may set up systems for granting future
interests and establish their own recognised bodies
to hear and determine native title claims only if they
act in accordance with the Native Title Act.
It is apparent that the commonwealth government
seeks to override state and territory governments

through this legislation and to bind them to its own
native title policy. Unfortunately, many of the
provisions of the act will add only further delay and
uncertainty to the current position. Despite these
problems, for the sake of certainty and economic
security which is so crucial to land-holders and
investors, the government has chosen to introduce
its own legislation in terms consistent with the
Native Title Act to validate past acts, confirm crown
ownership of natural resources and confirm access
to beaches and waterways.
The government is acting to validate and confirm
access because these steps are crucial to economic
security and confidence in this state. Companies and
individuals who have acted in good faith in relation
to titles and interests bona fide granted by the
government, operating and incurring obligations in
relation to these interests, must not be placed in a
position of uncertainty. However, the government
will not take any further steps under the Native Title
Act, such as the establishment of its own recognised
bodies and procedures for future dealings in land,
until the Western Australian challenge to the act is
resolved. Depending upon the effect of the High
Court's decision, the government may consider
implementing some of the further options available
under the act in the future.

I now turn to the bill itseH. Except for part 1, the bill
provides for commencement on a day or days to be
proclaimed. This approach has been adopted in
order to maintain flexibility in commencement,
which is necessary because negotiations are
continuing with the commonwealth regarding
compensation. It is essential that the commonwealth
agree to an equitable cost sharing arrangement in
order that the financial burden arising from native
title may be borne nationally.
Many of the provisions in the bill, particularly in
parts 2 and 3, have been drafted in such a way as to
reflect the terminology and concepts included in the
commonwealths Native Title Act This is necessary
to ensure that interests are effectively validated,
although it has the unfortunate consequence of
importing the poor drafting of the commonwealth
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act into Victorian legislation. I will therefore now
offer a brief explanation of some of these terms.
'Past act' refers to any legislative act which took
place prior to 1 July 1993, or any other act done
before 1 January 1994, that was invalid because it
affected native title but would have been valid if the
native title did not exist As I have already noted, the
bill will validate all such past acts.
The bill reflects the four categories of past acts
adopted and defined in the commonwealth Native
Title Act, which determine the effect of validation. A
category A past act consists of the grant of a freehold
estate, or the grant of a commercial, agricultural,
pastoral or residential lease made before
1 January 1994. These past acts will extinguish
native title.

A category B past act is an act consisting of the grant
of any lease that does not fall within category a
except mining leases. 1his category extinguishes
native title to the extent that the act is wholly or
partially inconsistent with native title. A category C
past act is an act consisting of the grant of a mining
lease, and a category D past act is any act that does
not £all within categories A, B or C. Category C and
D acts are subject to the non-extinguishment
principle.
As set out in the commonwealth act, the
non-extinguishment principle provides that if the act
is wholly inconsistent with the continued existence,
enjoyment or exercise of the native title rights and
interests, the native title continues to exist but the
rights and interests have no effect in relation to the
act. If the act is partly inconsistent, the native title
rights and interests have no effect in relation to the
act to the extent of the inconsistency. If an act subject
to the ~guishment principle ceases, the
native title rights and interests which had been
suspended to the extent of any inconsistency revive
and again have full effect. The bill also provides that
where Aboriginal people have rights arising from
reservations or conditions in their favour, or
usufructuary rights over pastoral lands, these will
not be affected by validation under part 2-
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amendments to the act and will attempt to secure
these amendments through submissions to
appropriate bodies, such as the Parliamentary Joint
Committee on Native TItle, the National Native Title
Tribunal Uaison Committee and the Office of
Indigenous Affairs.
Generally, the government and its agencies will
adopt a business-as-usual approach to government
business such as land and resources management in
respect of the Native Title Act 'The governments
approach to the grant of statutory interests W\der
land and resources legislation is to assess each grant
on a case-by-case basis, taking into account the
likelihood of success of any native title claim.
The government will follow the right to negotiate
process where it makes an assessment that there is a
prima facie argument that native title exists in
relation to land on which there is a proposal to
proceed with an act mentioned in section 26(2) of the
commonwealth Native Title Act Should any interest
granted by the Victorian government subsequently
be invalidated if native title is later established, the
government will act to protect the grantee so far as is
possible under the Native Title Act. 'The government
will ensure that any part of the grantees interest not
subject to native title is reinstated and that no other
applicant unfairly gains competing rights over the
intended grantee in relation to any part of the
grantees interest not subject to native title.
'The government accepts the decision of the High

Court in the Mabo case and recognises the need for
laws to recognise and protect native title. The
government also recognises the right of any person
or group, such as the Yorta Yorta, to apply for a
determination of native title interests. The bill before
the Parliament, in validating existing interests,
merely does what the commonwealth Native Title
Act envisaged the states would do.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gib Jib).
Debate adjourned unti11ater this day.

'The proposed legislation represents a responsIble
middle course, protecting the interests of
land-holders and investors in the immediate future

while preserving the states position in relation to the
future regime to govern native title. The
commonwealths Native Title Act is an UIU\ecessarily
complex and poorly drafted piece of legislation. The
Victorian government has and will continue to seek

CONSTITUTION (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - I move:

CONS'I111mON (AMENDMENT) Bn.L
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That this bill be now read a second time.

The principal purpose of this bill is to amend the
Victorian Constitution Act 1975 so as to complete the
process that resulted in the enactment of the
Australia acts by the Commonwealth and United
Kingdom Parliaments in 1986.
The principal effect of those acts was to sever all of
the remaining constitutional links- between the states
and the Uriited Kingdom government _other than
their connection with the Crown itself. The changes
brought about by those acts will now be
complemented, so £3r as Victoria is concerned, by
legislation enacted by this Parliament whereby the
office of Governor and the Executive COlmcil, the
states highest executive organisation, will be placed
on an appropriate statutory foWldation.
Currently, the office of Governor and the Executive
Council owe their existences not to statute but to
letters patent issued without express statutory
foundation. The current letters patent were issued
by Her Majesty on 14 February 1986 and were
expressed to become operative at the same time as
the Australia acts. They were-designed to:
reVoke the letters patent of 29 October 1900;
revoke the instructions to the governor of
29 October 1900;
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The enactment of the legislation will complete the
process of reform embodied in the Australia acts so
that the entire constitutional system of the state of
Victoria will be based on legislation enacted by the
Parliament. The Parliaments of New South Wales
and Queensland both enacted similar legislation in

1987.
A secondary reason for the amendments-arises from
concems which have been expressed regarding the
letters patent. The concerns have related to:

the scope of the powers vested in the Governor in
Council to amend the letters patent;
ambiguities in the letters patent;
the lack of any provisions relating to the practices
and procedures of the Executive Council.
By replacing the letters patent with provisions in the
Constitution Act 1975, those concerns will be
resolved. These provisions will not, however, affect
any existing constitutional practices and
conventions, as the bill ensures the continuation of
such practices and conventions.

The bill also deals with a number of other issues
which arise from the changes made by the Australia
acts, which I will shortly outline.
~VATIONSOFB~

establish the office of Governor and the Executive
Council;
define the roles and responsibilities of the
Governor, Ueutenant-Govemor, Administrator
and Governors deputy;
define the roles of the Premier and the Executive
Council in relation to advising the Governor; and

continue certain rommissions.
As honourable members will be aware, the
constitutional system of this state was initially
established by an act of the United Kingdom
Parliament enacted in 1855. After the passage of
120 years and numerous amending acts, that
constitutional system was I'e-i!Stablished on the basis
of an act of this Parliament - namely, the
Constitution Act 1975. The bill now before the house
will, as the Canadians would put it, complete the
patriation of the Victorian constitutional system by
replacing the letters patent with statutory provisions
enacted by this Parliament.

Section 9 of the Australia acts renders provisions
requiring or permitting the reservation of bills for
the royal assent to be ineffectual. The bill removes
such provisions from the Constitution Act 1975 and
the Interpretation of Legislation Act 1985.
VAUDITY OF LAWS

The Australia acts extended and confirmed the
powers of the state Parliaments and conferred on
those Parliaments all of the legislative powers of the
Parliament of the United Kingdom, including the
power to make laws inoonsistent with the laws of
the United Kingdom.
However, as those provisions operate only in
relation to laws made after the date when the
Australia acts came into operation. it is conceivable
that laws may have been enacted before that date
which are invalid but which would have been valid
if those acts had been in force when such laws were
enacted. It is clearly appropriate to take the
opportunity afforded by the introduction of this bill,
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which is framed in response to the Australia acts, to
invoke the powers which they confer so as to ensure
the validity of all legislative provisions passed, and
subordinate instruments made before such acts
came into operation.
For that purpose, clause'!l of the bill invokes the
powers conferred by the Australia acts in relation to
legislation passed before the Australia acts were
operative. That clause operates retrospectively,
being deemed to operate from 3 March 1986, the
date upon which the Australia acts came into
operation. This is desirable to invoke, to the
maximum extent, the powers conferred by-those acts
to validate any legislation which may be invalid, by
applying those powers from the earliest possible
date. It must be emphasised that this amendment is
simply a precautionary measure, as no legislation
has been identified which requires validation.

ROYAL STYLE AND TITLE
The references to Her Majesty in the Constitution
Act 1975 and the Constitution Act Amendment Act
1958 are to Her Majesty in her capacity as lawful

Sovereign of the United Kingdom. As the Royal
Styles and Titles Act 1973 of the commonwealth has
altered the style and title of Her Majesty to
'Elizabeth the Second, by the Grace of God, Queen of
Australia and Her Other Realms and Territories,
Head of the Commonwealth', and as the Australia
acts have terminated the responsibilities of the
government of the United Kingdom for state
matters, the bill alters the references to the style and
titles to be consistent with the commonwealth act.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of
Hon. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS (Jib Jib).
Debate adjourned until later this day.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Because of the
temperature in·the chamber hon~le members
and staff may remove their coats.

CLASSIFICATION OF FILMS AND
PUBLICATIONS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second retlding
Ron. HADDON STOREY (Minister for the
Arts) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.
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This is a bill to correct an existing loophole in the
regulation of censorship in Victoria and to ensure
that the censorship regulation is fully effective so as
to protect the public against offensive material

In 1990 the previous government updated and
consolidated Victoria'S censorship law by enacting
the Classification of Films and Publications Act 1990.
Under the 1990 act the Governor of Victoria may

arrange with the Governor-General of the
commonwealth for the commonwealth censor to
classify films on Victoria's behalf. The definition of
'film' in the 1990 act includes videotapes. At the time
the 1990 act was proclaimed transitional provisions
preserved an existing arrangement between the
commonwealth and Victoria which allowed the
commonwealth to classify films on Victoria's behalf.
However, although it was understood that this
arrangement allowed the commonwealth censor to
classify videotapes and video discs, the recent
decision of the Supreme Court of Victoria in DPP 'D.
MIzkris has raised doubts about the ability of the
commonwealth censor to do that A new agreement
was executed on 25 October 1994 between the
Governor of Victoria and the Governor-General of
the commonwealth to remedy this situation.

In order to aeate certainty for the period in which
the censor's power to classify videotapes and video
discs has been in doubt, the bill provides that the
classification of a video tape or video disc as G, PG,
M, MA or R under the Australian Capital Territory
Oassification of Publications Ordinance 1983, which
has similar classification requirements to Victoria,
before the commencement of the new agreement
between the Governor of Victoria and the
Governor-General of the commonwealth results in
the videotape or video disc being deemed to have
that classification under the Victorian act. Ulcewise,
the bill provides that if a videotape or video disc has
been refused classification or has been classified X
under the Australian Capital Territory Ordinance,
then the videotape or video disc will be deemed to
be refused classificatiOn under the Victorian act.

The bill's purpose is to create certainty in the past
classification of videotapes and discs. The provisions
will not apply Iettospe..'tiVely so that a deemed
classification or deemed refusal of classification
cannot be used in any prosecution under the 1990
act arising out of the seizure of videotapes or video
discs prior to the commencement of the new
agreement.
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This bill is a necessary amendment to the principal

The southern link will be a six-lane,

act to remove any doubts about the current
classification of videotapes and video discs in this
state. I commend the bill to the house.

freeway-standardlink amnecting the West Gate
Freeway east of Kingsway to the South Eastern
Arterial west of Toorak Road. It too will be made up
from three main sections.

Debate adjoumed on motion of
Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne).
Debate adjourned until next day.

MELBOURNE CITY LINK AUTHORITY
BILL
Second reading
For Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports), Hon. R. L Knowles (Minister for Housing) I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Proposals for an inner ring-road as a bypassing and
distributor route around the central business district
of Melbourne were discussed as far back as the
original metropolitan planning scheme in 1954. In
the ensuing years a number of additional proposals
were put forward by governments, all of which had
two common features - firstly, they were all
government design and construct proposals and,
secondly, they never eventuated. This government,
together with the private sector, is determined that
the Melbourne City Link Project should proceed.
The Melbourne City Link Project has two main
parts - the western link and the southern link.. The

western link can be seen as having three sections.
Firstly, the Tullamarine Freeway is to be upgraded
and widened to eight lanes from the Flemington
Road interchange to near Bulla Road, including an
express lane in each direction reserved for buses and
taxis during peak periods. The upgrading of the
Tullamarine Freeway will generate the opportunity
to create a Gateway to Melbourne - that is, not just
an access point to the city but a positive first
message. about the commercial strength of Victoria.
The second part of the western link will include a
six-lane, freeway-standard link between the
Tullamarine Freeway and Footscray Road, including
the interchange of Tullamarine Freeway with

Flemington Road and Mount Alexander Road. The
third part will be a continuation of the six-lane,
freeway-standard link &om Footsaay Road to join
the West Gate Freeway.

Firstly, the Domain tunnel will provide six lanes
connecting the West Gate Freeway east of Kingsway
to the South Eastern Arterial, passing under the
Kings Domain and the Yarra River, to connect at
Punt Road or further east.
The second section of the project, the Burnley section
of the southern link, will comprise six lanes between
Punt Road and Bumley either through widening the
existing South Eastern Arterial along the Yaaa, a
combination of a tunnel and widening the South
Eastern Arterial, or by extended tunnels alone.
Finally, the southern link will encompass the South
Eastern Arterial through widening the existing
South Eastern Arterial, including the elevated
section, so providing six lanes from Bumley to west
of Toorak Road.
.
A competitive bidding process is under way with
two consortia, Chartroads and Transmban, being
in~ted to submit proposals to build the southern
and western links. 1be final design solution for the
Melbourne City link will be the responsibility of the
bidding consortia.
The project will be a private sector infiastructure
pro;eet established on a build, ~ operate and
transfer basis on Crown land leased to the successful
consortium. The private sector consortium is to
assume responsibility for the design, construction,
ownership, financing and operation of the links for a
specified period and then transfer the assets to the
government at no cost to government

Consistent with the government's 'Infrastructure
investment policy for Victoria', the project brief
issued to the bidding consortia specifies the
requirements for the links in functional and
performance terms, rather than in prescriptive terms
so giving the private sector maximum scope to
develop creative solutions.
The government's role will be to ensure that the
project, both in concept and in operation, meets
economic and social objectives which benefit the
wider Victorian community. For example, the
proposals of each of the short-listed Consortia may
contain areas of concern for government where one
consortium might have a slightly cheaper solution
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which may appeal to the authority but which may
have some indirect adverse impacts which ought to
be addressed. Provision is therefore included to
enable the Minister for Roads and Ports, and the
Treasurer with regard to financial matters, to issue
directions to the authority on matters of policy.
The legislation required will be introduced in stages.
Until a prefened proposal is selected, it will not be
possible to develop with finality all the legislation
which may be required for a project of this nature.
For example, the precise route of the links and
therefore the property requirements or the special
requirements for the tolling mechanism may not be
knownWltil that time.·
This first stage establishes the Melbourne Oty Link
Authority with general project facilitation powers.
The authority will evaluate the submissions from the
bidding consortia, undertake negotiations with the
short-listed consortia and make a recommendation
to the government on the selection of a preferred
consortium.. It is intended that the documentation
appointing the successful consortium will be
completed by mid-1995.

After the appointment of the preferred consortium
and the execution of agreements between the state
and the consortium, the authority will be
responsible for the government's obligations to
facilitate and coordinate consultation with other
government agencies involved in the development
of the project. The authority will also have
responsibility for ensuring the obligatioos of the
consortium under the agreements are complied with
and the project is delivered in accordance with the
agreements. In the unlikely event that there is
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monitor and enforce the obligations of the private
sector under the various agreements;
enter land to carry out surveys or investigations
connected with the project;
enable the Governor in Council to require a
government agency or municipal council to carry
out its functions within a specified time (but not
so as to vary any time limit specified in any other
act);
require notification to the authority of proposed
developments within a designated area and
enable the authority to impose conditions
necessary for the protection of the project or any
part of the project;
exclude the project from the application of the
Environment Effects Act 1978 with provision to
conclude the current environment effects
statement process by 31 January 1995 or such
later time as determined by the Governor in
Council. 1bis will allow sufficient time for all
interested parties to present their cases to the
environment effects hearings panel and for a
report to be prepared for the Minister for
Planning. Submissions which have been received
to date will be taken into account-in any future
amendment to the planning scheme;
enable the Minister for Plarming to exempt any
building required for the project from the
application of the Historic Buildings Act; and
exempt the land used for the links from local
government rates.
.

default by the successful consortium, this legislation
will allow government to step in. Accordingly,
provision is included to enable the government to
take over and refinance associated debt

In addition, the Minister for Planning is to have
power to prepare, adopt or approve amendments to
planning schemes for the purposes of the project.

The legislation to e:s~lish the authority at this time
includes general facilitative powers to:

The legislation also includes the following powers
which may be used only after the actual plan
corridor is known:

establish the authority and grant it the power to
conduct and facilitate the bid process and make a
recommendation to the minister as to the
successful consortium;

make recommendations about agreements to be
. entered into by the minister for the development,
construction and operation of roads and tunnels
on the approved route, including agreements
about the imposition and collection of tolls;

provision to enable the minister administering the
Land Act 1958 to grant leases or licences over
Crown land; and
power to require a statutory authority holding
land required for the project to surrender it to the
Crown for the purposes of the links.

During the construction phase the authority will be
responsible for the coordination and facilitation of
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the project and ensuring the pro;ect is delivered in
accordance with the project documents setting out
the rights and obligations of the government and the
successful consortium.
.
Further legislatiOn will be required in 1995 after
selection of the preferred consortium. The nature of
the legislation will primarily depend on the form of
the Wlique requirements of the successful
consortium's proposal. It shall be designed to
facilitate that proposal and will include matters such
as the power for the authority to construct any
tunnels that.will be required.
This is a major opportunity to establish a benchmark
for the public sector and the private sector
cooperatively working together. I look forward to
the completion of this exciting project and to the
benefits that will Bow to aD Victorians on its
completion.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. PAT POWER
(Jib Jib).
Debate adjoumed until next day.

MELBOURNE SPORTS AND AQUATIC
CENTRE BILL
Seamd reading
Debate resumed from 7 December; motion of Hon.

w. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and Ports).

Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - The
opposition does not oppose this measure to establish
the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre. We
recognise the need for such a facility because the
State Swimming Centre in Babnan Avenue is run
down and in need of either upgrading or
replacement. Essentially the bill provides for the
replacement of the State Swimming Centre.
It also recognises that the existing facilities on the
proposed Albert Park site are in poor repair. The
opposition would have preferred it if, in developing
the proposal, the minister had to a greater degree
taken into account the needs of the basketball
community that currently uses the ruI'Klown
facility. Although basketball has developed
dramatically as a spectator sport, the AIbert Park
facilities have been used for training and
non-commercial purposes for a long period.
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In his announcement in May this year and in his
second-readmg ~ the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Racing did not have a great deal to
say about the relationship between the local
community, the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic
Centre Trust and the new centre. It would be
appropriate if we heard further on that matter.
It is clear at this stage that the Minister for Sport.
Recreation and Racing has not announced the
business plan for the aquatic centre. There has not
been community consultation on or discussion about
the business plan. In his May statement the minister
revealed some of his thoughts about the purpose of
the aquatic centre when he referred to the fact that in
Barcelona Victoria had only 5 representatives in an
Australian swimming team of 33; in diving, 1 in 10;
in basketball, 3 in 16; and in water polo, 4 in 17. The
clear inference is that he expects the establishment of
the centre at AIbert Park to increase Victoria's
~resentation in Australian teams at future
international events, such as at the 1996 Olympic
Games in Atlanta and the 2000 games in Sydney.
In that regard the opposition would like to hear
further details from the government on the standard
of the centre compared with that of other centres in
Australia and around the world. We are aware that
New South Wales will be spending $115 million on a
centre for the 2000 OlympiCS. We are also aware that
the new Perth centre hosted the world swimming
games and will do so again in 1998. Queensland has
a centre that was constructed as a consequence of
the 1988 Commonwealth Games. At this stage it
appears those centres compare more than
favourably with the one that is proposed to be built
at A1bert Park.

With regard to the method of heating the pool and
providing for the facility, the opposition encourages
the government to make every effort to maximise
the use of solar power as an example to commWlity,
municipal and private pool owners to use solar
power to heat their pools.
The opposition does not oppose the measure.

Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Monash) - I shall briefly
comment on the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic
Centre Bill and the facility that will be located in my
province. The indoor Melboume Sports and Aquatic
Centre will be constructed at a cost of 552 million.
One of the reasons why this will be .constructed is
the old Babnan Avenue swimming centre requires
$250 000 each year just to keep it safe, as alluded to
by Mr White.
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netball cOmponent however, a number of the sports
halls will be capable of hosting netball games.

Significant benefits will flow to the rest of the
Albert Park-Middle Park area &om the constIuction
of this facility. However, the benefits to the
community are even broader than that many old
facilities in the park require upgrading. Another
benefit for the residents will be the use of the park's
improved facilities, anci the old buildings have been
demolished and additional open space has been
created.

The final dec:ision on whether netball will be
programmed into the centre will be the responsibility
of the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Trust.
which will be established to manage the facility.

Hon. D. It. White - He can direct it if he wants
to.

Mr White referred to basketball. I understand. that a
basketball facility will be one of the primary sports
facilities at the new centre. However, I am concerned
a~t two matters to do with women's sport, which
I have raised with the Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing in the other place, Tom Reynolds, and
the Minister for Major Projects. Throughout the
debate about sporting facilities at Albert Park, the
grand prix and whatever, women's sport has not
received the attention it requires.

Hon. D. It. White - Jan Wilson mentioned it in
the other place.
Hon. LOUlSE ASHER - I shall raise two
Illatters, which, as I said, I have already raised with
both ministers. The first concerns netball facilities.
Although women obviously play a range of sports,
the most popular sport, particularly for young
women, is netball.
Hon. D. It. White - About 300 000 Victorians
play netball.

HoD. LOUlSE ASHER - I will pursue the matter
further to ensure that netball facilities are available

either in the new centre or in the new pit building to
cater for the needs of the area.
The second issue I briefly refer to is that of female
representatives on the trust lhe bill establishes a
trust of five to seven members, and it is fundamental
that the minister appoint at least one
representative of women's sport. I have personally
raised the matter with the minister, and I have also
written to him. The Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing is sympathetic. In a letter
dated 6 December 1994 he states:
I have noted and will give full consideration to your
recommendation for a suitable female appointment
when the trust is established.

I will be making suggestions about the suitable
female appointment

Hon. D. R. White - Is he saying just one?
Hon. LOUlSE ASHER - I am pleased Mr White
is aware of the popularity of the sport.
Hon. D. It. White - The most popular sport.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Yes, it is the most
popular participatory sport. Indoor netball facilities
at A1bert Park will be lost because the commercial
contract has expired. Although it is understandable
that people in the area think the expiration of the
commercial contract has something to do with the
grand prix, that is not so.
There is a shortage of netball facilities in the Albert
Park and Prahran areas. TIle construction of the new
centre provides the two ministers with the
opportunity to consider ~ installation of netball
facilities. On 29 November 1994 the Minister for
Sport, Recreation and Racing replied to my letter:
As this centre is primarily a replacement of the existing
facilities at AIbert Park it will not include a dedicated

Hon. LOUlSE ASHER - I would favour more,
and I have raised that with the minister. I have
talked about representatives, not one representative.
My object has been to obtain some equity.
I note that the women's budget, which was recently
introduced, shows that the government has
appointed in some areas an increased percentage of
women to boards and other senior positions.
Although life for women anywhere in the western
world is not perfect, I am pleased about the
increasing number of women being appointed to
government positions. I thank Mr White for his
interjections!

With those few words, I support the bill. The centre
will provide a much-needed sporting facility for
people in my electorate. I hope the interest shown by
ministers in both women's sport and the
appointment of women to senior positions will
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continue and therefore be of benefit in the longer
term.

The PRESIDENT -Order! I am of the opinion
that the second reading of the bill requires to be
passed by absolute majorities. To ascertain whether
a majority exists, I ask the Oerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
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Jilca) - The
HoD. T. C lHEOPHANOUS
opposition will not oppose the bill, basically because
it is a budget measure. It is the opposition's view
that budget bills of this sort ought to be passed by
Parliament. However, the opposition has a number
of concerns about the bill, which I will outline
during the course of my contribution. In particular, I
refer to the massive increases in taxation that have
been brought about by the government's actions.

Members having assembled in chamber:

The bill is designed to clarify a number of issues
arising out of the current land tax legislation,
_

The PRESIDENT -Order! So that I may be
satisfied that an absolute majority exists, I ask
honourable members supporting the motion to rise
in their places.

particularly issues relating to land tax on charitable
organisations and pensioner concessions. It clarifies
issues concerning mortgagees in possession and
most importantly implements a change announced
in the September budget - that is, the widening of
the range of changes of land tax liability in 1995
from 20 per cent to 40 per cent of taxpayers' liability
in 1993.

Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. R. L KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In doing so, I thank Mr White and Ms Asher for their
support for the measure. I will direct their concerns
to the attention of the Minister for Sport, Recreation

and Racing.
The PRESIDENT - Order! So that I may be
satisfied that an absolute majority exists, I ask
honourable members supporting the third-reading
motion to stand in their places:
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

This widening of the range of taxpayers' liability is
an example of how this government takes action.
Even if it is not deliberately designed to favour
certain groups, it has that effect The analysis that
has been made available to the opposition suggests
that the change will result in large city property
owners receiving lower land tax bills this year, as
opposed to the situation of property holders in the
suburbs and particularly in the country.
The rough estimates that have been cOllated, based
on an aggregation of changes in rates, suggest that
as a result of the changes the MelQoume CBD will
have a 515 million reduction in land tax and the
extended CBD will have a reduction of a further
$8 million..

Although this is a somewhat complex issue, it is
important for people to understand that land tax is
based on a set of equalisation factors that are applied
to equalise the burden across Victoria when the
value of property is calculated. Over time, the
equalisation factors change. Essentially, the higher
the equalisation factor, the greater the land tax that
will be paid.

Passed remaining stages.

LAND TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reszding
Debate resumed from 7 December; motion of
Hon. R. L KNOWLES (Minister for Housing).

The current Land Tax (Equalisation Factors)
Regulations schedule for 1994 lists the equalisation
rates: the equalisation rate of the central business
district is 0.39, remembering that the mean is I, and
the extended CBD equalisation factor is 0.51.

It is important for people to \Dlderstand how the
equalisation factors take effect. A table of the 1993
tax base for metropolitan municipalities dated
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7 February 1993 shows that in 1993 the Melbourne
CBD had a total site value of $3 299 000 000 and the
extended CBD had a site value of $2643 000 000. As
a consequence, the total tax in 1993 for the
Melboume CBD was S77 679 000 and for the
extended CBD, $43 230 000.
As a result of the application of the equalisation
factor - the previous equalisation factor of 0.43 for
the Melbourne CBD and 0.69 for the extended
CBD -the 1994 tax for the CBD came down to
$33 402 000, a drop of $44 Z77 000 after adjustment,
and for the extended CBD it came down by
$29 522 000, a drop of $30 500 000.

You can see the lower tax that is paid, and with that
in mind it is appropriate that I put on the record
where the high equalisation factors currently are in
the list for 1994 so that people can understand how it
will affect those areas. Remembering the CBD is
0.39, the City of Marong is 1.34, well over the mean

of 1; the Shire of Bacchus Marsh, 1.22; the City of
Baliaarat, 1.29; the Shire of Ballarat, 1.35; the Shire of
Btmgaree, 1.37; the Shire of Buninyong, 1.42; the City
of Castlemaine, 1.29; the Borough of Eaglehawk,
1.31; the Shire of Huntly, 1.22; the Borough of
Queenscliffe, 1.28; the Borough of Sebastapol, 1.39;
the Shire of Strathfieldsaye, 1.30; and the Shire of
Woorayl, 1.27.
TIle ones that I have read out are simply all those
with an equalisation factor above 1.2, the ones that
will be the most adversely affected by land tax as a
result of the new schedule that is to be put in place.
What it means is quite clear. The Melbourne CBD
will experience reductioos in land tax, and although
the opposition does not have difficulty with that,
nevertheless I make the important point that if the
Melbourne CBD is to experience a reduction in land
tax, that reduction in land tax ought to be passed on
to the shop owners and others who lease property in
theCBD.

The government has made no provision in this bill
or in any of its actions to get property owners in the
CBD who may be getting windfall gains as a result
of the reduction in land tax to pass on the savings in
the rent that is paid by the often struggling
shopkeepers in the Melbourne CBD. What will
happen is that the property owners will keep the
windfall and will certainly not make any adjustment
in the rents that are being paid.
HoD. R. M. HillWn interjected.
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HoD. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - You have not
taken any action to try to alleviate that! You would
not even know what the equalisation rates are for

the country regions even though you are Minister

for Regional Development!

The minister would not know what land tax is being
paid. I shall cite an example to show what it means:
if you are in the Shire of Ballarat where the
equalisation factor is 1.35 and you are a landowner
who owns a property that was worth $150 000 in
1993, on the basis of that valuation you would
believe that you would not pay any land tax because
it would not exceed the $200 000 threshold
However, because of the equalisation factor of 1.35
you may find that you are liable for land tax,
notwithstanding the fact that your property is
valued at $150 000.

When you look at the structure of the equalisation
factor throughout country Victoria you see a pattern.
All the various shires and boroughs I have
mentioned have equalisation factors above 1.20. On
the basis of his valuation, a landowner who
previously thought he would not be liable for tax
may be in for a rude shock as a result of the
coalition's proposed legislation.
It should also be put on the record that the amount
of actual tax payable arises after applying the plus or
the minus 40 per cent cap. TIle effect is to limit the
1995 tax payable to an increase or a decrease of
40 per cent. The result of the changes is that,
whereas the maximum used to be 20 per cent, if
prices or taxes in country regions increase, the
maximum increase can now go as high as 40 per
cent and the maximum decrease as low as 40 per
cent Given the fact that the equalisation factor
suggests that country regions will be most affected
by the new arrangements and the new schedule, it is
quite clear that the 40 per cent maximum will more
adversely affect country regions. It is interesting that
the Minister for Regional Development does not
even know the possible effects the increases in land
tax will have on the development of country Victoria.

It is important to put on the record the opposition's
concerns about this government's taxation policies
in general Land tax is only one part. Victoria is now
the highest taxed state in the commonwealth. An
article in the Herald Sun of 6 December reports that
Victorians are the hardest hit state and local
government taxpayers in the land, forking out $2006 a
head - almost 40 per cent more than some Australians.
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Last year, Victorians paid almost $1 billion more than
they did the year before to take the 'highest taxed state'
title from New South Wales.

It is clear that not only is this government high
taxing; it has also slashed services. The article
further states:
Last year the Victorian government reaped $1.7 billion
in payroll tax, $470 million from petrol. $446 million
from tobacco and $144 million &om liquor sales.

Victorians paid $3.7 billion in property taxes, including
almost $1.5 billion in council rates and $2.1 billion in
land taxes.

The bill will certainly not alleviate the land tax
burden of country Victorians. It is important for
people to understand just how much this
government has increased taxes. I refer to the
Australian Bureau of Statistics report TQ%Qtion
Revenlle AustraliD for 199~94, page 7 of which
outlines the increases in taxation per head and
compares the various states. In 1~91 the
commonwealth government received $5469 per
head in tax. By 1993-94 the figure had fallen to
$5270, a reduction of about $200 per head over the
period. The figure actually went down even more
than $200 during 1991-92 and 1992-93 and came up
again slightly. However, at 1993-94 it is still $200 less
than in 1990-91.
By comparison in 1990-91 Victorians paid $1605 per
head Today they are paying $2006 per head - an
increase of S400 per head - mainly as a result of the
actions of this government While commonwealth
taxation has reduced by 520q per head Victorian
taxation has increased by $400 per head, which does
not provide much comfort for Victorians.
When you look at those figures it is easy to see how
much better off Queenslanders are. The Queensland
tax take is $1469 per head. A full $550 more is paid

by Victorians. It is no wonder Victorians are heading
for Queensland in droves. Thousands of people have
left Victoria for Queensland and these figures
explain why. For one thing they are able to get tax
relief to the tune of at least $500 or more per year
from the successors of this government On these
figures it is quite clear that this government has an
appalling taxation record.
Government members have said that local
government taxes are included in that calculation,
and the opposition accepts that is true. However,
those who think that is the case should turn to
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page 18 of the report, which outlines the increased
taxes and charges imposed by the Victorian
government and excludes local government charges.
What do you find?
Hon. D. A. Nardella - It has gone up.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It has gone up.
In 1991-92 $6 billion was collected from a range of
~es and charges and by 1993-94 the total was
$7.4 billion. The increase in revenue receipts because
of this high-taxing government is something in the
order of $1.4 billion. That is not a one-off $1.4 billion;
it is 51.4 billion forever. Some $1.4 billion more is
being collected. from Victorians, and that does not
include any new taxes the government might have
on the agenda.
This government is the highest taxing state
government in the history of Victoria.
This is also the highest taxing state government in
the history of Australia; no other state government is
taxing or has ever taxed its people more_
It is important for Victorians to tmderstand the
magnitude of the tax increases. It is also important
for them to W\derstand that these statistics do not
include a range of other statistics and taxes which
are incidental to and not included in the figures.
When you look at the impact of the increased
taxation on average families you will find that it is
far more severe than these statistics suggest
I will refer to some of the increases. Recently there
have been two electricity price increases in Victoria;
the init:ial10 per cent increase in November 1992
was followed by another increase in July 1993. Based
on an electricity bill of S6OO, the additional cost of
electricity for the average family is $107 per annum
In November 1992 the cost of gas increased by
10 per cent, which was followed by another increase
in July 1993. Based on a gas bill of $450 the
additional cost of gas for the average person is $41 a
year. There have been two increases in the cost of
water. the first in November 1992 was 10 per cent
and the second was in April 1993. Based on an
average water bill of $530 the additional cost of
water for the average family is $111.
For electricity, gas and water this government has
increased tax by $107, $41 and $111 respectively for
the average family. To add insult to injury, there is
the $100 home tax. That is an appalling load on
average Victorians. As a result of this government
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imposing those kinds of increases the average family
has to pay an additional $400 a year.

To those increases you must then add the November
1992 and August 1994 cigarette price increases.
Notwithstanding the fact that many of us think
people should try to give up smoking, the fact is that
many people do and there is a cost Based on one
family member smoking a packet a day the
additional cost per year to the average family is
$271 - God help families with two or more smokers!
The removal of holiday leave loading is not
normally seen as a taxation measure, nevertheless, it
reduces the revenue or income that accrues to the
average family. Based on a salary of
$32 000 per annum the average person loses $266 as
a result of the removal of leave loading.
The list goes on. If you are someone who plays
Tattslotto, the purchase of one Quick Pick a week
will cost you $5 as a result of the new Tattslotto tax.
For an insurance policy of $800 you will pay an extra
$24. If you have a motor car you will have to pay an
average of another $70 for motor vehicle
registration. If you are a regular user of public
transport at a cost of aroW\d $86 a month you will
cop an extra $192 a year. If you make six bank
transactions a month you will pay bank debit tax
totalling $35 a year.
In addition to the increased motor vehicle
registration fee, there is the petrol levy which, based
on using 75 litres of petrol a year, would add
$125 per annum to the cost for the average family.
Then there are the kindergarten fees.

The ACIlNG PRESIDENT (Hon. G. B.
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land tax, will not help to alleviate that one iota. Even
for areas such as the CBD, which will receive a
reduction in land tax, there is no prOvision that that
reduction will be passed on to the people renting the
properties - the shopkeepers and so on.
This government has placed an enormous tax
burden on Victorians while reducing funds by more
than $1 billion for health, education, transport and a
wide variety of other areas. People carmot get
ambulances, hospitals have an inadequate number
of beds, the education system has been decimated,
particularly in the country where schools have been
shut, and rail links to country regions have been
abolished.

What is the result of all this revenue collection by the
government, including the revenue collection from
land tax? This government has gone on a huge
spending spree, allocating plenty of money to its
mates. It has plenty of money to spend $30 million
on upgrading the Premier's accommodation, it has
enough money to hire consultants through the
Office of State Owned Enterprises at a cost of
$50 million or more, and it can afford to spend
$8 million on advertising that Workcover is working
when it is not.
Hon. R. Ma Hallam - Who spent that?
Hon. T. C THEOPHANOUS - You have,
Minister, you have.
Hon. R. Ma Hallam - Oh, I have!
Hon. D. A. Nardella -It is your departmen~
Hon. R. Ma Hallam - My department has not

Ashman) - Order! The bill before the house is the

Let us try to make it a little accurate.

Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, and I ask
Mr Theophanous to come back to that bill. It is
appropriate for him to visit some of the other issues
as part of general debate, but the specific bill before
the house is the Land Tax (Amendment) Bill.

~million

Hon. T. C. rnEOPHANOUS - I thank you for
your ruling, Mr Acting President. I am happy to
indicate to the house that the changes to land tax are
part of a set of taxation measures introduced by this
government, some of which I have listed, which
have increased the tax burden on Victorians. If fee
increases for kindergartens, TAFE and taxis are
added to the list that I have already indicated to the
house the extra taxes and charges implemented by
this government total about $2000 per family. The
bill before the house, which changes the structure of

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - They can afford
packages.
Hon. R. M. Hallam interjected.

Hon. T. C THEOPHANOUS -It is a cost to the
community of that transaction.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - The cost of workers
compensation has come down by about
$300 million, and you know that
HoD. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The minister can
go on record as saying that he spent $8 million on
advertising that Workcover is working if he wishes,
but he is prepared to provide only $4000 to injured
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worker groups that help injured workers on the
ground. That shows the spending priorities of the
minister.

Motion agreed to.

The minister has done nothing in relation to regional
development The bill will have an effect in regional
areas. I have already outlined how people in the
country will be paying more land tax as a result of
the legislation. The minister is not even aware of
that He does not know what the impact of the
equalisation rates will be. His department has not
provided him with advice on the matter. He has
made no attempt to understand whether there will
be an impact in regional Victoria. We have had to
come into this place and educate him.

Passed remainjng stages.

HoD. D. A. Nardella - We have to do it
constantly.
HoD. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - We do. The
government spends money as though it grows on
trees. It does not grow on trees; people have to pay
for it It does not have any problem spending
$100 million on the grand prix or $30 million on the
Premier's accommodation; it does not have any
problem spending $50 million on consultancies; it
does not have any problem spending $200 million
on getting rid of people from the payroll who are
aged over 55 years and who would have retired
anyway - more than $200 million of wasted money.
It does not have any difficulty with those spending
sprees, not to mention the enormous costs flowing
through to consumers of electricity, gas and water
&om pricing changes which are yet to be felt and
which have been the subject of debate in this house.
No benefits are provided from increases in taxation
by the government G~wth and employment in
Victoria stilllag behind the national average. Where
are the benefits? 1bere is only one answer to that
question. The only people who are benefiting are the
government's mates. The gravy train is so long it
stretches from here to Mildura - it certainly would
if a service were still available! It is an enormous
gravy train. That is where the benefits are going. The
people of Victoria are avoiding land tax by heading
north. The legislation will do absolutely nothing to
reduce the burden of taxation on the people of
Victoria.

The opposition will not be opposing this bill because
it is a budget measure. However, the people of
Victoria will judge the government by the level of
taxes, the cuts to services it has put in place and the
lack of benefit derived from changes.

Read second time.

STATE TAXATION (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed &om 7 November, motion of
HoD. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing).

HoD. T. C. lHEOPHANOUS Oika Jib) - This
bill is a revenue measure and the opposition will not
be opposing jt, but again it is important to put on
record some of our concerns. The purpose of the bill
is to make changes to a number of state taxation acts,
in particular those that relate to debits tax, stamp
duty and payroll tax. The main objective of the bill is
to transfer legislative responsibilities for debits tax
from the commonwealth to the states. Although
responsibility will now be vested in the states, the
bill does not change the position of Victorians
vis-a-vis their liability for debits tax.
I note that the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee supported the legislation. It states in
Alert Digest report no. 14 that the committee's view
is that the provisions are appropriate and desirable
in the circumstances. It seems that this legislation is
necessary. In the main, it is supported by the
opposition.
The bill makes a number of interesting changes,
however. These include the exemption of
refurbished apartments from stamp duty, which is a
budget measure; the reduction of tax payable by
bookmakers, which again was flagged in the budget;
the exemption from stamp duty of share buybacks;
and the exemption of apprentices from payroll tax.
an issue that has been agreed on with the federal
government We have no difficulty with that
The bill also includes the retrospective application of
FID (financial institutions duty) to incorporate
interest payments, as has been applied practically
since the introduction of FID but was thrown down
by debate over the meaning of receipts. Those
measures seem to us to be sensible.
It seems to the opposition that, although there are
similar provisions regarding the exemption from
stamp duty of share buybacks in New South Wales,
if the intention behind that provision was to
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facilitate the Coles Myer share buyback options it
seems extraordinary that an organisation has been
accommodated in that way. I do not know whether
people ought to be exempted from paying stamp
duty on share buybacks. If a person is buying shares
he ought to be required to pay stamp duty. That
ought to occur whether cl person is buying back
shares that are part of his own company or is buying
shares from elsewhere. The ordinaIy investor has to
pay stamp duty on shares when purchased. The
opposition is not convinced that the measure is
necessary, notwithstanding that there is a similar
measure in New South Wales.
It may have been more appropriate to place the
measure before COAG to try to get a national
agreement on this issue so there is consistency across
all the states on the way share buybacks are dealt

with.
I do not intend again to go through the level of
taxation this government has imposed on the people
of Victoria because I have dealt with that in an
earlier debate. However, I shall make one point. I
shall quote the remarks of the Premier when he was
Leader of the Opposition because I think it is
important to indicate the hypocrisy of this
government As quoted in the Herald Sun of
17 June 1992. before the election, the Premier said:
We will not pass new legislation which imposes more
taxes on Victorians.

That is what the then Leader of the Opposition,
Mr Jeff Kennett, said. Anybody who believed him
then would be living in loopy land now because we
have the highest taxing state government in the
history of Australia. The Premier is also quoted in
the Age of 6 October 1992:
Mr Kennett ruled out tax increases to cover any
blow-out_

That is referring to a blow~ut in the budget He
ruled out tax increases on 6 October 1992 - that was
after the election.
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The fact is that, notwithstanding those assurances
from the Premier before and immediately after the

election, a huge hike in taxes has been imposed on
the people of Victoria. When dealing with a state
taxation measure it is important to place on the
record the total hypocrisy of this government in the
way it has gone about increasing its revenue as
quickly as it can.
It is also important to note that in the article of
17 June 1992 the then Leader of the Opposition was
saying he and his party would not allow the
previous government to increase taxes and that they
would use their numbers in this house to make sure
there were no increases in taxation. lhat was done
deliberately to create a climate of crisis prior to the
last. election. It was to deliberately create in Victoria
a perception of fiscal crisis for the then government
and to affect Victoria's rating for the Uberal Party's
own cheap political stunts. 1hat is what it was all
about

All this shows just how hypocritical the government
is, because it took the government one financial year,
through increased taxes and cuts in services, to bring
the budget more or less into balance. What was all
the talk about the fiscal crisis in the state that was
going to take years to fix up?
Hon. R. M. Hallam - You say you want a
balanced budget.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Yes, we do,
but--

Hon. R. M. Hallam - Why didn't you deliver it
when you had the chance? You simply borrowed the
deficit - a 52.5 billion deficit
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Your leader said
he would not allow the then government to impose
any new taxes. What a hypocrite! How were you
going to fix it up? How would you have reduced the
deficit without increasing taxation? You did it Isn't
that what you did?

Hon. R. S. de Fegely - We happen to have
succeeded the highest spending government ever.

The AcrING PRESIDENT (Bon. G. B.
Ashman) - Order! Mr Theophanous will address
theOlair.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is not true
either. I think you had better stick to what you are
doing, Dick, because you obviously do not know
anything about the finances of this state.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is exactly
what this government did: increased taxation to the
tune of 52000 or more per family per year and cut
services at the same time.
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The opposition has been examining these issues. It
has established a taxes and charges register to
examine this question and see the extent of the
increases. It is a very good register put together by
some very competent people on the opposition

benches, and it shows there have been 4345
individual increases in taxes and charges so far. That
averages out to 50 specific measures to increase
revenue per week. lbat is the record of this

government, which came into office claiming it
would not increase taxes and charges.
We have heard what all the taxes and charges are.
We know they are a significant impost on the people
of Victoria and they have been paid by fewer and
fewer people because Victorians are leaving for
Queensland where there are fewer taxes and charges
than in this state.
Hon. R. M. Hal.lam - And no debt to service!
Hon. T. C. 1HEOPHANOUS - The minister
says Queensland has no state debt. lbat is true, it
has a very low state debt
Hon. R. M. Hallam - No, it has no state debt at
all. The government inherited an administration
with no state debt at all.
Hon. T. C. 1HEOPHANOUS - It is not a
question of arguing whether it is minimal debt or
low debt the point is that Victoria has a much
higher state debt than Queensland. We acknowledge
that, but we also acknowledge that this government
has added 54 billion to the existing debt
Government members are absolute hypocrites when
they come into this place and talk about debt
because the state budget sector debt has actually'
gone up under this government, and the minister
acknowledges that. An extra $1.5 billion per armum
is being taken from Victorians in taxes and charges
and their services are being reduced to the tune of
about $1 billion per annum. In other words, a total of
$2.5 billion is being taken away from Victorians.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - How much?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -It is $2.5 billion.
Hon. R. M. Hallam -lbat is equivalent to the
current account deficit under your administration.
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from the people of Victoria and an increase in debt
of $4 billion!

Hon. R. M. Hallam - And a balanced budget,
which you say is an appropriate objective.
Hon. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS - I have no
difficulty with putting on the record that we will
balance the budget, but let me make it absolutely
clear that this is a matter of priorities. It is a matter of
not needing to spend $30 million to fix up the
Premier's offices.
Hon. R. M. Hallam inteIjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is a matter of
not needing to spend $200 million to put off work
people who are more than 55 years of age, which is a
total waste of taxpayers' money. It is a matter of not
losing $700 million in one transaction as a result of
Tabcorp.
Hon. R. M. H~lam - But you contributed to it!
Hon. T. C. lHEOPHANOUS - This issue will
come back to haunt the government It is a matter of
not entering into contracts in relation to such things
as freeway extensions and. the imposition of tolls
which will lock Victorians into debt for the next 30
years. It is a matter of the enormous amOlnlt of
money that will be spent on the grand prix, the
$50 million for the new management structure for
the SEC and the of millions of dollars to be spent in
the water industry. 1bese are the issues in the
management of the state finances that are designed
to get a balanced budget, but at the same time - Hon. R. M. Hallam - It is not a bad objective!
Hon. T.C.1HEOPHANOUS-Youdonotgeta
balanced budget by increasing the state debt by
$4 billion as this government has done! We on this
side of the house believe the government is the
highest taxing government in the history of
Australia and that this measure will not do anything
to alleviate that. The government is putting the
people of Victoria at risk as a result of its actions in
establishing what must be the longest gravy train in
the history of Victoria with the unnecessary
expenditure of hundreds of millions of dollars of
public money while people are having all their
services cut

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Some $2.5 billion
is being taken from the people of Victoria and at the
same time there is an increase in debt of 54 billion.
What a record - an additional $2.5 billion taken

The opposition will not formally oppose the bill
because it is a budget measure, but it is important
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that it put on record its concerns about taxation in
this state.

Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - I support
the bill but before I commence my remarks on the
bill I cannot resist making some comments about
what we have just heard: I shall put into perspective
some of the things that we inherited from the former
government and some of the things we have done.
In essence we inherited a current account deficit of
some $25 billion and we have gone all the way to
clearing that by a combination of cost reduction and
revenue raising, which is something which by their
own admission members on the other side were
simply unable to do. In their own paper in which
they analysed their time in government they
admitted - these are basically their own words that they were tmable to deal with the current
accoWlt budget deficit because they could not
reduce expenditure and increase prices since they
were the captives of the union movement.

We have talked about debt. It is glib to say that we
have got the current accOW\t significantly under
control, although that is our major achievement, and
as the problem is over, the debt in this state
compared with that in other states is what we
should be looking at Our debt servicing ratio to
state product is something like 30 per cent in this
state compared with 16 per cent-Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You have made it
worse!
Hon. C. A. STRONG - We have not made it
worse; we have made it better. I am talking about
the key measure, which is the ratio. It has reduced
and it will continue to reduce. But it is still almost
twice what it is in New South Wales, and compared
with Queensland, which has very little debt, it is
horrific! 'The legacy that this government inherited
and will carry for many years is that we must use
much of the money we raise in taxes to payoff the
debt that you people over there created. It will be
paid off, but of course the opposition puts us more
and more at risk because as interest rates start the
trend up, because we are the most indebted state,
clearly the costs of running the state will escalate
even higher.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - Of course interest rates

are increasing, but because the former government
left Victoria this debt the state for generations must
carry a burden that it should not have.
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I shall return to the bill, which makes a series of
technical amendments to various state revenue acts,
as the Leader of the Opposition said. It makes
amendments to the Debits Tax Act, the Financial
Institutions Duty Act, the Pay-roll Tax Act, the
Stamps Act and various other taxation acts. The
amendments fall basically into three categories.
Firstly, they tidy up and streamline these measures.
Secondly, they align many of these acts with
measures in other states, which is important because
if we have a taxation regime that is unfavourable to
certain classes of business compared with taxation
regimes in other states, that will encourage those
businesses to move interstate. It is necessary that we
have similar taxation regimes to keep the economy
of Victoria going. Thirdly, the bill deals with what
might be called equity issues. I shall briefly touch on
a few of those, particularly those I believe are
important
As part of this finetuning and adjustment there are
legitimate exemptions in existence and it is
important that those exemptions are not abused.
Unfortunately, when there is abuse of exemptions
they are often removed and people who have a
legitimate reason to use them are disadvantaged..

It is important to examine these matters when
tidying up legislation. We have taken such things as
debits tax from the federal government. Many of the
ways those taxes were administered by the federal
government needs to be brought into line with the
way we administer our various revenue acts.
Worthwhile amendments have been made to the
Pay-roll Tax Act which provide that payroll tax
returns need no longer be lodged on a monthly basis
because by and large they remain constant and so
businesses will now be able to lodge their returns
annually, which will mean significant administrative
savings for businesses, making it more attractive for
them to operate in Victoria.

One of the loopholes that can be exploited is
exemption from stamp duty tax when units are sold
off plan. We have seen many units sold in this way
in Melbourne during recent times. It is important
that this exemption from stamp tax for sales of
off-the-plan or renovated units be tidied up so that
exemptions can still be used.
It is important to align Victoria with other states in
such things as stamp duty on share buyback, which
has existed for some time, particularly in New South
Wales, because companies like Coles Myer Ltd may
move their listing base from the Melbourne stock
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exchange to the Sydney stock exchange to take
advantage of this exemption.

A person will be able to buy property on behalf of
another person and transfer that property to that

It is not a question of the state losing tax revenue;
rather that business will move to take advantage of
the exemptions available in other states. If we do not
minor those exemptions businesses will move to
where they can obtain them.

subsection (3)(a)(i). That will be possible when an
agreement has been entered into that a person is
buying as a nominee; when a person buying the
property as an individual does so in anticipation of
subsequently moving it into some corporate vehicle
of which that person is a major shareholder or into
some trust in which that person is involved; and,
where a person buys a property on behalf of a
relative and it is subsequently moved into the name
of that relative. The bill also spells out in some detail
who is considered to be a relative. It is important
that that right is being preserved and tidied up and

other person under a series of conditions set out in

The bill also aligns us with other states on

superannuation funds. Transactions involving the
transfer of money between various funds or the
merging of funds will quite rightly no longer be
dutiable.
Another area of exemptions which has been
included and which is also part of the process of
aligning Victoria with other states is short-term
dealings on the financial market. Whereas formerly
many of these dealings were considered to be
dutiable, short-term dealings on the financial market
which exceed $50 000 and which have a transaction
period of less than 185 days will now no longer be
dutiable.

Turning to issues of equity, where a person has
received a land tax assessment, has paid the tax and
the assessment is subsequently overturned on
appeal, that person will now be able to claim an
interest rebate as well as the excess tax paid. The bill
also provides that duty should not be charged on
transactions made in error.

A significant issue in my electorate, and I am sure in
other parts of Melbourne, concerns the use of
nominee clauses for the purchase and sale of real
estate, particularly large properties with significant
asset values. An existing provision allows people to
legitimately buy property on behalf of another
person and transfer it to the other person without
attracting extra duty. As is the case with many of
these types of provisions, it can be abused The bill
sets out to dose many of the loopholes in that area
while maintaining the important ability of people to
legitimately execute these transactions.

not taken away, as some people may have wished.
With those remarks I conclude my comments. I
strongly support the bill, which tidies up,
streamlines and makes clear many matters,
including real estate transactions.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I am of the opinion
that the second and third readings of the bill require
to be passed by an absolute majority. I ask the Oerk
to ring the bells.
Bells rung.

Members having assembled in chamber:
The PRESIDENT - Order! In order to ascertain
whether an absolute majority exists, I ask
honourable members in favour to stand in their
places.

Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Subsection (3) of proposed section 67A deals with

duty in respect of two or more transactions. The
provision would apply where a person bought a
property, typically at auction, and subsequently
arranged for the ownership of that property to be
transferred in accordance with his or her wishes. The
bill spells out specifically how that can happen so
that the facility is available to legitimate users but
rorting is made much more difficult

Read third time.
Passed remaining stages.
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CONSTITUTION (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed &om earlier this day; motion of
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment).

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) Although the opposition does not oppose the bill I
shall move a reasoned amendment to address at
least two anomalies. Therefore, I move:
lhat all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view
of inserting in place thereof 'this bill be withdrawn and
redrafted so as to - (a) resolve legal doubt concerning
the authority of the Governor to reject the advice of the
Premier or the Executive Council if the Premier appears
to have lost the support of a majority of the members of
the Legislative Assembly and to provide that the
Governor must give precedence to the advice of the
Legislative Assembly; and (b) require the Governor, the
Lieutenant~vernor, the Administrator, members of
the Legislative Council and members of the Legislative
Assembly to take an oath or affirmation of allegiance to
Australia instead of Her Majesty and Her Majesty's
heirs and sua:essors.'.

This minor bill amends the Constitution Act 1975
and gives legislative effect to the letters patent
relating to the office of the Governor of Victoria. The
letters patent were issued. by Her Majesty the Queen
on 14 February 1986. The reasoned amendment will
bring the Victorian constitution into the 21st century.
If the reasoned amendment is accepted the bill will
be redrafted and the two issues outlined in the
reasoned amendment will be addressed at a later
stage.
The Australia acts 1986 severed all remaining
constitutional links between the states of Australia
and the government of the United Kingdom other
than their connection with the Crown. Those people
who talk about a constitutional link between
Australia and the United Kingdom as a reason for
Australia remaining a constitutional monarchy, as it
is sometimes called, fail to understand that most of
the links in the constitutional sense were severed by
that 1986 legislation. The letters patent issued by Her
Majesty on 14 February 1986 and operative on the
following 3 March set out the role of the Governor of
Victoria, the Executive Council, the
Ueutenant~vernor, the Administrator and the
Governor in COWlcil.
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The bill essentially puts into legislation what is set
out in the letters patent issued by Her Majesty. The
Australia acts conferred. on state Parliament all the
legislative powers of the Parliament of the United
Kingd~ including the power to make laws
inconsistent with the laws of the United Kingdom.
In effect, the Australia acts overrode the letters
patent because those provisions operate only in
relation to laws made after the date on which the
Australia acts came into operation, so the bill
ensures the Validity of all legislative provisions
passed before that time. The opposition believes this
is appropriate and will not oppose those provisions.
Nevertheless, the changes to the constitution that
relate to the swearing of allegiance to Her Majesty
and the legal doubt that exists with section 87E(b)
should be amended.
I shall first deal with the legislative doubt aspect It
is of concern to the opposition that no clear
guidelines are set out in the bill or in any other place
to allow the Governor, in certain circumstances, to
reject the advice given to him by the Premier, where
the Premier has lost the support of the majority of
the members of the Legislative Assembly. In
Tasmania the state Premier lost the support of the
Legislative Assembly but refused to approach the
Governor and inform him that he had lost the
support of that house. In the end, the constitutional
issue was resolved. only as a result of the Speaker
taking some action independently. A mechanism
should be in place so that the Governor has the clear
power in the context where the Premier has lost the
support of the Legislative Assembly as a whole to go
and seek advice from the Speaker or from
Parliament direct.
It may be said that it is unlikely under the present
circumstances that this Premier would lose the
support of the Legislative Assembly. I do not believe
that is the case. The issue is one of principle and the
right of members in the Legislative Assembly to
have a vote of confidence or a lack of confidence
vote in the Premier.
We know that issues have arisen in the recent past
where a large number of government backbench
members have been reluctant to support the Premier
in some of his actions. One need. look no further than
the issue of uniform e1ectridty tariffs. A number of
government backbench members threatened to
withdraw support from the Premier. Similarly, in
relation to the Premier's actions in KNF Advertising,
some government members on a matter of principle
may have decided it was inappropriate to abuse the
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forms of the house to exonerate a Premier who was
clearly in breach of section 55 of the Constitution Act.
We know a number of people were concerned about
it At that time Alan Brown was considering
whether he would challenge the Premier. He was
actively canvassing votes because he believed the
Premier should have to face the legal system.
It is possible for a Premier to lose the confidence of
the house. In those circumstances there ought to be a
mechanism to allow the Governor to seek advice
directly from the Parliament; but that mechanism
does not exist at the moment A different but not
inconceivable case would arise if a Premier were
suffering from some sort of an ailment. Although he
might be suffering from a mental disorder, a
Governor would still have to accept his advice.
Some uncharitable people might say that was the
case at the moment!

Hon. D. A. Narde1la - Far be it from us to say
that
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -Far be it from us
to say that The point I am making is that there are
examples in Tasmania and other places of a Premier
losing the confidence of the lower house. In that
context. it is absolutely appropriate that the
government put in place a mechanism to allow the
Governor to seek advice directly from Parliament
The second part of my reasoned amendment relates
to swearing an oath of affirmation or allegiance to
Australia instead of to her Majesty and to her
Majesty's heirs and successors.

of terra nullius was still prevalent and people
considered justice for Aborigines would be achieved
at a cost to white Australians to a time of the
landmark Mabo decision and the development of a
multicultural country.
We on this side of the house contend that requiring
the citizens of modern Australia to swear allegiance
to the Queen and her heirs and successors is
absolute nonsense. The bill makes the constitutional
link with the Queen unnecessary and irrelevant, and
any other link with the monarchy ought to be seen
in the same light
The laws that define the monarchy embody the
social and political attitudes of a thankfully bygone
era. We should not be trying to preserve the
attitudes of that era. Given its continued emphasis
on swearing allegiance to the Queen and her heirs
and successors, the bill exacerbates the stupidity and
prejudices of those times. In swearing allegiance to
the Queen and her heirs and successors I contend we
are blatantly breaching most of the
anti-disaimination laws of this country.

Honourable members may not have thought about
that, so let me cite some examples. The Act of
Settlement of 1700 determines to whom the Crown
shall descend. The act stipulates that any monarch
who holds communion with the Church of Rome or
marries a papist is immediately dethroned, which
means that only Protestants are able to ascend the
British throne. That is clearly against all modern

notions-Hon. M. A. Birrell - That knocks out both of us.

Hon. B. W. Mier - Who are they? That is a
doubtful question, isn't it - the heirs and
successors?
Hon. T. C. lHEOPHANOUS - Over the past
20 or 30 years Australia has developed a
multicultural society, which is something all
Australians should be proud of. In 1994 we live in a
country whose people come from more than
100 countries around the world The diverse
backgrounds of those people have helped to enrich
the emerging nature of Australian culture.
We now also understand and believe that
multiculturalism is about the right of individuals to
be proud of their cultures and to seek to retain their
cultural roots while feeling and developing a pride
in being Australian. We have come a long way since
the assimilation policies of the 1950s and 1960s. We
have come a long way, from a time when the notion

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is true, and
it knocks out a lot of other people. It is clearly
anachronistic and unnecessary. In one sense
swearing allegiance to the Queen and her heirs and
successors enshrines religious intolerance at the
heart of the British constitution.
It is also objectionable that the rules governing
ascension to the throne mean that male members of
the royal family are given precedence. In this
modern world, which emphasises the equality of
women - I know Ms Asher is a very strong
supporter of that - it is totally anachronistic, unfair,
unnecessary and stupid that the ascension to the
throne is based on that notion. It assumes that
Charles is in some way superior to Dianne.
Hon. M. A. 8irre1l- Dianne? It's Diana.
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Hon. Louise Asher - And she is the spouse!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - She is the
spouse. When we examine the institution, those are
the sorts of anachronisms we find. Even as late as
1976 the British government took care to ensure that
its race relations act did- not apply to the royal
household! 'That is probably the main reason why
you do not see any black faces among the royal
courtiers and other palace attendants,
notwithstanding that Britain is a multicultural
society. A number of black commonwealth
countries, some of whose former residents constitute
minorities in Britain, maintain their allegiance to the
Queen.
However, the Queen and the royal household are
exempt from racial discrimination legislation - -
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Her Majesty's heirs and successors objectionable. I
came to Australia on a British passport when
Cyprus was a British colony and, therefore, part of
the commonwealth. It is still a loyal member of the
commonwealth but it has a president and operates
as an independent country without the pomp and
ceremony that surrmmds the Queen of a foreign
country.

Many migrants who came to Australia from
countries other than Britain and entered places like
Parliament find it objectionable that a country with a
multicultural background still needs to express its
allegiance to Her Majesty and Her Majesty's heirs
and successors rather than to Australia, which
would be more appropriate. It is appropriate to ask
how it is possible to feel allegiance to the Queen and
her heirs and successors in light of the behaviour of
that bawdy lot--

The PRESIDENT - Order! I have given

Mr Theophanous some latitude in view of his
reasoned amendment, but the amendment is very
narrow and specific. Item (b) states:
require the Governor, the Lieutenant-Govemor, the

Administrator, members of the Legislative Council and
members of the Legislative Assembly to take an oath or
affirmation of allegiance to Australia instead of Her
Majesty and Her Majesty's heirs and successors.

It is a limited proposition and, although I have
allowed Mr Theophanous some latitude, I suggest
that he speak to the second-reading motion, the
reasoned amendment or the bill itself.
Hon. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS Gika Jika) - On the
reasoned amendment, members of the Legislativ~
Assembly and the Legislative Council should not be
required to take an oath of allegiance to Her Majesty
the Queen and her heirs and successors, the reasons
for which go to the heart of what is the monarchy
and the debate about whether Australia ought to cut
its ties and become a republic. The institution that is
the monarchy is opposed to our seIlS1bilities in
regard to anti-disc:rimination legislation - Bon. B. A. E. Skeggs - 'That is not so.
Bon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am putting my
view and I have raised some issues to support that
view. You, Mr Skeggs, are at liberty to respond and
put an argument as to why those issues do not
support it. I suggest that the monarchy is not
appropriate to a modem Australia. We should
examine the oath and the way it is worded. I find the
notion of swearing allegiance to Her Majesty and

Hon. Louise Asher - Are you including the
Queen in that?
Hon. T. C TIlEOPHANOUS - No, I am not; I
am talking about her heirs and successors. We need
only cast our minds back to January 1993 when the
Camillagate tapes - Hon. R. L KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) On a point of order, Mr President, you have ruled
that the Leader of the Opposition is way outside the
terms of the reasoned amendment and I invite you
to bring him back within the ambit of the debate that
you outlined earlier.
Hon. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS Gib Jika) - On the
point of order, Mr President, I understand that your
earlier ruling related to my discussion of
anti-discrimination and anti-racial legislation so far
as it applies to the royal family. I am moving on to a
question that relates directly to the reasoned
amendment in that I am seeking to put on the record
the reason it is objectionable for people such as me
and others in the community to have to swear
allegiance to Her Majesty and Her Majesty's heirs
and successors. 1hat is perfectly reasonable. It
would be a total abuse of the practices of the house if
I were to be denied the opportunity to establish why
the bill should be sent back and this issue dealt with.
Unless I can tell people what I find objectionable
about having to swear allegiance to Her Majesty and
Her Majesty's heirs and successors, the sense of the
argument will not be properly put. I ask you to rule
the point of order out of order.
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The PRESIDENT - Order! I uphold the point of
order. The authority on this principle is very clear
and has been articulated many times. MJzy'5
Parliamentary Practice states at page 379:
Unless the discussion is based upon a substantive
. motion. drawn in proper terms, reflections must not be
cast in debate upon the conduct of the sovereign, the
heir to the throne, or other members of the royal
family _. the Speaker ... members of either house of
Parliament. or judges ...

Only if you had cast a motion involving a detailed
attack on the royal family, which would have
nothing to do with this bill and which would be
ruled out of order, could you proceed along the line
you are going, Mr Theophanous. You have a very
specific and limited provision in respect of to whom
the oath of allegiance should be made. I will not
permit you to pursue the line you are now
embarking on.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gika Jib) - On a
point of clarification - The PRESIDENT - Order! Do it as another
point of order.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -On a point of
order, Mr President, does your interpretation of MJIy
mean that, during the course of the debate,
notwithstanding the fact that I have moved a
reasoned amendment that refers directly to the oath
of affirmation, I am unable to make a comment
which, as you put it, reflects on the Queen and her
heirs and successors? I ask you to clarify the way I
can debate the question.
Hon. R. L l<nowles - A substantive motion!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The motion
before the house. I ask you, Mr President, to clarify
the way I can debate the question without
discussing the Queen and her heirs and successors.
Please explain that to me.
The PRESIDENT -Order! I am happy to do
that I direct you to the words I uttered earlier,
which are the words of MJzy and which are very
clear. The nature of the amendment is limited. It is a
question not of the conduct of any particular set of
people but to whom the oath of allegiance is made.
MJzy is very clear, and this provision has been
spelled out on many occasions:
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Unless the discussion is based upon a substantive
motion. drawn in proper terms, refJections must not be
cast in debate upon the conduct of the sovereign. the
heir to the throne, or other members of the royal
family _.

I refer Mr Theophanous to page 325:
Certain matters cannot be debated, except on a
substantive motion which. allows a distinct decision of
the house. Amongst these are the conduct of the
sovereign, the heir to the throne or other members of
the royal family, a Govemor~ of an
independent territory ... the Speaker '"

In answer to the question, the only way you,
Mr Theophanous, could mount an attack on the
royal family or the conduct of members of the royal
family would be by a substantive motion before the
house, presumably on a Wednesday, in which you
would spell out the specific nature of the conduct to
which you were objecting.

You would certainly not be allowed to do it in
speaking to an amendment to this bill, particularly
an amendment drafted in the limited terms as is the
one now before the house. If the terms had been
wider I would have ruled it out of order because it
would not have been a substantive motion which
could have been discussed in accordance with the
rulings of MJIy.
Hon. T. C THEOPHANOUS - Mr President, it
is not my intention in this debate to reflect on the
conduct of the royal family in accordance with May.

However, I do not believe that precludes me from
stating certain facts that may or may not have
occurred without necessarily reflecting on those
facts in terms of the conduct of the - The PRESIDENT - Order! Let us see what you
have in mind.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The British
Treason Act of 1361 makes it clear that it is a breach
of the Parliament, which is still punishable by death,
for any party to commit adultery with the wife of
the monarch's eldest son and heir - Hon. R. L KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) On a point of order, Mr President, Mr Theophanous
is deliberately flouting the ruling you have given
him to not in any way interpret what MIly says - it
is a straight read from MJzy. He is continuing to flout
that ruling and is making a speech that he intended
to make irrespective of any ruling you have given.
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HoD. T. e. THEOPHANOUS (flka Jib) - On the
point of order, Mr President, I am simply pointing
out how antiquated are the various matters,
including legislation, which currently establishes the
royal family. It is not a reflection on the Queen.

The PRESIDENT - Order! I uphold the point of
order in the sense that the proposal before the house
is very limited. I have given Mr 1beophanous about
20 minutes to develop his argument The question is:
to whom may the oath of allegiance be made? The
honourable member has made that point in a
negative sense - perhaps also in a positive sense but I will not allow any dissertation of the royal
family commenting on adultery which is not by
substantive motion before the house. I ask the
honourable member to move on to the next part of
his speech.
Hon. T.e. THEOPHANOUS-AllIshallsayis
that honourable members are aware of the
government's appalling record on these matters.
TItis debate on the question of whether we should be
using the oath of affirmation to Australia or to
Her Majesty and her heirs and successors should be
put in the context that members of this government
have gone around saying they are staunch.
supporters of multiculturalism.

The Premier attends many ethnic functions and talks
about multiculturalism. He explains why he
supports ethnic communities and their right to
maintain their cu1blre and so on; but when it comes
to something which is of crucial importance to
ethnic communities, whether they have to continue
to swear allegiance in ceremonies, and in particular
those who may be elected to this place, they are
forced to swear allegiance to Her Majesty and
Her Majesty's heirs and successors.
We can see how the Premier is so hypocritical when
it comes to that notion. On the one hand he claims to
be a supporter of multiculturalism, which is diverse
and allows all people the right to be proud of their
past; on the other hand he says, 'Well, we should all
be British in the end; we should all be supportive of
the British Queen and swear allegiance to
Her Majesty and Her Majesty's heirs and
successors'. It is about time he indicated whether on
these issues he is an outright monarchist H so, I
would argue it is inconsistent with a policy
supporting multicu1tura1ism. The Premier should
take that on board.
I was upset when I heard Joan Sutherland lash out at
republicans in recent times for attacking
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Her Majesty while bemoaning the loss of her
British passport. It certainly upset me to hear her say
on 7 October in Sydney that
It also upsets me that it is such a damned job to try and
get an Australian passport now - you have to go to
the post office and be interviewed by a Chinese or an
Indian. 1 am not particularly racist, but I find it
ludiaous.

I find that kind of comment absolutely appalling; it
indicates that some of us have some way to go on
this very sensitive issue.

The opposition is simply seeking to move minor
amendments to the bill where allegiance is no longer
sworn to the Queen and her heirs and successors, so
that allegiance can be swom to the great, tolerant,
non-discriminative, all~racing multicu1tura1
concept of Australia. lbat is what we are saying. I
believe when one examines what the opposition is
proposing in the reasoned amendment one would
see that the changes would improve our situation.
I have gone on the record - I am happy to repeat
it - that for me it was not a particularly colourful
thing to come into this place and have to swear
allegiance to the Queen and her heirs and
successors. I had no choice about that - I had to do
it otherwise I could not represent my constituents.

The people in my province largely comprise people
from non-English-speaking backgrounds. My
constituents do not feel any allegiance to the Queen
or any of her heirs and successors. It is anachronistic
and they think it is time we got rid of it
I am happy Mr Forwood is shaking his head and
indicating that he too is a supporter of the Queen
and her heirs and successors. I wish him luck, but
sooner or later -let me make this point absolutely
clear - this will be changed because Australian
society is changing. You can be the conservatives,
you can say it is not gOing to happen, you can try to
bury your heads in the sand or hide, but sooner or
later members of this house will no longer be
required to swear allegiance to a British Queen and
to her heirs and successors.
It will not be necessary to do so. Sooner or later we
will be able to do what we want in this place - that
is, swear allegiance to Australia. Australia is made
up of people from all walks of life and from all sorts
of countries.

Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
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HoD. T. C. lHEOPHANOUS - You can sit there
and laugh, Mr Forwood, and think it does not
matter. It is a symbolic issue, which members on
both sides of the house become highly emotional
about I have nothing against the Queen or her heirs
or successors. The British are welcome to ~ they
canhave them! I am an Australian, and as an
Australian I do not want the Queen, her heirs or
successors as my queen.
I came from Cyprus, and my mother came from
Greece. Greece had to put up with a king for a long
time, with all that that entailed. Because of their
experience of living under a king many people who
have come to Australia from Greece detest the
notion that this country should continue to have a
monarchy
HoD. B. A. E. Skeggs - A lot have accepted it,
too.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The notion is
anachronistic and should be changed - and it will
be changed. Our concern is not simply that the
government is not prepared to make the changes;
we are concerned about its total hypocrisy. The
Premier talks about all sorts of things when he
attends ethnic .functions, such as how much he
supports Greek Macedonia and so on. But when you
ask him whether he supports a republic, or when
you try to discuss with him the notion that although
people from Greek, Italian, 0Unese, Maltese,
Vietnamese, Irish, Welsh, Scottish or even English
backgrounds now have an allegiance to this country
they have little time for the Queen, you get nowhere.
Members of the conservative establishment want to
maintain that link because ~ believe it will
somehow help them to maintain their grip on
power. Sooner or later we will do you in; sooner or
later it will change! You can go to the Melbourne
Oub and mix with your royalist mates. Their
treatment of our ethnic communities shows the
Premier and his government to be hypocrites,
because those communities have made it clear to the

Premier-Hon. R. A. Best - You are an embarrassment
HoD. T. C. lHEOPHANOUS - You are an
embarrassment! You have never made a speech. You
sit there like a twerp. You do not know what is
going on with any of these bills.
The PRESIDENT - Order! As I have previously
said to the honourable member, the reasoned
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amendment is very limited. I am not sure whether
he sat down because he has finished, but we can do
without comments on the attributes of members of
the house. It does nothing for the chamber.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Top ruling! The
Premier is hypocritical-The PRESIDENT - Order! The house has a rule
about tedious repetition. The honourable member
has made that comment four times already. I ask
him to get on with his next point
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I simply
conclude by reiterating that the opposition does not
oppose the legislation as such. It believes the
reasoned amendment is appropriate, and it is time
the government addressed the issues it entails. In
particular, the opposition is concerned that the
growing number of members from various ethnic
backgrounds who are elected to this house find it
objectionable to have to swear allegiance to Her
Majesty, her heirs and successors.

The minimum position ought to be that people
should have the choice of swearing allegiance to the
Queen or swearing allegiance to Australia. My
preferred position is that the provision requiring the
swearing of allegiance to the Queen be scrapped and I believe it will be scrapped. However, when I
was elected to this house I did not have that choice. I
am not sure what it means to have to swear
allegiance to a monarch only because of the
legislative requirement that an elected person cannot
take his or her seat in this place without doing so.
I call on the Premier to take the issue seriously. I
know he has received representations from the
entire ethnic community, members of which are of
the view that the notion is antiquated. Ethnic
community councils throughout Victoria have said
they support republicanism. H the Premier wants to
achieve some credibility in those ethnic communities
he should take the issue seriously and engage in a
serious dialogue with them. The opposition would
be happy to move the matter forward and to bring
about a result that would be in the best interests of
both this place and Victoria.

Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Monash) - I had not
intended to speak on the bill, but I changed my
mind after listening to the grossly intemperate
contribution by Mr Theophanous. It is important to
place on the record that this bill will not change the
current situation. The bill has been introduced for a
specific purpose, which should be explained to
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Mr Theophanous and any of his colleagues who
think its aims are any broader than to respond to
some legal uncertainty about letters patent in this
state.
I shall explain the rationale behind the bill. The
Australia Act was passed in 1986 and became
operative on 3 March of that year. TIle act does a
number of things, one of which is to define the
powers of Her Majesty the Queen in this country.
Section 7(3) of the Australia Act makes it clear that
the powers of the monarch are to appoint and
terminate the appointment of the Governor. Those
two powers are entrusted to the monarch..
As I said, the act became operative on 3 March 1986.
However, prior to that, on 14 February 1986, letters
patent were issued by Her Majesty to the Governor
of Victoria. Those letters patent were to become
operative on 3 March 1986, on the same day as the
Australia Act. A legal uncertainty arose as to
whether the monarch had the power to issue letters
patent that became operative on 3 March 1986 when
the Australia Act, which was to become operative on
the same date, did not give Her Majesty the power
to do so.

1his bill is brought into this place, no more or no less

than. because of the legal uncertainty that has arisen
because of these dates. Obviously there are
uncertainties with a number of aspects of the letters
patent, including the role of the Executive Council,
and a whole range of other institutions in our
society. It is an unfortunate characteristic of
Mr Theophanous to grossly overstate what this bill
does, and it does not do him a great deal of credit
Hon. J. V. C. Guest - It is a hallmark of his
contributions!
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Yes, I would normally
say it is not one his better contnbutions, but given
that I am yet to hear a good contribution from him, I
would say it is one of his poorer contributions.
The Solicitor-General considered the legal dilemma
that I have referred to, and it is important to place on
record that he reached no final view on this.
However, because of the significance of the
consequences - if there were some sort of defect in
the letters patent - he advised that legislation is
required to remove the lack of certainty. That view
was also put by some academic commentators, but it
is not universal throughout the field.
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The bill attempts to resolve uncertainty by replacing
the letters patent with statutory provisions. The idea
is not as Mr Theophanous has alleged. It is simply to
place the substance of the letters patent as they are
now into law. It is not to amend in any way the
letters patent. It is not to amend the constitution; it is
to simply to remove the legal uncertainty and place
the substance of the letters patent into the
constitution, that is, into a statutory provision. It is
nothing radical; it represents no change. It is simply
a status quo from one form, the letters patent. to
another form, the constitution.
In specific terms the bill terminates the operation of
the letters patent; continues the existing
appointments Wlder the letters patent; validates
actions taken Wlder the letters patent; constitutes the
offices of Governor, Ueutenant~vemor and
Administrator; provides for the circumstances
during which the Ueutenant-Governor or
Administrator shall assume administration of the
state; provides for the appointment of the
Governor's deputy; establishes the Executive
Council; allows the Governor in Council to make
rules regarding the practices and procedures of
council; and stipulates the sources of advice to the
Governor on occasions when the Governor is
required to receive advice.
It is very much a low-key measure and one that
should not have induced the sort of excited. reaction
we saw from Mr Theophanous. lhat is the outline of
the purpose of this particular bilL

I shall move on to the opposition's amendment
because there are a number of comments I shall
make about the reasoned amendment
Mr Theophanous has brought before this house.
What he has done is simply take a bill which does
not alter the status quo in terms of substance and
used this opportunity to put forward a political
perspective that is not raised by the bill at all.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - We shouldn't be
talking politics here!
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - No, that is not what I
am saying. Let me go through it again for the benefit
of Mr Theophanous. The purpose of the bill is to
have no change of substance at all. 1be purpose of
the bill is to take the letters patent, over which there
is legal uncertainty, and to translate them into law
and to keep the same substance. This is
interesting - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - So what!
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Hon. LOUlSE ASHER - The opposition
constantly condemns the Kennett government for
altering the constitution. Constantly in the
newspapers and in this house we have had a barrage
of comment from members sitting on other side of
the house critical of the Kennett government for
altering the constitution. And, how do they want to
alter the constitution? They want to alter the
constitution of Victoria by a reasoned amendment not by community discussion, not by a proper
debate on what forms of government structures
there are, and not by a proper discussion about to
whom one should swear allegiance!

HOIL LOUISE ASHER - I am addressing your
reasoned amendment, which after your diatribe - -

After being critical of the government, alleging that
the government is making changes to the
constitution, the opposition is now saying 'Let's
make a major one by form of a reasoned
amendment'. Earlier Mr Theophanous spoke about
hypocrisy; he is an expert on it He wants to change
the constitution by way of a reasoned amendment
before this house. Let me go on to why - -

Hon. LOUISE ASHER - I am glad to have that
interjection on record. Mr Theophanous is trying to
turn a routine debate about legal WlCertainty of the
letters patent into a debate about republicanism!

T. C. Theophanous - You could have
killed me with that argument!
HOIL

HOIL LOUISE ASHER - I think anyone in this
chamber could kill you, Mr Theophanous, that is
why the opposition is in trouble!

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Why don't you
address the issue rather than the reasoned
amendment!
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - I am doing it right now!
After your diatribe - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Tell us whether
you're a royalist or a republican! That's what we
want to know!

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You don't want to
say!
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - I am more than
prepared to put my view on this issue of whether we
should have a constitutional monarchy, but not in
this debate and on this bill.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Weak as water!
Hon. LOUlSE ASHER - This is a limited bill

The point is that the reasoned amendment
completely overlooks the fact that the government
wishes to have no change in substance; this is not a
debate about the substance of the constitution. The
reasoned amendment should be rejected because it
seeks to introduce change of substance when the
purpose of the bill is to keep the status quo.
HOIL

T. C. Theophanous - Just withdraw the

bill!
HOIL LOUISE ASHER - That would overlook
the matter of legal uncertainty, and the advice of the
Solicitor~ and other learned commentators.

H01IOUTable members interjecting.

HOIL LOUISE ASHER - The opposition may
think there is no urgency, but there is a legal view
that it is of considerable importance to put this bill .
through because of the level of uncertainty that has
been created by the problem I explained at the
beginning of my address concerning the Sovereign's
power to issue the letters patent
HOIL T.

C. Theophanous - Address the issue!

and as a consequence the parameters of the debate
should be kept within the bill before the house.
Mr Theophanous raised a number of issues when he

moved his reasoned amendment. He made a
number of comments about the monarchy w~ as
I have already indicated, should be discussed on a
later day in a broader policy context. He also raised
the issue of anti-discriminatory legislation. It is
again appropriate to place on this record that this
government strongly supports anti-discriminatory
measures, and it was the Uberal Party that
introduced. the Equal Opportunity Act. There is
strong support for the use of legislation as an
ant:i-discriminatory tooL
Mr Theophanous sought to make some

inappropriate comments about anti-discriminatory
measures. I shaD place on the record that we support
legislative provisions to enforce anti-discriminatory
measures. He also spoke at some considerable
length about multiculturalism.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - Do you support it?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - Absolutely! I must say
as the daughter of someone who came to this
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COWltry from a non-English-speaking backgrotmd in
1947, I found it a little bit offensive to be lectured by
Mr Theophanous over issues such as
multiculturalism. Leaving that aside, this bill has
nothing to do with multiculturalism. Again we will,
I presume, debate that issue at some other stage.

If one were to take a survey among ethnic
communities and asked them about the most
important issue facing them, I would be very
surprised if they said it was the Constitution
(Amendment) Bill currently before the Legislative
Council.
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This legislation arises from concerns expressed by
the Solicitor-General and academic commentators
about the need for clarification of the powers of the
Governor and the Executive Council. 1he concept of
replacing the letters patent with statutory provisions
is simple. Similar legislation was passed in 1987 in
New South Wales and Queensland without the
kafuffle that seems to be occurring in this chamber
at the moment. 1he introduction of this legislation is
not an immediate acceptance of any legal
uncertainty but a precautionary measure that this
side of the house strongly supports.
Sitting suspended 1.02 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.

Hon. B. W. Mier - No, it's employment!
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - Ask them about
republicanism! Ask them about the royal family!
Hon. LOUlSE ASHER - People from ethnic
communities are interested in a range of broad social
and economic issues and they have been
aggressively addressed by the Premier and, very
effectively addressed by the Premier as
Mr Theophanous noted.
Mr Theophanous also made a number of personal
comments about particular members of the royal
family. The only comment I shall make is that, again,
it does him no credit to embark on that line of
debate. It is a great disappointment to many of us
that someone of the character of Mr Theophanous
would seek to make personal comments about
people in a privileged political forum.

Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley) - I support the
reasoned amendment moved by Mr Theophanous.
In doing so I raise a number of matters, but I intend
to be brief. It was not my intention to speak on this
bill or the reasoned amendment However, since the
debate commenced there have been some rather
heated exchanges involving members from both
sides of the house.
The reasoned amendment represents a practical
approach. 1he first aspect intends to resolve legal
doubt concerning the authority of the Governor to
reject the advice of the Premier or the Executive
Council It provides that the Governor must give
precedence to the advice of the Legislative
Assembly. That approach is Wlderstandable. A
situation could develop where the Premier adopts a
position that does not comply with the general
attitude and popular view of members of the
Legislative Assembly.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - There is no urgency
with this reasoned amendment There is no urgency
at all, yet there is because of the legal uncertainty
attached t o - Hon. B. W. Mier interjected.
Hon. T. C. Tbeopmnous interjected.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I have constant
yapping on my left-hand side from the Leader of the
Opposition and Mr Mier and I ask them to desist

Hon. LOUISE ASHER - There is no urgency
attached to the reasoned amendment There is,
however, a legal uncertainty over the letters patent
That is why this bill is before the house today.

The constitution should be amended to take account
of the attitudes and opinions of members of the
Legislative Assembly, not necessarily those of an
individual, particularly the Premier, who may have
lost the confidence of the house. lhat approach is
sensible and reasoned. The Leader of the Opposition
pointed out the basis and standing of that argument
If they gave the matter serious consideration most
honourable members would agree with
Mr Theophanous's reasoned amendment
I refer to the oath of allegiance that is currently
required to be given to the Queen of England although I have heard it said she is the Queen of
Australia - under the state constitution. The
commonwealth government has recently amended
that concept Any person who requires Australian
citizenship now pledges his or her allegiance to
Australia and not to the monarchy or to the queen of
a foreign country. I will read part of the pledge with
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which we are all familiar. Members would have
received copies of it for their offices. I read the oath
of allegiance with pride and every Australian should
be extremely proud of the way that oath embraces
all our concerns. A citizen taking the pledge states:
1 pledge my loyalty to Australia and its people whose
democratic beliefs I share, whose rights and liberties I
respect and whose laws I will uphold and obey.

What greater pledge or assurance could anyone give
to Australia or its society? It overrides the previous
oath of allegiance to a monarch from a foreign
country. Since its colonisation Australia has been
allied with the United Kingdom but, as the Leader of
the Opposition said, that has changed dramatically
in the past 50 years or so. All the concepts associated
with that oath are now out of date, particularly the
religious concepts. It is extremely offensive for
people with different religious beliefs from those of
the monarchy - beliefs that are not Church of
England or Anglican - to be obliged to take an oath
of allegiance to the head of a church that is not of
their particular choosing or heritage. I have no doubt
that some Catholics would also be offended by it I
have no doubt that Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists and
others would be equally offended. We must take
into account that this house will soon have within its
ranks, and has already within its ranks, people who
are not necessarily of the Anglican faith. If we
pursue the standing order of having the prayer, Sir,
you may not need to stand; you might rather kneel
on a prayer rug, face the east and go through the
whole gamut You may even have to read from the
Dead Sea scrolls, the Old Testament or the Koran.
Australia has gone far beyond the influence of one
religion. We should not be dominated by the
influence of a monarchy from a far-away country
that once played a role in the development of our
great nation. That role has now diminished and
almost disappeared. Other forces are now more
evident than they were 50 or 100 years ago.

'The reasoned amendment takes into account the
modern day position that when new Australians
take out citizenship they pledge their allegiance to
Australia and not to the Queen of Australia or the
Queen of England, just as they do not pledge ~
allegiance to any particular religion.

They pledge their belief in the democratic beliefs
and share the liberties of all Australians, and they
respect those beliefs and liberties.
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On that basis I believe the real issues of the reasoned
amendment concern: firstly, the machinery matter
associated with the difficulties that could occur with
respect to advice from the Premier and attitudes of
members of the Legislative Council in the event of a
motion of no confidence being moved; and,
secondly, the pledge of loyalty to Australia. All
Australians are cunently facing up to and will fully
support these issues by 2001; they will override,
crush and defeat the ancient attitudes adopted by
those people who do not want to see change and
who do not wish the constitution of this country to
represent the people who live here.

Hon. B. A. E. SKEGGS (Templestowe) -Firstly,
I declare my interest as the President of the Royal
Society of St George and as a member of the council
of the Loyal Societies in this state. I am proud to
declare my interest in and to serve within this state,
a sovereign state. The fact that it is a sovereign state
should be well and truly recognised in this debate,
because we are not talking about the
Commonwealth of Australia; we are talking about
the sovereign state of Victoria. Any oaths and
affirmations taken in this place concern Victoria,
which is still a sovereign state. I believe that has
been conveniently overlooked in this debate.
The Queen is certainly the Queen of Australia. Her
style is not only observed in Australia Wlder the
Australia acts, but she is also head of the state of
Victoria and all the other states and territories of
Australia. The Australia acts recognise the powers of
the states and have entrenched their sovereignty.
When debating the Constitution (Amendment) Bill,
it is important to remember that we are speaking
about the sovereign state of Victoria.
The Queen exercises only a reserve authority; that is,
the authority to either appoint or dismiss a
Governor of this state. 1llat is a very appropriate
power in that it keeps the political process away
from the appointment, or any subsequent dismissal,
of the Governor of the state. Even though these
appointments are made on the advice of the
Premier, the ultimate authority still resides with the
Queen, as the head of state. That is a very good
system and ensures that the political process does
not encroach upon what can only be termed the
independent umpire's decision.

Dame Joan Sutherland has been quoted in this
debate. Dame Joan was one who had the courage to
voice her convictions and I hope she will not be
criticised because she appeared to speak out against
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the oath and affirmation that has been changed by
the Australian government.

Executive Council tends to tmdermine their position
in giving advice to His Excellency the Governor.

I do not agree with that change; I do not think it has

I also noted the suggestion that a Premier appearing
to have lost the confidence of the majority of
members of the Legislative Assembly is suggested as
grounds for the proposed amendment put forward
by the Leader of the Opposition. The Legislative
Council very conveniently is not even referred to in
this amendment If it were to be accepted - I do not
accept it - the assent of both houses of Parliament
should be required, not just one house.

been a change for the better because it has removed

any reference to Her Majesty as Queen of Australia
and, therefore, has removed any oath of allegiance to
the head of state. The Australian citizenship oath
and affirmation are now deficient. It is good to know
that that has not been the case under Victorian law,
and that is not the purpose of the bill.
I have heard Britain being somewhat pilloried in this
debate. It should be remembered that Britain is the
country that has given us much of our heritage,
culture, language, law and the Westminster system
of government. Therefore, the Queen and the
constitutional monarchy deserve a continuing place
within Australian society and within Victoria.
In his speech on his reasoned amendment the
Leader of the Opposition referred to
multiculturalism and whether the concept should be
seen as replacing our constitutional monarchy and
oVerriding those considerations. I cannot accept this.
Multiculturalism is a good thing; we embrace it.
However, it has nothing whatsoever to do with the
constitutional process of this country.
I have travelled to many nations, and I believe
Australia is one of the most tolerant countries in the
world. I do not think you would find a more tolerant
COWltry; all the people who have come from many
lands with different religions, cultures and ways of
life have been accepted happily here. We have a
lucky country from that point of view. However, just
because people have come here from other countries
does not mean we have to throw aside the
institutions that have made this COWltry great

People came to this country because they recognised
that Australia, and Victoria as a state, had something
special to offer; Victoria had an established, stable
constitutional process, stable government, freedom,
democracy and a recognition of human rights. All of
these things exist in Australia, and people have
come from many COWltries to embrace this country
on those terms. Therefore, if it is good enough to
enjoy the benefits of this country, it is good enough
to accept the constitutional process which exists.
I believe the reasoned amendment put foIWard by
the Leader of the Opposition is impractical in the
sense that it tends to disregard the constitutional
stability we have in this state already and his
reference to the powers of the Premier and the

We live in a bicameral parliamentary system; the
day we cast that aside is the day democracy goes
down the drain in this country. I am a fervid
believer in the bicameral system as it provides
checks and balances within the parliamentary
system. I believe the suggestion made by the Leader
of the Opposition would result in a disaster and
would completely deny this house.
What is the reason behind some of these thoughts?
Are they about a radical constitutional change? Any
constitutional change in this country should come
only as a result of a referendum. I challenge
anybody who contends that any referendum put to
the people of this country would result in the way
the Leader of the Opposition hopes it would,
because that is not what the opinion polls are
reflecting.
The royal style and titles for Her Majesty have been
altered by the commonwealth under the Royal Style
and Titles Act 1973 and this bill is consistent with
those titles, supplanting references in the
Constitution Act 1975 and The Constitution Act
Amendment Act 1958. The royal style and titles have
been altered to Elizabeth the Second by the grace of
God, the Queen of Australia and her other realms
and territories, head of the Commonwealth.
The bill does not deny the fact that the Queen is the
Queen of Australia and also recognises that we are a
sovereign state. When we take any oath of allegiance
in this Parliament, it is proper that we remember
that the Queen is not only the Queen of Australia
but also the Queen of Victoria, our head of state.
Long may she reign!

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
wish to support the reasoned amendment before the
house for a number of important reasons. I support
the first part of Mr Theophanous's amendment
because, in a real sense, it means that the Parliament
is supreme above Premiers, ex-Premiers and the
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Executive Council. If the reasoned amendment is
adopted by the government, it will say to the
community that the Parliament ultimately
determines who is the government and has power
above that of any individual or Executive Cmmc:il.
Again, in a real sense, it deals with the
implementation of the will of the people. Regardless
of whether opposition or government members
believe the judgment of the people is correct, the
reasoned amendment safeguards that democracy.
That is the important aspect of the first part of the
reasoned amendment
The second part of the reasoned amendment deals
with the requirement that the Governor, the
lieutenant-Govemor, the Administrator, members
of the Legislative Council and members of the
Legislative Assembly take an oath or affirmation of
allegiance to Australia instead of Her Majesty and
Her Majesty's heirs and successors. I agree with that
proposal. It is important that the Parliament deal
with that, certainly within my lifetime.
I make it dear that I will not be casting any
aspersions upon the Queen or the monarchy but
dealing with the issues relating to the oath or
affirmation. We now live in the 19905 and are
leading up to the year 2000. Our society is absolutely
and inherently different from society in the year
1901 when we became a commonwealth or in 1855
when the Legislative Assembly and Legislative
Council were set up under an act of the British
Parliament. Societies back then were vastly different
and were made up of people from a different era,
with a different way of thinking, a different mix of
people and a different educational base &om that of
people today.
It is also important to note that the legislation before
the house continues the legislative changes that have
occurred over the past 8 or 10 years whereby many
of the laws that govern the way our country has
operated have had their origins in England
discontinued Opposition members are saying that
that process should further continue by requiring
people to take an oath or affirmation of allegiance to
Australia.
Everyone within this room, the state and the country
is proud of Australia. People see Australia as their
home and those who have come ham overseas have
made it their home. Aboriginals know their home
and have a great respect for the land. They should
not have to swear allegiance other than to Australia.
It is important for people like Aboriginals to have
the opportunity to swear that allegiance.
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As I was saying before, society has changed
markedly. Australia is probably the best
multicultural country in the world. In a relative
sense it deals with the pressures and challenges in
the best way when compared with anywhere else in
the world One need only compare what takes place
in Australia with what is occurring in COtmtries
elsewhere. Europe and COWltries we see as being
similar to ours, for example, Canada, have not been
able to deal with those pressures in as productive
and positive a way.
Our xenophobic Angl~Saxon society - in existence
since the arrival of the First Fleet in 1788, which was
made up mainly of people from the British Isles has been changed to a more open, independent and
forward-looking society. That has made om society
that much better. Our society has moved on to being
one in which people respect each other and respect
each others' traditions and cultures, and the
Parliament and its structures should reflect those
changes.
I am certainly not saying that we should disregard
our traditions and the good things put in place as
part of our British heritage because the Westminster
system is part of that heritage and part of those
structures that are extremely positive in Victoria and
at the federa11eve1. It is not a matter of disregarding
them but of moving on. Many people see Australia
as being more important and much more relevant to
their lives than the monarchy. Allegiance and
loyalty should be to Australia and Victoria first The
present arrangement needs to change.
I mention a couple of points made by Ms Asher and
Mr Skeggs in their addresses to the house. I inform
Ms Asher that the reasoned amendment means there
can be debate on the issue. Obviously there is
currently no change to the constitution.

Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITIlOUT NOTICE
Competition policy reforms
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jib Jika) - The
Minister for Roads and Ports would be aware that in
February the Council of Australian Governments
will be discussing the adoption of competition
policy reforms proposed by the Hilmer report. These
reforms are designed to allow competition in a
broad range of areas, including road and rail. In the
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light of that, will the minister assure the house that
no contract will be entered into to upgrade the
Tullamarine Freeway and construct the Western
bypass that would preclude competition from a rail
link to Tullamarine airport?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - It would obviously be premature of me to
speculate on what might be in any contract that the
government might enter into for the construction of
the Western and Southern bypasses. The project
brief is out in the public arena now. It does not rule
out any links such as that at all. The project bids are
not due until 31 January, at which time and in the
subsequent months the government will examine
the offers made by the bidders.

Warrnambool Woollen Mills
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) - Will the
Minister for Regional Development report to the
house on negotiations to keep the Warmambool
Woollen Mills open?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - I am absolutely delighted to
anno\U\ce to the house the outcome of protracted
negotiations in respect of Warmambool Woollen
Mills, which has effectively been taken over and will
be operated by the well-respected charitable
organisation, the Smith Family.

As you would be aware, Mr President,
Warmambool Woollen Mills has been part of the
landscape in Warmambool for many years and it is
really a good outcome that we can anno\U\ce it will
be retained and will continue to operate. However,
perhaps more important than that is the fact that
90 jobs have been retained in an area where job
opporttmities are really crucial, particularly given
that many of the jobs retained are quite specialised
in nature.
In addition, because of the nature of the operation
that will be undertaken by the Smith Family I am
pleased to see the intent of that organisation to have
Warmambool become a centre of excellence in the
recycling of wool. I suggest it is a very good
outcome indeed The Warmambool council has been
closely involved with this process and I pay tribute
to both the recently appointed commissioners and
the previous council, particularly former co\U\cillor
Bill McConnell, who put a great deal of effort into
the outcome. A great deal of work has been done by
my own staff and the local member for the area,
Mr John McGrath.

HoD. B. E. Davidson - Is there anybody else you
want to get into this answer?
HoD. R. M. HALLAM - Yes, there is one more:
the previous owner of the mill, Macquarie Textiles,
which has been quite genuine in its efforts to have
the operation continue. One would have to be
forgiven for expecting that Macquarie would have
taken the commercial decision and noted the
prospect of one less competitor in the field. That was
not the case and Macquarie has assisted a great deal
in keeping the mill gOing. The mill will commence
operations on 1 January, according to the intent of
the new owner. It will manufacture products from
both new and recycled wool and it hopes to capture
a substantial export market.
It goes without saying that as Minister for Regional
Development I wish the Smith Family all the best
with its venture and I warmly commend those who
have been responsible for bringing it about

Atlantis Recordings
HoD. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - Last week
the Minister for Gaming said the Atlantis dispute
with Crown Casino was a commercial matter and
had nothing to do with the government Now we are
on the brink of a resolution but not without Minister
Heffi&rumgettingonthephonetobmhparties.~

the Minister for Gaming persist with his view that
the government could do nothing and should do
nothing and that, therefore, the actions of Minister
Heffi&rum stand condemned, or is the Minister for
Gaming sending a clear message that he is in
retirement while continuing to take a minister's

salary?
The PRESIDENT - Order! I rule out of order the
second element of that question.
HoD. HADDON STOREY (Minister for
Gaming) - I have heard Mr White's question. I do
not know what the Minister for Small Business has
done in relation to this matter, but I repeat what I
said last week: there is no question that this is a
commercial dispute. As I explained last week,
Atlantis has the opportunity to do whatever
anybody who is affected by the operations of a
neighbouring landowner can do, and it is up to it to
pursue its remedies. It is a matter that remains to be
resolved between those parties.
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Community education providers
Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) - Will
the Minister for Tertiary Education and Training
advise the house of action being taken to ensure that
community providers of adult, community and
further education who are currently using school
education properties are able to obtain security of
tenure?
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - As honowable members
know, there are many hundreds of further education
community providers in our state, and 18 of them
are in properties owned by the Directorate of School
Education. In some cases they are old schools that
are no longer being used for school purposes. In
some cases they are co-located with existing schools,
and in some cases they are in education buildings
that are not actually schools but administrative
buildings.
In many cases these further education providers
have refurbished the premises, put equipment into
them and generally made them very suitable venues
for the provision of further education. But again in
those cases there is actually no security of tenure
because no arrangements have been made over the
years for the long-term future of these providers. A
number of providers have been very concerned
about what their future may be, particularly at a
time when., as honourable members mow, schools
that are no longer being used are being placed on the
market

I am very pleased to say that, following discussions
between the Minister for Education, officers of the
school education directorate, officers of the Office of
Training and Further Education and me, an
agreement has been reached in principle which will
ensure the security of tenure of those 18 community
providers of further education.
In some cases the land will simply be transferred to
the commWlity education providers. In other cases
they will be granted leases at a nominal rental,
which will provide security of tenure for them, and
yet in other cases there will be a transfer consequent
on purchase of the land by the Office of Training
and Further Education from the Directorate of
School Education.

It has been agreed that all these community
providers of education will have their security
assured and they will be able to get on with the job
they are doing so well in providing further
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education to many people in our community. I
thank in particu1ar the Minister for Education and
his officers for the work they have done in achieving
this good result.

Petrol prices
Hon. PAT POWER. Gika Jib) - I direct my
question to the Minister for Regional Development
The Victorian Farmers Federation identity, Mr Bill
Bodman, has estimated that country people pay at
least $40 million a year more for petrol than they
should. Mr Bodman has said that a recent inquiry
into rural petrol prices by a coalition committee
confirmed that 'rip-offs were occurring in the
country'. I ask the minister what specific action he
has taken to ensure the committee's findings are
acted on so that regional businesses and indeed all
people in rural Victoria pay no more than a fair price
for petrol?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development) - I thank Mr Power for his question,
which is one that is quite commonly raised in rural
commWlities. It is one that is close to my heart,
given that I live 3.5 hours drive from Melbourne and
I am extremely conscious of fuel. In addition for
more than 20 years I ran a country business in which
the freight component was a substantial part of the
cost structure, and so I am well aware of the
problems.

Hcmourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - As most honourable
members would understand, the issue is one of a
commercial nature rather than a legislative nature. If
it were able to be solved by legislation, of course
legislation would be introduced into this house.
Hon. Pat Power - Are you saying the committee
was a con?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - No, I am not suggesting
that at all. It highlighted the problem rather than
prOviding the solution. If you took the solution that
so many offer of introducing legislation to fix it, we
might institutionalise the problem rather than
solving it by ensuring there was a smaller
differential between country and metropolitan fuel
prices that would apply in every case and therefore
metropolitan prices would actually increase.
One irony in the process and the nub of the debate is
that it is not about fuel prices but about relativities.
Again and again people come back to the issue of
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fuel cost in the country and not so much how that
impacts upon the cost structures in the communities
but the extent to which it is relative to the costs in
other parts of the state. In fact there is no solution
other than to ensure that as far as po5Slble the level
of competition in fuel pricing is the way we want it.

The Victorian Taxi Directorate was established
recently and it has been steering a project to produce
new course materials and tests for introduction in
1995, which will place Victoria at the forefront of the
nation in this area. I commend the officers; they are
doing an excellent job.

One of the facts of life is that we have five major

The projects are being undertaken by a private
sector training firm, Skillslink. through the Driver
Education Centre of Australia, more commonly
known as DECA, which has had an active
involvement in and support of the Victorian Taxi
Association, the Taxi Drivers Association of Victoria,
the Transport and Storage Industry Training Board,
the Office of Tertiary and Further Education and
many other interested groups and individuals.

retailers of fuel in Victoria, only two of which have
manufacturing facilities in the state. One of the
major competitors has its nearest distillation point in
Queensland, so there is a reality in the marketplace
of give-and-take between the five fuel companies.
Although we are educating - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! There is too much
noise from both sides. I ask honowable members to
listen to the minister and to allow his comments to
be recorded.
Hon. It. M. HALLAM - One of the realities of
the marketplace is that while we are agitating for a
much better deal for country consumers the fuel
companies are doing very nicely indeed!
At the instigation of Mr Evans, who was mentioned
in Mr Power's question, we met with one of the
major players two weeks ago over breakfast to go
through the issues that Mr Power now raises, and
the consensus view was that although it might
appear attractive on the surface, there is no simple
legislative solution and the best outcome is to
enforce the market itself and to get fuel companies
to Wlderstand that a level of competition is in their
best interests. The government will continue to
apply as much pressure as possible to ensure the
level of competition it seeks is in the marketplace.

Taxis: driver training and testing
Hon. G. It. CRAIGE (Central Highlands) - Will
the Minister for Roads and Ports inform the house of
the progress being made in the implementation of
improved training and testing arrangements for
taxidrivers?
Hon. W. R. BAnER (Minister for Roads and
The house is well aware of Mr Craige's
keen interest in the taxi industry. I am pleased to
report that in respect of the issues he raises, the
government and the taxi industry are in agreement
that a more rigorous training and testing of drivers
is essential to the creation of a world-c1ass taxi
service for Victoria.

Ports) -

The first products of the project, a five-day basic
entry course for new drivers and a three-day
post-basic course for drivers of whee1chair-capable
taxis, commonly known as MSOs, have now been
finalised and submitted to TAFE for accreditation.
The other key elements of the package are standard
English language and knowledge of Melbourne.
Screening tests have been drafted and are currently
undergoing a pilot study in preparation for the
introduction of the new training oourse. It will be a
requirement that the screening tests be successfully
completed before applicants can be admitted to the
new basic T AFE entry course. These tests will ensure
that all new taxidrivers have acceptable levels of
English and an excellent knowledge of Melbourne
and its surrounds before they are allowed behind
the wheel of a taxi.
The changes that have been implemented in the taxi
industry in Victoria in the past 12 months include
the new yellow vehicles and uniformed taxidrivers
who are now at work and who have uplifted the
image of taxis in this state. The English language test
and the knowledge of Melbourne test will ensure
that we have the best taxi service in Australia.

Forests: national policy
Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) - I direct my
question to the Minister for Conservation and
Environment in December 1992 Victoria was a
signatory to the national forest policy statement, and
as part of the statement's commitment state agencies
agreed to avoid activities which may significantly
affect those areas of old growth forest wilderness
that are likely to have high conservation value.
Recent reports have indicated that 135 areas of old
growth wilderness or significant sites of rainforest in
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Victoria could be affected. What is the minister
doing, if anything, to ensure that these areas of
Victoria maintain their significance and continue to
be protected?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - Mr Pullen is correct. The
Kennett government signed the national forest
policy and did so openly and willingly. It is an
active supporter of the policy and its commitments.
We maintain our commitments and we are working
very closely, in a National Estate sense, with the
commonwealth government We have done so in the
context of the Central Highlands and East
Gippsland. Cooperation has been excellent and we
are proud of it Mr Pullen knows I am not
responsible for our Forest Service; nevertheless I
make it quite clear that it is working very closely
with the commonwealth government and with the
Australian Heritage Commission on conservation
assessments. These are being done jointly.
It is my view that we should avoid the idea of the
Land Conservation Council doing a survey which
the government, the opposition and Parliament as a
whole support only to find that the Australian
Heritage Commission does its own survey and
comes up with a slightly different conclusion, or an
identical conclusion at a later time. Therefore we are
working in harmony.

In terms of the government committing itself to the
forest policy, there is no divergence from that
commitment We will look at the sites any federal
government has recommended we look at, but we
will do it jointly and not after the event

Housing: tenant safety
Hon.. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) - Will the
Minister for Housing advise the house of any recent
decision by the Office of Housing to improve the
safety of tenants?
Hon.. R. L KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) For some time it has been a requirement that all new
housing stock acquired by the Department of
Planning and Development has smoke detectors
installed prior to the department taking delivery.
However, the vast majority of the public housing
stock does not have smoke detectors installed. Given
that much of that stock is very old and it is often
occupied by older residents I have for some time
been concerned as to the practicalities of the
department being able to install smoke detectors.
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Following work that has been \Uldertaken it is
estimated that it will cost somewhere between
$7 million and $8 million to fit smoke detectors to all
our existing stock. We have set as a priority that
smoke detectors should be fitted in accommodation
occupied by old persons. Over the next couple of
years smoke detectors will be installed in
approximately 17000 elderly persons units at a cost
of $2 million. I am confident that action will
significantly enhance the fire safety of the people
residing in those units.
This takes on added significance given that the
stance of both the commonwealth and state
governments is to continue supporting older people
in their own homes for much longer than has been
the case in the past. Many of those people will have
some level of disability or frailty and can be quite
vulnerable to danger from fire unless there is early
detection. This important initiative again
demonstrates the commitment of the government to
support older people and to ensure that they have
access to appropriate and affordable housing.

Frankston pier
HoD. B. E. DAVIDSON (Chelsea) - Will the
Minister for Roads and Ports give assurances to the
house that Franlcston pier will be repaired and that
those repairs will take place immediately so that
tourists and families who will flock for their summer
holidays to the gateway to the Momington
Peninsula will be able to use the pier for fishing and
recreational purposes? If he cannot give that
assurance, is he able to advise the house of projected
time lines for the completion of the repairs?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - The Frankston pier was damaged in the
severe storms that occurred around the Victorian
coastline on a weekend about a month ago. I have
been advised that repairs have already commenced
on the pier. I believe some repairs at the end of the
pier are already nearing completion. More
substantial repairs are being organised and I expect
them to be completed expeditiously.

Gresswell habitat link
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) - I direct
a question to the Minister for Coilservation and
Environment What action is being taken to protect
the important habitat link between the Gresswel1
forest and the Latrobe University wildlife reserve?
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HoD. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) -It is about time this question
was asked. I commend Mr Forwood, along with
Mr Skeggs and other local members who have taken
action on the matter, for their interest.
The Gresswe1l habitat link in the Bundoora-Mont

Park area is an important community asset, which
last week I had the pleasure of opening. The habitat
link provides an exceptional local environment and
creates a continuous physical connection extending
for more than 1.5 kilometres between the Gresswell
forest and the Latrobe University wildlife reserve.
I have also taken the step of appointing Latrobe
University as the new committee of management
and it will manage the flora and fauna in this unique

environmental corridor.
1be link covers an area of 172. hectares of Crown
land and is secured by fencing that will protect the
area's ecological importance. At the same time
community access will be encouraged by four public
access points to the area, by a number of walking
paths and by a special wetland area accounting for
nearly one quarter of the habitat link, with
boardwalks for public use.
I am delighted that this area, which in the mid and
late 1980s was threatened by a housing development
supported by our predecessors, has been saved
In a quite unusual move, this house, on what I think
was the only occasion in history, defeated a

planning scheme that would have allowed that
nature corridor to be turned into a development
zone. The defeat of that planning scheme led, in
time, to the opening of the link last week. The area is
now permanently protected for public use and, most
importantly, as a wildlife corridor. It is a testament
to the input of local residents, local government and
local conservation groups.
The area has strong public support and I

am

delighted that Latrobe UniVersity, which is very
committed to this outcome, has taken on the task of
managing the land. Its rangers will do the job
extremely well.
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HoD. D. A. NAlIDELLA (Melbourne North) Prior to question time I was talking about
Ms Asher's address to the house. The reasoned
amendment means that there can be debate both in
the house and in the wider community about the
issues. The government has the opportunity of
adopting the intent of the reasoned amendment and
the motion before the house. There are mechanisms
by which the government can adopt the bill, because
it considers it an important bill, and also have
further debate in both the community and this place
about what has been placed before the house.
Ms Asher was not correct in saying that given the
current situation with numbers in this house the
reasoned amendment would mean there would be
no further debate and that the bill would not be
adopted. The reasoned amendment does not change
the constitution at this time; rather it seeks to change
it to take it into the 21st century.
Ms Asher went on to talk about the opposition's
attack on the constitution and how there has been
debate in the wider community about how the
constitution has been changed by the government
In a real sense what we have been attacking and
what is of concern to people in the community is
that a number of rights have been taken away by
legislation adopted in this house. Gauses in more
than 50 bills have taken away people's access to
legal redress. The opposition has attacked not the
constitution itself but the changes to the right to
legal redress.

Ms Asher referred to multiculturalism. Victorian
and Australian society has become more
multicultural with the passage of time and this has
had significant benefits to our society.
Mr Skeggs said that multiculturalism does not have
anything to do with the constitution of Victoria. I
suggest it has a lot to do with the constitution
because it is part of the change occurring within
society. We should embrace these changes, as
Parliament should embrace the changes to the
constitution.
The Victorian constitution is different from the
federal constitution, which requires referendums to
be held to bring about changes. The Victorian
Parliament has the power to alter the Victorian

constitution and it should uphold the obligations it
has under our Westminster system, which we all
hold dear.
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Mr Skeggs also said the reasoned amendment
disregards constitutional stability. That is not so.
Governments are formed in the lower house and
there is no reason, as indicated in the first part of the
reasoned amendment, to take note of the
considerations and views of the upper house, which
has no role in the formation of government.
HoD. B. A. E. Skeggs - There are ministers in the
upper house.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - That is right, but in
the final analysis a government is formed in the
lower house so it is perfectly reasonable not to refer
to the views put by the upper house.
A fundamental tenet of the Westminster system is
that members of the lower house form the
government and the reasoned amendment is
designed to protect that fundamental tenet The
Premier must have the confidence of the members of
the Legislative Assembly. Unfortunately,
conservative elements have overridden that
fundamental tenet in the past. The reasoned
amendment protects that important issue for the
future.
At the end of his speech Mr Skeggs said, 'Long may
she reign', which con£inns the commtmity view that
there is no confidence in her heirs.
Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham) - I am
delighted to contribute to this debate. TIle Leader of
the Opposition has not understood the purpose of
the bill and is obfuscating the issues by attempting
to debate republican aspirations which have nothing
to do with the bill and I am d~ghted that
Mr Skeggs set the record straight.
The Leader of the Opposition does not understand
the issues. This bill is being debated today because
of the incompetence of the former Labor
government and, in particular, the then
Attorney.Q!neral, the Honourable Jim Kennan. I ask
the Leader of the Opposition to read volume 380 of
Hlmsard which on 30 October 1985 records the
debate in this house on the Australia Acts (Request)
Bill which then became the Australia Acts (Request)
Act. The real issues ~ted with the debate in
this house at that time revolved around clause 7(5)
of the first schedule which states:
The advice to Her Majesty in relation to the exercise of
the powers and functions of Her Majesty in respect of a
state shall be tendered by the PreuUer of the state.
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The then opposition attempted to explore with the
incompetent Attorney-General, the Honourable Tun
Kennan. whether that advice is obligatory on the
Governor, but he did not answer the question as was
his duty. He treated it as a frivolous issue. He did
not undeIStand the significance of the clause, which
relates to the power of the monarch being
dramatically reduced inappropriately. The house
wanted to know what the clause really meant, but
all the then Attomey~ could say, was, 1 refer
to an excellent book by Ray Jenkins, Mr Balfour's
Poodle ..:. The then Attomey-Ceneral was frivolous
and incompetent. It became clear he was even more
incompetent than we thought. All honourable
members would be aware that the Australia Acts
(Request) Bill was required to be passed by all
Australian governments, state and federal It was a
request bill of the House of Commons which did a
large number of things. It was the final bill that
severed the power of the House of Commons to
interfere with a state constitution. It was an
important bill, but it became clear that the letters
patent, theoretically the instructions from Her
Majesty to the Governor, had to be altered because
of the provisions of the Australia Acts (Request) Act.
Mr 1heophanous, have you ever read the letters
patent?

Hon. B. E. Davidson - Why would you?
Hon. G. P. CONNARD - I have discussed with
the leaders of the house the incorporation of the
letters patent into Hansard. For the information of
Mr Davidson and members of the opposition I seek
the permission of the house to table the document.

L.eJme granted; document as follows:
LETTERS PATENT RELATING TO TIlE OmCE OF
GOVERNOR OF VICTORIA ISSUED BY HER
MAJESTY TIlE QUEEN ON 14 FEBRUARY 1986
(Operative 3 March 1986)
Elizabeth the Second, by the Grace of God of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and of
Our other Realms and Territories Queen. Head of the
Commonweal~ Defender of the Faith.

To All to Whom these Presents shall come, Greeting!
Whereas by the Australia Act 1986 of the
Commonwealth of Australia provision is made in
relation to the office of the Governor of the State of
VlCtoria and corresponding provision will also be made
in the Act which is expected to result from the
Australia Bill at present before Parliament in the United
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Kingdom (which Acts are hereinafter together referred
to as 'the Australia acts'):

And whereas We desire to make new provisions
relating to the office of Governor and for persons
appointed to administer the government of the State.
Now know Ye that We do hereby declare Our Will and
Pleasure, and direct and ordain as follows:
L

There shall be a Governor of the State of Victoria.

n.

The Letters Patent dated the 29th October 1900, as
amended by Letters Patent dated the 30th April
1913, relating to the office of Governor of the State
of Victoria, and Our Instructions to the Governor
dated the 29th October 1900, as amended by Our
Instructions dated the 30th April 1913, are revoked.

m.

There shall be an Executive COW\Cil to advise the
Governor on the occasions when the Governor is
permitted or required by any statute or other
instrument to act in Council. The Premier (or in his
absence the Acting Premier) shall tender advice to
the Governor in relationto the exercise of the other

powers and functions of Governor.
IV. No person shall act as Governor without first taking
before the 0Uef Justice or another Judge of the
Supreme Court the usual Oath or Affinnation of
Allegiance and the usual Oath or Affirmation of
Office.

V.

An Administrator shall act as Governor if and so
long as there is a vacancy in the office of Governor
or the Governor is administering the Government
of the Commonwealth or is unable or unwilling to
act as Governor or not having corrunissioned a
Deputy Governor is on leave or is out of the State.

VI. The l.ieutenant-Govemor shall be the Administrator
but if there is no l.ieutenant-Governor or if he is
unable or unwilling to act as Governor then the
Chief Justice shall be the Administrator and if
there is no 0Uef Justice or if he is unable or
unwilling to act as Governor then the next most
senior Judge of the Supreme Court able and
willing to act as Governor shall be the
Administrator.

vu. A request in writing under the hand of the Premier
(or in his absence the Acting Premier) that the

person named therein (being one of the persons
referred to in Cause VI) shall assume office as
Administrator shall be sufficient authority for that
person to do so.

vm.The Governor with consent of the Premier (or in
his absence the Acting Premier) may commission a
Deputy Governor to perform and exercise for not
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more than two months some or all of the powers
and functions of the Governor.

IX. The existing Commissions relating to the office of
Governor, Lieutenant-Govemor and
Administrator and all existing appointments to the
Executive Council shall continue in forte until
revoked.
X.

The Governor in Council by Letters Patent may from
time to time make alter or revoke any Letters
Patent relating to the office of Governor.

XL These Our Letters Patent shall come into operation
at the same time as the Australia acts come into
force.
In Witness whereof We have caused these Our Letters
to be made Patent.

Witness Ourself at Westminster the fourteenth day of
February in the Thirty-fifth year of Our Reign.

By Warrant under The Queen's Sign Manual

Hon. G. P. CONNARD - Mr Theophanous did
not refer to the bill before us. Part 3 of the bill, which
covers transitional provisions, includes clause 7
which has as its heading 1..etters patent and
instructions cease to have effect'.
The production and proclamation of the letters
patent on the same day was due to the incompetence
of the previous labor government 'The letters patent
should have been proclaimed the day before the
Australia Act was proclaimed -and that is the
reason for the bill. Because they were proclaimed on
the same day, the Australia acts took precedence
over the letters patent That reinforced the dilemma,
because it could be argued that every bill-and the
payment of your salary and mine, Mr Davidson may not be valid. Any honourable member who
wants to understand the legislation should read the
bill in conjunction with.the Australia Acts (Request)
Act.

Let me address the silly remarks made by
Mr Nardel1a, who began his contribution by saying
that Parliament is supreme and should take
precedence over the Executive Council and the
Governor. I refer to both the commonwealth and
state constitutions. I will read from the former
because the Victorian Constitution Act contains a
similar provision. Section 1 of part 1 of the
commonwealth Constitution Act says the legislative
powers of the government shall be vested in a
Parliament, which consists of the Queen, the Senate,
and the House of Representatives. 1bat is the
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Parliament Do you not understand that,
Mr Narde1la? It does not matter whether there is a
president or not; legislative power resides in the
Executive Council and each house of Parliament
TIlat seems to escape you; you do not seem to
tmderstand it It is probably because of the
incompetence of Jim K.ennan, a former
Attorney-General, which the Leader of the
Opposition does not understand..
Oause 7 of the bill removes the letters patent If you
have a copy, Mr Nardella, have a look at what it
says. The government has received advice that it
must pass the bill, the simple reason being the
strong argument that paragraph m of the letters
patent, which deals with the Executive Council
advising the Governor, does not fall within the
powers pertaining to the Governor after the
proclamation of the Australia acts. In effect it means
that the powers of the Governor, whatever those
powers might be, cannot exist
Paragraph m is ineffective because its function is
limited. strictly to prerogative powers, most of which
have been replaced by statute. Why does the first
paragraph of the letters patent state:
L

There shall be a Governor of the State of Victoria.

The letters patent begin in that way for a very simple
reason. The Australian and Victorian constitutions
state that Her Majesty's representative shall be the
Governor.ceneraI or Governor of the state of
Victoria, respectively. But the constitutions do not
specifically say that there shall be a Governor; that is
the express purpose of the letters patent

Equally, paragraph mof the letters patent
formalises the creation of the Executive Council.
Mr 1heophanous has been a minister. He knows that
each house must pass a bill. It then goes to the
Governor in Council, a formal meeting of the
Governor and the Executive Council, whidl is
presided over by the Governor, which gives it royal
assent Although the Constitution Act mentions the
term 'Executive Council' many times, it does not say
there shall be an Executive Council. The letters
patent defines its constitutional role.
It became necessary to introduce the bill, which says
there shall be a Governor of the state and that there
shall be an Executive Council. The bill describes the
powers of the Governor, the Ueutenant-Governor
and the Administrator. As I said, the situation arose
because of the incompetence of the Honourable Jim
Kennan; and it is obvious that the Leader of the
Opposition does not understand the issues.
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Irrespective of the opposition's inability to
tmderstand the issues, the point the Australian
community has to understand - it is one of the
reasons why I am putting these remarks on the
record -is that there is no real danger to our
existing system in revoking the letters patent and,
for the first time, entrenching in legislation the
notion that there shall be a Governor, there shall be
an Executive Council and there shall be roles for the
Lieutenant~emor and the Administrator of the
state if, per chance, the Governor is not present It
would not make any d.ifference if we had a
presidency or anything else.
The opposition does not seem to understand that the
examination of those things is part of our legislative
role. These things must be put into place. The
opposition's continued inability to understand our

constitutional methods has led it down the stupid
and idiotic track it has taken.
I do not intend to respond to the farcical arguments
of Mr Theophanous because they are too trivial, but
I will comment on the so-called reasoned
amendment Although we use the term 'reasoned
amendment', this is really a disastrous amendment
Item (a) of the reasoned amendment raises exactly
the same question as the then opposition asked the
former Attorney-General to explain about the
Wlique clause in the Australia acts. I will repeat
what the Leader of the Opposition should have been
debating, which is that advice to Her Majesty
concerning the exercise of Her Majesty's powers and
functions in respect of the state shall be tendered by
the Premier. The operative words are that 'the
advice shall be tendered'. It does not say whether
the Governor must accept that advice. 1llat is the
point the opposition should have been arguing. It is
so ignorant of those things that it did not even know
about the provision. You should have spoken to the
Solicitor-General and you should have taken advice
on it I bet you never did because it has entirely
escaped you!
The issues raised by item (b) of the amendment are
controversial. It is a complete and utter farce. Oaths

and statements of allegiance have been laid down by
our federal colleagues; they are none of our business
at all. Mr Theophanous brought up the issue yet he
did not even talk about it. He talks about his
multicultural background, yet eVery member of this
Parliament has a multicuItural backgrowui,
irrespective of where he or she comes from. Your
lack of understanding of the basic issues wuierlying
this important bill is indeed amazing! No wonder
your position is under threat
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An Opposition Member - What?

Bon. G. P. CONNARD - Are you not aware
that he is being threatened? You poor man! It is
important that we pass the bill today because we
have only recently discovered - the information is
based on senior legal adVice, and I will repeat myself
so it is embedded in your brain - that the
proclamation on the same day of both the Australia
acts and the letters patent undermined the validity
of the letters patent As a consequence, it could well
be that most of the legislation passed since then is
invalid That is one of the reasons why part 3, which
is headed 'Transitional provisions' has been
included. In particular, clause 7(2) validates
previous legislation.
I despair at the ability of the people opposite to
understand how this place should be governed now
or in the future simply because they lack an
understanding of the rules that govern us. I suggest
to Mr Narde1la, Mr Theophanous and the other
members of the opposition that they read the
Constitution Act 1975 and the Australia Act 1980,
which have to be read together, and try to
understand them. Then they might be able to
contribute to a positive debate in this house.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Before putting the
questi~ I would like to make some observations on
the reasoned amendment before the house. In future
I will not accept an amendment that contains a part
in the form of part (b) of this amendment What is
being put is a specific, detailed amendment I
remind the house of the rules in relation to reasoned
amendments. Mily states at page 475:
The amendment must not be concerned in detail with
the provisions of the bill upon which it is moved, nor
anticipate amendments thereto which may be moved in
committee.
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House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):

Ayes, 27
Asber,Ms
Ashman,Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter,Mr

Evans,Mr
Forwood,Mr
Guest, Mr (Ttller)

Hall.Mr
Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Knowies, Mr

Best. Mr (Teller)
BirTell.Mr
Bishop,Mr
Bowden.Mr
Brideson.Mr
Connard,Mr
Cox,Mr
Craige,Mr
Davis,Mr
de Fegely, Mr

Skeggs.Mr
Smith,Mr
Stoney,Mr
Strong.Mr
Wells, Or
Wikiing. Mrs

Noes, 12
Davidson, Mr
Could, Miss (Teller)
Henshaw, Mr (TdlD')
Hogg,Mrs
lves,Mr

Mier,Mr
Nardella, Mr
Power,Mr
PulIen,Mr
Theophanous, Mr

McLean.Mrs

WalpoIe.Mr

Pairs
K.okoc:inski. Ms

Storey,Mr
White,Mr

Varty,Mrs

Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.

Third reJlding
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.

Qearly this matter will be dealt with by amendment
to new section 60. It is open to Mr Theophanous to
put his argument in that context during debate in
committee on new section 6D. Although the first
part of the amendment is acceptable, the form in
which part (b) appears should not have been
accepted as part of a reasoned amendment

Read third time.

Because the debate has proceeded on the basis of
this wording I propose to allow it to be put, but I
indicate that in future, in accordance with the rule
set out on page 475 of May, the form in which the
second element of the reasoned amendment appears
will not be acceptable.

Debate resumed from earlier this day: motion of
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment).

Passed remaining stages.

LAND TITLES VALIDATION BILL
Second reading

crib

Bon. T. C. TIfEOPHANOUS
Jib) - The
Land Titles Validation Bill has been introduced
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basically to repeal the Land Titles Validation Act of
1993. It is something the opposition finds somewhat
appalling, given that this government saw fit to have
Parliament return at great cost for a special sitting in
August last year to pass the Land Titles Validation
Bill.. Now we have a situation where this bill has
been introduced to repeal the principal act.
In speaking to the bill and to the issues raised in it, it
is the opposition's view that the government is not
serious and has no real commitment to issues
affecting Aboriginal people in our community. It
certainly has no commitment or understanding of
the relationship that Aboriginal people have to the
land and the importance of that relationship, nor
does it have any understanding of the social
consequences of being estranged from the land. As a
consequence of that, I move:
That all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view
of inserting in place thereof 'this bill be withdrawn and
redrafted to affirm the relationship of Aboriginal
persons with the land and to IlliniuUse the social
consequences of estrangement from the land such as
black deaths in custody'.

The PRESIDENT -Order! I am of the view that
the reasoned amendment is not properly a reasoned
amendment it is not an issue that is raised either in
the bill or the second-reading debate. The rule in
relation to reasoned amendments is clear. At page
475 May states:
(1) The principle of relevancy in an amendment (see pp
339-340) governs every such motion. The

amendment must 'strictly relate to the bill which
the house, by its order, has resolved upon
considering' _.

1be provision refers to what can be done in relation
to amendments. Again at page 339 May states that
the amendment must be relevant to the motion
before the house.
I declare that the reasoned amendment cannot be
supported by the Chair. However, these matters can
be in the hands of the house in another form.
HoD.. Re L KNOWLES (Minister for Housing)(By
letroe) - I thank you, Mr ~dent, for your ruling.

The government accepts your ruling. However,
given the significance of land to Aboriginal people
and to their heritage the government is prepared to
accommodate the issues Mr Theophanous would
want to canvass on the reasoned amendment being
put during the second-reading debate, despite many
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of those issues not being referred to in my
second-reading speech or covered in the bill.
I say that because when the original bill was
introduced the house had a wide-ranging debate
that canvassed a number of these issues. To facilitate
an orderly debate and the progress of this legislation
the government believes it is appropriate for the
issues that Mr Theophanous wants to raise to be
canvassed in the second-reading debate.

The PRESIDENT - Order! Is the Leader of the
Opposition happy with that course?

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS
Mr President

Oika Jika) - Yes,

The PRESIDENT - Order! Will you formally
withdraw the reasoned amendment on the basis put
by the Minister for Housing?

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Mr President,
the reason for moving the reasoned amendment was
to allow the opposition to raise these matters in
debate. In the context of the opposition being able to
debate these issues, I have no difficulty in
withdrawing the reasoned amendment But I should
like to make the point - and it would be useful
&om the point of view of clarification - that
because such reasoned amendments will be moved
in the future, you, Mr President, could assist the
opposition's understanding of exactly when a
reasoned amendment would be in order and when it
would not.
I feel the statements you have taken from May could
be interpreted in both directions, and I certainly seek
your assistance in clarifying those matters in the

future.

Amendment withdrawn by leave.
The PRESIDENT -Order! I thank
Mr Theophanous for his suggestion. I should be
happy to prepare a paper for the house on that issue.
In allowing the debate to continue on that basis, the
house should remember that it has before it a bill
that amends the principal act and the government
has indicated its willingness to accommodate certain
other matters. The question of proportionality
should be bome in mind when all members are
contributing to this debate.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -1be Land TItles
Validation Bill confirms that the government for no
reason other than being a cheap political stunt and
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point-scoring exercise is prepared to use the most
disadvantaged and dispossessed section of our
society, mainly the Aboriginal people and Torres
Strait Islanders, for its own gain.
The bill repeals the Land Titles Validation Act of

1993 which was that supposed urgent piece of
landmark legislation that required a special sitting of
the Victorian Parliament to ensure that people's
baclcyards would not be taken away from them by
hordes of marauding Aborigines.
It is not overstating the situation to say that the
Premier has an appalling record in the way in which
he has addressed the issue of Aborigina11and rights,
and so too has the government When the original
Mabo decision was made the Premier strutted the
national stage. He played a key role in sabotaging
the original Mabo conference in June 1993, which
had been called to try to reach a national approach
to native title. The bill exposes his sabotage.
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state opposition leader, Mr Kennett, and the state
President of the RSL, Bruce Ruxton, for their attacks
on land rights; he said they lacked compassion and
logic. He was reported as saying:
They obviously have a gross misunderstandin of the
problems that face Aborigines. Most reasonable people
would see land rights as a way of restoring Aborigines'
links with the land. The land rights legislation relates
only to Crown land and is not intended to
compulsorily acquire or deal with private land
holdings in Victoria.

That impression was created by the then opposition
leader, Mr Kennett. He was supported by
Mr Ruxton, who made the following claim, as
reported in the Age of 21 July:
We don't take any notice of Michael Gorton and his
United Nations and all the lefties around the world
who nm it. Aboriginal land rights is discriminating
against white Australians.

The opposition intends to highlight the Premier's

poor attitude to the conditions of Aborigines and
Tones Strait Islanders. His poor record goes back to
1984, when the then Cain government tried to pass
its land claim legislation. On 16 July 1984 the
Premier, then the Leader of the Opposition, was
reported in the Age as saying there would be 'radal
violence and riots' if the legislation were passed We
saw no riots or racial violence; instead we saw
justice for Aborigines. That is indicative of the
attitude of the Premier, then and now. In the Age of
16 July 1984 the current Premier was also reported
as saying that the legislation:
... allows one section of the coaununity to claim over
30 per cent of the state's land mass. Thousands of
young people in this state would love to be given the
same rights the Aboriginal community is given under
this legislation.

Some 10 years have passed since the enactment of
that legislation, yet the Aboriginal people have not
claimed 30 per cent of the state's land mass. In fact,
the Aboriginal community has faced a constant
struggle to get any recognition by way of land
ownership. When the Mabo legislation was afoot, a
range of people supported the Premier's position.
The RSL president, Bruce Ruxton, said he thought
the legislation would lead to Aborigines acquiring
other people's backyards.
In the Age of 21 July 1984, the United Nations
Association of Australia representative, Mr Michael
Gorton, was reported as criticising both the then

What an absurd and appalling statement to make that Aboriginal land rights discriminated against
white Australians.
The Premier strutted around Australia whipping up
people's fears about the Mabo legislation. He was
advised on land rights issues by people such as
Hugh Morgan and Bruce Ruxton. Hugh Morgan
went to the extent of criticising the High Court
decision. The High Court, which is the highest court
in the land, made its decision on Mabo after
extensive deliberations. Yet Mr Morgan said the
court had failed lamentably in providing a legal
defence of property. In the Australian of 11 July 1993
he is reported as saying:
Because of this naive adventurism of the High Court,
the economic and political future has been put at risk
and our territorial integrity is under threat.

What absolute rubbish! I am sure the High Court
would also have considered it to be absolute
rubbish. That statement is maliciously false. It is
matched only by the malicious comment of the
Premier on 9 July, when he said the Mabo legislation
meant that people's backyards were up for grabs and he recalled Parliament to deal with the issue.
In the Australian of 10 July the Premier was reported
as saying he had disturbing new information that
made him believe the land holdings of all
Australians were threatened. We still have not
discovered that disturbing new information. The
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Premier was not able to tell us what it was or
whether it was based on independent legal advice.
Perhaps it was based on advice given to him by
Hugh Morgan and his supporters. That
extraordinary ~ which was made by the
Premier during the Mabo debate, was utterly
unjUstified.
Apart from saying in the middle of last year that it
was essential that the legislation be rushed through
Parliament to protect people's backyards, the
Premier also claimed the passage of the legislation
was vital if the increasing nervousness of investors
was to be countered. 'The Premier's first reason for
the legislation was that it threatened people's
baclcyards; the second reason was that after the High
Court decision nobody would invest in Victoria. At
the time the Premier maintained he had spoken to
prominent local and international business figures,
who said investment would be threatened by the
Mabo decision. We would like to know to whom he
spoke.

In the Australilm of 28 July 1993 the Premier said that
the Victorian government
_. is not willing to stand by and allow this crucial issue
to drift and heighten uncertainty at a time when there
are major economic and social issues-adversely
impacting on a number of Australians.

'The Premier made it clear that he thought the Mabo
decision posed a threat to investment in Victoria.
Professor Garth Nettheim, professor of law at the
University of New South Wales, was reported in the
AustrlZlilm of 28 July 1993 as pointing out
There is no indication of any major investment
provided for Victoria being put at risk by uncertainty
over Mabo, nor is there any urgency such as to require
state legislation to be implemented in VlCtoria next
month instead of waiting for a national response in
September when a final report on the subject is
expected from the commonwealth govemment.1n
addition, as political leaders from other states have
pointed out, very little of V JCtoria would be subject to
native title under the principles laid down in Mabo _.
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We all certainly know that and that has been
exposed if nothing else has been exposed about this
particular government
To confirm how out of touch and insensitive this
government and this Premier are on Aboriginal
issues and land rights in particular, on the eve of the
special sitting of state Parliament in July 1993 to
introduce the Land Titles Validation Bill, the
Premier is reported in the Herald Sun of 20 July as
saying:
If there was one way of settling this dispute, I for one
would be happy to hand the Australian Capital
Territory over to the Aboriginal community and leave
the rest of Australia to the non-Aboriginal community.

What an appalling statement for a Premier of this
state to make. It is a statement by a person who has
not the slightest idea of the relationship Aboriginal
people have with the land. Quite rightly, it was
condemned by many Australians at the time and it
was certainly condemned by its Aboriginal leaders.
One Aboriginal leader, Sol Bellear, likened the plan
that Mr Kennett had in mind to Nazi action against
the Jews in World War ll. He saicL as reported in the
Herald Sun, again of 20 July:
Mr Kennett wants to round all up the blacks and put
them in the Aa to get rid of them.

That is the implication of what the Premier said. It is
not good enough for a Premier to say, Well, it was
an off-the-cuff statement'. That is not good enough!
It might be good enough for a backbencher but it is
not good enough for a person in the position of
Premier to make that kind of statement on such a
highly sensitive issue. It shows that he has no
concern, and it shows contempt for the sensitivities
of the Aboriginal people.
The attitude of another government minister on this
matter was revealed when the current Minister for
Finance was debating the Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage Bill in 1986, and indicated that
There are approximately 3600 Aboriginal'cross'

peopleThe professor pointed out that it was absolute
nonsense that investment in Victoria was at risk. He
went on to make a telling point and said:

people he described as 'cross' in Victoria and probably only a handful of full bloods _.

One is left with the impression that the bill has less to

do with legal uncertainty than with political point
scoring.

I do not know what Aboriginals think about being
referred to as 'cross people' but it is a pretty
appalling way of referring to them. He went on to
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say during that debate that he thought that the
Aborigines:
_ over the generations have had their genetics either
watered down or improved.

It must be an absolute embarrassment to members
on the government side to have to associate with
individuals who are capable of making such
comments and to have a member who is now a
minister of the Crown expressing those sorts of
views. The notion that Aboriginal genetics have
been improved by white settlement borders on the
obscene.
At that time the now Minister for Finance also
indicated that
If the bill is passed, the government will never again
get a major pro;ect off the ground in the state because

some Aborigine or part-Aborigine somewhere will find
something sacred about a site on which he or she thinks
they can win the deferral of a project.

Projects have gone ahead since then and if it were as
easy to defer projects as he said it would be, we
would have seen somebody putting a claim in for
the grand prix site - maybe it would be easy to stop
the grand prix by making an Aboriginal land rights
claim! But it is not so easy and it does not happen in
that way.

It is clear from the examples I have given that the
Premier, his Minister for Finance and many others
on the government benches are not sensitive to
Aboriginal issues and have an appalling record on
those issues. It is also dear that the Land Titles
Validation Bill was neither required nor urgent at
the time that it was put up, and that it has now been
overruled by more appropriate federal legislation.
That is why we have had to have this particular
piece of legislation, in order to abolish it.
At the time that the bill was introduced by
Mr Kennett, he was attacked not only by Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islanders but also by members of
his own party. Peter Rei~ the former deputy leader
of the federal opposition said that the Victorian bill
would lead to a plethora of litigation. You even have
people on the same side as the Premier, namely
Western Australia's Liberal Premier, Richard Court,
indicating that he had received legal advice that the
legislation was open to legal challenge and could be
invalid in its present form. That may well be why it
is being withdrawn by this government at the
moment.
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It is clear that the Premier has received plenty of
advice that the legislation was a waste of time and
that a national approach was the only way to
proceed on an issue that holds the significance of
Mabo. It is further clear that the Premier was
undertaking a cheap political stunt costing the
people of Victoria dearly and wasting taxpayers'
funds by the recaI1ing of Parliament to introduce
what has become an irrelevant piece of legislation
that was designed to do nothing other than to
humiliate Aboriginal people by claiming that the
legislation was needed to protect the backyards of
other people.
The opposition, both before the recalling of
Parliament and during the second-reading debate,
made it clear to the government that the original
Land TItles Validation Bill was irrelevant and would
have to be overridden by federal legislation in the
future. That prediction has come to pass as the
opposition now debates this particular bill, which
does precisely that
There is no doubt that this government has
continued as it has done in the past to use
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders as a political
punching bag to score cheap political points.
However, there is no commitment to the issues that
are of real concern to the Aboriginal community.
One need only look at the House of Representatives
Standing Committee on Aboriginal and Tones Strait
Islanders Affairs report tabled in the federal
Parliament on 5 December. It is an indictment of this
government The report entitled, Justice under
Scrutiny, was a report of the Inquiry into the
Implementation by Governments of the
Recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. That was one of the
most important royal commissions ever in this
country and it put up a range of recommendations.
The House of Representatives standing committee
report was a damning indictment of this

government over its lack of commitment and its
disregard for the recommendations of the Royal
Commission into Black Deaths in Custody. Page 6 of
the report makes it clear that the timing and
implementation of annual reports of the states is of
concern to the committee. The report documents the
measures that governments have taken to
implement the recommendations of the royal
commission. The report says that the fact that the
Victorian government had not at the time that the
report was being prepared tabled its 1992-93
response to the royal commission's
recommendations was inexcusable. The fact that the
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government has only recently tabled its 1993

response in no way relieves the Victorian
government of its culpability in this matter.
The report goes on to refer to public dnmkenness
and states that it is appalled that such draconian
legislation making this a criminal offence still
remains in force in Victoria despite the
recommendations of the royal commission. The
report is even more scathing and, in effect, blames
the Victorian government's Jack of action for two
Aboriginal deaths in custody since the royal
commission.
It is quite clear that the Premier has no idea what is
going on. He stated in another place that he believed:
_. improvements in the conditions experienced by those
in custody and the way in which they are being treated
have led to a very long period without incident.
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The Victorian government is of the view that public
drunkenness cannot be deaiminalised until
sobering-up centres are established. This is a typical
catch-22 situation. The government is not prepared
to provide the funding to establish sobering-up
centres yet at the same time says the reason it is not
deaiminalising drunkenness is because the centres
do not exist. What are people supposed to make of
such a hypocritical stance? The government is
responsible for the lack of funding for these centres
and for the fact that deaiminalisation is not
proceeding.
The Victorian government's report states that a
sobering-up centre has been established in

Melbourne to deal with the whole of Victoria. The
federal report to which I referred earlier makes it
clear that due to funding and workload problems
the centre has virtually ceased operations.
The centre relied on Aboriginal organisations being

He must have forgotten about the two deaths in
custody referred to in the report. The Premier was at
pains to say that his government had:
_. been able to prevent the sorts of things the
commission was set up to address in the aftermath of

the deaths.

That is wrong, wrong, wrong. It is quite deliberately
wrong, because at page 134 the joint standing
committee report states:
Of the four deaths in custody that have occurred in
VICtoria since the period examined by the royal
commission, two have been of people anestl!d for
drunkenness.
The committee agrees with the Victorian Aboriginal
Legal Service that these deaths would probably have
been prevented if Victorian legislation had been
brought up to date when first recommended by both
the royal commission and the VICtDrian Law Reform
Commission.

In effect, the committee Jays the blame for these
deaths squarely on the Kennett government for its
failure to act in relation to this matter. One need only
look at the Victorian government's implementation
1993 report to see that it is not fair dinkum about
implementing the recommendations of the royal
cOJIUItission. Recommendation 79 makes it aystal
clear that the government should legislate to abolish
the offence of public drunkenness. The royal
commission recommended the deaiminalisation of
that offence.

notified by police. They were then picked up from
police custody and taken to the centre. The federal
report stated that it was simply impossible for
officers to cover the metropolitan area with two
people and one car.
Recommendation 86 of the royal commission states
that the use of offensive language in circumstances
of interventions initiated by police should not
normally be occasions for arrest or charge. "That
recommendation is not supported by the Victorian
government which, again, suggests a lack of
commitment on this issue.

1he government's own report shows an increase in
Aboriginal deaths in custody in 1993 compared with
the previous year. Paragraph 3.2.5 of the report
states that two Aboriginal deaths out of a total of 18
custodial deaths occurred in 1993 in Victoria, which
constitutes 11.11 per cent. compared with one
Aboriginal death out of a total of 10 custodial deaths
in 1992, which is 10 per cent The proportion of
deaths in Victoria versus total custodial deaths has
increased.

Further, the death of Colleen Richman this year in
St Kilda is clearly defined by the royal commission
as a death in custody. Recommendation 6C of the
royal commission report states:
._ wherever occurring of a person who dies or is fatally
injured in the process of police or prison officers
attempting to detain that person.
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To date this recalcitrant government has been
reluctant to treat Ms Richman's death as a death in
custody and to undertake an appropriate inquiry.
Ibis is another example of lack of action in relation
to Aboriginal people. At every turn this government
has tried to thwart the aims, aspirations and hopes
of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
and the original Land Titles Act. The Premier's
grandstanding was typical Kennett Koori-bashing.
Despite Mr Kennett's deliberate attempts to thwart a
national approach to Mabo just before midnight on
21 September 1993, the federal government's Native
Title Bill was passed by the Senate. lbat was a great
and historic moment for all Australians. We should
all be proud that we have finally started to come to
terms with our indigenous Australians. The federal
government should be congratulated for the way in
which it negotiated this legislation and passed it
through the federal Parliament
By passing this historic legislation Australians,
through their elected representatives, have made it
dear that after 200 years of often violent
dispossession it will never again be possible to
trample on the rights of indigenous Australians. The
legislation was a victory for equality, morality and
justice and for the capacity of reasonable black and
white Australians to be able to work together and to
come to terms with their history. This was despite
people like the Premier and members of the federal
opposition attempting to thwart at every step such
an important national approach to Mabo. This house
ought to applaud the federal legislation. It overrides
the Land Titles Validation Act 1993 which was
passed by this government with great fanfare. This
current bill finally and begrudgingly acknowledges
that the only way to deal with these matters is
through a national approach.
It is the opposition's view that the Premier should
now apologise to all Victorians for wasting
taxpayers' money in recalling Parliament last year
for an unnecessary piece of legislation. He should
also apologise to the Aborigines and Tones Strait
Islanders in this state for the heartache and despair
he caused them by the outrageous statements he
made in the past and the angst he has caused by his
ludicrous go-it-alone approach.
The Premier should also apologise for all his
remarks about the investment community, which
were an attempt to create uncertainty within that
community.1bey would have had a greater impact
than Mabo would have had. He was the only one
attempting to create that uncertainty.
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The federal Native Title Act and its coexistence with

the National Land Management System provide a
national system for the recognition and protection of
native title. The federal system has four major
objectives: firstly, the protection of native title and
recognition of the protection of native title; secondly,
the validation of past acts, or permission for the
validation of past acts invalidated because of the
existence of native title; thirdly, the validation of
future acts and the establishment of ways future
dealings affecting native title may proceed and the
setting of standards for those dealings; and, fourthly,
the establishment of a mechanism for determining
native title claims.
The federal government should be compUmented
for the way it has put this legislation together and
for the fact that its legislation is comprehensive and
addresses the issue in a way this state government's
legislation never could. The government has finally
recognised this. If it had any decency or honesty, the
government should at least recognise that the
recalling of Parliament some time ago to pass state
legislation was a total waste of taxpayers' money
and was totally wmecessary.
The opposition can only condemn the Premier for
his political grandstanding and his abuse of this
issue involving the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander populations of Victoria.
Hon. BnL FORWOOD (Templestowe) - The
penultimate paragraph of the second-reading speech
says:
The government accepts the decision of the High Court

in the Mabo case and recognises the need for laws to
recognise and protect native title. The government also
recognises the right of any person or group, such as the
i'orta i'orta. to apply for a determination of native title
interests.

That particular paragraph was commended during
the contribution of the honourable member for
Morwe1l in another place.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! It is not
relevant or permissible to refer to debate in another
place in the same session.
Hon. BnL FORWOOD - It was apparently
referred to. My understanding is that members of
the Labor Party actually think this is a good bilL This
bill does exactly what it is required to do in the
circumstances. It follows the process started last year
with the original Land Titles Validation Bill.
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Twice last year this government attempted to get a
national approach to the resolution of the issues
raised by the Mabo decision. The first time it was
scotched in the meeting with the Prime Minister and
all the states, which was a disappointment to us all.
The second time was after our act was enacted last
year; a general invitation was extended to the
federal government and to the other states to
participate in a national approach, but again that
attempt was rejected.
This government is disappointed that the
commonwealth went its own way. It is a pity that
that course was chosen because we have now ended
up with legislation containing more than
235 clauses. It is extremely complex and, as the
many people involved in trying to make it work
would understand, it is extraordinarily difficult to
make it work. However, the principles behind it are
apparent and obvious.
The Native Title Act is a very difficult one. This
government supports the principles of the Mabo
legislation and recognises the need for law to
validate past acts and put in place mechanisms for
the future whereby native title can be assessed for its
relevance and granted where it is applicable.

I will refer at the outset to the explanatory
memorandum to part A of the commonwealth
Native Title Act (NTA) 1993, which states:
The government has, since the Mabo decision.
consistently stated that interest in land granted by
governments should not be placed at risk as a result of
the recognition of native title.

The purpose of the legislation passed last year and
the purpose of this piece of legislation is to do just
that to ensure that land is validated.. It is interesting
to note that after the Victorian Land Titles
Validation Act was passed in 1993 much of the then
disquiet in the community vanished. People felt
there was some certainty, and that their baclcyards,
which they had perhaps previously felt were at risk,
were actually not.
As an aside I mention the issue surrounding the Wlk
case, which is of major interest around Australia.
The decision has not yet been brought down.
although I understand that the case has been argued.
That case called into question every title by using
the argument that governments had a responsibility
and a fiduciary duty to look after the interests of
Aboriginals, that there was a sort of trust
relationship and that that trust relationship had been
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breached by the granting of title. That piece of
information caused some disquiet all arotmd
Australia. I heard of it last year when it first came to
light in the Northern Territory.
The particular reasoning used in that case is another

indication of why it is necessary for action to be
taken to validate past acts and to bring in certainty
about land title, and also to establish tenure for
Aborigines and what their rights may be. This bill
before us is simple, straightforward and does exactly
what it is required to do. It meets the framework and
the intentions of the NrA. In October this year,
when drafting the bill, this government wrote to the
federal government, in particular Mark Cunliffe, the
assistant secretary, native title. In his response he
says:
I am writing in response to your letter of 4 October
1994 ... to which you attached a draft Land TItles
Validation Bill 1994 (the validation bill). You sought
commonwealth officials' comments 01\ whether this
draft bill is consistent with the Native TrtJe Act 1993
(theNTA).
We have consulted the Attomey-General's Department
01\ the draft validation bill and consider that, in
general, the bill conforms to the NTA regime for the
validation of past acts, except for the minor matters
described below.

I will not go through the minor matters, but they
were matters of drafting and were picked up by the
Victorian government
In essence the legislation which is about to be passed
in Victoria meets the framework of the NrA and
does the required things by providing the certainty
of land title that is necessary under the framework.

It does three things: firstly, it validates the past
acts - some of the clauses go into the various
categories of past acts. Secondly, clause 14 confirms
Crown ownership, which was a matter the federal
government referred to. The clause states:
(1) The existing ownership of all natural n!SOW'CeS
owned by the state is confirmed.

(2) All existing rights of the state to use, control and
regulate the flow of water are confirmed.

(3) All existing fishing access rights under state law are
cxmfinDed to prevail over other public or private
6shingrights.
~y,clausel~entifled'Confinnationofpublic
access to beaches', states:
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Existing public access to and enjoyment of the
following is confirmed (a) waterways;
(b) beds and banks or foreshores of waterways;
(c)

coastal waters;

(d) beaches;

(e) areas that were public places at the end of
31 December 1993.

It is worth making the point that the bill has been
absolutely in keeping with what the federal
government requires of the states in order that this
issue may be addressed. It is also interesting to note
that my understanding is that, apart from the
Western Australian government, which has chosen
to take its own route on these issues, all the other
states and territories of Australia have passed or are
about to pass this year similar legislation that will do
exactly the same things.
It is important to place on record that the
government has a commitment to Aboriginal
people. 1hat commitment is spread across all
departments. We are concerned to ensure that there
is not just one specific area looking after Aboriginal
affairs in the state government but that each
department has the capacity to build a strong
response on Aboriginal issues.
In that regard last week the VictoriJzn Government
1993 Implementation Report upon the &commendJltions
arising from the Royal Commission into Aborigi1Ul1
DeJlths in Custody was tabled in this chamber. That
report indicates absolutely that our commitment to
the recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody has not abated. The
government is committed to taking a
whole-of-government approach to improving
conditions for Aboriginals in Victoria. There has
been a strong and committed response to that
report. Significant initiatives have been taken by the
Victorian government, including the introduction of
the Koori justice worker program, which has
established programs throughout the state designed
to prevent Aboriginal youths from offending and
reo£fending.

These are not easy issues to deal with but I for one
take exception to the inferences from the other side
of the chamber that the government is not
committed to the interests of Aboriginal people.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
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HOD. BIll FORWOOD - Absolutely to all of
them. The government will continue to work hard in

this area to ensure some equity, doing what it can to
assist those who obviously are having the effects of

alienation from their land visited upon them. I do
not think there is any way we can reverse the cycle,
but we must take these issues on board and deal
with them as we can.
I will make a couple of comments on the federal
Native Title Act. It is my view that it is
extraordinarily complex legislation. I have read it
and the explanatory memorandum and have tried to
come to grips with how it works. I have put some
time and energy into tmderstanding it I have talked
to people who were involved in the Yorta Yorta
early mediation as well. It seems that not just
ordinary lay people but also Aboriginal groups,
lawyers and legislators all around the country are
struggling to come to grips with the legislation. It
does not mean that there is not goodwill or that
people have not made a genuine attempt to
tmderstand what the rights are and how the process
would work; it is just that it is extraordinarily
difficult legislation. A paragraph from a newspaper
article in the Age dated 15 October and headed
'Deep social ruts appear in land claim' reads:
But already it is apparent that the Yorta Yorta's road
will be long and rocky. In this case, the native title laws
are proving unwieldy to administer, even in their
preliminary stages ...

I think that is right As I said in my contribution last
year, no matter what we do, we will be revisiting the
law courts as we try to come to grips with the
process and the tmderlying law that is necessary for
us to resolve and move forward with this issue. It
will not be an easy process at all, but this bill is a
necessary part of the process that will bring some
certainty to past acts, that will enable the process to
continue, that will enable the Victorian government
to continue to be part of the mediation process and
that will not get in the way of what has happened in
the past It will contnbute greatly. It was
disappointing to listen to such an extremely negative
speech earlier.
I finish by reading from a speech I came across
recently, which was delivered in Canberra by a
persOn who has had ceremonial dealings with the
Aboriginal people and who also is a leading member
of the Victorian business community, Peter Mitchell
He states:
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Before the arrival of the Europeans, some 200 years
ago, Aboriginal life and culture flourished aaoss the
continent. This was an extremely successful civilisation.
Think about it. A civilisation that flourished for 40 000
years or more. A relatively stable population in
magnificent balance with nature and with no need or
desire for material things, European-type science or
any other form of assets. A society built on family, clan
and tribe and largely in broad harmony. Let no-one tell
you that Aboriginal civilisation was not successful. It
was incredibly sucx:essful and its span is unmatched by
anyttUng in recorded history.
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change - in fact, the first substantial change to the
basic Supreme Court system in this state for
142 years - clearly warranted much more care,
discussion and investigation than it has had
The government argues in support of the legislation
that the split of the Supreme Court into a trial
division and a Court of Appeal will bring about
efficiencies, but no reports and no real evidence
have been provided to show that the considerable
cost of adding this new Court of Appeal and of the
additional judges and specialisation that go with it
will be justified by additional efficiencies.

Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - Who said that?
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - His name is Peter
Mitchell. There is no way we can return to that

situation. We can. however, accept our responsibility
as legislators and administrators and ensure that we
do all that we can, fairly and with equity, for all the
people of this country, including our indigenous
people.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
ThiTd TeIlding
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In doing so, I note the debate that has taken place in
the chamber and particularly welcome the insightful
and instructive comments of Mr Forwood.

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
Passed remaining stages.

CONSTITUTION (COURT OF APPEAL)
BILL
Second rmding
Debate resumed from 8 December, motion of
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary

Education and Training).

The other argument used is that New South Wales
and Queensland have taken a step in this direction.
When one examines those jurisdictions, one finds
they are somewhat different. It is not at all clear that
we are simply following in the path of other states
that have moved in this direction.
As I said, the whole exercise will be extremely

costly. We note that the government is not accepting
funds from the commonwealth to support legal aid,
even though they are available, because it is not
prepared to put in matching hmds. It begs
understanding how the government is able to justify
and support the establishment of a totally new Court
of Appeal without research, public discussion or
airing of the issue in the public domain.
If the bill is passed a president will be appointed for
the Court of Appeal TIle president will be
subordinate to the Chief Justice of Victoria, but,
interestingly enough, the salaries of the judges who
sit on the Court of Appeal will indicate they are
slightly higher in status than Supreme Court judges
in the Trial Division. In that sense it is setting up a
hierarchy in the operations of the Supreme Court in
this state and makes the Court of Appeal a
specialised area.
In the past eminent judges have opposed the idea of
a degree of specialisation. A former chief justice, Sir
Justice Winneke, expressed the opinion that judges
should be able to handle both trials and appeals and
that the breadth of experience was an important part
of the qualities and training of a Supreme Court
judge. I agree that the abilities of a person charged
with such a responsibility need to be wide. The
proposal to establish a Court of Appeal sets up a
specialised court only for those who can afford it
and basically lays the charge on the whole system.

Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) - The

opposition opposes the legislation on several
grounds but principally because such an important

If more work had been done and we could have
been shown that the problems were developing in
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such a way that it was necessary to move to a new
system perhaps the opposition would have a
different view. However, on the basis of the
evidence we have we do not see the necessity for
this change.
There does not seem to 6e any unified body of
support among the judiciary for this proposal
Obviously the issue has not been canvassed or put to
the vote but, based on what we have heard from
judges who talked to us, it appears that there has not
been a great call for this change. Although the .
judiciary would have to consider in a positive vein
the additional resources that would go with it no-one will simply refuse the offer of additional
resources from any government - the way it is
being done and the changes and implications that
flow from it have caused some alarm and concern.
There is even the suggestion - not from the judges,
I might add - that in a way it might undermine the
position of the Chief Justice and that a political
agenda is involved in the government being able to
appoint so many judges at once that it would have
the ability to vet and consider. Separating the courts
in this way and placing the appeal judges above
those in the Trial Division by way of slightly higher
salaries sets up the Court of Appeal as a more
specialised, elite court
There is also the suggestion that a register would be
involved. 1bat administrative change may well meet
with some approval; we do not disagree with that
But, again, I indicate that it has not been made clear
to the community why this change is necessary. For
instance, there has been no external review of what
this change will achieve, what the benefits will be
and what disadvantages there will be. It is an
extremely costly activity. The government is not
taking up the potential of legal aid, which means
many people are denied justice if they cannot afford
it. Money is available from the commonwealth but
the state government is not prepared to match those
funds in order to bolster the funds available for legal
aid.
People are suspicious of this government and its
understanding of the separation of powers. Some
50 bills have been introduced which have contained
provisions for the removal of rights of people to
appeal to the Supreme Court on matters W\der that
legislation. Such a provision is becoming a regular
feature of this government's legislation, which
wants to deprive people of those rights. This may
well be creating a very expensive court and that will
deprive people, except those with access to the huge
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amount of funds necessary, of the opportunity to
exercise their rights of appeal

1be government said it undertook some
consultation in Richmond. It could not have been
significant consultation because no-one in Richmond
has raised it with me. It has echoes of the
windscreen surveys undertaken in years gone by
when people in cars drove past to have a quick look
at slums in the suburbs. If there was to be any
survey of the situation in Richmond I would have
thought local members would have known about it
and the local community groups with which I am in
contact would have known a bit more about it 1t
seems to have been a second thought and an excuse
by the government
In regard to the need for this new court, I point out
that New South Wales has a greater backlog than
Victoria. The Attorney-General and others have
acknowledged that there have been gains and
efficiencies in the way the Supreme Court has
operated in recent times. Perhaps there was a need
for an evaluation of what further improvements
could be made rather than this step to establish the
costly trial division and the Court of Appeal.
In New South Wales the Court of Appeal handles
only civil cases, whereas in Victoria under the
legislation the Court of Appeal will handle both
criminal and civil cases. Specialisation could have
long-term ramifications for the way in which the
Supreme Court works in Victoria. Presiding over
trials with all their complications is an area in which
a judge who handles appeals should gain expertise.
By and large, the handling of appeals, though a
serious matter, will usually mean that the parties are
well prepared and the matters will be presented to
the appeal judge in an ordered way. If this is
developed as a specialised area and appeal judges
do not gain trial experience, they will not necessarily
be following the career path we want If we have an
integrated system in our courts judges will gain
more beneficial training.

In addition, the message that appeal judges receive
higher salaries - which is usually an indication of
status - than trial judges is difficult to Wlderstand
in terms of an overall approach to the court system.
Research has not been undertaken, evidence has not
been presented and no external review has been
undertaken of this costly change. The benefits have
not been demonstrated and for those reasons the
opposition will oppose the legislation.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT -Order! I am of the
opinion that the second reading of the bill requires
the support of an absolute majority of the house.
Will the opposition be opposing this on division?
Hon. B. T. Pullen - Yes.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! That will
be sufficient.
House divided. on motion:

Ayes, 27
Asher,Ms

Forwood,Mr

Ashman.Mr

Guest.Mr
Hall,Mr
Hallam,Mr

At:Itinson,. Mr
Baxter,Mr

Best. Mr (Teller)
Birre1l,Mr
Bishop, Mr (Td1eT)
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coruwd,Mr
Cox,Mr
Craige,Mr
Davis,Mr
de Fegely, Mr

Hartigan, Mr
KnowIes,Mr
Skeggs,Mr
Smith,.Mr
Stoney,Mr
Storey,Mr
Strong.Mr
Varty,Mrs
Wilding. Mrs

Noes, 13
Davidson, Mr
GouJd, Miss (Tdlc)
Henshaw, Mr (Td1eT)
Hogg,Mrs
Ives,Mr

NardeI1a, Mr
Power,Mr

McLean.Mrs
Mier,Mr

White,Mr

Pu.Ilen. Mr
Theopbanous, Mr
Walpole,Mr

Pairs
Wells, Or

Kokocinski. Ms

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.
Third reIlding

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Passed remaining stages.
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Debate resumed &om 7 December; motion of
HOD. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment).
Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Me1boume) - The
opposition is totally opposed to the changes the
government proposes in this important bill. The
government has got it absolutely wrong in three
clear areas. The first is that the breaking up of
MeIboume Water will be financially disastrous for
the state. That point of view is supported by every
bit of evidence that has been produced, every study
that has looked at the situation and has been
released in the public domain, every comparison
that has been made and any commentators that are
knowledgeable in the area.
Secondly, the environmental considerations are
being downgraded - integrated catchment
management, Melbourne Water's demonstrated
ability to progress demand management and
environmental issues are splintered and neglected
under this legislation. The second-reading speech
makes aysta1 clear the absolute confusion the
government is creating by splitting up Melbourne
Water.

At the briefings I have attended no officers have
been able to satisfactorily explain how it will work.
No minister has been able to explain how it will
work. The second-reading speech states that areas
are still being studied and worIang parties that were
foreshadowed years ago have still not resolved who
will have responsibility. It is not clear which
minister or which agency will have responsibility. It
is not clear what responsibility local government
and Melbourne Parks and Waterways will have. The
responsibilities of the Minister for Natural Resources
vis.a-vis the Regulator-General are a mess.
The officers who have worked on the issue and the
consultants who have tried to assist know it is a total

mess. Only their professionalism and loyalty stops
them from coming out and saying so at meetings. In
discussions it is apparent that they cannot defend
the changes being effected in Melbourne Water.
Thirdly, the bill sets the scene for the privatisation of
water in this state and for the imposition of an
enormous penalty on Victorians. The government
will ignore that at its peril Victorians understand
the importance of water, not just to Victoria but to
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Australia, which is a very dry continent where water
is precious. Water is a sensitive issue and Victorians
view the government's cavalier approach as
absolutely devastating. Its attitude is demonstrated
in the lack of solid work undertaken. The
government is ideologically driven; its policy does
not stand up to analysis and its position keeps
shifting.
By way of example, the government's earlier
position is set out in a document entitled Reforming

Victoria's Water Industry. A Competitive FutureWater. Page 5 discusses the success of privatisation
and reveals that at the time - back in
October 1993 - the government was lauding the
benefits of privatisation and foreshadowing that it
was moving in that direction.lt states that the water
reforms outlined in the paper make use of the first
four options with privatisation an option for future
consideration.

When interviewed as part of a report on this issue by
the ABC television program Four Corners the
Treasurer extolled the virtues of privatisation for
both electricity and water and argued that it is the
way to go. He argued that you can get great benefit
from competition and gave examples from the
United Kingdom..
However, as it dawns on the government that the
people of Victoria are opposed to and becoming
steadily more critical of its policies, the government
is beginning to back down. The Minister for Natural
Resources has stated that there are no immediate
plans for privatisation. There is a partial disclaimer
in the second-reading speech, which states in part
The bill does not privatise any water authority in
V lCtoria, nor does it presuppose an eventual
privatisation of any part of Melbourne Water or any

other authorities. Rather, it provides a mechanism
compatible with continued public ownership combined
with improved efficiency through greater commercial
focus.

So, in the second-reading speech the government is
stepping back. An article headed 'Kennett puts
water assets on ice' published in the Age of
10 December states:
Melbourne Water is to stay in government hands until
at least the next election. the Premier, Mr Kennett, has

revealed.
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Melbourne Water is due to be split into four businesses
in January, and Mr Kennett said that the move would
take a 'muple of years to bed down'.

The article also states:
The government has not made any decision on
privatisation. aJtbough arrangements for the four new
govemment-ownecl water authorities would allow
them to be easily sold.

The government has come to a position of saying
that we will not see privatisation in this term of
government. Yet this bill sets things up so that at the

stroke of a pen the government can privatise
Melboume Water. Having gone so far the
government is pausing. By doing so it is at least
heeding the views of Victorians to the extent that the
Premier has had to backdown. He says it will not
happen in the government's current term of office.
The opposition makes it clear that the position of the
Labor Party is that privatisation should not take
place in any term of office! If the government is
making water privatisation an election issue we say
bring it on! We are happy to go to the people of
Victoria and say, 'The Labor Party stands for
keeping these assets in your hands. Ask the Uberal
and National parties - the coalition - what they
will do'.
The government needs to do better than say 'not in

this term' because everything you have been doing
has set the scene for privatisation of the water
industry. On the one hand you cannot make
statements and give the appearance of hosing down
public disquiet about privatising the water industry,
while on the other hand hold discussions with
businesses, such as North West Water whose
chairman is Nick Greiner, and other international
firms.
A report in the Age of 8 December refers to the
international chief executive of the giant French
water company Compagnie Generale des Eaux
naming Australia as one of the top three business
opportunities. He told the Age that Compagnie
Generale could be a buyer of Victorian water assets.
The report states:
Mr Jean-Louis Diefenbacher, Compagnie Genera}e's
international vice-president,. said a joint venture to buy
Victorian water assets in conjunction with strong local
partners could be 'very interesting'. But he said the
company had not yet closely examined Victorian
opportunities ._
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With revenues of SUSIO billion. Compagnie Generale is
also examining investments in the US and already
provides water services to about 4 million people in
southern England.

The government has talked up the privatisation of
thewater industry by asking overseas companies to
examine our water industry, so it has been testing
the g:rmmd. It is clear to Victorians that the
government wants to privatise the water industry
but it is not prepared to be honest; and as a
consequence the government is now saying it is not
something it would do during this term of office.
The government has back-pedalled only because of
the growing backlash from the community about the
privatisation of our water system and thus allowing
private and/ or foreign interests to determine the
future of water in this state. The more the
government talks about this issue the more the
people of Victoria will become aware of the serious
issues involved.
As I said, I welcome it as an election issue. The
Australian Labor Party is prepared to test the
feelings of people on this issue. Our position is
unequivocal. We do not have any agenda to
privatise water assets, not this term or any term.

The government is now reticent about its intentions
for the privatisation of the water industry, but it was
prepared to spend several hWldred thousand dollars
engaging SBC Dominguez Barry, a subsidiary of the
Swiss Bank Corporation. to prepare a private and
confidential report in August 1993 entitled

Melbourne Water Corporation Scoping Study. The
money spent on this report is part of the $14 million
allocated in the last budget for consultants. More
than $14 million has been allocated on the
examination of the privatisation of the water
industry!

The government is sending out clear signals that it is
interested in selling off our water assets, so it is no
use protesting when it gets too hot that it has no
plans at the moment. TIle Premier was clear in his
view; it is an election issue and Victorians will make
a clear choice.
TIle break-up of Melbourne Water is financially
disastrous. Various reports have substantiated that.
A consultancy firm, London Economics, in its report

Restructuring Melbourne Water modelled a break-up
of Melbourne Water which is virtually an identical
process as that proposed in the bill. I shall indicate
some of the important points in the report of London
Economics.

HoD. Bill Forwood. - We did this before. That
was your government.
HoD. B. T. PULLEN - That is not right. Point 6 of
the executive summary and overview states:
Essentially, the choice of structure involves a judgment
between the likely benefit &om competition and
improved accountability which might result from a
more &agmented structure, and the economies of scale
and scope which arise &om integrated operation..

They are the dominant issues involved in this
examination.
Point 8 of the report states:
International experience provides mixed guidance for
Australia, with no country providing a perfect model.
In the OK the experiment with comparative
competition between a number of explicit monopolies
has yet to be shown to be effective, and heavy
informational and regulatory requirements are now
causing concern. In France, although extensive use of
franchise created initial competitive gains, this has been
difficult to sustain and heavy (and very expensive)
regulation has needed to be developed. US experience
shows the form of regulatory structure to be aucia1 for
efficiency. The relatively small size of Melbourne Water
means that there is a danger that regulatory costs could
be very large relative to possible benefits.

London Economics put those principles into practice
by developing an economic model. The results of
that model show that fragmentation of Melbourne
Water would result in significant losses of scale and
scope, as well as increased financial charges. Page v
of the executive summary states:
Significant improvement in MW's profitabiIity,
possibly of the order of :»-50 per cent may be achieved
by retaining Melbourne Water as a single integrated
business, applying disciplined management and taking
advantage of competitive forces relating to input
services to MW operations and non-core business.

I shall come back to the figures it produced later. In
a separate piece of work London Economics, in a
letter of transmittal to the government dated
13 September 1993 and signed by the managing
director, Sam Lovick, compares the performance of
Melbourne Water with the average of the United
Kingdom water authorities.

When its economists looked at Melbourne Water's
costs and compared them with the average for the
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United Kingdom water industry, they fmmd the
former's total costs for 1991-92 were 86.4 per cent of
the average for the UK water industry. 1bat shows
Melbourne Water is operating efficiently. It is even
more interesting to note that when it repeated the
exercise for 1992-93 - the results are contained in
table three of the September 1993 report - London
Economics found that Melbourne Water's total costs
had decreased to 19.8 per cent of the UK average.
Melbourne Water actually improved by comparison.
The financial trend is a healthy one. Rather than
building on that experience and on Melbourne
Water's efficiency as an integrated operation, the
government is about to fragment it - against all
advice.
When we look at the reasons for the fragmentation
of Melbourne Water, we again come back to its
being set up for privatisation. In the Age of
10 December 1994, Sir Desmond Pitcher, the
chairman of the United Kingdom privatised water
giant North West Water, is reported as saying:

... water was the most politically sensitive
govemment-provided 5eIVice and the one in which
people around the world had most difficulty accepting
private sector involvement.
Sir Desmond said his company was keen to buy major
VlCtorian water assets if they were for sale.

His comments came two days after a senior executive
of the French water giant Compagnie Generale des
Eaux voiced interest in the state's water assets.
Sir Desmond said North West would be keen to buy a
water distribution company, three of which are to be
created &om Melbourne Water on 1 January. North

West already owns a water distribution network in
Mexico City.
And he said he read Mc Kennett's comments as

suggesting a conviction that the private sector should
be involved in water.

North West Water, which is chaired by Sir Desmond
Pitcher, is interested in picking up one of the three
fragmented parts of Melbourne Water that will be
created by the legislation we are debating. The
history of North West Water is interesting. It is one
of 10 privatised British water companies. Figures
show that from 1989, when North West Water
commenced operating, until March 1994 the average
water bill of its domestic consumers went up from
£110 to £182 per year, an increase of 65 per cent.
North West Water's shareholders received
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dividends of £269 million, a massive increase on the
last return to the government, which was
£44.3 million. Mr Brian Oldfield, who was the chief
executive when it was a non-privati.sed company,
received £SS 000 per year. Sir Desmond has been
rewarded to the extent that he now receives a
handsome £360 500 per year.
The people who have gained most from the changes
have been those in executive positions. TIle people
who have lost have been the consumers. 1bat
pattern has been repeated in absolutely every one of
the 10 privatisations of British water companies.
I will refer to one more, Thames Water. Its
consumers' bills have increased by 60 per cent, from
£101 per year to £162 per year. TIle profits of Thames
Water have gone from £2C17.2 million to £242 million.
When it was a non-privatised body its chief
executive, Mr Mike Hoffman, received £181 402;
now that it has been privatised, the same chief
executive receives £317 000. 1he benefits go to the
people at the top; the people who pay for the
services are the losers - and that is without
considering the environmental impacts.
I shall examine what is happening in anticipation of
the change. We have already seen several sets of
advertisements in our newspapers calling for
applications for positions with the fragmented
Melboume Water. As recently as last Saturday the
Age carried advertisements for four finance
managers for the three water retailers and the
wholesaler. Private firms are already seeking
expressions of interest in those positions prior to the
bill being passed. We have previously seen
advertisements in the AustraliJm Fimmcial Reuiew and
the Age seeking directors and board members.
A conservative calculation of the cost of those new
positions and the executive staff that go with them
amotmts to something like $9.6 million. It is not
surprising that the study done by London
Economics shows that the fragmentation of
Melbourne Water could result in considerable losses
of up to $50.4 million per year. We are talking about
a very integrated structure. The benefits of any
economies of scale will be lost; and services will be
duplicated without any compensating benefits.
The original paragraph 1 read to the house referred
to the offsets you might achieve if you had the
benefit of competition. But the competition is a
phantom. There is no competition among City West

Water Ltd, Yarra Water Ltd or South East Water Ltd.
Honourable members will not nul around changing
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their abodes because there are better deals in the
western suburbs compared with the eastern suburbs
or because the inner city has a special on domestic
water or sewerage! This is a monopoly situation and now there are three monopolies instead of one.
We will not have three pipes coming into our
homes, giving us a choice of the company from
which we will buy our water!

Instead we will have three sets of public relations
firms, each trying to tell us how wonderful it is and
persuade us that we are doing well to live where we
live. We will have no real choice. There will be no
competition in the sense that the provider of the
goods will get the signal that he does not have it
right when the consumer goes to another supplier. It
is a monopoly situation. Everybody realises that the
idea that there might be benefits from comparative
competition is an absolute joke.
The government's proposal to fragment Melbourne
Water to lower costs is downhill It is ludicrous
because the government is arguing, with some

rationality, that the amalgamation of local
government will lead to economies of scale. 1bat is
true. It is also true that many people have not been
happy with the process and do not want the
commissioners to hang around too long. But there
are benefits to be gained from the introduction of
larger local government units that reduce
duplication. It is obvious that savings will result
There will not be three finance managers when the
municipalities of Fitzroy, Collingwood, Richmond
and North Carlton are fully amalgamated.
However, when Melbourne Water is split there will
be three finance managers, three chief executives
and three times the paraphernalia that goes with it
Three buildings will have to be leased and three
fleets of cars will have to be maintained. Everything
will have to be multiplied by three. What is the
saving? The great privatiser, the Treasurer, has
never answered that question, nor has he
demonstrated the benefits. No minister has come to
his assistance and said, 'These are the benefits'. It is
government ideology gone mad.
This situation is even worse than the electricity

situation. At least with electricity there is the
possibility that one day the wonders of tedmology
will allow electrons to go to different houses and
people to buy different electrons from different
companies. It will not happen with water. The
government is silent because there is no answer. The
$50 million a year will be paid for by Melbumians. It
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will be a disaster. The bill should not be before the
Parliament because it is a ridiculous measure.

In the same article of Thursday, 8 December, the
Inspector-General of the E1ectricite de France,
Mr Michel AIbert, says:
Small is beautiful,. but too small can be not so beautiful

MeJbowne Water is far too small to break up.
Sometrung that has the potential to be improved will
be destroyed. The figures I mentioned came out of
the examination of the organisation, but I am not
saying that it could not improve. I am saying that
the economies of scale and the advantages of its
being integrated far outweigh any improvements
anybody has been able to demonstrate will result
from its fragmentation.
The opposition is also concerned about the
environmental considerations in respect of both

fragmentation and privatisation. One can see from
the second-reading speech how confused the
government has become on this issue. It is so
confused that nobody can explain how it is going to
work. I should explain to the house what will be the
result of this legislation. We are tallcing about a
headworks business which will be the residual
element of Melbourne Water and which will have
the basic function of selling water and sewerage
services to retail businesses, managing dams and
sewerage treatment works and handling some
drainage, although we are not sure how much.
There will be three retail businesses - City West
Water Pty Ltd, Yarra Valley Water Pty Ltd and
South East Water Pty Ltd - whose functions will be
individual service delivery, the management of
distribution networks, the financial management of
the areas in their domain and handling water and
sewerage in those areas. There is a provision for
them to do that by licence under the legislation.
Melbourne Parks and Waterways will handle park
management, the education and leisure aspects of
waterways, the drainage and water quality of certain
waterways and the responsibility of complying with
certain standards. The Department of Conservation
and Natural Resources will keep the function of
flood management and the Office of the
Regu1ator--General will have the function of fostering
a competitive market, maintaining fair pricing
structures and curbing the misuse of power. It will
determine the terms and conditions of supply and
supervise the operation of the licences.
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The headworIes and the retail businesses will report
to the Minister for Natural Resources and
Melboume Parks and Waterways will report to the
Minister for Conservation and EnvirorunenL TIle
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
will be accountable to the Minister for Natural
Resources and the Office of the RegulatoraGeneral
will report to the Minister for Finance.
TIle Office of the Regu1ator-General will not have
any technical expertise to supervise licences in
respect of environmental performance and any
technical aspects because it will not have the staff.
That expertise will remain with the Department of

Conservation and Natural Resomces. 1he minister
will have only an advisory function in respect of the
Office of the Regulator-General so if there is a
discrepancy or technical or environmental
non-performance which might affect flooding of
houses or have some planning significance because
of the way someone who holds a licence is
operating, the technical advice will have to go from
the Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources. TIle department will have to convince the
Office of the Regu1ator-General, who will tell the
person holding the licence to correct his or her
behaviour. The result is a total mess. And no-one is
accountable. Who is accoW\table for drainage?
Given that the Minister for Conservation and
Environment, who is handling the legislation in this
house, has been claiming that he is interested in the
bay, clean beaches and reasonable water, one would
have thought there might be some clear line of
responsibility about drainage, but there is noL It is
absolutely confused. At the moment drainage is
basically a catchment and waterway management
issue. Drainage has to be approached on a
catchment basis. In respect of the Merri Creek
catchment and the Maribymong and Yarra rivers
and so on we should try to do all the things that will
assist in controlling the drainage from our streets,
the litter and metal particles that come from cars, the
asbestos that comes off every time we brake, the bits
of rubber on the road, the dog faeces and other
material in the gutters. We try to use education and
any technology that is available. If possible we try to
hold the waste for as long as possible in ponds and
basins so that it is somewhat improved. before it is
finally released into the major rivers, drains and
bays.

In one respect the second-reading speech is
refreshingly frank.. It states:
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Catchment and waterway management respoasibilitie
are a mix of regulatory and commercial functions. As
such,. they are inconsistent with the strong commercial
focus of tbe new regional businesses.

That is the first penalty in an environmental sense of
fragmentation of the new commercial businesses
with City West Water Pty Ltd, Yarra Valley Water
Pty Ltd and South East Water Pty Ltd which this bill
is fundamentally pushing for. The second-reading
speech says that it is not appropriate that they look
after the drainage and catchments because they have
a commercial focus. 'The second-reading speech
continues:
The government recognises that catchment
management needs an integrated approach. The
elements of policy, water resource assessment and
regulatory activities which more appropriately belong
within the policy arm of government will be
transferred to the appropriate government department

oragenc:y.

Which one? At the briefing I attended nobody knew
which one or whether it is even one. 1he minister's
speech continues:
Melbourne Parks and Waterways will have
responsibility for integrated planning.

That is great! It is currently doing it at Albert Park.
What is the score to date? It is 145 trees axed.
Melbourne ParIes and Waterways is managing the
grand prix in a wonderfully integrated way! I do not
believe the people of Melbourne think it will be very
useful. Melbourne Parks and Waterways is
obviously a total servant of the government it just
does what it is told Ask those who work in that area
whether they enjoy what they are doing at Albert
Park and if the public is happy with public servants
cutting down trees. How can Melbourne Parks and
Waterways be a coordinating authority and have
clout with City West Water, Yarra Valley Water,
South East Water, the department and the Office of
the Regulator--General? It is not a big player, yet it
will be charged with the responsibility of
coordinating the quality of certain waterways but,
according to the government, not all the waterways.
What about local government? The second-reading
speech further states:
The government recognises that the division of

responsibilities between MeIboume Water and
metropolitan municipalities for urban drainage need to
be rationalised. This matter is currently under review.
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It is an absolute insult to the Parliament and to the
people of Victoria to introduce such dramatic
changes when the drainage problems and
environmental responsibilities have not been sorted
out. Yet we know about 50 per cent of the pollution
problems in the bay do not come from the sewerage
system; they basically come from handling the
drainage system. Basically we have a good sewerage
system but at times during extreme events some of
our overloaded sewerage system overflows and
there is leakage of sewage into the drainage system
or there may be calamities when a particular old
pipe fails. By and large the sewerage system is well
designed and doing its job.
It is important that we make a quantum leap in
improving the quality of water in the bay and the
rivers that feed the bay by handling the drainage
system properly. How can that be handled?
Melbourne Water, in conjunction with the entity
Melbourne Parks and Waterways, was beginning to
undertake some interesting measures that are
similar to sewerage treatment methods where water
is delayed and put into ponds in parks that allows
the pollution to either settle or to be biologically
improved. It is not a full sewerage treatment
system - it is lighter than that - but the natural
processes that are occurring mean there is
clarification of drainage water before it finally
reaches the bay.
TIlat is done in an integrated way because they have
a charter to do something in the public good. It is
not a user-pay situation; there is an element of
working for the public good - that is, to have
quality in our rivers and our bay and the ability of
the people of Victoria to enjoy their recreation in
safety. That will be lost through fragmentation. Then
there would have to be negotiation between these
authorities for each of them to do something. TIlat
will not happen easily because it is not part of a
Wlified charter.

In no sense has the government addressed these
issues, nor is the Minister for Conservation and
Environment doing anything because he is being
directed by economic rationalism and by the
Department of the Treasury. He and the Minister for
Natural Resources are simply bit players: they are
like Rosenaantz and Guildenstem. That is the type
of minister we have; not a solid player in this area.
This bill is being driven from the Treasury and even
the Minister for Natural Resources in the other
place, who has a clearer line of accountability but is
still just a bit player in the scene of these changes.
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One does not have to have many meetings with
senior public servants to know who is calling the
shots, from where the reports are coming, where the
efforts have gone and why there has been
514 million of consultancies provided to the
Treasurer dealing with things that are part of other
minister's portfolios. This is all part of an economic
rationalism approach to change the way these
authorities are organised. It is madness! It will not
deliver financ:iallyor environmentally.
It is our job to ensure that the people of Victoria are
aware of what is occurring. It is the issue for the next
election that we shall emphasise. If the government
is going to test the people of Victoria on whether
they want to vote for it on the basis that it has held
off from privatisation until the election and that it is
only giving this brief breathing space, that is fine by
us. But our position is clear: we will put it back
together again. We will learn from this -that there
can be some changes to Melbourne Water. 1bere
have been improvements to the operation of
Melbourne Water and we will not privatise. With
any organisation there is the ability to manage the
organisations so that they are less monopolistic. That
is what many organisations are learning. Pretending
that that is assimilation of the market, when it is
basically a monopoly service that is being provided,
is an absolute joke. It is not the same situation as
Telecom, Optus or Vodafone where one can dial a
number, choose the service and there is some
competitive incentive to do that. This is a monopoly.
No-one from the government has been able to
provide answers to these questions.
I have examined what the bill sets out to do, but I
make it clear how far the government is going at this
stage. Oause 17 refers to the transitional provision
which sets up City West Water Ltd, Yarra East
Water Ltd and Yarra Valley Water Ltd.

Those companies have already registered their
articles of association, including details of how they
are to operate. The details for South East Water Ltd
are identical to the others. For example, the only
savings clause is clause 5.3 on page 3.1he shares in
each company will initially be held by five
nominated individuals.
Hon. Bill Forwood - You're backing off your
original proposition.
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - Not at all. The shares can
be sold to eligIble persons with the written approval
of the Treasurer. The shares can be held in the name
of a member who is an eligible person, the definition
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of which is contained in the State Owned Enterprises
Act.
Such actions do not have to be approved by
Parliament. The articles of association can be
changed. at any time; only the approval of the
Treasurer is required. In any case, the Treasurer
could approve a sale under the State Owned
Enterprises Act. The privatisation of the water
industry can take place without the approval of
Parliament.
In that sense, the government has taken all the
measures that are necessary to move to
privatisation. In effect, it is privatisation. The only
difference between the United Kingdom situation
and the situation here is the conditions surrounding
the actual sale of the assets. The right to use the
assets will be sold, and the people who have the
shares or licences will pay for that right over a
determined period. In that sense I must admit it is
slightly better than the UK situation, but I can
foresee it being chariged. if the agreement conditions
permit it. The arrangements will be kept secret in the
same way that other agreements have been kept
hidden from Victorians. Given the conditions and
benefits that may apply, an incoming government
may find the retrieval of the situation could be
prohibitive and punitive.
A complication may arise if the people who are
operating the licences also invest in them. That may
be the beginning of some build-own-operate-type
activities. The situation could become extremely
blurred and messy without any real gain because the
private sector will be enjoying the benefits of a
monopoly, which, in the end, will simply dress up
the books. Unless the risk is transferred, the price of
private capital will be greater than the cost of any
public capital for infrastructure investments. There
will be no benefit for the public purse whatsoever.
None of this has been thought through. The changes
are a movable feast. The government is moving
without resolving many of the important issues
surrounding the drainage and the environmental
aspects. In a sense, the government will be tied by
the deals put by bidders. Ideology will determine
the result rather than a clear analysis of what is best
for Victorians.

I wish to briefly ~phasis one aspect, because it
should be on the record. The government has lost an
important opportunity. The remarks made by
people from North West Water in the UK and the
French companies show that they perceive our
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water industry as providing international
opportunities to offer expertise and earn profits.
Dollars could be earned to help Australia's balance
of payments.
The Pacific basin is important to Australia. Many
Asian cities have large populations. They will
require the services of planners and expertise to
guarantee the quality of their sewerage and water
systems. It is sad that Victoria has not taken the
opportunity to maintain Melboume Water as an
integrated organisation that is capable of becoming a
Significant player in providing services to Asia.

We have a long history of being good managers of
water. Our closed catchment policies are aimed at
achieving a lighter treatment approach, and we have
pioneered using natural systems to handle sewage.
We have developed an inaeasing ability to treat
sewage on land rather than discharging it into our
rivers or the ocean. Victoria's expertise is important,
because our practices are environmentally sound.
They are sound because they are based on the
systems implemented by the people who managed it
100 years ago and they are in line with achieving an
ecologically sustainable future.
Without pretending that everything in Melbourne
Water or the former Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works has been fantastically efficient, I
point out that the development of an organisational
ethic and culture - things that Mr Forwood may
not understand - is not easily achieved, and it is
not obtained simply by hiring people.
That ability and expertise of the organisation and its
people are the very things which could have been
marketed and which could have earned. income
dollars. Melboume Water could have provided a
very good service to cities and rural areas in Asia.
The Snowy Mountains authority has successfully
undertaken large engineering contracts, and it has
been able to survive very well in a competitive
climate. The culture and expertise of Melbourne
Water could potentially have been enhanced if it had
been allowed to compete in overseas markets.
From my discussions and my reading I have
discovered that the private companies now
operating in the water industry tend to offer
integrated packages. Their services tend to be total: .
they include planning services as part of a total
organisational and managerial corporate package.
The private companies tend to provide a total
service to cities and their clients, rather than simply
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becoming specialised in handling a treatment plant
or a particular nuts and bolts area.
Ironically, many of those companies are trying to
model themselves on an integrated organisation,
and this government is fragmenting an integrated
organisation because somehow it thinks that it is
smart and economically rational to do so.
The government is doing absolutely the wrong thing
at the wrong time. Victoria is losing an economic
opportunity outside Australia that could have been
developed on a bipartisan basis. It is a move that is
heading towards a much less effective and efficient
situation in servicing our own people.

I have tried to make clear on three points that this
legislation is financially and environmentally
inconsistent and disastrous. It does not support an
ecologically sustainable future for water and
sewerage in this state, nor for the management of the
bay and our rivers. The bill is paving the way for
privatisation and a sell-off of water in this state.
For those three reasons the opposition strongly
opposes the measures that have come into this house
today. The enabling provisions of this bill are not
just for Melboume Water, they apply to every water
authority in Victoria. It means that every water
authority could be fragmented and broken up,
licences could be issued in the same way and any
water authority in Victoria could be privatised.
Again there are no checks. The only check is the
political penalty that this government would face
from heading off in this direction.
The inducement of this legislation is allowing the
government's mates like Nick Greiner and others to
have a connection with the water industry and
allowing the Liberal Party in particular to have a
hand in everything. And the way the grand prix is
being organised reinforces the lack of propriety, the
government's approa~ and everything that can be
said about the way this government is handling
water.

Enormous profits can be made by anyone l'UIlIling
monopolies. The government is setting up the
structure to allow people to run monopolies without
any ability of holding them in c:heck. We have seen
that in Britain where the Regulator-General has been
totally tmable to curb the profits, yet a much less
powerful check is being set up here. The
Regulator-General here has no resources, no staff
and no prospects at the moment of having any of the
technical requirement in that area.
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The picture, as I have indicated, is that the
regulations have grown. The public pressure for
better perfonnance has grown so eventually the
regulations that go with privatised water has meant
another huge burden. So, you either do not do it. or
if you do it. you add an entirely new cost that was
not there in the first place.
Country Victorians have a lot to fear from the
changes in this legislation. Every area in Victoria is
now at risk of losing control of water, sewerage and
the associated environmental issues. Many of them
are being wise in already being concerned, taking
action and raising the issue. What they find out is
that there is very little information; their local
members are powerless. Water restructure is being
run by the central agencies, principally by the
Treasury, and no-one else in the government can
provide them with any assistance whatsoever. For
those reasons, I reiterate that the opposition opposes
this bill in its entirety.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) -In my
brief contnbution in support of this bill I wish to
make four points. This bill is about the reforms
started under the previous government and
continued by this government to provide greater
efficiency and competitiveness for the supply of
water in this state. The bill will bring
competitiveness to the structure, empower
consumers and reduce state debt, and we all know
the size of Melbourne Water's debt. Simply, that is
what the bill is about.

The second issue I shall briefly touch on is the
continual straw man argument on privatisation that
we heard again from Barry Pullen on this bill It does
not matter how many times this government tells
him, he stills goes on his merry way. I can only
presume it is because he has an ideological fix about
this or he likes being in a ditch defending the
phantom or, using another metaphor, putting up the
straw man and beating the poor thing to death again
and again! Despite the fact that during the debate in
the other chamber one minister specifically said that
this bill does not privatise water, two days later on
the Monday Mr Pullen's letter to the Age is headed
'A watershed in the lives of Victorians'.
Hon. B. T. Pullen - Read it carefully!
Bon. BILL FORWOOD - It states:
I am writing to alert your readers to the fact that this
weelc the VICtorian Parliament will have its first and
probably only opportunity to consider the issue of
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water privatisation and the breaking up of Melbourne
Water.

Mr Pullen has gone on for as long as I have known
him about this issue. TIle problem is that it is not on
the agenda - it is not even in the bill! Anyway,
there is nothing that government members can do to
put his mind at rest so I suggest that he continues to
fight the straw man and to fight the phantoms and
we shall sit back and amuse ourselves with his
antics. The third point I shall briefly touch on is
benchmark comparisons because - Hon. B. T. Pullen - Come on Bill, you can do
better than that! Give us an analysis!
HoD. BILL FORWOOD -It is true that you will
not get four water pipes nmning in a line, but what
Mr Pullen does not understand is the concept that
some people like to do things properly and some
people like to do them better than others. lbere is no
doubt that the benchmark comparison system can
work. We are seeing it all around the world where
people look at others and say 1 can do as well as
that'.
One example that I can briefly use is that every
single council in my electorate used the document of
the Minister for Local Government on the
performance comparisons between councils to see
how they rated against others. On Sunday I was
having a conversation with a senior executive of one
ofMelboume Water's newly licensed recipients, and
he was very interested to see how they would
compare against other people. He for one believed
that the benchmark comparison system would work.
Finally, the other issue I wish to touch on is the
establishment of Melbourne Parks and Waterways
as a statutory corporation. Melbourne Parks and
Waterways has a significant presence in my
electorate. I am lucky to have Westerfolds Park,
Birrarrung Park and Banksia Park in my electorate.
In the past few years I have spent a considerable
amount of time getting to know and working with
Jeif FIoyd and Nigel Caswell and officers of the
parks in my electorate; they are a most professional

bunch..
They are doing a terrific job. I am pleased to see the
establishment of Melbourne Parks and Waterways. I
note that clause 110 of this bill under the heading
'Functions Powers' states:
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_to own. manage and control open space, parks and
waterways for the purposes of conservation,. recreation.
leisure, tourism and navigation;

It is terrific that the establishment of Melbourne
Parks and Waterways in this bill includes
conservation, recreation. leisure, tourism and
navigation in its structure. There is no doubt that
Melbourne Parks and Waterways plays an
extremely important role in the management of
open spaces throughout Melbourne.
Before I finish I shall briefly refer to clause 114,
which enables Melbourne Parks and Waterways to
establish committees to advise them on any matters
referred to them. There is a long history of friends of
parks in this state. There are some amazingly good
people and much work is being done by many
people in this area.
I look forward to Melbourne Parks and Waterways
continuing to establish these committees, as it will
participate in furthering the importance of the new
statutory corporation. With those few comments I
support the bill and look forward to laughing at
Mr Pullen more in the future.
Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong) - I commend
my colleague Mr Pullen for his contribution. I point
out to Mr Forwood that like Mr Pullen my
understanding of the bill is that it enables the private
sector, through the granting of licences, to make a
profit - and that looks like privatisation to me. The
opposition is totally opposed to the privatisation of
publicly owned natural resource assets such as
water. Water is essential for human life; its
distribution has to be very carefully looked at by
governments and by the community in general.
As I understand it, and as Mr Pullen has made clear,
the Water Industry Bill enables the corporatisation
of Melbourne Water by the issuing of water retail
licences. Barwon Water is the water collection and
distribution organisation for the Geelong region. As
a resident of Geelong I am concerned about the
extension and application of this bill to Barwon
Water. When I speak of Barwon Water I include its
predecessor the Geelong Water Board and other
distribution companies. Barwon Water is a very
efficient body which is held in high esteem by the
local community. Prior to October 1992 the board of
Barwon Water consisted of a govemment-appointed
chairman and eight members who were elected by
the constituents of its catchment and distribution
area. TIle result was democracy and accountability;
people in general had a sense of ownership and
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accountability insofar as they knew who their local
water board representative was. If someone had a
problem with the water board they knew to whom
they should go. They could be pretty sure that it
would be handled appropriately, which is very
important The people of Geelong could identity
with that organisation.
Unfortunately when the present government came
into power it did away with elected representatives
and substituted ministerially appointed board
members. People no longer know who the members
of the board are. The board has lost its
accountability, and its members in general have lost
their involvement Barwon Water has become
something of a bureaucracy compared. to what it
was.
The government has put forward the idea that board
members ought to be skills-based, that a reasonable
number should develop skills that will benefit the
operation of Barwon Water. This overlooks the fact
that the board already has well-qualified. and
experienced. officers reporting to it These officers
have the relevant skills and are able to give expert
advice. However, if this legislation is introduced.
contact will be lost with the people within the
Barwon Water district. People will be more
interested in using their skills to make decisions on
the board than they will be Lll finding out what their
constituents think and what their aspirations are
with respect to water. 1his will create further
bureaucratisation of the process and will distance
people from this central element of water through
the water board.
The bill claims to empower its customers. Up until
the present time the government certainly has not
empowered its customers but has reduced that
accountability. 'Therefore it has reduced the degree
of possible contact between people and the board
and between people and the management of that
water supply service.
In the second-reading speech the bill claims to
reduce state debt. Barwon Water has assets of about
$330 million as a result of loans currently totalling
$150 million. Currently there is a debt-to-equity ratio
of 0.95, which is not too unreasonable, and this is
programmed to reduce to 0.5 by the year 2000 that is, in about six years time. Currently debt
servicing costs are $18 million per annum in a total
expenditure budget of $65 million. That figure is
low, particularly when you take into account the
magnitude of the upgrade works on sewage
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treabnent and water storage implemented in recent

years.
Over the history of the water board, of that
$150 million the government has contributed only
$11 million. In the case of Barwon Water it is not
accurate by any means to say that the aim of the bill
is to reduce debt. What small debt there is in that
local authority does not appear under the state
budget debt figures. In any case, it is money that has
been raised by the people of Geelong and not the
government.
This legislation will not reduce state debt in respect
of Barwon Water. The corporatisation of Barwon

Water might achieve a minuscule amount of
economic efficiency or perhaps a marginal
improvement My colleague Mr Hartigan would
agree with that view because he regards Barwon
Water as a very efficient organisation. Apart from
the corporatisation of the distnbution arm of
Barwon Water the bill also encompasses the
separation of Barwon Water into a number of
separate entities covered by a number of separate
licences. On simple examination one might assume
that there is only one distribution licence and one
headworks licence. One would have no reason to be
assured of that There might well be five or six
headworks licences which are the components of
water supply around the Barwon catchment area
and which are used to deflect water to be distributed
by Barwon Water. For example, there might well be
a headworks licence for the Otways where a major
part of the water comes from. There might be
separate licences for harvesting ground water in the
region of Barwon Downs and Kewarren and another
licence at the Bungal Dam which provides water to
the Barwon catchment and distribution area.
Ukewise there might be another licence for the
Moorabool catchment area.
Two major problems arise out of the disaggregation
of Barwon Water: accountability and management.
In terms of accountability, what do you imagine
happens if a consumer has a problem with the
quality of water? Who is accountable? Quality of
water might well be a factor under the control of the
headworks licence holder. How does the consumer
get to the headworks licensee through his
distributor? Or is there some other process? The
headworks licence might be
the control of a
body remote from Geelong, so where is the
accountability for such a problem? Where is the
accountability if the consumer turns on a tap and no
water comes out at all? It is not clear. In some cases
accountability might be with the distnbutor; in other

under
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cases it might be the supplier or the headworks
licence holder, so there are major problems with
accolUltability. 'That is a substantial reason why such
a bill should not be applied to water distribution
and supply authorities.

Another problem arises With management One of
the most important aspects of water supply
management is security of supply. If there is an
extended drought a minimum amount of water
needs to be available for customers. This surely is
something that must be managed by the distributor.
The distributor is the person or organisation that
distributes water for the consumers. Consumers get
upset if no water comes out of their taps. The
distributor is the person who should have the
responsibility of ensuring continuity of supply no
matter what the vagaries of the rainfall or drought
conditions are.
Instead, one must assume that the headworks
authority will take over the planning, the supply
and the decision of bow much water is to be used
from year to year. 'That seems to me to be a totally
unnecessary disaggregation and one that would
increase management problems.
The distributor may also have to deal with a number
of headworks licensees. How does a distributor
make long-term plans if dealing with five or six
headworks licensees? Can a distributor be assured of
access to at least a given portion of the water supply
within a catchment area, or is the amOWlt of water in
a catchment area likely to be a consequence of
market force considerations as to how much other
water authorities would be prepared to pay for that
water? How can long-term plans be made if there is
no certainty of supply from a given catchment area?
Another problem is the reuse of waste water. For
example, clearly in coming years a greater amount
of water reclaimed from sewage waste or from road
ruIH>ff will be fed back to consumers for use on
gardens and to the agricultural area. Surely having a
number of separate licensees will make the overall
management of water enormously complicated
when reuse of water is also taken into accOWlt
This bill is totally regressive in relation to the
Geelong water industry; it appears to be a
destruction of the existing good and efficient system.
Therefore, I believe the bill should be opposed.

'The reduction of the accountability of organisations
that supply water to individual COIlSWI\etS is of
major concern. The decrease in the possibility of
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well-planned, long-term management of the water
resource also presents a problem. Intimately, the bill
will enable the privatisation of water. We are told
that will not happen before the next election; I
presume that that will be the case. However, the
public certainly recognises that the potential is there.
I oppose the bill.
Hon. PAT POWER Oika Jika) - I rise to add
further opposition to the Water Industry Bill. I am
sure the government is not surprised we are
opposing this legislation because of the reasons put
forward by Mr Pullen and Mr Henshaw and because
at this point it has given neither the Parliament nor
the community any assurances.
People in their households and in their
workplaces - especially in their households - see
water as an absolutely basic utility, along with gas
and electricity. It is generally recognised that they
are the critical basket of utilities. Therefore, I do not
think it surprises anybody that the Water Industry
Bill has been closely scrutinised by the community,
as indeed were certain actions of the former labor
government when it took steps to improve the
efficiency of Melbourne Water.
I think there is a general concern in the community
that this issue is not just about efficiencies, it is not
about world-best practice and it is not about modem
management structures; it is about changing the
way a basic utility - water - is delivered to people
in their homes. It is a matter of changing the
acceptance that Victorians have had for many tens of
years that water, gas and electricity - in this case
water - are basic utilities that people within a
modern commlU\ity will have distributed to their
households for reasonable charges and with
reasonable services attached.
From talking to people in the commlU\ity it has
become clear to me - and later I will make
particular reference to my electorate - that there is
serious community concern that the decisions this
government is taking about water, which are
reflected in the Water Industry Bill, are not in the
interests of consumers.

Mr Pullen and Mr Henshaw put forward a number
of little cameos that summarise the reasons why
people are nervous about this bill. I will cOncentrate
on Melbourne for the moment. Over the years
Melbourne Water, formerly known as the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, has
played a very good role in the eyes of the
community in meeting the urban sprawl that has
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occurred since perhaps the end of the Second World
War. Water has been of high quality and it has been
reticulated to homes at a reasonable tariff; in the
view of the general commUnity that water authority
has performed satisfactory. From where they sit in
their homes people cannot see the reason why a
suCcessful utility, such as Melbourne Water, would
be further broken up.
I know that the government has made very clear
statements that the Water Industry Bill- or indeed
a range of actions that have been taken in respect to
water management - does not represent the
privatisation of water; intellectually and literally I
can accept that. However, for the community the
question is whether it leads inextricably to the
privatisation of water.
It is my understanding that government members
have made the sorts of statements that politicians
tend to make. That is, that in the foreseeable future,
or in this term in office, there are no plans to
privatise water. However, unless there is an
unequivocal UI,ldertaking by the Kennett coalition
government to say to the community that it will not
at any point in time privatise water, I think it is
reasonable for the community to carry that alarm.

People understand that in the past 10 or 15 years all
states and teIritories have been involved in a push to
change work practices and there has been a push to
introduce modem management techniques. There
has been a push to involve private sector
management skills in the management of utilities.
I think we all recognise that in a properly balanced
way they have a role to play ~ gaining more
efficiency. At the end of the day we all want our
taxes to go further. However, I think the community
is quite alarmed that the restructuring and the
disintegration referred to by Mr Henshaw is
inevitable. Even if we accept that at this point
privatisation may be a strategy of the Kennett
coalition government, lDltil it gives an absolutely
clear \U\dertaking to Victorians that it will not
privatise water, people will be concerned.

Mr Deputy President, as you would be aware, in
non-metropolitan Melbourne the issue of water stirs
many emotions. I was going to say that that issue
was emotive, but that suggests an element of
irrationality. People feel strongly about water
because they see it as a basic component in their
living a healthy and safe lifestyle. Whether that
means people's domestic water supply needs to be
safe as regards their health, whether that means
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water needs to be available for irrigation or whether
that means water needs to be available in the
unfortunate instance of firefighting, water in country
Victoria is important to people.

Picking up on a point Mr Henshaw raised, part of
the reason that the community is so ooncemed is the
abolition of elected appointees to water boards
during the restructuring of water management in
the country and the replacement of those people on
the basis of allegedly skills-based appointments. I
am not suggesting that a number of those people
who moved into management positions on water
boards do not have substantial slcills, but it is a big
ask to require country Victorians to move away
from the practice of managing their own water
boards in the sense of the elected representatives in
Spring Street making allegedly ski11s-based
appointments to water boards.
1 have not the slightest doubt that if Labor were in
power and we were making ski11s-based
appointments to a whole range of boards, a coalition
opposition would be understandably criticising
some of those appointments because skill is in the
eye of the beholder. We may ask: skill to do what? It
is the skill to do as asked; skill to respond to
community concerns, skill to nm a fiscally
respoIlSlble board. All of those things are in the eye
of the beholder, and when the community stacks
those perceptions on top of the very clear program
Treasurer Stockdale and Premier Kennett are
supporting - a program of transferring as much as
is possible of profitable activity from the public
sector into the hands of private sector operators people are entitled to be alarmed.
One of the first decisions of the Kennett coalition

was to ask school cleaners to become contractors.
One of the very first decisions of the ICennett
coalition was to ask school cleaners who had played
an important part in their local school community to
become a special class of person, to move out of that
community network and become private
contractors. From then on people have been
concerned about the way in which the push. towards
privatisation has taken place.
The government made it clear at the time that asking
school cleaners to move to contract was to do with
the government's financial cuts to education. It was
not an attempt to make cleaners more efficient or
schools cleaner. It was clearly driven by a wish for
the operation of school cleaning to be cheaper. From
that a range of cameo activities have led people to be
alarmed about what lies ahead for the water
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industry. Nine goverriment~ted country train
lines were privatised, with either operators
continuing to run privately operated trains or,
mostly, trains being replaced by road coaches.

In the eyes of Victorians who have used these
services, who have observed the pattern of the
Ke.nnett coalition, there is a dear result at the end of
the day: to move activity out of the public sector into
the private sector. !bat basically is the soul of our
opposition to the l~tion.
Mr Brumbyand Mr Pullen have - -

Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. PAT POWER - He is even more so now.
You have not spoken to him lately. On behaH of the
opposition, they have made absolutely dear our
position on the privatisation of industries like the
water industry. Until the coalition does exactly the
same, this concern will continue.
I state absolutely dearly that the opposition is not
opposed to efficiencies that can be gained by
restructuring. Before I came to this place I was
working with trade unions that were energetically
pursuing efficiency, restructuring and best practice;
carrying out investigations and addressing
redundant work practices, because in this day and
age the entire community recognises that we must
get from our tax dollars and investments the very
best we can for Victorians. I will comment on this
issue as it affects my electorate, the electorate of Jika

Jika.
Sitting suspended 6.28 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.
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My colleague Mr Pullen was able to attend that
meeting. It was very well attended. It was organised
by the Reservoir Tenants Association and people
there were very concerned about the specific issue
that I raise - that is, whether the bill will or will not
lead to privatisation of water.
I was saying earlier that until the coalition gives an
absolute and unequivocal assurance that this
restructure is not in any sense a step towards
privatisation and until it can absolutely rule out that
it will not privatise water, there will be many more
meetings at which Mr Pullen, as the opposition
spokesperson on these matters, will be supported
and will be widely acclaimed when he puts forward
the opposition's view.
I shall make some brief comments about what has
occurred in respect of water in the Yarra region of
Melbourne Water which essentially covers my
electorate of Jilca Jika Province. I shall make these
comments in the context of the past two years.
People will be aware that the coalition, which was
elected in October 1992, has now been in power for
those two years. TIle facts are quite simple; they are
quite alarming and disturbing.
Melbourne Water does not talk about
disconnections. It talks about restrictions. When it
imposes restrictions it cuts down on the water
supply to a particular house so that, for instance, a
cistern will fill over time but so there is not such a
flow of water as would allow the inhabitants to have
a shower. lbat is why I am t:alking about restrictions
rather than cutting off supply. I emphasise they are
not restrictions in the sense that we might

experience in Melbourne during a very dry period
such as we are having now.

Hon. PAT POWER - Before the suspension of
the sitting for dinner I was supporting my

colleagues Mr Pullen and Mr Henshaw in opposing
the Water Industry Bill. I simply wanted to conclude
by making some comments specific to my electorate
of Jib Jika.
Hon. E. G. Stoney interjected.
Hon. PAT POWER - No, it is a long way away.

week

Last
a meeting was conducted in Preston that
was organised by people who were particularly
concerned about the water issue - the way that in
recent times the issue has become a problem for
community groups and that this bill will1ead to
privatisation of water.

In the Yarra region the number of restrictions has
increased by more than 250 per cent over the past
two years. TIle Victorian CoWlcil of Social Service
(VCOSS) was able to obtain documents under
freedom of information which reveal that the
number of restrictions imposed during the 1~94
financial year was 1381. That was a significant
elevation on the number of restrictions in the
previous finandal year of 1992·93 when 392 such
restrictions occurred.
Therefore, the community is concerned that this
quite aggressive push towards a user-pays system
and to restructure a very proud state-owned
utility - positioning it for privatisation - means
that ordinary citizens, the sorts of working-class
people who live in Jika Jika Province in suburbs like
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Thombury, Regent, Preston and SO on, are the ones
paying a price.
The price that many of. those people are paying,
some 1381 of them in the last financial year, is the
ultimate price: having their water flow restricted to
the point where the cistern will fill over time, where
they can run a bath over time and where they can fill
a glass of water, but restricted to the point where the
normal rights in a modern community of being able
to have a shower are in a sense unattainable.
This is really the nub of community concern. VCOSS
has a huge amount of information about the
consequences of government restructuring in a
whole range of public utilities, and water is just one
of those. We need to recognise that VCOSS is at one
with the community. As I was saying earlier, there is
no opposition to efficiencies, best practice or
addressing outmoded work practices in the
workplace. We all recognise they are an important
part of modem restnlcture.
When we cross that line and reach a situation where
people are being disadvantaged - some would say
discriminated against - to the point where their
water supply is restricted, that is when the
community and the opposition are at one in their
concern about the Water Industry Bill.

Mr Pullen and Mr Henshaw have given clear
reasons why the bill ought to be opposed. I strongly
support their reasons, which also have broad
community support. There is alarm because it is
believed users will be asked to pay a
disproportionate price for the restructure of
Melbourne Water, and at the penultimate level the
legislation will inevitably lead to its privatisation.
Whether one lives in metropolitan Melbourne or
country Victoria ·the basket of basic utilities - water,
gas and electricity - are the sorts of things that a
modern society ought to provide to every home at
tariffs that everyone can reasonably afford. Until the
coalition has a position that parallels the
opposition's view that water ought not be
privatised, the legislation will be unworthy of
support.lf the government persists with the
legislation at the appropriate time it will experience
a backlash.

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
also oppose the bill on the basis that it disaggregates

Melbourne Water. It splits it into five areas:
headworks, City ~est Water Ltd; Yarra Valley
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Water Ltd; South East Water Ltd and Melbourne
Parks and Waterways.
MeIboume Water has served Me1bomne well. One
will know if one visits other states that MeIboume
has the best water in Australia. Recently I visited
Adelaide, which pulls a lot of its water out of wells,
and the water is of very poor quality. Unfortunately,
according to a recent study by the government the
quality of water in rural areas is extremely poor.
Melbourne has some of the best and highest quality
water in the world, if not the best in the world. It
does not need chemicals such as chlorine pumped
into its reservoirs as does the water supplied to my
residence and to my constituents in Sunbury which,
according to the government study, has one of the
worst standards of water quality within Victoria. In
contrast Melbourne Water is well managed and
integrated and well known for its accountability.

Melbourne Water is able to provide services to all
within its catchment area. Mr Power spoke about the
services provided to the constituents within his
province. It is so good that the good people of
Sunbury want to be part of that catchment area. We
are currently running a campaign to allow Sunbury
to come under the catchment area of Melbourne
Water because it is sick of the poor quality water
provided by its local authority.
Melbourne Water is the most profitable water
company in Australia. It is upfront with its
community service obligations. VCOSS has given
testimony to its obligations being met It has also an
excellent reputation regarding stormwater
management.

The government has not produced evidence that a
break-up of Melbourne Water will benefit the
community. In fact the government's study bySBC
Dominguez Barry - which was procured by the
opposition and community groups Wlder the
Freedom of Information Act when the government
did not release it because it was damning about the
break-up - has demonstrated to the coumllmity
that Melbourne Water has worked well and that
breaking it up would throw it into the unknown. It
suggests that a break-up would cost an average of
$40 for each consumer and further, a sell-off would
mean that a debt of $1.5 billion would need to be
retired to make it a viable concern. SBC Dominguez
Barry in its secret report to government was scathing
about the break-up of Melbourne Water, and the
opposition agrees with that position. The
government has not told Parliament or, more
~portantly, the community, the reason it is
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breaking up MeIboume Water. If its reason is to
provide competition for water between the various
authorities that Melbourne Water will be broken up
into, that will not occur. It is not like Telecom and
Optus in the STD or mobile telephone areas where
there is true competition and a choice can be made.
Competition is about which company's price
structure or service you choose to use, but not in this
particular case, because there is no choice. Only one
pipe goes into houses, flats or units, so there is no
competition. It becomes a much smaller monopoly,
with the extra burden and problems of credit ratings
and a decreased ability to perform functions due to
its smaller size. That is iny concern.
It takes us back to a position that existed prior to
changes put in place in the 1980s by the Labor
government. Government and opposition members
will remember when the body that, I think, was
called the Dandenong Valley AuthOrity was
amalgamated with Melbourne Water to bring about
required efficiencies and changes in that area.
Although at that time it was agreed to, we are now
changing that with the ideology of splitting up
Melbouine Water into smaller pieces with no real
benefit to the community. The government has its
ideolOgical blinkers on and is adopting a position
that contradicts and is inconsistent with its own
policies. Let me explain. Rural water authorities
have been subject to forced amalgamations. The
SunbUry, Melton, Kyneton. Romsey and Gisbome
areas have been included in the Macedon region.
HoD. It. S. de Fegely interjected.
HoD. D. A. NARDELLA - That is part of the
area you represent! On the one hand the government
supports the amalgamation of water authorities. It is
imposing its will and saying amalgamation will
introduce greater efficiencies and productivity and
make the authorities better able to service the
consumers in those areas. On the other hand
Melbourne Water already does that effectively,
effidently and with the required internal
accountability structures. Yet the government is
doing the opposite of what it is doing with rural
water authorities. The government is saying, 'We
will contradict and be inconsistent with our
previous policy by splitting up the responsibilities of
the body called Melbourne Water'. The blind
ideology of the government encourages it to set up
these bodies for future privatisation.
As the SBC Dominguez Batty report states, and as

that organisation told the government,. a split-up of
Melbourne Water will be worthless if there is ever a
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future attempt to sell it off. I am not saying it should
be sold off but that is what the government is on
about. In a real sense it is saying to the community
that, as with Tabcorp, it will be selling off the
commWlity's assets for a lower value and &om a less
advantageous position than if it were to be done

properly.
A report entitled Project Victoria 1993. A
Restru.chning Strategy for Melbourne Water talks about

how capital costs are allocated and put in place by
water authorities. The report states that these types
of authorities have a high capital cost in providing
and maintaining services for the community. It
states that it would be cheaper for a larger entity to
provide those services than for two or more other
bodies to provide them. lbat is understandable
because a larger authority like Melbourne Water is
able to structure its debt and have a much more
varied revenue structure and base than a smaller
body.
Melbourne Water has a very good reputation and
the ability to pay its debts and incur low interest,
enabling it to complete capital works. If that body is
split up into smaller organisations it will inevitably
mean that consumers will need to pay more than
they have paid in the past for maintenance, services
and infrastructure.
Not only that, the United Kingdom experience and
the split-ups in Victorian industries have shown that
following this type of legislation additional costs are
incurred as the upper echelons of management grant
themselves pay rises, bonuses and perks and lurks
that do not benefit the community in any way.
Rather than one managing director we will have
three managing directors, one for each of the three
companies that I talked about earlier: City West
Water, Yarra Valley Water and South East Water. In
a real sense there will a duplication of managerial
positions at an inflated price rather than that which
currently exists with Melbourne Water. That is not
good for Victoria. It looks after the managers but
does not provide either the competition - if that is
what the government is looking for - or the
efficiency the government talks about
There are further problems with the splitting up of
Melbourne Water to which some honourable
members on this side of the house alluded.
Mr Henshaw talked about the difficulty of
communicating and negotiating with four bodies
rather than with one body. He gave the example of
the processes in Geelong in which confusion
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prevailed. The" split 'Up of Melbourne Water may
mean people will have to contact a number of
companies before they find the company that serves
them, particularly if do not have not their water bills
up on their noticeboards.

The split up of MeIboume Water also contradicts
international trends outside England. My
information is that the water companies in France
are getting bigger because of efficiency gains.
Although they are private companies they say that
bigger is better and that they can become first class
at a world level by being bigger. Melbourne Water is
already competitive and has achieved world-class
standing.
Finally, I raise the issue of the split up of Melbourne
Water and the vesting of control over environmental
issues in the three new bodies. Concern has been
expressed about that by a number of community
groups, including the Australian Conservation
Foundation.
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Cox, Mr
Craige, Mr
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de Fegely, Mr
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GoukI, Miss
Henshaw, Mr
Hogg, Mrs
Ives, Mr
McLean, Mrs (TdlLr)

Mier, Mr
Nardel1a, Mr
Power, Mr (TtllD')
Pul1en, Mr
Theophanou.s, Mr
White, Mr
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Connard, Mr
Strong, Mr

WalpoJe, Mr

Kokoc:insk,i Ms

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third remIing
The opposition is concerned about that. Melbourne

Water performs admirably. Indeed, Mr Birrell said
on television recently that the bay is cleaner, that
people are able to swim in it free of worry and that
Port Melbourne is the c1eanest beach on the bay. All
of that has been achieved under the umbrella of a
single entity - Melbourne Water.
The bill will split Melbourne Water into three retail
businesses and will affect the environment. The
opposition and the people it represents are
extremely concerned about that. They do not
understand or accept the reasons for splitting up
Melbourne Water. They have received a quality
service for many years - in fact, one of the best
q~ty water supply services in the world - and
they do not want to lose that service. My
constitUents, including those in the township of
Sunbury, want to become or remain part of the
Melbourne Water system.
House divided. on motion:

Ayes, 27
Asher,Ms
AshDwl. Mr (Tdltr)
Atldnson, Mr (TtllD')
Baxter,Mr
Best.Mr
Birrell, Mr
Bishop,Mr
Bowden.Mr
Brldeson, Mr

Forwood,Mr
Guest,Mr
HalLMr
Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
KnowIes,Mr
Skeggs,Mr
Smith,Mr
Stoney,Mr

Hem. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In so doing, I thank all honourable members for
their contributions.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
Pused remaining stages.
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Debate resumed from , December; motion of
HoD. It. M. HALLAM (Minister for Regional
Development).
HoD. D. R. W1DTE (Doutta Galla) - The first
thing I want to say about the legislation is that it is
very ill considered. The second paragraph of the
second-reading speech says:
The government's key objectives for the reform of the

gas industry are to achieve the lowest sustainable gas
prices ...
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On no occasion since October 1992 has the minister
attempted to explain how the government will
achieve lower gas prices for domestic, industrial and

prices. That was built on the major changes that had
~dy taken place in the electricity industry.

commercial consumers. Every person familiar with
the gas industry in this state will be aware that the
contracts entered into in the 19605, which stipulated
a wholesale price for gas-of 28 cents a therm, will
run out early in the next century. The current
wholesale market price for gas produced in Bass
Strait and delivered to Melbourne is well in excess of
$2 per therm. People throughout the world know
that the gas discovered in the 19605 was sold to the
Gas and Fuel Corporation at a ridiculously low
price - 28 cents a therm. lllat applies to a major
portion of the gas produced by the Gas and Fuel
Corporation, and it will run out early in the next
century.

TIle minister's second-reading speech is a contempt

When that contract runs out, the wholesale price of
gas will increase almost tenfold. You cannot
purchase gas from Esso-BHP today for under $2 a
therm. No mention is made of that in the context of
the reforms currently being undertaken, but the
government is indulging in wishful thinking if it
believes the price of gas will fall for domestic,
industrial and commercial consumers. Neither the
minister nor the coalition, either in government or in
opposition, has offered any evidence as to how that
will occur .
-

The reason is that the statement is completely
nonsensical The government either does not
understand what transpired in the 1960s, has
ovedooked it or is not interested in it and is making
rhetorical statements to confuse and mislead
consumers. All the major consumers of industrial
gas know about and understand the issue, and all
major consumer bodies, who are acting on behalf of
domestic consumers, know about and understand
the issue. In addition, all the large consumers of gas,
who depend on competitive gas prices for their
continued existence or expansion, as well as any
major investors contemplating investing in this state,
know about and understand the impact of the
cessation early next century of those 1960 long-term
gas contracts. TIley know the implications that will
have for the gas prices they will pay.
At no stage during the contemplation of the reforms
before the house has any mention been made of all
that. Instead, all we have heard is the nonsensical
and rhetorical statement that the government's
objective is to achieve the lowest sustainable gas
prices for Victorian consumers - with no
commibnents. lhat can be contrasted with the
commibnent the government gave on electricity

of Parliament and the community. It is an insult. The
second-reading speech continues by saying that the
reform strategy will:
encourage greater axnpetitiveness in the industry
through new gas exploration and development, and the
development of an efficient national gas market.

The first part of that claim is nonsensical, because
the overwhelming amount of gas exploration that
has taken place in or close to Victoria has occurred
offshore and Wlder a regime outside the control of
the state government - that is, under a federal
regime. A very competitive regime already exists in
Bass Strait covering new gas exploration and
development. The legislation will have no impact on
what is occurring and what will or will not occur in
Bass Strait.
I refer to the development of an efficient national gas
market. TIle development of the pipeline will give
Sydney the opportunity to gain access to natural gas
from Bass Strait, and we do not oppose exposing the
Sydney market to that competition. Of course, that
will not enhance the competitive position of the
industry in Victoria, which at present effectively
enjoys monopoly access to gas in Bass Strait.
Nevertheless, it will give our manufacturing and
service industries an extremely important
competitive advantage.
Once again, the second-reading speech presents us
with the notion that the bill will enhance consumer
choice by maximising competition. Neither the
minister nor the government has attempted to show
how that will occur.

Mr Deputy President, when you use a telephone in
your home, you have a choice. You can use Optus
Communications or Telecom Australia. 'That choice
is available in the Melbourne metropolitan area and I hope that at some stage that choice will extend
to llOrttH!astem Victoria! Secondly, when you use an
airline you have a choice between Ansett Australia
and Qantas Airways Ltd. But in this instance there is
no demonstrable competition. There is only one
distributor -Gascor, the new emerging distributor.
Gascor will transmit the gas from the producer in
the same way it has been done since the 1960s.
Individual consumers, whether domestic,
commercial or industrial, will be restricted to using
Gascor.
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Very large consumers of natural gas may have a
choice in the sense that they may get access to
contracts with a producer such as Esso-BHP. Under
those arrangements, the gas may be directly
transmitted by the producer through the existing
transmission system - that is,.if they happen to be
large industrial or commercial consumers of gas.
That will not be the case for the overwhelming
number of businesses in the immediate or
foreseeable future. Moreover, it will not apply to
domestic consumers. lhey will have no choice.
The bill has two hmdamental flaws. The first is the
statement that natural gas prices will fall. There is no
evidence to support the claim that, as a consequence
of the break-up, people will be better off. Nor does
the bill come to terms with the phasing out of
existing or old contracts. Secondly, the bill is
fundamentally flawed because it uses the words
'competition' and 'customer choice' when it is clear
that the overwhelming bulk of consumers will have
no such choice. The government thinks it can fool
the people by working a sleight of hand and using
the words 'customer choice' and 'competition'. I
have no doubt that when the legislation comes into
effect and consumers start to complain about the
delivery of services, the government and the
minister will walk away from those words.

I shall give the house an analogy. For a nUlIlber of
years we heard how much better the coalition would
manage our health services. It ta1lced up the issue,
raising expectations day in and day out. It said that
access to medical seIVices would be improved,
elective surgery numbers would be reduced and the
quality of service in our public hospitals would
improve. All Victorians had to do was. to give them
the opportunity. The government has had the
opportunity, and within the space of two years the
threshold and the expectations it has created are
coming back to haunt it. There is no escape from the
number of people on the waiting list or the issue of
what constitutes a reasonable waiting time for an
ambulance.
So it will be with gas. The government has created
an expectation that there will be lower gas prices,
but it is impossible for it to deliver that. It has not
shown how or when it will occur and it has not
demonstrated that there will be competition. There
has been no attempt by the minister to do that in any
public forum.

Of course he has the support of Esso and BHP
because since the 19605 Esso and BHP have believed
they have had a raw deal. Every chief executive of
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Esso in Australia has been on a mission to turn
around the wholesale gas contracts of the 19605.
Another mission has been to have access to the retail
market in their own right. No doubt the government
is getting a tick from Esso and BHP, but people want
to know how they will be better off and what new
investments will flow from these changes.
There is no demonstrable evidence that any
prospective investor will be realised as a
consequence of the changes. No large prospective or
existing investor has come to the government and
said, 'As a consequence of these changes, these are
the conditions necessary to enable us to expand our
existing industry or create one of new investment'.
Not one is mentioned in the second-reading speech.
If this scheme were so attractive one would have
expected it to have been built around a log jam of
prospective investors who would be realised as a
consequence of the legislation, and that is not so.
We do not have confidence in the regulatory system
as administered by the Office of the
Regu1ator-General and we remain of the view that it
is not an adequate mechanism in its current form.
Until such time as substantial consumer boards are
formed, as is the case in the United States of America
where there is a multiplicity of private utilities and a
capacity for consumer groups to be represented on
consumer boards and to be directly involved in
pricing policy, consumers are never going to feel
they are adequately protected. Moreover, many
consumer groups that are very interested and have
considerable experience in dealing with the
development of tariffs in this state do not have
confidence in the Office of the Regulator-General.
The government disbanded the Energy Action
Group, but behind that group were the Victorian
Council of Social Service and various church
organisations. After 1982 in the development of
tariH policy amsumer groups met with officers of
the State Electricity Commission and the Gas and
Fuel Corporation and completely restructured the
tariffs of those organisations in recognition of the
fact that the existing tariffs were inequitable. From
an environmental point of view they were not
conducive to the sensitive use of gas or electricity.
In the case of electricity there was a gold medallion
home policy: the more electricity one consumed the
lower the charge per kilowatt hour. A similar
scheme applied to the consumption of gas. 'As a
result of the work of the Energy Action Group, the
Victorian CoW\cil of Social Service and the various
church groups, it was recognised that the charge
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levied prior to the consumption of electricity and gas
was far too high and that the rental cost, stand-by or
initial charge for electricity and gas should be
minimised. to such a minimum that the charge was
ina~ per kilowatt hour in respect of electricity
and per therm in respect of gas.
That had two benefits: it made gas and electricity
more equitable and affordable for low-income
earners, and it sent a message to the community that
excessive consumption of electricity and gas was not
in the community interest and that we should be
more efficient in our use of our fossil fuels for
several reasons, including the pursuit of the Toronto
targets. Between 1982 and 1984 the Energy Action
Group spent some 18 months convincing officers of
the Gas and Fuel Corporation and the SEC of the
merits of its proposals and getting support for the
changes. Since October 1992 they have been done
away with. The stand-by charges have increased, the
char.ges for low-income consumers have increased
disproportionately to those for the rest of the
community, and the inequities we saw prior to 1982
have r~ged to the same proportion as they
existed prior to 1982.
Of course the minister is not interested in discussing
it with such groups. He is absent; he is not interested
in applying himself." I raise those issues to
demonstrate to the house that there is a "
well-informed community out there. Do not think
that because we are having a superficial debate in
this house on a rhetorical, superficial second-reading
speech that the rest of the community, the media, the
major domestic consumers and their representative
groups are as ill-informed as this house. They are
much better informed than the government is
prepared to admit

The government took away the funds of the Energy
Action Group, thinking that by doing that it could
dilute it and remove it as a ginger group, but the
people remain and are being absorbed elsewhere. In
many cases they are the same people, and they are
experienced and competent They are coming back,
just as the health groups are coming back. They will
take issue with this. In the months ahead we will
want to see how the Minister for Energy and
Minerals deals with these emerging groups. Not
surprisingly, he will be under the same pressures the
Minister for Health is Wlder today. It will happen in
gas and electricity because they are fundamental,
essential services that affect the hip-pocket nerve.
The minister is saying to the house and the
community that he can get by with deception and
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that the government can get by with lies. That is
what the government is doing with this bill. None of
the principles it enunciates and says it is attempting
to wuiertake demonstrates that any of them will be
achieved. The community is concerned, as are the
financial commentators, that the amcnmt in excess of
$300 million a year, of which the state is a
beneficiary, will cease to become available when the
Gas and Fuel Corporation's arm Gascor is privatised.

In the absence of a considered statement, gas prices
will go up. The Minister for Energy and Minerals
has not presented a pricing policy. It is important to
understand that the information is available to the
minister and Gascor as a result of extensive survey
work the corporation undertook as a business entity
on a regular basis over a long period. The
corporation enjoys a high standing because of its
maintenance, the quality of service it provides and
the support people enjoy. There is no commitment
in this bill that those services will be retained and
enhanced, nor is there a commitment that the
expertise of the people will be retained and
enhanced.
We have already seen a substantial change occurring
and evidence to support the fact that the number of
people whose homes have been disconnected people who had previously been supplied with
natural gas over their lifetime - has increased
dramatically throughout Victoria. Even as we come
out of the recession the number of disconnections
per month in Victoria is higher than the figure
during the recession and continues to become
higher. It is a product of the indifference of this
government It is compounded"by the fact that we
now have. a stand-by charge of $73.60 per customer
each year, which is significantly higher than it has
ever been and which reduces the capacity for people
to have access to natural gas.
During the course of the 1980s there was a
substantial change in engineering philosophy in
electricity, gas and water. At the start of the 1980s
engineers throughout the world measured their
success hy how quickly they could build the next
dam or power station or how they could increase
production and throughput of natural gas. At the
end of the 1980s and at the beginning of the 19905
due to changing professionalism engineers began to
measure their success in electricity by how long they
could delay the construction of the next power
station. in water by how long they could delay the
construction of the next dam and in gas by how they
could more efficiently use the resource.
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At the start of the 1980s the concept of cogeneration
had not been heard of in the engineering profession
or, if it had, it was to a very limited audience. When
we interviewed key people in the Gas and Fuel
Corporation early in the 19805 they were not familiar
with the concept. Today we have an extension of
cogeneration both within the private and public
sectors which is best demonstrated in the public
sector by the public hospital system where the Gas
and Fuel Corporation has taken initiatives.
There is another pressure that Mr Graeme 0'Nei1l, a
journalist, has identified in the consumption of gas
fossil fuels in the world today: there is a recognition
that in India· and China, particularly India, the
expansion in the construction of power stations
exceeds the total number of power stations that
currently operate in Australia today. In.other words,
China is building more power station capacity in
one year than we currently have in the whole
country. Therefore, with this exponential demand
for an increase in power stations in China and India,
to name two places, it is self-evident, as Graeme
O'Neill said, that if individuals in those countries
wish ·to enjoy the same standard of livq as we do it
is impossible to aqueve that by the consumption of
fossil fuels worldwide which is currently
experienced here and which will be experienced in
those places. The consumption of fossil fuels per
head of population is untenable if allowed to occur
worldwide. Therefore, legitimate, conspicuOUS and
significant initiatives have to l?e taken to ensure that
the pressure applied by both govemmentand
industry to increase the consumption of renewable
fuels is taken seriously and head on. There are
indicators of its occurring in some parts of the world.
In California, for example, there is a regulation
which says that by the end of this decade more than
2 per cent of motor vehicles will need to be using
renewable energy sources. It seems a small
proportion. It will either be battery-operated or solar
panel energy. Certainly the advances in technology
evident in the race from Darwin to Alice Springs to
Adelaide are watched worldwide.

Graeme O'Neill pr:edicts that some time in the next
century we will have what is called the Berlin wall
effect where you start at 2 per cent, get to 10 per cent
but community pressure necessitates that it jumps
exponentially to 60 per cent very quiddy.
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we must significantly inaease the rate at which we
consume renewable energy resources as opposed to
fossil fuels. We must make considered decisions
about our ptefetdaces for fossil fuels, such as the
production of hot water from natural gas which
should be the preferred fossil fuel.

On those two issues, which are of worldwide and
Australia-wide magnitude and of domestic

significance, there is no word. In the production of
this strategy there is no word about the preferred
fossil fuels or the extent to which we should make

some commitment to renewable energy.

In fact, one single small initiative, the development
of wind power at Inver1och. was specifically
discontinued by the Minister for Energy and
Minerals. If he had a preference for not proceeding
with that initiative, that is one thing; but in the
absence of a renewable energy strategy we have a
circumstance where there is nothing on the table.
That is a real head-in-the-sand mentality that is not
adequate for us now and in the future and should be
an overwhelnting part of the strategy that is before
us today.
The statement in the second-reading speech is
inadequate. We do not have a view about the future
of natural gas in any considered or developed
fashion. We are concerned that this break-up is
occurring in the absence of any considered strategy
that will produce significant end results for the
benefit of Victorians. It is occurring in an ad hoc
fashiori that is unproductive and does not answer
the questions that people are legitimately raising
and which will not go away. 1his is not an
1.UlSOphisticated community. It is an increasingly
more sophisticated community that undastands
issues well beyond the capacity of the current
minister. During the next 12 months we will
continue to ensure that they berome issues of major
consequence during the remainder of the life of this
Parliament and also before the Victorian electorate at
the next election.

I indicate strongly that the opposition is completely
opposed to the break-up of the Gas and Fuel
Corpora~ its imminent privatisation and the
inadequacy of the proposals that have been
presented to this house.

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (MeJboume North) - I
We know and understand today that this must
occur. We are not back at the start of the 1980s. A
new set of pressures and demands say that if we
want to make our style of living tenable in the future

oppose the Gas Industry Bill which is part of the
initial process by the government to privatise the
Gas and Fuel Corporation. As I said in a previous
debate today, it is an ideological position where the
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government believes private is good and public is
bad. The bill will provide the government with the
wherewithal to achleve its end by privatising the
Gas and Fuel CorpQration.
Oause 64 of the bill vests in the Treasurer the shares
of the Gas and Fuel Corporation which will allow
easy transfer and access by private companies to buy
the components that they see as profitable. 1hat in a
real sense will disadvantage my constituents - the
consumers of Victoria.
It is not a position that the opposition supports
because even after its spats with the SECY, with
which it was trying to compete for custom until the
Labor Party came to power in the early 1980s, the
Gas and Fuel Corporation was in a very good
financial pOsition. It was in an excellent position to
service its customers. This bill throws ~to jeopardy
the standards that have been put in place, which
have enabled Victorian consumers to receive
extremely safe, high-quality services from very
competent people.
For example, the Gas and Fuel Corporation Mr Mier, who worked in the industry, can attest to
this - was instrumental in ensuring that the rules
and regulations that were designed to protect
consumers were of the highest quality. The
government may say standards such as those will be
retained. But if a company's only goal is to make a
profit, those aspects will be in jeopardy. Maximising
profits means burning more fossil fuels and
competing vigorously with other forms of energy.
That will jeopardise the good work the fOrmer Labor
government did to safeguard the future for our
children and our grandchildren. Once the compcu:ues
are privatised, their managing directors will attempt
to achieve maximum profits for their shareholders.
That is their role; that is why they are in those
positions. The managing directors will be paid
outlandish amounts of money and will bleed
Victorian consumers dry.
The government may say the Regulator~eraI will
ensure the necessary checks and balances are in

place, but in a real sense they are already there. 'The
government controls those services, including the
standards and the conservation measures; but in the
long run it wants to give the corporation away to
overseas private companies so it can supposedly
look after its shareholders. Not only will the
unprofitable parts of the corporation and the
services it provides be affected, but, as has been the
case overseas, all the profitable parts will be affected
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as well. All private industry is interested in is
maximising the returns to shareholders.
That is what is happening in Victoria. If something
profitable is run by the public sector, it is sold off.
However, if something is unprofitable and does not
make money, that is also sold off - but then
subsidies are provided from the public purse. The
subsidies are not upfront. They are seaet, and they
are not readily disclosed by this secretive
government. The Warmambool railway line is a
good example. The subsidies given to that company
have not been disclosed by the government. Once
they are sold off, the unprofitable parts of the Gas
and Fuel Corporation will not be disclosed.
I wish to touch on the environmental impact of the
legislation because in a real sense the
environment we leave to our children and
grandch.ildren is extremely important. We can leave
our children a Victoria which is strong, viable and
efficient. We can leave them with a state that has a
world-standard corporation which looks after the
environment, which works in harmony with other
producers of energy and which works with the
Victorian community to reduce carbon emissions
into the environment. We can leave them with a
corporation which keeps resources in the groWld for
as long as possible and which provides services
effectively and efficiently. However, the bill will
make it harder to achieve that because of the various
structures it will put in place.

The opposition opposes the bilL It cannot support it
in any way, shape or form. The government has not
demonstrated that the legislation will lead to a more
efficient or cleaner industry. It is inconsistent with
the actions the government has been taking in other
areas. It is inconsistent with the consolidation of
water authorities and with the amalgamation of
municipal councils, where bigger is better. In that
instance the government engaged in no amount of
dissuasion, except when it came to arguments about
Queenscliffe.
On behalf of my constituents, I do not support the
bill, which splits the Victorian gas industry. It does
nothing to assist the Victorian community in the
long term. After it has been sold off the financial and
economic benefits of the corporation's operations
will be lost to the Victorian community. No aII\OW\t
of safeguards or assurances by the government will
be sufficient to convince me and the Victorian
community that this is the way to go. I urge
honourable members not to support the bill
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HoD. C. A. STRO~G (Higinbotham) - I support
the bill because in many ways it is the first building
block of one of the most significant reforms to occur
in the state. The bill deals only with the structural
elements or the first step in splitting up a vertically
integrated organisation that has responsibility for
both regulation and all the areas of delivery firstly, a service arm and, secondly, a
common-carrier pipeline function. It will be the start
of building in Victoria a pipeline authority that can
link up with pipelines in other parts of Australia,
creating a common carrier for the distribution of gas
throughout this nation.
As has been said, the bill does not deal with
elements of pricing because it clearly gives the
minister the power to continue all the pricing and
tariff arrangements that exist under the current Gas
and Fuel Corporation Act. They are not changed;
they are simply carried over into this legislation. The
bill in no way deals with any of those aspects.

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! There is
too much aoss<onversation behind Hansard.

HoD. D. It White - We are doing everything
possible to make sure that we cannot hear what
Mr Strong is saying!
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Hon. C. A. STRONG - For various reasons I
might be here longer than Mr White to see the
success of our reforms. It gives me much pleasure to
support the bill. As we have done in electricity, it is
the first step of a series of reforms. The structure that
we have built on to create a gas industry will be to
the advantage of this state and this nation. It is
worth reflecting that where similar reforms have
taken place in other parts of the world they have had
dramatic impacts on the prices of gas and
petroleum. Where the conduit of talcing the product
from the wellhead to the consumers is not owned by
a monopoly, but is available for all consumers to
use, it is akin to the delivery of foods and so on in a
supermarket environment. Would we have a better,
more efficient market if Coles Myer owned the roads
and the railway lines that allowed produce to get
from the farm to the store and from the store to the
consumer? We would have better competition - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT -Order! There is a
constant barrage of inane interjections while the
honourable member is on his feet. Mr Nardella and
Mr White were listened to in courtesy and in silence,
and I ask members on the opposition bench to do
the same for Mr Strong. I mean it, and if I have to do
so I will take action.

Hon. D. It White - A very good ruling!
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT -Order! I do not

mind if you cannot hear, bu~ I certainly want
Hansard to hear.
Hon. D. It White - It is a very good ruling.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - I Wlderstand what is
being said on the other side - Hon. D.1t White - We have the same view of
you as we have of your colleagues on the Brighton
council!
Hon. C. A. STRONG - Because it gives them
some perverse pleasure to believe that at the end of
the day the failures of their reforms will in some
way measure up to the demonstrable - -

H07ZOUTIlble members interjecting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT -Order! There is
too much interjection. Mr White was listened to in

silence and I ask other honourable members to do
the same for Mr Strong.

Hon. C. A. STRONG - As both Mr Nardella and
Mr White said, it was a very good ruling. You said,
Mr President, that they were making inane
comments, and that is appropriate for inane people!
In .conclusion, I strongly support the bill. As I said, it
creates the first building block of a very positive gas
industry for this state and this nation. To those inane
people who sit on the opposition bench and try to
stand in the way of progress for this state, I say they
will be consigned to where they should be: the
rubbish bin of history. I support the bill.

aika

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS
Jib) - I shall
speak against this bill. It is the beginning of the end
of the gas industry as we know it in this state. The
Gas and Fuel Corporation in this state has a long
and a proud history. Its history indicates that it has
been supported by both sides of the house over time,
and it is a business utility that the previous
conservative governments strongly supported.
I recall the previous conservative government
seeking to amalgamate all of the various gas
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distribution companies around Victoria under the
Gas and Fuel Corporation to make one integrated,
efficient and effective business that was government
owned That was the insight of the previous
conservative regime, in partirular that of Henry
Bolte, who was a strong supporter of a vertically
integrated, strong and effective Gas and Fuel
Corporation. He had the insight to enter into a
contract for the supply of gas from Bass Strait. which
has served Victorians well in allowing us to now
have the lowest prices for natural gas anywhere in
the world.
My colleague Mr White has indicated how Esso and
BHP have consistently and constantly tried to
overturn or Wldermine that particular contract.
Significant productivity gains have occurred as a
result of actions taken by the previous government
in the downsizing of the Gas and Fuel Corporation.
and by the implementation of a whole range of
efficiency measures, efficiency gains were made.

Again, we have a similar situation to that which we
have in electricity, in that this government will
fritter away the benefits that are about to flow to the
people of Victoria as a result of a reduction in
employment in the gas industry of nearly
2000 people that occurred under the previous
government. That has resulted and will result in
significant gains for the people of Victoria under the
present vertically integrated structure.
Nevertheless, again we shall see the breaking up of a
viable business - a business which is properly
geared, which has a low debt structure, which
retwns a significant dividend to the state and which
provides ~ at rates cheaper than the rates
anywhere else in the world.
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number of points. My colleague "spoke about
environmental issues and social responsibility.
When I worked for the Gas and Fuel Corporation of
Victoria I remember it provided a customer service
to advise people on the most suitable size for their
hot-water services.
Hon. B. W. Mier - They still do.
Hon. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS - As my colleague
says, they still do. On many occasions pensioners
would buy the wrong size hot-water service through
private companies. The difference is that when a
pensioner walked into the Gas and Fuel Corporation
he would not be sold a ~litre or 400-litre gas
hot-water service. A gas hot-water service reheats as
water is used, so that when you use a litre or two of
water the system starts to reheat It is very different
from the electric hot-water systems that reheat water
overnight. Although in some cases it might be
appropriate to have a ~litre or ~J1tre hot-water
service, it is often totally inappropriate for such large
systems to be installed in pensioners' dwellings, but
that sort of thing occurred. When people were
unable to get advice from the Gas and Fuel
Corporation about the appropriate sized hot-water
service for their properties, unscrupulous
salespersons would sell them larger units because of .
the higher profit margin involved. Gas hot-water
services continually heating 300 litres of water
impose a significant unnecessary additional cost on
the environment.

I am not speaking solely in terms of my association
in government. I spent more than nine years
working for the Gas and Fuel Corporation in a
variety of jobs.

Another issue worthy of consideration is the
competition between gas and electricity. We all
know that gas home heating has an efficiency rating
somewhere in the order of 70 to 80 per cent
depending on the type of space heater involved. !he
efforts of the research arm of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation to increase efficiency have resulted in
the recent development of new flues that bum
oxygen obtained from outside the house rather than
from inside. The result means a huge increase in
efficiency. The new appliances neither use oxygen
from inside the house nor constantly drag in air that
has to be reheated. If oxygen inside a room is used
for combustion purposes to heat a room, air
changeover normally might occur fom times an
hour. However, the changeover time is reduced
dramatically if a flue draws in air from outside.
These kinds of developments and the grading of
appliances has occurred because of the action of the
Gas and Fuel Corporation.

I saw first-hand what is involved in the provision of
gas to the people of Victoria and I want to make a

On one assessment an electric heat bank might be
considered a highly efficient home-heating device.

As it has with electricity, this government wants to
decimate the gas industry. I well remember the
negotiations I had with Neil Smith about the
structure of the SECV and its corporatisation, or the
more commercial orientation that the business
wanted to adopt. The negotiations were very clear
on the need to maintain a vertically integrated
business and a business that provided for all of the
functions of the Gas and Fuel Corporation.
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However, when you take into account transmission
losses and other issues such as the efficiency of the
power station's production, the efficiency rating for
electricity is approximately U per cent compared
with approximately 80 per cent for gas. These
important environmental issues should not be
simply left to the market to determine. We should
avoid finishing up with all~ homes that add a
huge burden to our environment because of the
power station emissions of carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere. That can be prevented by having an
integrated Gas and Fuel Corporation that
understands the importance of these environmental
issues to the people of Victoria.
It is important that competition between gas and
electricity does not develop into open-slather
competition. where the maximum use of gas and the
maximum use of electricity is the order of the day.
None of us will benefit from that Gas is a scarce
resource and ought to be conserved; it should not be
used just because it happens to be available.
I well remember working at the Gas and Fuel
Corporation during the construction of the Newport
power station,. which created. quite a lot of
controversy in Victoria at the time. It was an
interesting situation. The rationale for the
construction of the Newport power station - which,
of course, was to be nul on gas - was that the State
Electricity Commission of Victoria needed it to nm
on gas because its quiCk response time enabled it to
efficiently handle peak electricity loads. That is not
withstanding the fact that gas.fired stations are a
compJetely and utterly inefficient way of using gas.
Oearly, if gas is delivered to a home and used
directly the efficiency rating i:S approximately 80 per
cent. However, if gas is burnt in a power station like
Newport, transported and then used in electrical
appliances in the home, factors such as the
transmission losses and the efficiency rating of the
power station affect the overall efficiency of gas as
an energy source.
In a situation like Newport, by the time the
electricity is delivered to the home the efficiency use
of that particular energy source is approximately
20 per cent oompared with approximately 80 per
cent if gas is delivered directly to home appliances. I
well remember the analysis undertaken of the
peak-load problem at the State FJectricity
Commission of Victoria which showed that the
primary cause of the problem was households
turning on their electric stoves between 7 a.m. and
9 a.m. and again between 6 p.m. and 8.00 p.m.
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Coping with that peak load was the rationale for the
construction of the Newport power station.
An innovative economist at the time ·analysed the
cost of the Gas and Fuel Corporation's replacing
every electric cooker in Victoria with a free gas
cooker. 'That, of course, would have alleviated the
SECV peak-load problem and resulted in much
more efficient cooking throughout the MeIbomne
metropolitan area. The analysis showed that it
would have been cheaper to replace electric cookers
with gas cookers in all the houses that had electric
cookers than building the Newport power station.
The creation of jobs as a result was a factor of about
10 times. Local industry would have received a huge
boost by building and installing the gas cookers. I
accept that we do not live in a world where that
kind of rational decision is made, and it was not
made in that particular instance. Instead we built
Newport, which provides electricity through the use
of gas to cope with the peak-load problem of the
former SECY. 1bat illustrates the importance of not
having blanket competition between the use of
electricity and the use of gas.
Oearly the other social and environmental issues
involving the use of the two fuels that go beyond the
simple question of competition suggest that there
are reasons for using gas in certain applications and
using electricity in others.
The Gas and Fuel Corporation has been
instrumental in delivering gas to a range of COlUltry
locations. When I was With the Gas and Fuel
Corporation I remember natural gas being extended
to Melton. Through its heatane gas division. the Gas
and Fuel Corporation, which has now been sold by
this government, was able to temporarily install
heatane gas in that region and provide it at natural
gas rates on a temporary basis lDltil it converted the
whole of Melton to natural gas when it delivered the
pipeline there.

lhere was no doubt Within the organisational
structure of the Gas and Fuel Corporation that on a
cost-benefit basis the delivery of natural gas to
Melton could not be justified. 1here is no way that,
under the structure being proposed by this
particular government, a place like Melton would
ever get natural gas. You can bet your life that
whereVer gas is now being delivered in Victoria will
certainly not expand to any other region as 'a result
of the changes being proposed by this government
We have an organisation that is delivering gas and
services at the cheapest rate possible. 'That
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organisation has experienced significant
productivity gains, has acted in an environmentally
responsible manner in the past, has a mandate that
includes delivering gas as far as possible to country
Victoria, has a low debt structure and delivers a
sizeab~e dividend to the people of Victoria.
This government is asking us to accept that the
restructure will result in the job somehow being
done better, but we are not told how. We are not
told how the environmental issues will be
addressed. We do not know how, for instance, the
question of wmecessary installation of
above-capacity hot water services will be addressed.
We do not know how this government will address
the queStion of excessive competition between
electricity and gas and, therefore, the effect on the
environment that that implies. We do not know
what sale price is proposed for the Gas and Fuel
Corporation when it is privatised. We do not know
about tax compensation from the federal
government and how much Victorians stand to lose
as a consequence. We do not .know the answer to
any of those questions.

We are asked to accept a pig in a poke by this
government on the Simple altar of competition
policy somehow seeing everything through and
everything being all right. However, n<Hme believes
it. No-one in the community believes that this will
be of benefit to them, and certainly no-one that I
have spoken to in the industry believes it will be of
benefit to Victorians. Even the heads of the
organisation do not believe it will be of benefit to
Victorians.
We are again seeing that this government is
ideologically driven, does not have the interests of
Victorians at heart and is squandering what has
been built up over the years by governments from
both sides to a sizeable important asset that belongs
to Victorians and that has provided them with a
service at world competitive rates.
Members of the opposition make it absolutely clear

that we will fight this issue right until the election.
We will not support the break-up and privatisation
of the Gas and Fuel Corporati~ which has served
the people of Victoria in such an exemplary fashion
over many years.
Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley) - I also rise to

oppose this legislation.. In doing so I will refer to the
history behind the establishment of the Gas and Fuel

Corporation.

.
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If we look back over not all that many years we will
see that Victoria was serviced by a whole host of gas
companies that existed right aaoss the state. At the
conclusion of the Second World War and not so
many years after it this state and this Parliament
discovered that those companies that had been in
existence for many years were highly inefficient;
they were coal-producing gas companies that were
no longer efficient in any way, shape or form. They
could not maintain their reticulation systems and the
mains system down the streets of Melbourne and its
metropolitan area and down the streets of Bend.igo,

Ballarat and other rural areas was quite out of date
and in need of repair. In fact, the energy supply of
gas was in a state of emergency.
The private companies that had existed for almost
100 years from the days of gas lights and so on had

run down to the point of there being an absolute
emergency. At that stage the Parliament of Victoria
decided there was a need to establish some central
authority to introduce an efficient and modernised
gas reticulation and servicing system in Victoria. So
was born the Gas and Fuel Corporation.
Arising from that, over the ensuing years the Gas
and Fuel Corporation took over a number of private
gas companies, such as the Brighton gas company,
which was on the Nepean Highway, the Highett gas
company and the Colonial gas company. We all
remember the old North Melbourne football ground
with the big gas holder behind it which was the
Colonial gas company's headquarters. It supplied
the western suburbs of Melbourne. There was also
theGeelong gas company, the Ballarat gas company
and the Bendigo gas company. There were gas
companies all over the place. However, they had
had it! They were run down and they were
inefficient. They could not maintain their
reticulation systems let alone a decent system for
supplying fuel to their consumers.
The legislation takes us back to the situation in the
1950s because of some stupid, idiotic, ridiculous
concept that by breaking up the Gas and Fuel
Corporation a more efficient system will result. I say
to the minister that that is absolute, total rubbish. It
has been tried before and it has failed. The Cain
government realised that something had to be done

and later on the Bolte government fully supported
the concept of the establishment of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation as a central authority with authority for
the sale and supply of gas energy to consumers in
Victoria.
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Following that decision natural gas was discovered
in Bass Strait. What a discovery that was! It meant
that at long last we did not have to import coal from
New South Wales for the manufacture of gas. As a
result of the discovery of natural gas we no longer
needed factories for the production of manufactured
gas. The old gas factory in West Melbourne closed
down. 1hose of us who have been around a few
years would remember the old gas factory there and
the gas holders. We no longer needed them because
there was a supply of gas from a natural source,
namely, the bottom of Bass Strait.

The Gas and Fuel Corporation took one of the most
progressive steps witnessed iD the development of
this state. Under the splendid chairmanship of Neil
Smith the Gas and Fuel Corporation entered into a
contract with ~BHP for the purchase of gas from
Bass Strait. Gas manufacturing plantswere dosed
down. The black coal manufacturing plants were
highly inefficient and polluting. Gas holders, or
gasometers as we used to call them, were done away
with. The corporation embarked on the introduction
of natural gas to Victoria, initially in Melbourne and
its metropolitan area and then across the state.

Old, inefficient gas companies that were remnants
from the old gaslight days were dosed down and
taken over. They could not maintain a proper service
to the state. A reticulation system was introduced: a
natural gas grid right across the state that we all
enjOy today.

.

Rural members particularly should appreciate this. I
cannot understand how anyone from the National
Party could justify the reintroduction of the
privatisation of gas distribution throughout the
state. We have seen what private enterprise does to
such an industry. We have seen how the system
failed and how consumers across the state were let
down.
The marvellous Gas and Fuel Corporation has not
only overcome the incompetence of private
companies operating throughout metropolitan
Melbourne and Victoria but also extended its
efficient service to ~ areas within the state.
Whether people live up along the Hume Highway
or the Western Highway, wherever they are in
Victoria the Gas and Fuel Corporation has provided
a natural gas seryice: a ~ efficient, economic
service.
Why should the minister decide suddenly to break
this up after all the work has been done? We have
been through this exercise in the past. We have seen
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what has happened when the gas industly has been
in the hands of a few greedy companies. We have
seen the necessity to coordinate a proper reticulated
system not only in metropolitan areas but right
across the state. We know that the only efficient way
of doing that is through one very efficient central
authority.
That one authority has provided a handsome
dividend to the state government and has provided
a competitive price for its product across the state of
Victoria. Why do we need to break up this
corporation? I suggest that the minister is a crook.
He has to be a crook to break this up.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT -Order! The
comment that the minister is a crook is
unparliamentary. I ·ask the honourable member to
withdraw it.

8on. B. W. MIER -1 withdraw. He is not fair
dinlcum. I do not believe the government is fair
dinkum in any way, shape or form. We have seen
that in changes to electricity services, water services
and now gas services. No government members are
fair dinkum as far as the citizens of the state are
concerned. They are not honest. 1heir interests are
not the interests of the citizens of the state but the
interests of individual company owners such as Esso
and BHP.

Esso wants to sell natural gas and to get into the
reticulation service; it wants to sell natural gas to the
SECV for power turbine generation such as exists as
Jeeralang power station. We know this. Mr [)avis
sits behind his paper, but he knows it He has
worked in the oil industry and gained the benefits of
being an employee offshore. He is still critical of the
trade union movement, but we know Mr Davis
knows this. We know that the Minister for Regional
Development knows this. We know that all
government members know they are selling out the
state to those on their gravy train -the gravy train
carrying all the government's friends who
banlaolled its election campaigns. We know what it
is all about.
The government is selling out the state. The citizens
of Victoria went through this exercise after the
Second World War back in the 19505 and 19605.
When we realised what had happened to the gas
industly the state had to come in and save it. We
established a fine and reputable organisation, the
Gas and Fuel Corporation, which provided a
marvellous service to all Victorians. It provided a
reticulation system not to metropolitan Melbourne
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alone but aaoss the state. It provided gas to people
who had never had a gas service.

Hon. R. L KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
Yet the government ignores this. It thinks, 'Oh. what
a beauty! It is all set up. It is up for grabs, mate. Let's
get into it. What a windfall this will be for payouts
and our ban1crollers'. I have put it plainly and I will
say it again: you are nothing more and nothing less
than a bunch of crooks.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! I have
already indicated to Mr Mier that the word'crooks'
in reference to other honourable members is
disorderly under standing orders 132 and 133. I
invite him to withdraw.
Bon. B. W. MIER - I withdraw it I say to the
government: you are not fair dinkum.

House divided on motion:
Ayes, 26
Asher,Ms
Ashman,Mr
Atkinson. Mr
Baxter, Mr

Best,Mr
BirrelLMr
8ishop,Mr
8rideson, Mr (Teller)
Connard,Mr
Cox, Mr (Tdler)
Craige,Mr
Davis,Mr
de FegeIy, Mr

Guest.Mr
Hall,Mr
Hallam,Mr
Hartigan. Mr
Knowles,Mr
Skeggs,Mr
Smith,Mr
Stoney,Mr
Storey,Mr
Strong,Mr
Varty,Mrs
Wells, Or
Wilding, Mrs

move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Education: integration aides
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - The
matter I raise for the attention of the Minister for
Tertiary Education and Training in his capacity as
the minister representing the Minister for Education
in another place concerns the school integration
program. The opposition has been contacted by the
parent of a child currently in prep grade at a
govenunent~l

The child was assessed in September and in October
the parents were informed by letter that he was
eligible for integration assistance on intellectual
disability criteria. The parent filled in a
questionnaire which was used to assess the level of
assistance that could be expected but was advised
that the Directorate of School Education was not
doing anything about the provisiOn of integration
aides until 1995.
Yesterday this parent was told by the school
principal that her son would not be getting an
integration aide next year, nor would any other
eligible children who were already in the system
and who were not in prep grade - that is, those in
grades above grade prep, as I understand it. The
parent will of course appeal, and at this stage the
parent does not wish to be named.

Noes, 12
Davidson. Mr (Tdler)
Gould, Miss (Tdler)
Henshaw,Mr
Hogg,Mts
Ives,Mr
McLean,Mts

Mier,Mr
Nardella, Mr
Power,Mr
PuDen,Mr
Theophanous, Mr
White,Mr

PaiTs
Bowden,Mr
Forwood,Mr

Wa1poIe,Mr
Kokocinski, Ms

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.

My substantial concern is that between September
and December the rules on the provision of
integration assistance have been changed. I ask the
minister in this house to ask his colleague the
Minister for Education whether only prep grade
students will have integration assistance next year or
whether the government will fulfil its obligation to
students assessed as being eligible.

Bunyip State Park: fire tracks
Hon. R. S. IVES (Eumemmerring) - I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Conservation and
Environment, who represents the Minister for
Natural Resources in this house a matter I raised
recently concerning the condition of the fire tracks in
the Bunyip State Park. At that time I could quote
only generalised anecdotal information. I am now in
a position to be more specific and I believe the
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information would be useful for the government I
recently made an inspection of Rankins, Two Scouts
and Lawless trades which lead off Burgess Road,
which forms the boundary between BlDlyip State
Park and Gembrook Park. In the normal course of
events these trades would be used by emergency
vehicles. However, they are very badly degraded
and eroded and it is doubtful they could be used by
small four-wheel-drive departmental tankers let
alone CFA vehicles. It could be extremely dangerous
if a CFA vehicle entered one of the tracks in error.
The vehicle could be trapped on the track. A similar
occurrence in the Dandenong Ranges during the
Ash Wednesday bushfires led to the tragic loss of
both the crew and the vehicle. I understand that the
Gembrook CFA is concerned about the situation. I
urge the government, in view of the bushfire danger
this year, to either properly maintain these tracks or
to close them completely.

Camp Faimie, Tyabb
Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Conservation and
Environment an area known as Camp Faimie in
Tyabb. It is a small parcel of about 11 hectares of
Crown land at Tyabb. For some time it has been
used by the scouts and it is also of concern to a
group of local people, not a fringe group, who have
taken an interest in the area. A draft management
plan has been developed for the area by the
department It seems that it would be of benefit to
everybody if the management plan and the issue
were given a more public airing. The idea is to use
the land for conservation purposes.
I lDlderstand part of the management plan is to
divide the area into land used for recreation
purposes and land used for conservation purposes.
If that were to be done through an open and local
process it would be possible to reach an agreement
that satisfied both interests so that there were
ongoing opportunities for recreational experiences
for young people and so that work such as weeding,
revegetation and conservation work could be done.
That could become a focus for conservation.
Hon. M. A. Birre1l- Has the draft management
plan been released?
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - I do not know. I have been
given a copy of the draft by the locals. This is an
issue that, if handled positively, could produce a
decent result for the local people, and I raise the
matter in that spirit I have indicated to the local
people that I shall be raising the issue. It seems to
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have potential if local interests are given a fair go,
but there is some suspicion that the matter has not
been handled in a totally up-front manner. I raise
this issue to correct that

Gas meters: connection
Hon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) - I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Housing, who is the
Acting Minister for Planning and who is in charge of
the Plumbers, Gasfitters and Drainers Registration
Board, a letter that was forwarded to me addressed
to Michael Keiford, Executive Officer of the
registration board, from the Electrical, Electronic,
Plumbing and Allied Workers Union.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - A good union!
Hon. K. M. SMITH - I am pleased that that will
be noted in Hansard. The problem I raise for the
attention of the minister is a dispute that has arisen
regarding the cormection of gas meters and whether
that work should be carried out by members of the
Gas and Fuel Corporation or whether it can be
carried out by a normal plumbing contractor in the
course of his duties. That is the connection.
Hon. It. L Knowles interjected.
Hon. K. M. SMITH -Somebody who would
actually be able to do that connection of a gas fitting
which normal plumbers can do. The uni~ and
particularly Mr Leo Gillman, who is an organiser for
the Electrical, Electronic, Plumbing and Allied
Workers Union (EPU) also known as the CEPU - Hon. D. A. Nardella - A good bloke - put that
on" the record too!
Hon. K. M. SMITH - Mr Nardella says he is a
good bloke! My case will rest on the issues raised in
this letter. When one looks at the composition of the
Plumbers, Gas Fitters and Drainers Registration
Board one sees that members of the union - CoOn
Daniels, the chairman; John Ruthergood; and
R Noonan -were involved in making many
important decisions.
I am concerned about a letter containing a couple of
statements which I think comes close to blackmail
and which holds the Plumbers, Gas Fitters and
Drainers Registration Board to ransom with regard
to a dispute involving the plumbers union. The letter
states in part
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I understand that a new proposal to allow the
aforementioned will be put before the spring session of
Parliament It is requested the board not allow these
changes to go ahead before Parliament or to proceed, at
least until the board receives a delegation of union
members and they be allowed to put their case to all
members of the board. .-

TIlat sounds reasonable. The part that concerns me
states:
It should be understood by you and your board that
you are being used by the Gas and Fuel Corporation to
settle a longstanding industrial dispute.
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HoD. D. A. Nardella - A good bloke - that is in
Hansard!
HoD. K. M. SMI1lI - Let us make sure
Mr Nardella's interjection that Mr Danie1s is a good
bloke is recorded, because he is a bladcmailer and
has allowed these threats to be made against a board
that has been independently selected. Mr Narde1la
should not even be considering supporting the
plumbers Wlion in this regard.
I ask the minister to ensure that some action is taken
against these people.

Workcover. claims
TIlat is the bladanail I was talking about, and it can
only be referring to those people from the Gas and
Fuel Corporation who actually do the connections. It
is astounding when you think how long it would
take to get somebody specially from the Gas and
Fuel Corporation to.do a connection that involved
doing up one nut rather than using the plumbing
contractor who had done all the other plumbing
work. The letter goes on:
You should also be made aware that the members
I represent, who are registered plumbers, are seriously
questioning as to why they should continue to support
the registration board if the proposed changes were to
go ahead. The board needs to be-aware -

this is where the threat comes in, and it is a
disgracethat in the first instance industrial-type action, be it in
the form of a protest or other action as may be deemed
. necessary, will be taken against the board.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous -TItreatening!
Hon. K. M. SMITH - The Leader of the
Opposition is right, it is threatening! The union.
which has ample representation on the board, has no
right to threaten a board which has been
independently selected and which has on it
representatives from both sides as well as
independent members - it is being threatened by a
pack of industrial thugs from the plumbers union!
I ask the minister, as a man of great compassion. to
take action on these threats against hardworking
people. It is a disgrace that the chairman of the
board, Colin Danie1s, who is a member of the
plumbers union - -

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gika Jika} - I raise
for the attention of the minister responsible for
Workcover a matter regarding the late Mr Gordon
Jones, formerly of Doncaster. It is necessary for me
to go through the background of this case for the
benefit of the minister.
Mr Jones commenced employment on 22 July 1963
as a storeman wire worker with Greer Industries Pty
Ltd. On 15 June 1991 after being struck by a pallet at
work he lodged a claim for workers compensation
as a result of suffering injuries to his wrist, thumbs
and knee. Mr Jones was retrenched from Greer
Industries after almost 30 years service on
4 June 1991 as his employer was unable to offer him
alternative duties.

In October 1993 NZllnsurance informed Mr Janes in
writing that as he had been on weekly payments for
a period of two years the payments would be
terminated. A protracted battle between Mr Jones,
NZ! Insurance and the Victorian Workcover
Authority followed. It was marked by significant
delays which exacerbated Mr }ones's emotional and
physical wellbeing.
Mr Jones was suffering from a heart condition and
had had heart surgery some 12 years before. Finally,
he lodged a claim for conciliation in relation to the
termination of his weekly payments with the result
that he was deemed to be totally and permanently
incapacitated and was granted 70 per cent of
pre-injury earnings. This was a Pyrrhic victory for
Mr lones because he expressed the view that he
should have received 90 per cent of pre-injury
earnings. NZ! Insurance refused to acknowledge the
claim for 90 per cent of pre-injury earnings and the
matter again went to conciliation.
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A section 98 claim under the table of maims. had also
been lodged Again a litany of delays occurred with
the Victorian Workcover Authority failing to
respond to the section 98 within the presaibed
6O-day period and refusing to reimburse Mr Janes
for the cost of his medical reports.

Another conciliation hearing was lodged to review
the decision regarding reimbursement of medical
reports and the claim for 90 per cent of pre-injury
earnings. That conciliation hearing determined that
Mr Janes was entitled to weekly benefits up to
90 per cent of pre-injury earnings backdated to
24 January 1994. He was elated by that decision and
looked forward to a secure life, given his medical
condition. He was due to have an operation in
relation to his heart condition, but two weeks prior
to his operation he received a ~ from NZI
Insurance informing him, without any justification,
that as of 2 September 1994 his weekly benefits
would be terminated. This is after two conciliation
hearings which determined he was entitled to those
contributions.
Sadly, the effect on Mr Janes's physical and
emotional state was immediate and rapid. Partly as
a result of the action by NZI Insurance, Mr Gordon
Jones suffered a massive heart attack on 20 August
1994, dying at the age of 57 years. His general
practitioner for more than 15 years has told me in
writing that Mr Janes's dealings with Workcover
over the years contributed significantly to his death.
It is important to put on the record one small quote
from a letter written by Or John Dunning of
Doncaster:
The coronary artery condition was constitutional.
However, I believe the stress of receiving the NZ!
Insurance company notice terminating his payments
was the straw that broke the camel's back, or the stress
that precipitated the fatal thrombotic obliteration of his
coronary arteries, resulting in painful albeit sudden
death.

were in agreement on the settlement providing a
90 per cent payment to Mr Janes.
That is another example of how the Workcover
system treats people. The same insurance company
has denied the application by Mr Janes's widow for
a widow's benefit. I ask the minister to institute a
thorough investigation of this particular matter.

Hon. M. A. Birre11- I want you to cite the facts
of the case first.
Hon. T. C. 1HEOPHANOUS - I am happy to go
through them, again if you like. I ask the minister to
institute a thorough investigation of the reasons why
NZI decided to precipitately choP off Mr Janes's
payments following the determination of a
conciliation, which. according to his doctor, led to
his death. I also ask the minister to investigate
whether the payment of a widow's benefit to the
widow can be handled more sensitively, without her
having to be dragged through the courts and
through conciliation in the same way her husband
was.
The PRESIDENT -Order! I remind the house
that 5 minutes is the maximum desirable time for
each member to speak on
adjournment matter.

an

Sports grants
Hon. B. A. E. SKEGGS (Templestowe) - I ask
the Minister for Roads and Ports to direct to the
attention of the Minister for Sport, Recreation and
Racing in another place a plea for financial
assistance for top race walkers through the Victorian
Institute of Sport. The Australian Institute of Sport
gives very little assistance to race walkers or to their
national coach. Other athletes who are training for
the 2000 Sydney Olympic Games are receiving a lot
of assistance &om their state institutes of sport as
well as from the national body, the Australian
Institute of Sport, including coaching grants of $5000.

The doctor clearly says the ~ sending by
NZI Insurance of its termination notice contributed
to the death of that particular worker.

An article in the Herald Sun of 9 December contained
a call by the Minister for Environment, Sport and
Territories in the commonwealth Parliament

The handling of the matter by NZ! Insurance and
the Workcover Authority has been an absolute
disgrace. In sending a notice of dispute cutting off
payment, NZI Insurance attempted to claim there
had been no agreement on the 90 per cent finding at
conciliation. Mr Janes's widow has given my office
the conciliation certificate indicating that all parties

Sports miIUster Senator John Faullcner has put eJite
sports on notice to produce more champions or risk
losing funds to other more ~ sporting codes.

He is reported as saying:
'We have given an 31 sports on the Sydney Olympics
program a wUque chance to develop their elite athletes'.
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One such athlete is Stephen Brooks. This article of
19 JW\e 1994 states:
In ~ 40 years in the sport, Harry Summers, the
Australian national walking coach. has never seen a
better young prospect than the 15-year-old from
East Ivanhoe. In just
months, Summers has
watched Brooks rocket from a novice to a multiple state
record-holder and a member of the Australian team -

rune

that recently toured Europe. He is a typical example
of a young walker who is getting no assistance
whatsoever, and yet he is going to be a top prospect
at the Olympic Games. Walking is a great
international sport in the Olympic Games, and yet
little assistance is given to those walkers. It is of
interest to note that in Victoria they do not even get
assistance with their blood tests. Most other sports
have that sort of support. It is important for race
walkers to have periodic blood tests after they have
done a long walk to measure how their performance
has affected their ph.ysique. They want the
information. but at file moment they or their parents
have to pay for it
This issue commands the attention of the Minister
for Sport. Recreation and Racing and the Australian
Institute of Sport. In New South Wales and
Queensland the wlifonns and other equipment used
by race walkers are paid for, but that is not the case
in Victoria. Only $20 is given to assist the walkers
who are training for the 2000 Olympics. It is a
worthy matter that should be considered by the
Minister for Sport, Recreation and Racing in another
place.

Tullamarine Freeway: signage
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mums could not pay the increased fees? I ask: who
authorised the sign and how much did it cost?
Hon. R. L Knowles - Can't you guess?
HoD. D. A. NARDELLA - Who authorised the
sign and how much did its design and placement
cost the Victorian community in dollar value and in
respect of children being kiclced out of
kindergartens?

Ambulances: helicopter services
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON (Chelsea) - I direct a
matter to the attention of Minister for Aged Care,
who would be aware of a review that was
conducted in 1993 into the operation of Helimed 1, a
rescue and ambulance helicopter which is based in
Morwe1l and which operates across the wider
Gippsland area. The minister passed on my previous
inquiry to the Minister for Health in another place.
In a letter to me dated 2 December 1994 the minister
states that she is considering three options for
meeting helicopter ambulance needs in Gippsland:
to keep the status quo; to service the area from
Melbourne; and to service the area via the Latrobe
Valley, with the helicopter based there during the
night and in the Melbourne during the day.
Given that the minister is respon5lble for aged care
and that it is the elderly Gippsland residents whose
lives will be at the most risk if the Minister for
Health makes her decision on a cost-driven basis,
will the Minister for Aged Care assme the house
that he will use all of his noted powers of persuasion
to ensure that Helimed. 1 is retained in its current
form, thus removing the threat to the lives of elderly
Gippsland residents?

Hon. D. A. NAItDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
raise a matter for the Minister for Roads and Ports.
On a section of the carriageway of the Tullamarine

Freeway going tOwards Melbourne is a big,
expensive, lit-up sign with a photograp~ of the
Premier--

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - It has some big words
saying 'Enjoy your holidays'. How can people enjoy
their holidays when the 17.5 per cent loading has
been taken away from Victorian workers, after
holidays have been taken away from Victorian
workers, after there have been cuts to ambulances,
health and education services and after children
have been ldclced out of kindergartens because their

Minister, the first hour after a heart condition is
notified is the most important If it takes another
hour for a helicopter from Melbourne to go to
Gippsland a life will almost be lost will the minister
do his very best to ensure that the minister in the
other place is apprised of the facts and that the
Helimed service remains based in Gippsland?

Workcover: claims
Hon. PAT POWER Gib Jika) - I seek the
assistance of the Minister for Local Government in

relation to a Workcover matter on which I have
provided him with some documentation. I do not
want to go on with the issue now, but it refers to a
Mark Williams of Sunbury who, in his view, is a
victim of the Workcover system. In brief, his
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complaints involve a number of medical and I think
it is fair to say emotional problems. I am sure the
minister will require some time to have the issue
properly investigated.

In general, his concerns are that his medical
condition took some years to diagnose. He was
concerned that there was no follow-up with
rehabilitation. He feels strip~ of his dignity and
credibility and is concerned that bad practices by the
medical profession caused his drug addiction.
In brief, I aclcnowledge that it is a detailed case but I
ask the minister to have the matter investigated and
report back on whether there is a particular pathway
that Mr Williams might follow?

Responses
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - Mr Ives raised a matter about
BWlyip State Park and the apparent degraded tracks.
I shall refer the matter to the Minister for Natural
Resources who has responsibility for fire
management

Mr Pullen raised with me a matter about Camp
Faimie at Tyabb which is an ll-hectare
apparently used by scouts. He mentioned a draft
management plan and sought a full public airing of
that plan. I am happy to do so. I, lilce him, am not
aware that a draft management plan has been
released or if there is an actual draft management
plan to be released in due course. I shall have
inquiries made.

Property

Hon. T. C. Theopbmous interjected.
HoD. M. A. BIRRELL - The department calls it a
draft management plan and what is publicly
released is a draft. I shall have inquiries made. I
support the idea that there should be public
involvement at a local level in discussing any draft
management plan.
HoD. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - Mrs Hogg raised with
me a matter dealing with integration aides. She did
not want to deal with a particular case but rather the
issue which appeared to her to be a change of rules
between September and December about the
entitlements of integration aides. She has asked me
to raise with the Minister for Education whether
there has been a change of rules and, if so, why and
what can be done about it
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I shall pass on her request to the Minister for
Education and ask him to respond.

Hon. W. JL BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Mr Skeggs raised a matter regarding a
certain category of athletes. I shall be pleased to pass
that on to the Minister for Sport. Recreation and
Racing in another place.

Mr Nardella raised a matter concerning signs on the
Tullamarine Freeway near Melboume Airport. I
assume he is referring to the sign that has been on
FAC land for some considerable period. It is located
on land that has been used for a variety of purposes.
The spring racing carnival, the Community of
Economic Development of Australia conference and
numerous other events have been promoted on
those signs.
Mr Nardella had a specific question about the cost of
the installation or operating cost of those signs. If he
cares to give me the details I shall provide him with
an answer.

HoD. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - Mr Theophanous and Mr Power
raised precise individual circumstances of workers
compensation claims and asked that those
circumstances be investigated. I will have the
authority undertake those investigations and.
provide the appropriate reports in due course.
HoD. R. L KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) Mr Smith raised with me his concern about threats
made by the plumbers union against the Plumbers,
Gas Fitters and Drainers Registration Board of
Victoria. It is a matter within the jurisdiction of my
colleague, the Minister for Planning, who is at
present overseas but will be bad in Victoria early in
the new year. I will ensure that I report the matter to
him.
Mr Davidson raised with me a matter regarding
Helimed 1 following a similar matter raised with me
previously. Mr Davidson has received a response
from the Minister for Health which outlined a
number of possibilities being examined. I have no
doubt the minister will decide on the option which is
more than cost-driven but goes to how, in fact, we
can get the best possible service. I have no doubt the
decision she makes will be on a whole range of
issues. I have no reason to doubt other criteria will
be·used but I will bring the matter to her attention. I
will ensure the issue he raised is addressed in· that
process.
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House adjoumed 10.43 p.m.
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